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CONCERNING
WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO READ
MOST ARDENT READERS OF WEIRD FICTION WILL HAVE at one point either read or
desired to read “The Willows” or “The Wendigo.” Most ardent readers of
ghost stories have stumbled upon “The Empty House” or “Keeping His
Promise.” Nearly all students of fin de siècle mysticism will have inspected The
Centaur, The Man Whom the Trees Loved, or “Ancient Sorceries.” Even those
who value natural adventure stories in the ilk of Stephen Crane, H. Rider
Haggard, and Jack London will have room for Blackwood's Canadian, African,
and Alpine literature on their shelves. H. P. Lovecraft called him “closely
wedded to the idea of an unreal world constantly pressing upon ours ...
inspired and prolific,” ranking him alongside M. R. James, Dunsany, and
Machen as one of the true masters of modern (post-Victorian) horror. His
writing is extensive, widely flung, and appealing to a broad palate – utilizing
the chromatics, tones, and flavors of multiple literary traditions, and compiling
them into a truly symphonic harmony. From his oeuvre, we have managed to
withdraw a mere sampling of his greatest works of horror, the mystic, and the
macabre – to assist your further reading, an annotated bibliography has been
included at the end of this volume.
What has been included here draws away from his purely mystic tales,
although some (particularly “May Day Eve” and “The Sea Fit”) come quite
near to that tradition. This would certainly preclude his famous works The
Centaur, Sand, and The Man Whom the Trees Loved – the latter two of which
are commonly anthologized (The Centaur being a novel, is a stand alone work)
in collections claiming to be representative of Blackwood's work. And rightfully
so. This text, however, is chiefly concerned with Blackwood's weird fiction,
ghost stories, and strange tales, and while his mystical fiction is often weird,
always strange, and sometimes horrifying, it does not achieve the same levels of
existential terror and supernatural fear practiced by the following tales.
We would do well, nonetheless, to explain our categorizations before
entering into a discussion of Blackwood-the-Artist. Weird fiction is a loosely
defined genre that can be roughly – and somewhat haphazardly – described as
being an amalgamation of the tropes, themes, and aesthetics of fantasy, horror,
supernatural fiction, mystery, the Gothic, and science fiction. In Blackwood's
oeuvre, we are defining the Weird in a much more specialized manner: those
stories which allude to the Outer Powers which Blackwood identifies with the
collective soul of the universe; those stories which nurture an aesthetic of
existential horror; those stories whose supernatural agents are not easily
catalogued; those stories which pit man against elements beyond his
understanding – in league with the cosmic soul of Nature. “The Willows,”
“The Wendigo,” and “The Glamour of the Snow” are exemplars of this form of
story.
Strange tales – a term borrowed from the eminent Robert Aickman – are
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those which pit mankind against mankind in a supernatural arena. They are
stories which evoke ethics and morality, where the primary agents of evil or
oppression are living human persons, where the source of fear – though it be
supernatural in nature – centers on the relationships between members of
society. These are the grimmest tales of Blackwood's canon, being pessimistic,
cynical, and moralistic. “The Insanity of Jones,” “A Haunted Island,” and
“Skeleton Lake” are supreme examples of this style. Although ghost stories
seem easy enough to define – they are stories which involve supernatural
agents appearing to be spirits of the dead – it is important to note that they
share more in common than the identity of their antagonists. Blackwood's
ghost tales follow the interference – often predatory, vampiric, and malicious –
of residual human spirits (not every case involves a visual manifestation – “If
the Cap Fits,” though not included here, is a chilling ghost story wherein the
“ghost” is very much alive) in the lives of the living. They insinuate themselves
into the psychological, social, and emotional welfare of the persons they come
upon. These persons are of a common sort, too: lonely, isolated, self-contained,
solitary, often living in a squalid urban environment where human life is
estimated in income, rent, and credit. Fine models of these tales are “The
Listener,” “A Case of Eavesdropping,” and “The Occupant of the Room.”
Blackwood's writing concerns the relationship between reality and delusion,
and while most authors who dabble in this dichotomy imply that the delusion
is the haunting which encroaches on the realities of everyday life, or that – at
worst – both the conventions of the living and the manifestations of the
supernatural are equally real, Blackwood insists that it is the waking world
which is false – the vain, neurotic, commercialism distracting us from the
spiritual reality around us. In his own words, Blackwood describes his thematic
concerns:
My fundamental interest, I suppose, is signs and proofs of other powers that lie
hidden in us all; the extension, in other words, of human faculty. So many of my
stories, therefore, deal with extension of consciousness; speculative and
imaginative treatment of possibilities outside our normal range of
consciousness. ... Also, all that happens in our universe is natural; under Law;
but an extension of our so limited normal consciousness can reveal new, extraordinary powers etc., and the word "supernatural" seems the best word for
treating these in fiction. I believe it possible for our consciousness to change
and grow, and that with this change we may become aware of a new universe. A
"change" in consciousness, in its type, I mean, is something more than a mere
extension of what we already possess and know.
Each of the tales and novellas included within this edition have been selected
to comment upon these fundamental interests – the vista hidden behind the
curtain. And we hope that they shall assist in the task they were designed for.
The majority of these stories come from Blackwood's three most remarkable
and visionary anthologies: 1907's The Listener and Other Stories (The Listener,
The Dance of Death, The Insanity of Jones, May Day Eve, The Willows, The
Woman's Ghost Story), 1906's The Empty House and Other Ghost Stories (The
Empty House, A Haunted Island, A Case of Eavesdropping, Keeping His
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Promise, Smith: An Episode in a Lodging House, Skeleton Lake) and 1912's
Pan's Garden: A Volume of Nature Stories (The Sea Fit, The Glamour of the
Snow). Most of our recommended reading come from these three collections
as well – we urge you to read these tales, described at the end of the book. It
was with much trepidation and distress that they were not included in the
present volume, and we recommend them to your attention.
We would be remiss if we did not address the most glaring exclusion: any of
the John Silence tales, “Ancient Sorceries” and “Secret Worship” in particular.
It is our hope to publish a separate volume of John Silence: Physician
Extraordinary in the future, one which can devote its attention to these cases,
without robbing attention away from some of Blackwood's shorter fiction (e.g.
“The Sea Fit,” “Valley of the Beasts,” “The Dance of Death”) which is often
overlooked and under-appreciated.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
BEFORE READING THESE STORIES
WHILE THE WEIRD TALE AND HORROR FICTION EXISTED IN BRITAIN long before the
Edwardian Era (fl. 1895 - 1922), this period was certainly the zenith of
supernatural fiction in the English-speaking world. Although the Victorians
boasted a handful of truly excellent supernaturalists (Le Fanu, Riddell,
Oliphant, Edwards, Broughton, etc.), the production of high-octane
speculative fiction reached a high watermark during the years between Arthur
Machen's The Great God Pan and M. R. James' “A Warning to the Curious.”
This period was profuse with talent and vision, best embodied by six
tremendously skilled artists: Oliver Onions, M. R. James, William Hope
Hodgson, Arthur Machen, E. F. Benson, and Algernon Blackwood. All three
forayed into the regions of fantasy, horror, ghost stories, and literary fiction,
developing a level of psychologically penetrating weird fiction unrivaled since
Hoffmann, Poe, and Le Fanu. While James' nearly forty ghost stories have been
classed as among the best in the language, Blackwood stands out as the literary
prince of this sextet, unrivaled in influence and scope. His impact on cosmic
indifferentism alone would earn him immortal merit, but the range of his
canon is felt throughout horror fiction, ranging from contemporaries such as
Hodgson, Benson, H. P. Lovecraft, and H. Russell Wakefield, to the members of
proceeding generations, including Ramsey Campbell, Ray Bradbury, August
Derleth, Stephen King, Caitlin Kiernan, and Evangeline Walton.
What sets Blackwood apart from his fellows is his absorption in mysticism, a
fascination that – while shared by some like Benson and Machen – is largely
unique to his horror aesthetic. His philosophy can accommodate both a
sublime universe of awe and wonder, brimming with spiritual potency and
hope for the suffering human heart, and a malevolent, predatory cosmos
which loathes humanity and actively seeks out its destruction on the rare
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occasions when the gargantuan Outer Beings cross paths with mankind. While
Lovecraft's universe is largely dead and scientific, his later monstrosities being
explained away as the purely natural progeny of extraterrestrial physics,
Blackwood infuses his fiction with mystical wonder which causes both worship
and fear, and while Lovecraft casts mankind as the dust mites of more highly
evolved entities, destined for crushing, Blackwood suggests that mankind is
threatened not only by the far-advanced sublimity without, but also by the
hibernating, vestiges of the cosmos that slumber within our souls. His
characters are often carried away by their own awoken wildness, doing to
them in moments what natural evolution would take billions of years to
accomplish, and while the achieved heights are astonishing, the process is
invariably horrifying, resulting in mental obliteration (“The Wendigo”),
molecular fission (“The Sea Fit”), and inter-dimensional limbo (“The
Willows”).
Blackwood viewed human nature as base, barbaric, and unevolved, and
while his response to these conclusions was not a hopeless vision of man's
inescapable simplicity, he was overwhelmed with a nearly misanthropic
loathing of human inadequacy, selfishness, and shallow vanity. The heroes of
his tales are marginalized peons – often with minor clerical duties in
dehumanizing, urban settings – who have ceased to search for fulfillment in
the world of Men. Drawn to Nature, intoxicated by the world of lonely wilds
and desolation, they are mercifully consumed into the Outer Powers rather
than suffer the idiotic pettiness of human preoccupations (“Sea Fit,” “Dance of
Death”). “His nature had come home,” a phrase used in “The Valley of the
Beasts” goes far in explicating one of Blackwood’s chief philosophical tenets –
one used in “The Woman’s Ghost Story,” “The Dance of Death,” “May Day
Eve,” “The Sea Fit,” and many others: we are not true to our nature, and
therefore we are adrift and unhappy. Once we return our nature to its rightful
place – a transformation which requires the shedding of humanity – our souls
will be at peace. In the meantime, the profound scope of the spiritual world is
obscured by the trinkets of society: class and wealth, comfort and privacy.
Blackwood uses bourgeois trinkets – traffic, policemen, office supplies, rifles,
pipe tobacco, soup pots – to serve as both a distraction and a defense against
his Outer Powers. In his more benign tales, these preoccupations prove to be a
pathetic barrier to transcendence, revelation, and spiritual evolution (“May
Day Eve,” “The Valley of the Beasts,” “The Woman's Ghost Story”) while in his
most powerful stories, the transformation stands to be so sudden and
horrifying that these petty preoccupations serve as a rickety but effective
anchor, grounding embattled human minds in sanity.
Most famously and artfully accomplished in “The Willows” and “The
Wendigo,” Blackwood's hallmark cosmic vision supposes a punishing universe
hateful towards mankind, and beyond humanity's intellectual comprehension.
These Outer Beings – analogous to Lovecraft's Outer Gods – are hinted at in
human culture by folklore and mythology, and while primitive cultures are
more sensitive to their existence and nature (being less distracted and
spiritually deadened by “civilization”), there is no clear understanding of what
they are. Unlike Cthulhu or Yog-Sothoth, whose beings, histories, and physical
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descriptions are explicated by The Necronomicon, the Willow Beings and the
Wendigo are vaguely hinted at by the mythology of the Ancient Romans and
the Algonkian Indians, respectively, they remain nameless, mysterious forces of
the universal cosmic soul. As Simpson describes them in “The Wendigo,” “he
envisaged it rather as a glimpse into prehistoric ages, when superstitions,
gigantic and uncouth, still oppressed the hearts of men; when the forces of
nature were still untamed, the Powers that may have haunted a primeval
universe not yet withdrawn... 'savage and formidable Potencies lurking behind
the souls of men, not evil perhaps in themselves, yet instinctively hostile to
humanity as it exists.'” Their mystique and awe hint at Blackwood's pantheistic
philosophy of the collective sentience of all things – a worldview that envisions
Nature as dangerous, powerful, and plastic, sentient, conspiratorial, and
predatory. Individuality is an illusion, all living things are cohabitants of the
collective soul of the universe – what Ralph Waldo Emerson called the OverSoul – and those creatures which break rank and attempt to assert their
independence are threatened with utter demolition.
Weird fiction in the Blackwoodian tradition – unlike his urban ghost stories –
are almost exclusively set in the wilds of Nature. Informed by his time spent
hunting, canoeing, and camping in the wilderness of Canada and Central
Europe, his weird tales celebrate the majesty, awe, and terror of the infinite
and lonely expanses of those wastes. It was there, removed from the silly
concerns of civilized life, that Blackwood thought men were brought into
closest proximity with the true nature of the vast, unruly cosmic soul. In “The
Wendigo” and “The Valley of the Beasts,” bourgeois hunters stray into the
Canadian forests haunted by the Outer Beings which thrive there, only to find
their individuality, free will, and logic being leeched by a predatory, eldritch
influence. “May Day Eve” and “The Sea Fit” both take place in coastal England
where a grizzled mystic exposes stubborn skeptics to the awful terror of the
Outer Powers – in which they play an intimate role. “The Glamour of the
Snow” follows a man's intoxicating, deadly relationship with the Alpine
wastelands, and “Ancient Lights” shows that when a man trespasses on a tract
of woodland claimed by supernatural forces, that he will be treated like an
interloper – roughly. Many of Blackwood's strange tales are set in a similar
environment: “A Haunted Island” and “Skeleton Lake” are identified in the
bleak Canadian frontier, while “Accessory Before the Fact” follows a man
hiking through the English moors, and – while not given a rural setting – “The
Dance of Death” investigates the life of a London peon who dreams of the
lonely, desolate places of the earth – the rivers and deserts and steppes.
While Blackwood's weird fiction was groundbreaking – rivaled in its scope
and originality during his heyday only by Hodgson, Machen, and Robert W.
Chambers – his ghost stories were truly groundbreaking. Whereas the
Victorians adored the rural ghost story set in a remote, uncouth village
(preferably in Southwest or Northern England) or a decrepit manor house,
Blackwood's ghosts were nearly universally the products of urban alienation,
providing him with an outlet for the misanthropic disgust he developed while
living in New York's crime-plagued boroughs. Traditionally, the ghost story has
been used as a vehicle for examining the sins of society in an acceptable space.
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Long before the Progressive Era (1890 - 1920) that shadowed the Edwardians,
ghost stories provided a safe space for discussing sexism, racism, classism,
elitism, plutocracy, and the contradictions, hypocrisy, and impotence of
organized religion. For Blackwood, whose experiences in the city left him
deeply impressed by the isolationism and anonymity of postindustrial urban
life, there was no social sin in more need of exposition than urban
dehumanization. His ghost stories followed the lives of marginalized
intellectuals with petty jobs leading lonely lives, bunkered in cheap lodgings
run by unprincipled landladies. The ghosts who haunt them all died as a result
of the isolation, marginalization, and abuse of commercialized, urban
materialism, and those they haunt are unwitting victims of the same forces,
sometimes just as imperiled as their deceased predecessors. In both “The
Listener” and “A Case of Eavesdropping,” an impoverished writer renting a
dodgy New York apartment slowly becomes privy to the supernatural
impressions of a former renter who met his end as a result of negligence and
avarice, respectively. In both “The Occupant of the Room” and “Keeping His
Promise,” a petty scholar distracted by their junior-grade bourgeois concerns
encounters the spiritual residue of a suicide – a person driven to selfdestruction by depression and social alienation. In both “The Empty House”
and “The Woman's Ghost Story,” a psychical investigation becomes all too real
when the casual, insincere foray transforms into a moment of intimacy with
the dead. “The Kit Bag” is a story wherein a petty functionary living in a lonely
lodging finds himself vulnerable to the predatory attentions of a dead
murderer, whose rapacious behavior is made possible by the alienating nature
of urban life. Though not ghost stories – per se – “Smith: An Episode in a
Lodging House” (a retouching of Conan Doyle's “Lot No. 249”) and “The
Insanity of Jones” each probe the grimness and dehumanization of modern
life, wherein atrocities and blasphemies may be practiced in absolute privacy
without attracting the slightest notice.
Blackwood was born in Kent to a family of strict evangelicals in 1869. He
was inspired by his father's deep mysticism – a man “not devoid of genuine
good-heartedness, [but with] appallingly narrow religious ideas” -- but
rejected his puritanical fundamentalism. His early years were filled with
influences that haunted him throughout his life. Early on he was fascinated by
a teacher's theories of theraputic hypnotism, which lead to his being sent to
Germany at sixteen to study psychiatry. It was here that he developed a distaste
for German culture, with its strict militarism and discipline, and yet he also
managed to find common ground with a fellow student, a boy from India who
introduced him to Buddhism, yoga, and the Bhagavad Gita. Like two of his
protagonists (possibly the same character), he then spent some time studying
medicine at the University of Edinburgh before quitting the profession to
“discover himself.”
Declining to live under the shadow of his family's bourgeois complacency, he
sailed for North America, where he went through a long string of occupations
– a series of failures that colored his dislike of commercialism and
bureaucracy – including working as a private secretary, dairy farmer,
newspaper reporter, hotel manager, bartender, New York Times correspondent,
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violin instructor, and even a model. Many of his stories feature ne'er-do-well,
impoverished, would-be adventurers working some of the same jobs –
especially correspondents, reporters, and private secretaries. His mystical
fixation was both rhetorical and practical: like Machen but unlike Lovecraft,
he explored the possibilities of the supernatural, joining the Ghost Club, ghosthunting with the Psychical Research Society, and becoming a member of the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn – an organization dedicated to the
examination and exercise of occult, metaphysics, and paranormal activities.
Jack Sullivan notes in The Penguin Encyclopedia of Horror and the
Supernatural that “Blackwood's life parallels his work more neatly than any
other ghost story writer. Like his lonely but fundamentally optimistic
protagonists, he was a combination of mystic and outdoorsman; when he
wasn't steeping himself in occultism, including Rosicrucianism and Buddhism,
he was likely to be skiing or mountain climbing” (38). His mysticism centered
around fascination with reincarnation, the possibility of the evolution of
human consciousness, and the relativity of time, space, and dimensions.
Between his Canadian backpacking trips and his disastrous stint in New York
(where he almost died, was almost falsely convicted of arson, conned of money
by several roommates, and languished psychologically, swarmed with
depression and suicidal impulses), Blackwood had discovered much of his
artistic philosophies, settings, and aesthetics in North America. By 1899, at the
age of thirty (hence his autobiography, Episodes Before Thirty), he had given
up on America, claiming that he was “covered with sore and tender places into
which New York rubbed salt and acid every hour of every day.” His protégé H.
P. Lovecraft would have a remarkably similar impression during his miserable
Manhattan residence.
By 1906, his experiences with the Hermetic Order had inspired him to write,
and his The Empty House and Other Ghost Stories was a success, followed by a
string of articles, anthologies, and novels. Publishing The Listener and Other
Stories, The Centaur, and John Silence: Physician Extraordinary during the next
five years, his reputation was made, and his passion realized. From 1908 to
1914 he lived in Switzerland, traveled to the Caucasus Mountains and Egypt,
and canoed the length of the Danube (a trip where he and his regular travel
companion, Wilfred Wilson, discovered the rotted corpse of a man tangled in
willow roots). These experiences were each transformed into stories and
novels. During World War One he worked as an intelligence agent, after which
– in 1931 – he was employed by the BBC, reading supernatural stories on the
radio, earning him the dubious sobriquet “The Ghost Man,” appearing on
television regularly in the same capacity by 1946. When he died in 1951, his
legacy had been established and his desire to rise above the petty concerns of
materialistic, middle-classed complacency had been well achieved. As Mike
Ashley declared in the subtitle of his biography, Starlight Man, Blackwood had
indeed lived an extraordinary life.
Michael G. Kellermeyer

Madison, Indiana 2014
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GHOST STORIES

AMONG Blackwood’s most effective ghost stories are several tales of rooms
inhabited by the prowling presence of their former occupants. “The Listener”
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is an epistolary account told through the diary of its protagonist. Much like
Guy De Maupassant’s similarly-themed “The Horla, or Modern Ghosts,”
Blackwood’s tale depicts the gradual encroachment of a parasitic spirit into
the life of an arguably mentally-compromised man. “The Listener” is an
excellent exploration of approaching and voracious threat, much like
Blackwood’s later masterworks “The Willows” and “The Wendigo.” The
protagonist is a stubborn and caustic man who holds the entreaties of his
friends and family at bay, isolating himself in a world of self-imposed exile.
Tormented by hereditary mental health issues, illness due to malnutrition
(and a sedentary, reclusive lifestyle), and mounting paranoia, the narrator
finds that his efforts to exclude others from his personal affairs have left him
defenseless from the destructive forces that loneliness invites.

THE LISTENER
{1907}
SEPT. 4.—I have hunted all over London for rooms suited to my income—
£1201 a year—and have at last found them. Two rooms, without modern
conveniences, it is true, and in an old, ramshackle2 building, but within a
stone's throw of P— Place and in an eminently respectable street. The rent is
only £ 253 a year. I had begun to despair when at last I found them by chance.
The chance was a mere chance, and unworthy of record. I had to sign a lease
for a year, and I did so willingly. The furniture from our old place in
Hampshire4, which has been stored so long, will just suit them.
Oct. 1.—Here I am in my two rooms, in the centre of London, and not far
from the offices of the periodicals, where occasionally I dispose of an article or
two5. The building is at the end of a cul-de-sac. The alley is well paved and
clean, and lined chiefly with the backs of sedate and institutional-looking
buildings. There is a stable in it. My own house is dignified with the title of
"Chambers ". I feel as if one day the honour must prove too much for it, and it
will swell with pride—and fall asunder. It is very old. The floor of my sittingroom has valleys and low hills on it, and the top of the door slants away from
the ceiling with a glorious disregard of what is usual.
They must have quarrelled—fifty years ago—and have been going apart ever
since.
1

This would have the buying power of nearly $20,000 in 2013 – a decidedly lower middle class
salary
2
Broken-down, rickety
3
Buying power of nearly $4,000 in 2013
4
A county in south-central England – home to Portsmouth and Southampton – not too terribly far
from London
5
Like the young Blackwood, his protagonist is a journalist
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Oct. 2.—My landlady is old and thin, with a faded, dusty face. She is
uncommunicative. The few words she utters seem to cost her pain. Probably
her lungs are half choked with dust. She keeps my rooms as free from this
commodity as possible, and has the assistance of a strong girl who brings up
the breakfast and lights the fire. As I have said already, she is not
communicative.
In reply to pleasant efforts on my part she informed me briefly that I was the
only occupant of the house at present. My rooms had not been occupied for
some years. There had been other gentlemen upstairs, but they had left.
She never looks straight at me when she speaks, but fixes her dim eyes on my
middle waistcoat button, till I get nervous and begin to think it isn't on straight,
or is the wrong sort of button altogether.
Oct. 8.—My week's book is nicely kept, and so far is reasonable. Milk and
sugar 7d., bread 6d., butter 8d., marmalade 6d., eggs 1s. 8d., laundress 2s. 9d.,
oil 6d., attendance 5s.; total 12s. 2d1.
The landlady has a son who, she told me, is "somethink on a homnibus 2". He
comes occasionally to see her. I think he drinks, for he talks very loud,
regardless of the hour of the day or night, and tumbles about over the
furniture downstairs.
All the morning I sit indoors writing—articles; verses for the comic papers; a
novel I've been "at" for three years, and concerning which I have dreams; a
children's book, in which the imagination has free rein; and another book
which is to last as long as myself, since it is an honest record of my soul's
advance or retreat in the struggle of life. Besides these, I keep a book of poems
which I use as a safety valve, and concerning which I have no dreams
whatsoever.
Between the lot I am always occupied. In the afternoons I generally try to
take a walk for my health's sake, through Regent's Park, into Kensington
Gardens, or farther afield to Hampstead.Heath3.
Oct. 10.—Everything went wrong to-day. I have two eggs for breakfast. This
morning one of them was bad. I rang the bell for Emily. When she came in I
was reading the paper, and, without looking up, I said, "Egg's bad." "Oh, is it,
sir? " she said; "I'll get another one," and went out, taking the egg with her. I
waited my breakfast for her return, which was in five minutes. She put the
new egg on the table and went away. But, when I looked down, I saw that she
had taken away the good egg and left the bad one—all green and yellow—in
the slop basin. I rang again.
"You've taken the wrong egg," I said.
"Oh! " she exclaimed; " I thought the one I took down didn't smell so very
bad." In due time she returned with the good egg, and I resumed my breakfast
with two eggs, but less appetite. It was all very trivial, to be sure, but so stupid
1

Respectively, 11, 10, 13, 10, 32, 13, 64, 14, 10, 8 dollars in 2013 American currency, for a total
of $390
2
That is an omnibus: a bus – the same contraption alluded to in E.F. Benson’s “The Bus Conductor”
– a double-decker wagon pulled by horses
3
All of which are posh, grassy parks north and northwest of Central London
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that I felt annoyed. The character of that egg influenced everything I did. I
wrote a bad article, and tore it up. I got a bad headache. I used bad words—to
myself. Everything was bad, so I "chucked1" work and went for a long walk.
I dined at a cheap chop-house2 on my way back, and reached home about
nine o'clock.
Rain was just beginning to fall as I came in, and the wind was rising. It
promised an ugly night. The alley looked dismal and dreary, and the hall of the
house, as I passed through it, felt chilly as a tomb. It was the first stormy night
I had experienced in my new quarters. The draughts were awful. They came
criss-cross, met in the middle of the room, and formed eddies and whirlpools
and cold silent currents that almost lifted the hair of my head. I stuffed up the
sashes of the windows with neckties and odd socks, and sat over the smoky fire
to keep warm. First I tried to write, but found it too cold. My hand turned to
ice on the paper.
What tricks the wind did play with the old place! It came rushing up the
forsaken alley with a sound like the feet of a hurrying crowd of people who
stopped suddenly at the door. I felt as if a lot of curious folk had arranged
themselves just outside and were staring up at my windows.
Then they took to their heels again and fled whispering and laughing down
the lane, only, however, to return with the next gust of wind and repeat their
impertinence. On the other side of my room a single square window opens
into a sort of shaft, or well, that measures about six feet across to the back wall
of another house. Down this funnel the wind dropped, and puffed and
shouted. Such noises I never heard before. Between these two entertainments I
sat over the fire in a great-coat3, listening to the deep booming in the chimney.
It was like being in a ship at sea, and I almost looked for the floor to rise in
undulations and rock to and fro.
Oct. 12.—I wish I were not quite so lonely—and so poor. And yet I love both
my loneliness and my poverty. The former makes me appreciate the
companionship of the wind and rain, while the latter preserves my liver and
prevents me wasting time in dancing attendance upon women.
Poor, ill-dressed men are not acceptable "attendants".
My parents are dead, and my only sister is—no, not dead exactly, but
married to a very rich man. They travel most of the time, he to find his health,
she to lose herself. Through sheer neglect on her part she has long passed out
of my life. The door closed when, after an absolute silence of five years, she
sent me a cheque for £504 at Christmas. It was signed by her husband! I
returned it to her in a thousand pieces and in an unstamped envelope. So at
least I had the satisfaction of knowing that it cost her something! She wrote
back with a broad quill pen that covered a whole page with three lines, "You
are evidently as cracked as ever, and rude and ungrateful into the bargain." It
1

As befits a Briton who has spent much time in eastern Canada and New York City, Blackwood
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2
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3
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4
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had always been my special terror lest the insanity of my father's family should
leap across the generations and appear in me. This thought haunted me, and
she.knew it. So after this little exchange of civilities the door slammed, never to
open again. I heard the crash it made, and, with it, the falling from the walls of
my heart of many little bits of china with their own peculiar value—rare
china, some of it, that only needed dusting. The same walls, too, carried
mirrors in which I used sometimes to see reflected the misty lawns of
childhood, the daisy chains, the wind-torn blossoms scattered through the
orchard by warm rains, the robbers' cave in the long walk, and the hidden
store of apples in the hayloft. She was my inseparable companion then—but,
when the door slammed, the mirrors cracked across their entire length, and
the visions they held vanished for ever. Now I am quite alone. At forty one
cannot begin all over again to build up careful friendships, and all others are
comparatively worthless.
Oct. 14.—My bedroom is 10 by 10. It is below the level of the front room,
and a step leads down into it. Both rooms are very quiet on calm nights, for
there is no traffic down this forsaken alley-way. In spite of the occasional larks
of the wind, it is a most sheltered strip. At its upper end, below my windows,
all the cats of the neighbourhood congregate as soon as darkness gathers. They
lie undisturbed on the long ledge of a blind window of the opposite building,
for after the postman has come and gone at 9.30, no footsteps ever dare to
interrupt their sinister conclave, no step but my own, or sometimes the
unsteady footfall of the son who "is somethink on a homnibus".
Oct. 15.—I dined at an "A.B.C."1 shop on poached eggs and coffee, and then
went for a stroll round the outer edge of Regent's Park. It was ten o'clock when
I got home.1 counted no less than thirteen cats, all of a dark colour, crouching
under the lee side2 of the alley walls. It was a cold night, and the stars shone
like points of ice in a blue-black sky. The cats turned their heads and stared at
me in silence as I passed. An odd sensation of shyness took possession of me
under the glare of so many pairs of unblinking eyes. As I fumbled with the
latch-key they jumped noise-lessly down and pressed against my legs, as if
anxious to be let in. But I slammed the door in their faces and ran quickly
upstairs. The front room, as I entered to grope for the matches, felt as cold as a
stone vault, and the air held an unusual dampness.
Oct. 17.—For several days I have been working on a ponderous article that
allows no play for the fancy. My imagination requires a judicious rein; I am
afraid to let it loose, for it carries me sometimes into appalling places beyond
the stars and beneath the world3. No one realises the danger more than I do.

1

Aerated Bread Company – a tea shop and bakery focused on producing healthful baked goods (fl.
1862 – 1980s)
2
Side opposite to the wind
3
This admission and the references to familial insanity compromise the narrator’s reliability
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But what a foolish thins to write here—for there is no one to know, no one to
realize! My mind of late has held unusual thoughts, thoughts I have never had
before, about medicines and drugs and the treatment of strange illnesses. I
cannot imagine their source.
At no time in my life have I dwelt upon such ideas now constantly throng my
brain. I have had no exercise lately, for the weather has been shocking 1; and
all my afternoons have been spent in the reading-room of the British Museum,
where I have a reader's ticket2.
I have made an unpleasant discovery: there are rats in the house 3. At night
from my bed I have heard them scampering across the hills and valleys of the
front room, and my sleep has been a good deal disturbed in consequence.
Oct. 19.—The landlady, I find, has a little boy with her, probably her son's
child. In fine weather he plays in the alley, and draws a wooden cart over the
cobbles. One of the wheels is off, and it makes a most distracting noise. After
putting up with it as long as possible, I found it was getting on my nerves, and
I could not write. So I rang the bell. Emily answered it.
"Emily, will you ask the little fellow to make less noise? It's impossible to
work."
The girl went downstairs, and soon afterwards the child was called in by the
kitchen door. I felt rather a brute4 for spoiling his play. In a few minutes,
however, the noise began again, and I felt that he was the brute. He dragged
the broken toy with a string over the stones till the rattling noise jarred every
nerve in my body. It became unbearable, and I rang the bell a second time.
"That noise must be put a stop to!" I said to the girl, with decision.
"Yes, sir," she grinned, "I know; but one of the wheels is hoff. The men in the
stable offered to mend it for 'im, but he wouldn't let them. He says he likes it
that way."
"I can't help what he likes. The noise must stop. I can't write."
"Yes, sir; I'll tell Mrs. Monson."
The noise stopped for the day then.
Oct. 23.—Every day for the past week that cart has rattled over the stones,
till I have come to think of it as a huge carrier's van with four wheels and two
horses; and every morning I have been obliged to ring the bell and have it
stopped. The last time Mrs. Monson herself came up, and said she was sorry I
had been annoyed; the sounds should not occur again. With rare
discursiveness she went on to ask if I was comfortable, and how I liked the
rooms. I replied cautiously. I mentioned the rats. She said they were mice. I
spoke of the draughts. She said, "Yes, it were a draughty 'ouse." I referred to the
cats, and she said they had been as long as she could remember. By way of
conclusion, she informed me that the house was over two hundred years old,
1
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3
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and that the last gentleman who had occupied my rooms was a painter who
"'ad real Jimmy Bueys and Raffles 'anging all hover the walls". It took me some
moments to discern that Cimabue and Raphael 1 were in the woman's mind.
Oct. 24.—Last night the son who is "somethink on a homnibus" came in. He
had evidently been drinking, for I heard loud and angry voices below in the
kitchen long after I had gone to bed. Once, too, I caught the singular words
rising up to me through the floor, "Burning from top to bottom is the only
thing that'll ever make this 'ouse right." I knocked on the floor, and the voices
ceased suddenly, though later I again heard their clamour in my dreams.
These rooms are very quiet, almost too quiet sometimes. On windless nights
they are silent as the grave, and the house might be miles in the country. The
roar of London's traffic reaches me only in heavy, distant vibrations. It holds
an ominous note sometimes, like that of an approaching army, or an immense
tidal-wave very far away thundering in the night.
Oct. 27.—Mrs. Monson, though admirably silent, is a foolish, fussy woman.
She does such stupid things. In dusting the room she puts all my things in the
wrong places. The ash-trays, which should be on the writing-table, she sets in
a silly row on the mantelpiece. The pen-tray, which should be beside the
inkstand, she hides away cleverly among the books on my reading-desk.
My gloves she arranges daily in idiotic array upon a half-filled bookshelf,
and I always have to rearrange them on the low table by the door. She places
my armchair at impossible angles between the fire and the light, and the
tablecloth—the one with Trinity Hall2 stains—she puts on the table in such a
fashion that when I look at it I feel as if my tie and all my clothes were on
crooked and awry. She exasperates me. Her very silence and meekness are
irritating.
Sometimes I feel inclined to throw the inkstand at her, just to bring an
expression into her watery eyes and a squeak from those colourless lips. Dear
me! What violent expressions I am making use of! How very foolish of me!
And yet it almost seems as if the words were not my own, but.had been spoken
into my ear—I mean, I never make use of such terms naturally.
Oct. 30.—I have been here a month. The place does not agree with me, I
think. My headaches are more frequent and violent, and my nerves are a
perpetual source of discomfort and annoyance.
I have conceived a great dislike for Mrs. Monson, a feeling I am certain she
reciprocates.
Somehow, the impression comes frequently to me that there are goings on in
this house of which I know nothing, and which she is careful to hide from me.
Last night her son slept in the house, and this morning as I was standing at
the window I saw him go out. He glanced up and caught my eye. It was a
loutish figure and a singularly repulsive face that I saw, and he gave me the
benefit of a very unpleasant leer. At least, so I imagined.

1

Great Italian artists, Cimabue (1240 - 1302) was known for his mosaics and Raphael (1483 - 1520)
was famed for his excellent oil paintings, murals, portraits, and architecture
2
A college of Cambridge University; the narrator apparently used this tablecloth as a student
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Evidently I am getting absurdly sensitive to trifles, and I suppose it is my
disordered nerves making themselves felt. In the British Museum this
afternoon I noticed several people at the readers' table staring at me and
watching every movement I made. Whenever I looked up from my books I
found their eyes upon me. It seemed to me unnecessary and unpleasant, and I
left earlier than was my custom. When I reached the door I threw back a last
look into the room, and saw every head at the table turned in my direction. It
annoyed me very much, and yet I know it is foolish to take note of such
things1. When I am well they pass me by. I must get more regular exercise. Of
late I have had next to none.
Nov. 2.—The utter stillness of this house is beginning to oppress me. I wish
there were other fellows living upstairs. No footsteps ever sound overhead, and
no tread ever passes my door to go up the next flight of stairs2. I am beginning
to feel some curiosity to go up myself and see what the upper rooms are like. I
feel lonely here and isolated, swept into a deserted corner of the world and
forgotten. . . . Once I actually caught myself gazing into the long, cracked
mirrors, trying to sec the sunlight dancing beneath the trees in the orchard.
But only deep shadows seemed to congregate there now, and I soon desisted.
It has been very dark all day, and no wind stirring. The fogs have begun 3. I
had to use a reading-lamp all this morning. There was no cart to be heard today. I actually missed it. This morning, in the gloom and silence, I think I could
almost have welcomed it. After all, the sound is a very human one, and this
empty house at the end of the alley holds other noises that are not quite so
satisfactory.
I have never once seen a policeman in the lane, and the postmen always
hurry out with no evidence of a desire to loiter.
10 p.m.—As I write this I hear no sound but the deep murmur of the distant
traffic and the low sighing of the wind. The two sounds melt into one another.
Now and again a cat raises its shrill, uncanny cry upon the darkness. The cats
are always there under my windows when the darkness falls4. The wind is
dropping into the funnel with a noise like the sudden sweeping of immense
distant wings. It is a dreary night. I feel lost and forgotten.
Nov. 3—From my windows I can see arrivals. When anyone comes to the
door I can just see the hat and shoulders and the hand on the bell. Only two
fellows have been to see me since I came here two months ago. Both of them I

1

This rather disturbing note is typical of the well-written unreliable narrator: what did they see that
he appears not to have taken into account? The implication is that he is carrying with him some
distracting and disturbing attribute
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3
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saw from the window before they came tip, and heard their voices asking if I
was in. Neither of them ever came back.
I have finished the ponderous article. On reading it through, however, I was
dissatisfied with it, and drew my pencil through almost every page. There were
strange expressions and ideas in it that 1 could not explain, and viewed with
amazement, not to say alarm1. They did not sound like my very own, and I
could not remember having written them. Can it be that my memory is
beginning to be affected?
My pens are never to be found. That stupid old woman puts them in a
different place each day. I must give her due credit for finding so many new
hiding places; such ingenuity is wonderful. I have told her repeatedly, but she
always says, "I'll speak to Emily, sir." Emily always says, "I'll tell Mrs. Monson,
sir." Their foolishness makes me irritable and scatters all my thoughts. I should
like to stick the lost pens into them and turn them out, blind-eyed, to be
scratched and mauled by those thousand hungry cats. Whew! What a ghastly
thought! Where in the world did it come from? Such an idea is no more my
own than it is the policeman's. Yet I felt I had to write it. It was like a voice
singing in my head, and my pen wouldn't stop till the last word was finished.
What ridiculous nonsense! I must and will restrain myself. I must take more
regular exercise; my nerves and liver plague me horribly2.
Nov. 4.—I attended a curious lecture in the French quarter3 on "Death", but
the room was so hot and I was so weary that I fell asleep. The only part I heard,
however, touched my imagination vividly. Speaking of suicides, the lecturer
said that self-murder was no escape from the miseries of the present, but only
a preparation of greater sorrow for the future. Suicides, he declared, cannot
shirk their responsibilities so easily. They must return to take up life exactly
where they laid it so violently down, but with the added pain and punishment
of their weakness. Many of them wander the earth in unspeakable misery till
they can reclothe themselves in the body of someone else—generally a lunatic,
or weak-minded person, who cannot resist the hideous obsession. This is their
only means of escape. Surely a weird and horrible idea! I wish I had slept all
the time and not heard it at all. My mind is morbid enough without such
ghastly fancies. Such mischievous propaganda should be stopped by the police.
I'll write to the Times and suggest it.
Good idea!

1

Most famously manifested in Stephen King’s The Shining (“All work and no play makes Jack a
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I walked home through Greek Street, Soho1, and imagined that a hundred
years had slipped back into place and De Quincey 2 was still there, haunting
the night with invocations to his "just, subtle, and mighty" drug 3. His vast
dreams seemed to hover not very far away. Once started in my brain, the
pictures refused to go away; and I saw him sleeping in that cold, tenantless
mansion with the strange little waif who was afraid of its ghosts, both together
in the shadows under a single horseman's cloak; or wandering in the
companionship of the spectral Anne; or, later still, on his way to the eternal
rendezvous at the foot of Great Titchfield Street, the rendezvous she never was
able to keep. What an unutterable gloom, what an untold horror of sorrow
and suffering comes over me as I try to realise something of what that man—
boy he then was—must have taken into his lonely heart.
As I came up the alley I saw a light in the top window, and a head and
shoulders thrown in an exaggerated shadow upon the blind. I wondered what
the son could be doing up there at such an hour.
Nov. 5.—This morning, while writing, someone came up the creaking stairs
and knocked cautiously at my door. Thinking it was the landlady, I said, "Come
in! " The knock was repeated, and I cried louder, "Come in, come in!" But no
one turned the handle, and I continued my writing with a vexed "Well, stay
out, then!" under my breath. Went on writing? I tried to, but my thoughts had
suddenly dried up at their source. I could not set down a single word. It was a
dark, yellow-fog morning, and there was little enough inspiration in the air as
it was, but that stupid woman standing just outside my door waiting to be told
again to come in roused a spirit of vexation that filled my head to the exclusion
of all else. At last I jumped up and opened the door myself.
"What do you want, and why in the world don't you come in?" I cried out.
But the words dropped into empty air. There was no one there. The fog poured
up the dingy staircase in deep yellow coils, but there was no sign of a human
being anywhere.
I slammed the door, with imprecations upon the house and its noises, and
went back to my work. A few minutes later Emily came in with a letter.
"Were you or Mrs. Monson outside a few minutes ago knocking at my door?"
"No, sir."
"Are you sure?
"Mrs. Monson's gone to market, and there's no one but me and the child in
the 'ole 'ouse, and I've been washing the dishes for the last hour, sir."
I fancied the girl's face turned a shade paler. She fidgeted towards the door
with a glance over her shoulder.
"Wait, Emily," I said, and then told her what I had heard. She stared stupidly
at me, though her eyes shifted now and then over the articles in the room.

1
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"Who was it?" I asked when I had come to the end. "Mrs. Monson says it's
honly mice," she said, as if repeating a learned lesson.
"Mice!" I exclaimed; "it's nothing of the sort. Someone was feeling about
outside my door.
Who was it? Is the son in the house?"
Her whole manner changed suddenly, and she became earnest instead of
evasive. She seemed anxious to tell the truth.
"Oh no, sir; there's no one in the house at all but you and me and the child,
and there couldn't 'ave been nobody at your door. As for them knocks—" She
stopped abruptly, as though she had said too much.
"Well, what about the knocks?" I said more gently.
"Of course," she stammered, "the knocks isn't mice, nor the footsteps neither,
but then—"
Again she came to a full halt.
"Anything wrong with the house?"
"Lor', no, sir; the drains1 is splendid!"
"I don't mean drains, girl. I mean, did anything—anything bad ever happen
here?"
She flushed up to the roots of her hair, and then turned suddenly pale again.
She was obviously in considerable distress, and there was something she was
anxious, yet afraid to tell— some forbidden thing she was not allowed to
mention.
"I don't mind what it was, only I should like to know," I said encouragingly.
Raising her frightened eyes to my face, she began to blurt out something
about "that which 'appened once to a gentleman that lived hupstairs", when a
shrill voice calling her name sounded below.
"Emily, Emily!" It was the returning landlady, and the girl tumbled
downstairs as if pulled backwards by a rope, leaving me full of conjectures as
to what in the world could have happened to a gentleman upstairs that could
in so curious a manner affect my ears downstairs.
Nov. 10.—I have done capital2 work; have finished the ponderous article
and had it accepted for the Review, and another one ordered. I feel well and
cheerful, and have had regular exercise and good sleep; no headaches, no
nerves, no liver! Those pills the chemist recommended are wonderful. I can
watch the child playing with his cart and feel no annoyance; sometimes I
almost feel inclined to join him. Even the grey-faced landlady rouses pity in
me; I am sorry for her: so worn, so weary, so oddly put together, just like the
building. She looks as if she had once suffered some shock of terror, and was
momentarily dreading another. When I spoke to her to-day very gently about
not putting the pens in the ash-tray and the gloves on the hook-shelf she raised
her faint eyes to mine for the first time, and said with the ghost of a smile, "I'll
try and remember, sir." I felt inclined to pat her on the back and say, "Come,
cheer up and be jolly. Life's not so bad after all." Oh! I am much better. There's
nothing like open air and success and good sleep. They build up as if by magic
1
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the portions of the heart eaten down by despair and unsatisfied yearnings.
Even to the cats I feel friendly. When I came in at eleven o'clock to-night they
followed me to the door in a stream, and I stooped down to stroke the one
nearest to me.
Bah! The brute hissed and spat, and struck at me with her paws. The claw
caught my hand and drew blood in a thin line. The others danced sideways
into the darkness, screeching, as though I had done them an injury. I believe
these cats really hate me. Perhaps they are only waiting to be reinforced. Then
they will attack me. Ha, ha! In spite of the momentary annoyance, this fancy
sent me laughing upstairs to my room.
The fire was out, and the room seemed unusually cold. As I groped my way
over to the mantelpiece to find the matches I realised all at once that there was
another person standing beside me in the darkness. I could, of course, see
nothing, but my fingers, feeling along the ledge, came into forcible contact
with something that was at once withdrawn. It was cold and moist. I could
have sworn it was somebody's hand. My flesh began to creep instantly.
"Who's that?" I exclaimed in a loud voice.
My voice dropped into the silence like a pebble into a deep well. There was
no answer, but at the same moment I heard someone moving away from me
across the room in the direction of the door. It was a confused sort of footstep,
and the sound of garments brushing the furniture on the way. The same
second my hand stumbled upon the match-box, and I struck a light. I expected
to see Mrs. Monson, or Emily, or perhaps the son who is something on an
omnibus. But the flare of the gas-jet illumined an empty room; there was not a
sign of a person anywhere. I felt the hair stir upon my head, and instinctively I
backed up against the wall, lest something should approach me from behind. I
was distinctly alarmed. But the next minute I recovered myself. The door was
open on to the landing, and I crossed the room, not without some inward
trepidation, and went out. The light from the room fell upon the stairs, but
there was no one to be seen anywhere, nor was there any sound on the
creaking wooden staircase to indicate a departing creature.
I was in the act of turning to go in again when a sound overhead caught my
ear. It was a very faint sound, not unlike the sigh of wind; yet it could not have
been the wind, for the night was still as the grave. Though it was not repeated,
I resolved to go upstairs and see for myself what it all meant. Two senses had
been affected—touch and hearing—and I could not believe that I had been
deceived. So, with a lighted candle, I went stealthily forth on my unpleasant
journey into the upper regions of this queer little old house.
On the first landing there was only one door, and it was locked. On the
second there was also only one door, but when I turned the handle it opened.
There came forth to meet me the chill musty air that is characteristic of a long
unoccupied room. With it there came an indescribable odour. I use the
adjective advisedly. Though very faint, diluted as it were, it was nevertheless
an odour that made my gorge rise. I had never smelt anything like it before,
and I cannot describe it.
The room was small and square, close under the roof, with a sloping ceiling
and two tiny windows. It was cold as the grave, without a shred of carpet or a
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stick of furniture. The icy atmosphere and the nameless odour combined to
make the room abominable to me, and, after lingering a moment to see that it
contained no cupboards or corners into which a person might have crept for
concealment, I made haste to shut the door, and went downstairs again to bed.
Evidently I had been deceived after all as to the noise.
In the night I had a foolish but very vivid dream. I dreamed that the landlady
and another person, dark and not properly visible, entered my room on all
fours, followed by a horde of immense cats. They attacked me as I lay in bed,
and murdered me, and then dragged my body upstairs and deposited it on the
floor of that cold little square room under the roof.
Nov. 11.—Since my talk with Emily—the unfinished talk—I have hardly
once set eyes on her. Mrs. Monson now attends wholly to my wants. As usual,
she does everything exactly as I don't like it done. It is all too utterly trivial to
mention, but it is exceedingly irritating. Like small doses of morphine1 often
repeated, she has finally a cumulative effect.
Nov. 12.—This morning I woke early, and came into the front room to get a
book, meaning to read in bed till it was time to get tip. Emily was laying the
fire.
"Good morning!" I said cheerfully. "Mind you make a good fire. It's very cold."
The girl turned and showed me a startled face. It was not Emily at all!
"Where's Emily? " I exclaimed.
"You mean the girl as was 'ere before me?"
"Has Emily left?"
"I came on the 6th," she replied sullenly, "and she'd gone then." I got my book
and went back to bed. Emily must have been sent away almost immediately
after our conversation. This reflection kept coming between me and the
printed page. I was glad when it was time to get up.
Such prompt energy, such merciless decision, seemed to argue something of
importance—to somebody.
Nov. 13.—The wound inflicted by the cat's claw has swollen, and causes me
annoyance and some pain. It throbs and itches. I'm afraid my blood must be in
poor condition, or it would have healed by now. I opened it with a penknife
soaked in an antiseptic solution, and cleansed it thoroughly. I have heard
unpleasant stories of the results of wounds inflicted by cats 2.
Nov. 14.—In spite of the curious effect this house certainly exercises upon
my nerves, I like it. It is lonely and deserted in the very heart of London, but it
is also for that reason quiet to work in. I wonder why it is so cheap. Some
people might he suspicious, but I did not even ask the reason. No answer is
better than a lie. If only I could remove the cats from the outside and the rats
from the inside. I feel that I shall grow accustomed more and more to its
peculiarities, and shall die here. Ah, that expression reads queerly and gives a
1
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wrong impression: I meant live and die here. I shall renew the lease from year
to year till one of us crumbles to pieces 1. From present indications the building
will be the first to go.
Nov. 16.—It is abominable the way my nerves go up and down with me—
and rather discouraging. This morning I woke to find my clothes scattered
about the room, and a cane chair overturned beside the bed. My coat and
waistcoat looked just as if they had been tried on by someone in the night. I
had horribly vivid dreams, too, in which someone covering his face with his
hands kept coming close up to me, crying out as if in pain. "Where can I find
covering? Oh, who will clothe me?" How silly, and yet it frightened me a little.
It was so dreadfully real. It is now over a year since I last walked in my sleep2
and woke up with such a shock on the cold pavement of Earl's Court Road 3,
where I then lived. I thought I was cured, but evidently not. This discovery has
rather a disquieting effect upon me. To-night I shall resort to the old trick of
tying my toe to the bed-post.
Nov. 17.—Last night I was again troubled by most oppressive dreams.
Someone seemed to be moving in the night up and down my room, sometimes
passing into the front room, and then returning to stand beside the bed and
stare intently down upon me. I was being watched by this person all night
long. I never actually awoke, though I was often very near it. I suppose it was a
nightmare from indigestion, for this morning I have one of my old vile
headaches. Yet all my clothes lay about the floor when I awoke, where they
had evidently been flung (had I so tossed them?) during the dark hours, and
my trousers trailed over the step into the front room.
Worse than this, though—I fancied I noticed about the room in the morning
that strange, fetid odour. Though very faint, its mere suggestion is foul and
nauseating. 'What in the world can it be, I wonder? . . . In future I shall lock
my door.
Nov. 26.—I have accomplished a lot of good work during this past week, and
have also managed to get regular exercise. I have felt well and in an equable
state of mind. Only two things have occurred to disturb my equanimity 4. The
first is trivial in itself, and no doubt to be easily explained. The upper window
where I saw the light on the night of November 4, with the shadow of a large
head and shoulders upon the blind, is one of the windows in the square room
under the roof. In reality it has no blind at all!
Here is the other thing. I was coming home last night in a fresh fall of snow
about eleven o'clock, my umbrella low down over my head. Half-way up the
alley, where the snow was wholly untrodden, I saw a man's legs in front of me.
1

It is notable that – as in other stories of gradual possession – the narrator has begun to feel
affectionate towards the house which he has consistently disliked up until this moment. Compare to
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2
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3
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The umbrella hid the rest of his figure, but on raising it I saw that he was tall
and broad and was walking, as I was, towards the door of my house. He could
not have been four feet ahead of me. I had thought the alley was empty when I
entered it, but might of course have been mistaken very easily.
A sudden gust of wind compelled me to lower the umbrella, and when I
raised it again, not half a minute later, there was no longer any man to be
seen. With a few more steps I reached the door. It was closed as usual. I then
noticed with a sudden sensation of dismay that the surface of the freshly fallen
snow was unbroken. My own foot-marks were the only ones to be seen
anywhere, and though I retraced my way to tile point where I had first seen
the man, I could find no slightest impression of any other boots. Feeling creepy
and uncomfortable, I went upstairs, and was glad to get into bed.
Nov. 28.—With the fastening of my bedroom door the disturbances ceased. I
am convinced that I walked in my sleep. Probably I untied my toe and then tied
it up again. The fancied security of the locked door would alone have been
enough to restore sleep to my troubled spirit and enable me to rest quietly.
Last night, however, the annoyance was suddenly renewed another and
more aggressive form. I woke in the darkness with the impression that
someone was standing outside my bedroom door listening. As I became more
awake the impression grew into positive knowledge.
Though there was no appreciable sound of moving or breathing, I was so
convinced of the propinquity1 of a listener that I crept out of bed and
approached the door. As I did so there came faintly from the next room the
unmistakable sound of someone retreating stealthily across the floor. Yet, as I
heard it, it was neither the tread of a man nor a regular footstep, but rather, it
seemed to me, a confused sort of crawling, almost as of someone on his hands
and knees2.
I unlocked the door in less than a second, and passed quickly into the front
room, and I could feel, as by the subtlest imaginable vibrations upon my
nerves, that the spot I was standing in had just that instant been vacated! The
Listener3 had moved; he was now behind the other door, standing in the
passage. Yet this door was also closed. I moved swiftly, and as silently as
possible, across the floor, and turned the handle. A cold rush of air met me
from the passage and sent shiver after shiver down my back. There was no one
in the doorway; there was no one on the little landing; there was no one
moving down the staircase. Yet I had been so quick that this midnight Listener
could not be very far away, and I felt that if I persevered I should eventually

1

Nearness, proximity
The sheer inhumanity of this posture – the animalistic, feral nature of moving on all fours – acts as
a signifier that the narrator’s humanity and rationality is being threatened
3
That the weird antagonist of this tale has now been identified as “the Listener” implies the
narrator’s objectification – he has become the object of his neighbor’s observation and monitoring.
While in most stories of this nature, the threat is the object of the protagonist’s understanding
(compare to Blackwood’s “Eavesdropping” and “Occupant of the Room” where the haunting is a
still – though certainly antagonistic – fixture), the Listener of this tale rapidly become more than a
mere manifestation: it becomes an active and intimidating persecutor
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come face to face with him. And the courage that came so opportunely to
overcome my nervousness and horror seemed born of the unwelcome
conviction that it was somehow necessary for my safety as well as my sanity
that I should find this intruder and force his secret from him. For was it not the
intent action of his mind upon my own, in concentrated listening, that had
awakened me with such a vivid realisation of his presence?
Advancing across the narrow landing, I peered down into the well of the
little house. There was nothing to be seen; no one was moving in the darkness.
How cold the oilcloth was to my bare feet.
I cannot say what it was that suddenly drew my eyes upwards. I only know
that, without apparent reason, I looked up and saw a person about half-way
up the next turn of the stairs, leaning forward over the balustrade and staring
straight into my face1. It was a man. He appeared to be clinging to the rail
rather than standing on the stairs. The gloom made it impossible to see much
beyond the general outline, but the head and shoulders were seemingly
enormous, and stood sharply silhouetted against the skylight in the roof
immediately above. The idea flashed into my brain in a moment that I was
looking into the visage of something monstrous. The huge skull, the mane-like
hair, the wide-humped shoulders, suggested, in a way I did not pause to
analyse, that which was scarcely human; and for some seconds, fascinated by
horror, I returned the gaze and stared into the dark, inscrutable countenance
above me, without knowing exactly where I was or what I was doing.
Then I realised in quite a new way that I was face to face with the secret
midnight Listener, and I steeled2 myself as best I could for what was about to
come.
The source of the rash courage that came to me at this awful moment will
ever be to me an inexplicable mystery. Though shivering with fear, and my
forehead wet with an unholy dew, I resolved to advance. Twenty questions
leaped to my lips: What are you? What do you want? Why do you listen and
watch? Why do you come into my room? But none of them found articulate
utterance.
I began forthwith to climb the stairs, and with the first signs of my advance
he drew himself back into the shadows and began to move. He retreated as
swiftly as I advanced. I heard the sound of his crawling motion a few steps
ahead of me, ever maintaining the same distance. When I reached the landing
he was half-way up the next flight, and when I was half-way up the next
flight he had already arrived at the top landing. I then heard him open the
door of the little square room under the roof and go in. Immediately, though
the door did not close after him, the sound of his moving entirely ceased.
At this moment I longed for a light, or a stick, or any weapon whatsoever; but I
had none of these things, and it was impossible to go back. So I marched
steadily up the rest of the stairs, and in less than a minute found myself

1
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standing in the gloom face to face with the door through which this creature
had just entered.
For a moment I hesitated. The door was about half-way open, and the
Listener was standing evidently in his favourite attitude just behind it—
listening. To search through that dark room for him seemed hopeless; to enter
the same small space where he was seemed horrible. The very idea filled me
with loathing, and I almost decided to turn back.
It is strange at such times how trivial things impinge1 on the consciousness
with a shock as of something important and immense. Something—it may
have been a beetle or a mouse—scuttled over the bare boards behind me. The
door moved a quarter of an inch, closing. My decision came back with a
sudden rush, as it were, and thrusting out a foot, I kicked the door so that it
swung sharply back to its full extent, and permitted me to walk forward slowly
into the aperture2 of profound blackness beyond. What a queer soft sound my
bare feet made on the boards! How the blood sang and buzzed in my head!
I was inside. The darkness closed over me, hiding even the windows. I began
to grope my way round the walls in a thorough search; but in order to prevent
all possibility of the other's escape, I first of all closed the door.
There we were, we two, shut in together between four walls, within a few
feet of one another.
But with what, with whom, was I thus momentarily imprisoned? A new light
flashed suddenly over the affair with a swift, illuminating brilliance—and I
knew I was a fool, an utter fool! I was wide awake at last, and the horror was
evaporating. My cursed nerves again; a dream, a nightmare, and the old
result—walking in my sleep. The figure was a dream-figure. Many a time
before had the actors in my dreams stood before me for some moments after I
was awake. . . .
There was a chance match in my pyjamas' pocket, and I struck it on the wall.
The room was utterly empty. It held not even a shadow. I went quickly down
to bed, cursing my wretched nerves and my foolish, vivid dreams. But as soon
as ever I was asleep again, the same uncouth figure of a man crept back to my
bedside, and bending over me with his immense head close to my ear,
whispered repeatedly in my dreams, "I want your body; I want its covering. I'm
waiting for it, and listening always3." Words scarcely less foolish than the
dream.
But I wonder what that queer odour was up in the square room. I noticed it
again, and stronger than ever before, and it seemed to be also in my bedroom
when I woke this morning.

1
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Nov. 29.—Slowly, as moonbeams rise over a misty sea in June, the thought is
entering my mind that my nerves and somnambulistic1 dreams do not
adequately account for the influence this house exercises upon me. It holds me
as with a fine, invisible net. I cannot escape if I would. It draws me, and it
means to keep me.
Nov. 30.—The post this morning brought me a letter from Aden, forwarded
from my old rooms in Earl's Court. It was from Chapter, my former Trinity
chum, who is on his way home from the East, and asks for my address. I sent it
to him at the hotel he mentioned, "to await arrival".
As I have already said, my windows command a view of the alley, and I can
see an arrival without difficulty. This morning, while I was busy writing, the
sound of footsteps coming up the alley filled me with a sense of vague alarm
that I could in no way account for. I went over to the window, and saw a man
standing below waiting for the door to be opened. His shoulders were broad,
his top-hat glossy, and his overcoat fitted beautifully round the collar. All this I
could see, but no more. Presently the door was opened, and the shock to my
nerves was unmistakable when I heard a man's voice ask, "Is Mr. — still here?"
mentioning my name. I could not catch the answer, but it could only have
been in the affirmative, for the man entered the hall and the door shut to
behind him. But I waited in vain for the sound of his steps on the stairs. There
was no sound of any kind. It seemed to me so strange that I opened my door
and looked out. No one was anywhere to be seen. I walked across the narrow
landing, and looked through the window that commands the whole length of
the alley. There was no sign of a human being, coming or going.
The lane was deserted. Then I deliberately walked downstairs into the
kitchen, and asked the grey-faced landlady if a gentleman had just that minute
called for me.
The answer, given with an odd, weary sort of smile, was "No!"
Dec. 1.—I feel genuinely alarmed and uneasy over the state of my nerves.
Dreams are dreams, but never before have I had dreams in broad daylight.
I am looking forward very much to Chapter's arrival. He is a capital fellow,
vigorous, healthy, with no nerves, and even less imagination; and he has
£2,0002 a year into the bargain.
Periodically he makes me offers—the last was to travel round the world with
him as secretary, which was a delicate way of paying my expenses and giving
me some pocket-money—offers, however, which I invariably decline. I prefer
to keep his friendship. Women could not come between us; money might—
therefore I give it no opportunity. Chapter always laughed at what he called
my "fancies", being himself possessed only of that thin-blooded quality of
imagination which is ever associated with the prosaic-minded3 man. Yet, if
taunted with this obvious lack, his wrath is deeply stirred. His psychology is
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that of the crass1 materialist2—always a rather funny article. It will afford me
genuine relief, none the less, to hear the cold judgment his mind will have to
pass upon the story of this house as I shall have it to tell.
Dec. 2.—The strangest part of it all I have not referred to in this brief diary.
Truth to tell, I have been afraid to set it down in black and white. I have kept it
in the background of my thoughts, preventing it as far as possible from taking
shape. In spite of my efforts, however, it has continued to grow stronger.
Now that I come to face the issue squarely it is harder to express than I
imagined. Like a half-remembered melody that trips in the head but vanishes
the moment you try to sing it, these thoughts form a group in the background
of my mind, behind my mind, as it were, and refuse to come forward. They are
crouching ready to spring, but the actual leap never takes place.
In these rooms, except when my mind is strongly concentrated on my own
work, I find myself suddenly dealing in thoughts and ideas that are not my
own! New, strange conceptions, wholly foreign to my temperament, are
forever cropping up in my head. What precisely they are is of no particular
importance. The point is that they are entirely apart from the channel in which
my thoughts have hitherto been accustomed to flow. Especially they come
when my mind is at rest, unoccupied; when I'm dreaming over the fire, or
sitting with a book which fails to hold my attention. Then these thoughts
which are not mine spring into life and make me feel exceedingly
uncomfortable. Sometimes they are so strong that I almost feel as if someone
were in the room beside me, thinking aloud.
Evidently my nerves and liver are shockingly out of order. I must work
harder and take more vigorous exercise. The horrid thoughts never come
when my mind is much occupied. But they are always there—waiting and as it
were alive.
What I have attempted to describe above came first upon me gradually after
I had been some days in the house, and then grew steadily in strength. The
other strange thing has come to me only twice in all these weeks. It appalls me.
It is the consciousness of the propinquity of some deadly and loathsome
disease. It comes over me like a wave of fever heat, and then passes off, leaving
me cold and trembling. The air seems for a few seconds to become tainted. So
penetrating and convincing is the thought of this sickness, that on both
occasions my brain has turned momentarily dizzy, and through my mind, like
flames of white heat, have flashed the ominous names of all the dangerous
illnesses I know. I can no more explain these visitations than I can fly, yet I
know there is no dreaming about the clammy skin and palpitating heart which
they always leave as witnesses of their brief visit.
Most strongly of all was I aware of this nearness of a mortal sickness when,
on the night of the 28th, I went upstairs in pursuit of the listening figure.
When we were shut in together in that little square room under the roof, I felt
1
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that I was face to face with the actual essence of this invisible and malignant
disease. Such a feeling never entered my heart before, and I pray to God it
never may again.
There! Now I have confessed. I have given some expression at least to the
feelings that so far I have been afraid to see in my own writing. For—since I
can no longer deceive myself—the experiences of that night (28th) were no
more a dream than my daily breakfast is a dream; and the trivial entry in this
diary by which I sought to explain away an occurrence that caused me
unutterable horror was due solely to my desire not to acknowledge in words
what I really felt and believed to be true. The increase that would have accrued
to my horror by so doing might have been more than I could stand.
Dec. 3.—I wish Chapter would come. My facts are all ready marshaled1, and
I can see his cool, grey eyes fixed incredulously on my face as I relate them: the
knocking at my door, the well-dressed caller, the light in the upper window
and the shadow upon the blind, the man who preceded me in the snow, the
scattering of my clothes at night, Emily's arrested confession, the landlady's
suspicious reticence, the midnight listener on the stairs, and those awful
subsequent words in my sleep; and above all, and hardest to tell, the presence
of the abominable sickness, and the stream of thoughts and ideas that are not
my own.
I can see Chapter's face, and I can almost hear his deliberate words, "You've
been at the tea again2, and underfeeding, I expect, as usual. Better see my
nerve doctor, and then come with me to the south of France." For this fellow,
who knows nothing of disordered liver or high-strung nerves, goes regularly
to a great nerve specialist with the periodical belief that his nervous system is
beginning to decay.
Dec. 5.—Ever since the incident of the Listener, I have kept a night-light3
burning in my bedroom, and my sleep has been undisturbed. Last night,
however, I was subjected to a far worse annoyance. I woke suddenly, and saw
a man in front of the dressing-table regarding himself in the mirror. The door
was locked, as usual. I knew at once it was the Listener, and the blood turned
to ice in my veins. Such a wave of horror and dread swept over me that it
seemed to turn me rigid in the bed, and I could neither move nor speak. I
noted, however, that the odour I so abhorred was strong in the room.
The man seemed to be tall and broad. He was stooping forward over the
mirror. His back was turned to me, but in the glass I saw the reflection of a
huge head and face illumined fitfully by the flicker of the night-light. The
spectral grey of very early morning stealing in round the edges of the curtains
lent an additional horror to the picture, for it fell upon hair that was tawny 4
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and mane-like, hanging loosely about a face whose swollen, rugose 1 features
bore the once seen never forgotten leonine2 expression of— I dare not write
down that awful word. But, byway of corroborative proof, I saw in the faint
mingling of the two lights that there were several bronze-coloured blotches on
the cheeks which the man was evidently examining with great care in the
glass. The lips were pale and very thick and large. One hand I could not see,
but the other rested on the ivory back of my hair-brush. Its muscles were
strangely contracted, the fingers thin to emaciation, the back of the hand
closely puckered up. It was like a big grey spider crouching to spring, or the
claw of a great bird3.
The full realisation that I was alone in the room with this nameless creature,
almost within arm's reach of him, overcame me to such a degree that, when he
suddenly turned and regarded me with small beady eyes, wholly out of
proportion to the grandeur of their massive setting, I sat bolt upright in bed,
uttered a loud cry, and then fell back in a dead swoon of terror upon the bed.
Dec. 5.—. . . When I came to this morning, the first thing I noticed was that
my clothes were strewn all over the floor. . . . I find it difficult to put my
thoughts together, and have sudden accesses of violent trembling. I determined
that I would go at once to Chapter's hotel and find out when he is expected. I
cannot refer to what happened in the night; it is too awful, and I have to keep
my thoughts rigorously away from it. I feel light-headed and queer, couldn't
eat any breakfast, and have twice vomited with blood. While dressing to go
out, a hansom rattled up noisily over the cobbles, and a minute later the door
opened, and to my great joy in walked the very subject of my thoughts.
The sight of his strong face and quiet eyes had an immediate effect upon me,
and I grew calmer again. His very handshake was a sort of tonic4. But, as I
listened eagerly to the deep tones of his reassuring voice, and the visions of the
night-time paled a little, I began to realise how very hard it was going to be to
tell him my wild intangible tale. Some men radiate an animal vigour that
destroys the delicate woof of a vision and effectually prevents its
reconstruction.
Chapter was one of these men.
We talked of incidents that had filled the interval since we last met, and he
told me something of his travels. He talked and I listened. But, so full was I of
the horrid thing I had to tell, that I made a poor listener. I was forever
watching my opportunity to leap in and explode it all under his nose. Before
very long, however, it was borne in upon me that he too was merely talking for
time.
He too held something of importance in the background of his mind,
something too weighty to let fall till the right moment presented itself. So that
1
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during the whole of the first half-hour we were both waiting for the
psychological moment in which properly to release our respective bombs; and
the intensity of our minds' action set up opposing forces that merely sufficed to
hold one another in check—and nothing more. As soon as I realised this,
therefore, I resolved to yield.
I renounced for the time my purpose of telling my story, and had the
satisfaction of seeing that his mind, released from the restraint of my own, at
once began to make preparations for the discharge of its momentous burden.
The talk grew less and less magnetic; the interest waned; the descriptions of his
travels became less alive. There were pauses between his sentences. Presently
he repeated himself. His words clothed no living thoughts. The pauses grew
longer. Then the interest dwindled altogether and went out like a candle in the
wind. His voice ceased, and he looked up squarely into my face with serious
and anxious eyes.
The psychological moment had come at last!
"I say—" he began, and then stopped short.
I made an unconscious gesture of encouragement, but said no word. I
dreaded the impending disclosure exceedingly. A dark shadow seemed to
precede it.
"I say," he blurted out at last, "what in the world made you ever come to this
place—to these rooms, I mean?"
"They're cheap, for one thing," I began, "and central and—"
"They're too cheap," he interrupted. "Didn't you ask what made 'em so
cheap?"
"It never occurred to me at the time."
There was a pause in which he avoided my eyes.
"For God's sake, go on, man, and tell it!" I cried, for the suspense was getting
more than I could stand in my nervous condition.
"This was where Blount lived so long," he said quietly, "and where he—died.
You know, in the old days I often used to come here and see him, and do what
I could to alleviate his—" He stuck fast again.
"Well!" I said with a great effort. "Please go on— faster."
"But," Chapter went on, turning his face to the window with a perceptible
shiver, "he finally got so terrible I simply couldn't stand it, though I always
thought I could stand anything. It got on my nerves and made me dream, and
haunted me day and night."
I stared at him, and said nothing. I had never heard of Blount in my life, and
didn't know what he was talking about. But, all the same, I was trembling, and
my mouth had become strangely dry.
"This is the first time I've been back here since," he said almost in a whisper,
"and, 'pon my word, it gives me the creeps. I swear it isn't fit for a man to live
in. I never saw you look so bad, old man."
"I've got it for a year," I jerked out, with a forced laugh; "signed the lease and
all. I thought it was rather a bargain."
Chapter shuddered, and buttoned his overcoat up to his neck. Then he spoke
in a low voice, looking occasionally behind him as though he thought someone
was listening. I too could have sworn someone else was in the room with us.
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"He did it himself1, you know, and no one blamed him a bit; his sufferings
were awful. For the last two years he used to wear a veil when he went out,
and even then it was always in a closed carriage. Even the attendant who had
nursed him for so long was at length obliged to leave. The extremities of both
the lower limbs were gone, dropped off, and he moved about the ground on all
fours with a sort of crawling motion. The odour, too, was——"
I was obliged to interrupt him here. I could hear no more details of that sort.
My skin was moist, I felt hot and cold by turns, for at last I was beginning to
understand.
"Poor devil," Chapter went on; "I used to keep my eyes closed as much as
possible. He always begged to be allowed to take his veil off, and asked if I
minded very much. I used to stand by the open window. He never touched me,
though. He rented the whole house. Nothing would induce him to leave it."
"Did he occupy—these very rooms?"
"No. He had the little room on the top floor, the square one just under the
roof. He preferred it because it was dark. These rooms were too near the
ground, and he was afraid people might see him through the windows. A
crowd had been known to follow him up to the very door, and then stand
below the windows in the hope of catching a glimpse of his face."
"But there were hospitals."
"He wouldn't go near one, and they didn't like to force him. You know, they
say it's not contagious, so there was nothing to prevent his staying here if he
wanted to. He spent all his time reading medical books, about drugs and so on.
His head and face were something appalling, just like a lion's."
I held up my hand to arrest further description.
"He was a burden to the world, and he knew it. One night I suppose he
realised it too keenly to wish to live. He had the free use of drugs 2—and in the
morning he was found dead on the floor.
Two years ago, that was, and they said then he had still several years to live."
"Then, in Heaven's name!" I cried, unable to bear the suspense any longer,
"tell me what it was he had, and be quick about it."
"I thought you knew!" he exclaimed, with genuine surprise. "I thought you
knew!"
He leaned forward and our eyes met. In a scarcely audible whisper I caught
the words his lips seemed almost afraid to utter:
"He was a leper3!”
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LIKE many of Blackwood’s protagonists, the narrator of “The Listener” is
dragged to the very threshold of annihilation as a result of his self-imposed
exile from thriving society (“Wendigo,” “Glamour of Snow,” “Sea-Fit”).
Disgusted with the pettiness of human relationships, he urges away the
well-intended offerings of his sister (whom he remembers as an affectionate
childhood companion) and his chum, Chapter (whose extended job would
profoundly assist his declining mental and physical health), leaving his mind
and body vulnerable to the encroachments of peripheral spirits bent on
absorbing the energy of exposed outliers – not unlike a lion stalking gazelles
which have strayed from the herd into the thick and shadowy grass.
Blackwood was, himself, something of a loner, and his difficult relationship
with his family genuinely left him on the brink of death on several occasions.
“The Listener” may not be entirely autobiographic, but it is not far-fetched
to imagine that he may have been reminding himself of a lesson he had
learned more than once: misanthropy and social reclusion may grant one a
break from the triviality of society, but it is not an exclusive hermitage – the
environs of human company are prowled by very real monster – neurosis
and paranoia, insanity and suicide – and they wait, hungrily, to strike.

infection was common. The disfigurement could truly be horrendous, leaving patients’ faces
bleached, wrinkled, and bereft of its extending features
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MOOD is Blackwood’s medium. He works in it as other artists do in oils,
pastels, or marble. His writing – the best of it, at any rate – does not rely on
horror. Rather, it avoids horror, relying upon building terror and
psychological unease to catapult psychic impressions into the readers’
minds. Mood pervades his masterpieces, and while he augments them with
touches of the macabre, his greatest strength lies in his ability to reproduce
the emotions that he inscribes in the imaginations of his readership. “The
Occupant of the Room” revisits a motif used in “The Listener” – the
psychological panic and paranoia caused by a perceived, otherly presence.
Voyeurism is rampant in Blackwood – his greatest works achieve their
power through the sense of covert observation that they generate – and
“Occupant” is no different. It produces a pulsating sense of antagonistic
depression and possession that increases in rhythm, crescendoing as if in
slow motion as the horror is exposed.

THE OCCUPANT OF THE ROOM
{1910}
HE arrived late at night by the yellow diligence1, stiff and cramped after the
toilsome ascent of three slow hours. The village, a single mass of shadow, was
already asleep. Only in front of the little hotel was there noise and light and
bustle – for a moment. The horses, with tired, slouching gait, crossed the road
and disappeared into the stable of their own accord, their harness trailing in
the dust; and the lumbering diligence stood for the night where they had
dragged it – the body of a great yellow-sided beetle with broken legs.
In spite of his physical weariness, the schoolmaster, reveling in the first
hours of his ten-guinea2 holiday, felt exhilarated. For the high Alpine valley
was marvelously still; stars twinkled over the torn ridges of the Dent du Midi3
where spectral snows gleamed against rocks that looked like ebony; and the
keen air smelt of pine forests, dew-soaked pastures, and freshly sawn wood.
He took it all in with a kind of bewildered delight for a few minutes, while
the other three passengers gave directions about their luggage and went to
their rooms. Then he turned and walked over the coarse matting into the glare
of the hall, only just able to resist stopping to examine the big mountain map
that hung upon the wall by the door.
And, with a sudden disagreeable shock, he came down from the ideal to the
actual. For at the inn – the only inn – there was no vacant room. Even the
1

A long stage coach drawn by four horses
A Guinea is approximately one pound sterling. 10 Guineas contain the purchasing power of nearly
$1,600 in 2013
3
The “Teeth of the South” is a multi-summited Alpine mountain in southwestern Switzerland. It has
the appearance of a jawbone studded with jagged teeth
2
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available sofas were occupied…
How stupid he had been not to write1! Yet it had been impossible, he
remembered, for he had come to the decision suddenly that morning in
Geneva2, enticed by the brilliance of the weather after a week of rain.
They talked endlessly, this gold-braided porter3 and the hard-faced old
woman – her face was hard, he noticed – gesticulating all the time, and
pointing all about the village with suggestions that he ill understood, for his
French was limited and their patois was fearful.
' There!' – he might find a room, 'or there! But we are, alas full – more full
than we care about. To-morrow, perhaps-if So-and-So give up their rooms – !'
And then, with much shrugging of shoulders, the hard-faced old woman
stared at the gold-braided porter, and the porter stared sleepily at the schoolmaster.
At length, however, by some process of hope he did not himself understand,
and following directions given by the old woman that were utterly
unintelligible, he went out into the street and walked towards a dark group of
houses she had pointed out to him. He only knew that he meant to thunder at a
door and ask for a room. He was too weary to think out details. The porter half
made to go with him, but turned back at the last moment to speak with the old
woman. The houses sketched themselves dimly in the general blackness. The
air was cold. The whole valley was filled with the rush and thunder of falling
water. He was thinking vaguely that the dawn could not be very far away, and
that he might even spend the night wandering in the woods, when there was a
sharp noise behind him and he turned to see a figure hurrying after him. It
was the porter – running.
And in the little hall of the inn there began again a confused three-cornered
conversation, with frequent muttered colloquy4 and whispered asides in patois
between the woman and the porter – the net result of which was that, “If
Monsieur did not object – there was a room, after all, on the first floor – only it
was in a sense ‘engaged’. That is to say – ” But the schoolmaster took the room
without inquiring too closely into the puzzle that had somehow provided it so
suddenly. The ethics of hotel-keeping had nothing to do with him. If the
woman offered him quarters it was not for him to argue with her whether the
said quarters were legitimately hers to offer.
But the porter, evidently a little thrilled, accompanied the guest up to the
room and supplied in a mixture of French and English details omitted by the
landlady – and Minturn, the schoolmaster, soon shared the thrill with him,
and found himself in the atmosphere of a possible tragedy.
All who know the peculiar excitement that belongs to lofty mountain valleys
where dangerous climbing is a chief feature of the attractions, will understand
a certain faint element of high alarm that goes with the picture. One looks up
at the desolate, soaring ridges and thinks involuntarily of the men who find
1

That is to say, to write ahead to make a reservation
Major city in southwestern Switzerland
3
Bellhop, bellboy
4
Conversation, chatter
2
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their pleasure for days and nights together scaling perilous summits among the
clouds, and conquering inch by inch the icy peaks that forever shake their
dark terror in the sky.
The atmosphere of adventure, spiced with the possible horror of a very grim
order of tragedy, is inseparable from any imaginative contemplation of the
scene: and the idea Minturn gleaned from the half-frightened porter lost
nothing by his ignorance of the language. This Englishwoman, the real
occupant of the room, had insisted on going without a guide. She had left just
before daybreak two days before – the porter had seen her start – and . . . she
had not returned! The route was difficult and dangerous, yet not impossible for
a skilled climber, even a solitary one.
And the Englishwoman was an experienced mountaineer 1. Also, she was
self-willed, careless of advice, bored by warnings, self-confident to a degree2.
Queer, moreover; for she kept entirely to herself, and sometimes remained in
her room with locked doors, admitting no one, for days together; a 'crank',
evidently, of the first water.
This much Minturn gathered clearly enough from the porter's talk while his
luggage was brought in and the room set to rights; further, too, that the search
party had gone out and might, of course, return at any moment. In which
case… Thus the room was empty, yet still hers. “If Monsieur did not object – if
the risk he ran of having to turn out suddenly in the night –” It was the
loquacious3 porter who furnished the details that made the transaction
questionable; and Minturn dismissed the loquacious porter as soon as possible,
and prepared to get into the hastily arranged bed and snatch all the hours of
sleep he could before he was turned out.
At first, it must be admitted, he felt uncomfortable – distinctly
uncomfortable. He was in someone else's room. He had really no right to be
there. It was in the nature of an unwarrantable intrusion; and while he
unpacked he kept looking over shoulder as though someone were watching
him from corners. Any moment, it seemed, he would hear a step in the
passage, a knock would come at the door, the door would open and there he
would see this vigorous4 Englishwoman looking him up and down with anger.
Worse still – he would hear her voice asking him what he was doing in her
room – her bedroom. Of course, he had an adequate explanation, but still – !
Then, reflecting that he was already half undressed, the humour of it flashed

1

Alpine mountain climbing was a very popular pastime amongst the upper middle classes of
European society. Pioneered by the Swiss and Austrians, the hobby was taken up by affluent
Germans, French, and Italians, eventually finding great popularity with British hobbyists, beginning
with the formation of the Alpine Club in London in 1857
2
As with many of Blackwood’s protagonists (victims), this woman is self-reliant bordering on
misanthropic, shunning society, help, and company. Blackwood is particularly intrigued by the
destructive qualities that lie within ourselves and the natural world we inhabit – qualities which are
kept at bay by society, and left unguarded by hubris and solitude
3
Chatty, big-mouthed
4
That he supposes – or perhaps wishes – that she be “vigorous” – brimming with life – challenges
what appears to be his uncanny and instinctual impression: that she is dead
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for a second across his mind, and he laughed – quietly. And at once, after that
laughter, under his breath, came the sudden sense of tragedy he had felt
before. Perhaps, even while he smiled, her body lay broken and cold upon
those awful heights, the wind of snow playing over her hair1, her glazed eyes
staring sightless up to the stars . . . It made him shudder. The sense of this
woman whom he had never seen, whose name even he did not know, became
extraordinarily real. Almost he could imagine that she was somewhere in the
room with him, hidden, observing all he did2.
He opened the door softly to put his boots outside, and when he closed it
again he turned the key. Then he finished unpacking and distributed his few
things about the room. It was soon done; for, in the first place, he had only a
small Gladstone3 and a knapsack, and secondly, the only place where he could
spread his clothes was the sofa. There was no chest of drawers, and the
cupboard, an unusually large and solid one, was locked. The Englishwoman's
things had evidently been hastily put away in it. The only sign of her recent
presence was a bunch of faded Alpenrosen 4 standing in a glass jar upon the
washhand stand. This, and a certain faint perfume, were all that remained. In
spite, however, of these very slight evidences, the whole room was pervaded
with a curious sense of occupancy that he found exceedingly distasteful. One
moment the atmosphere seemed subtly charged with a 'just left' feeling; the
next it was a queer awareness of 'still here' that made him turn and look
hurriedly behind him.
Altogether, the room inspired him with a singular aversion, and the strength
of this aversion seemed the only excuse for his tossing the faded flowers out of
the window, and then hanging his mackintosh5 upon the cupboard door in
such a way as to screen it as much as possible from view.
For the sight of that big, ugly cupboard, filled with the clothing of a woman
who might then be beyond any further need of covering – thus his imagination
insisted on picturing it – touched in him a startled sense of the incongruous
that did not stop there, but crept through his mind gradually till it merged
somehow into a sense of a rather grotesque horror. At any rate, the sight of
that cupboard was offensive, and he covered it almost instinctively. Then,
turning out the electric light, he got into bed.
But the instant the room was dark he realised that it was more than he could
1

Compare imagery to “The Glamour of the Snow”
Voyeurism is a recurring them to Blackwood’s ghost tales: “The Listener” and “A Case of
Eavesdropping” each contain impressions of voyeurism in their titles which permeate their plots;
“The Kit-Bag,” “Ancient Lights,” “May Day Eve,” and “A Haunted Island” all gain their intense
uneasiness from cases of “being watched.” Unlike many ghosts, particularly of the Victorian period,
which either appear intentionally in brief episodes, or are observed (apparently unawares), lost in
contemplation of their haunting, Blackwood’s ghosts are predatory, circling their victims, unseen,
unheard, and intending to stay so until the moment of assault. His ghosts are only noticed by the
negative psychological presence they exude, like a powerful aroma
3
A black, leather, handheld bag, often associated with doctors
4
Flowers indigenous to the Alps, literally “Alps roses” (German)
5
Raincoat
2
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stand; for, with the blackness, there came a sudden rush of cold that he found
it hard to explain. And the odd thing was that, when he lit the candle beside
his bed, he noticed that his hand trembled.
This, of course, was too much. His imagination was taking liberties and must
be called to heel1.
Yet the way he called it to order was significant, and its very deliberateness
betrayed a mind that has already admitted fear. And fear, once in, is difficult to
dislodge. He lay there upon his elbow in bed and carefully took note of all the
objects in the room – with the intention, as it were, of taking an inventory of
everything his senses perceived, then drawing a line, adding them up finally,
and saying with decision, 'That's all the room contains! I've counted every
single thing.
There is nothing more. Now – I may sleep in peace!'
And it was during this absurd process of enumerating the furniture of the
room that the dreadful sense of distressing lassitude 2 came over him that made
it difficult even to finish counting. It came swiftly, yet with an amazing kind of
violence that overwhelmed him softly and easily with a sensation of enervating
weariness hard to describe. And its first effect was to banish fear. He no longer
possessed enough energy to feel really afraid or nervous. The cold remained,
but the alarm vanished. And into every corner of his usually vigorous
personality crept the insidious poison of a muscular fatigue – at first – that in a
few seconds, it seemed, translated itself into spiritual inertia3. A sudden
consciousness of the foolishness, the crass futility of life, of effort, of fighting –
of all that makes life worth living, oozed into every fibre of his being, and left
him utterly weak. A spit of black pessimism, that was not even vigorous
enough to assert itself, invaded the secret chambers of his heart. . .
Every picture that presented itself to his mind came dressed grey shadows;
those bored and sweating horses toiling up the ascent to – nothing! That hardfaced landlady taking so much trouble to let her desire for gain conquer her
sense of morality – for a few francs! That gold-braided porter, so talkative,
fussy, energetic, and so anxious to tell all he knew! What was the use of them
all? And for himself, what in the world was the good of all the labour and
drudgery he went through in that preparatory school where he was junior
master4? What could it lead too?
Wherein lay the value of so much uncertain toil, when the ultimate secrets of
life were hidden and no one knew the final goal? How foolish was effort,
discipline, work! How vain was pleasure! How trivial the noblest life! . . .
With a jump that nearly upset the candle Minturn challenge this weak
mood. Such vicious thoughts were usually so remote from his normal
character that the sudden vile invasion produced a swift reaction. Yet, only for
a moment. Instantly, again, the depression descended upon him like a wave.
His work – it could lead to nothing but the dreary labour of a small
1

Commanded to stop and follow – as in a dog command
Lethargy, weariness
3
Sluggishness, inactivity
4
A lower-level educator
2
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headmastership after all – seemed as vain and foolish as his holiday in the
Alps. What an idiot he had been, to be sure, to come out with a knapsack
merely to work himself into a state of exhaustion climbing over toilsome
mountains that led to nowhere – resulted in nothing. A dreariness of the grave
possessed him. Life was a ghastly fraud! Religion a childish humbug1!
Everything was merely a trap – a trap of death; a coloured toy that Nature
used as a decoy! But a decoy for what? For nothing! There was no meaning in
anything. The only real thing was – DEATH2. And the happiest people were
those who found it soonest.
Then why wait for it to come?
He sprang out of bed, thoroughly frightened. This was horrible. Surely mere
physical fatigue could not produce a world as black, an outlook so dismal, a
cowardice that struck with rich sudden hopelessness at the very roots of life?
For, normally, he was cheerful and strong, full of the tides of healthy living;
and this appalling lassitude swept the very basis of his personality into
nothingness and the desire for death. It was like the development of a
Secondary Personality. He had read, of course, how certain persons who
suffered shocks developed thereafter entirely different characteristics, memory,
tastes, and so forth. It had all rather frightened him. Though scientific men
vouched for it, it was hardly to be believed. Yet here was similar thing taking
place in his own consciousness. He was, beyond question, experiencing all the
mental variations of – someone else! It was un-moral. It was awful. It was –
well, after all, at the same time, it was uncommonly interesting.
And this interest he began to feel was the first sign of his returned normal
Self. For to feel interest is to live, and to love life.
He sprang into the middle of the room – then switched on the electric light.
And the first thing that struck his eye was – the big cupboard.
'Hallo! There's that – beastly cupboard!' he exclaimed to himself,
involuntarily, yet aloud. It held all the clothes, the winging skirts and coats and
summer blouses of the dead woman. For he knew now – somehow or other –
that she was dead. . .
At that moment, through the open windows, rushed the sound of falling
water, bringing with it a vivid realisation of the desolate, snow-swept heights.
He saw her – positively saw her! – lying where she had fallen, the frost upon
her cheeks, the snow-dust eddying about her hair and eyes, her broken limbs
pushing against the lumps of ice. For a moment the sense of spiritual lassitude
– of the emptiness of life – vanished before this picture of broken effort – of a
small human force battling pluckily, yet in vain, against the impersonal and

1

Hypocrisy, insincerity
This mirrors the profound pessimism and near-suicidal depression featured in one of Blackwood’s
famous non-horror (or is it?) tales, “The Man Who Found Out” – a rather bleak and depressing read
2
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pitiless potencies of inanimate nature 1 – and he found himself again his
normal self. Then instantly, returned again that terrible sense of cold,
nothingness, emptiness. . .
And he found himself standing opposite the big cupboard where her clothes
were. He suddenly wanted to see those clothes – things she had used and worn.
Quite close he stood, almost touching it. The next second he had touched it.
His knuckles struck upon the wood.
Why he knocked is hard to say. It was an instinctive movement probably.
Something in his deepest self dictated it – ordered it. He knocked at the door.
And the dull sound upon the wood into the stillness of that room brought –
horror2. Why it should have done so he found it as hard to explain to himself
as why he should have felt impelled to knock. The fact remains that when he
heard the faint reverberation inside the cupboard, it brought with it so vivid a
realisation of the woman's presence that he stood there shivering upon the
floor with a dreadful sense of anticipation; he almost expected to hear an
answering knock from within – the rustling of the hanging skirts perhaps – or,
worse still, to see the locked door slowly open towards him.
And from that moment, he declares that in some way or other he must have
partially lost control of himself, or at least of his better judgment; for he
became possessed by such an over-mastering desire to tear open that cupboard
door and see the clothes within, that he tried every key in the room in the vain
effort to unlock it, and then, finally, before he quite realised what he was doing
– rang the bell!
But, having rung the bell for no obvious or intelligent reason at two o'clock
in the morning, he then stood waiting in the middle of the floor for the servant
to come, conscious for the first time that something outside his ordinary self
had pushed him towards the act. It was almost like an internal voice that
directed him. . . and thus, when at last steps came down the passage and he
faced the cross and sleepy chambermaid, amazed at being summoned at such
an hour, he found no difficulty in the matter of what he should say. For the
same power that insisted he should open the cupboard door also impelled him
to utter words over which he apparently had no control.
'It's not you I rang for!' he said with decision and impatience. 'I want a man.
Wake the porter and send him up to me at once – hurry! I tell you, hurry – !'
And when the girl had gone, frightened at his earnestness, Minturn realised
that the words surprised himself as much as they surprised her. Until they
were out of his mouth he had not known what exactly he was saving. But now
he understood that some force, foreign to his own personality, was using his
mind and organs. The black depression that had possessed him a few moments
before was also part of it. The powerful mood of this vanished woman had
somehow momentarily taken possession of him – communicated, possibly, by
the atmosphere of things in the room still belonging to her. But even now,
1

The thesis of Blackwood’s universe of horror: we are best suited to one another’s close, boisterous
company; away from the herd we are quickly gobbled up – if not by a hostile and predatory Nature,
then by our own psychological terrors
2
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when the porter, without coat or collar, stood beside him in the room, he did
not understand why he insisted, with a positive fury admitting no denial, that
the key of that cupboard must be found and the door instantly opened.
The scene was a curious one. After some perplexed whispering with the
chambermaid at the end of the passage, the porter managed to find and
produce the key in question. Neither he nor the girl knew clearly what this
excited Englishman was up to, or why he was so passionately intent upon
opening the cupboard at two o'clock in the morning. They watched him with
an air of wondering what was going to happen next. But something of his
curious earnestness, even of his late fear, communicated itself to them, and the
sound of the key grating in lock made them both jump.
They held their breath as the creaking door swung slowly open. All heard the
clatter of that other key as it fell against the wooden floor – within. The
cupboard had been locked from the inside. But it was the scared housemaid,
from her position in the corridor, who first saw – and with a wild scream fell
crashing against the banisters.
The porter made no attempt to save her. The schoolmaster and himself made
a simultaneous rush towards the door, now wide open. They, too, had seen.
There were no clothes, skirts or blouses on the pegs, but they saw the body of
the Englishwoman suspended in mid-air, the head bent forward. Jarred by the
movement of unlocking, the body swung slowly round to face them. . . Pinned
upon the inside of the door was a hotel envelope with the following words
penciled in straggling writing:.'Tired – unhappy – hopelessly depressed. . . I
cannot face life any longer. . . All is black. I must put an end to it.... I meant to
do it on the mountains, but was afraid. I slipped back to my room unobserved.
This way is easiest and best. . . .'
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DEPRESSION lurks throughout Blackwood’s oeuvre. “The Man Who Found
Out” is the most famous instance of this, but “The Occupant of the Room”
delves deeply into a brief examination of the fragile nature of human
contentment. Without reason, the protagonist finds himself smothered by
psychic despair bordering on revulsion of life. Like a poisonous flower, the
horror in the cupboard silently infects those in its vicinity, transforming a
happy, rollicking school teacher into a self-doubting misanthrope in a
matter of hours. Perhaps the true terror lies in the success of the
transformation. The infectious mood drains color from his life and lures him
towards the cupboard and its gruesome secret. It is important to note that
he no longer attempts to hide it with his coat, to avoid its potent gaze; by
the conclusion of the tale, he is earnestly rapping on its surface and trying
keys in the lock: although alerted to the noxious energies billowing from its
depths, he has succumbed to its hideous truths, and seeks to acquaint
himself with and join whatever lurks within. As an aside, this tale pairs
brilliantly with E. F. Benson’s splendid piece “The Other Bed” – something of
a conglomeration of elements from “Occupant” and M. R. James’ “Oh,
Whistle and I’ll Come to You, My Lad.” All three are excellent studies in the
psychology of loneliness.
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BLACKWOOD commonly utilizes physical and psychological vulnerability to
evoke high terror, but its usage in the following episode is laden with
questions of masculinity and socializations of gender. The principle
character, a secretary named Johnson, finds himself stalked and dominated
by the psychic impressions left by a man who brutally killed and butchered a
woman. Blackwood’s particular use of feminizing descriptors (“girlish,” “like
a girl”) and mannerisms places Johnson in jeopardy of finding himself
isolated in the periphery of a society which had polarized standards for
masculinity, prosecuted homosexual behavior with the law, and largely
ignored its existence and the social problems and abuses which rose from its
marginalization – the Cleveland Street Scandal and the trial of Oscar Wilde
were only two events in Blackwood’s recent memory which highlighted
Victorian society’s volatility to (and denial of) what we now might refer to
queer culture: the entire gamut of gender identification, from uncloseted
homosexuality to straight men with mannerisms and constitutions which
fall outside of society’s definitions, expectations, and ideals of male identity.
Falling outside of the stereotype of Edwardian masculinity, regardless of his
sexual orientation, Johnson is vulnerable: unprotected by the fraternity of
British manhood, and subject to its abuses.

The Kit-Bag
{1908}
WHEN the words 'Not Guilty' sounded through the crowded courtroom that
dark December afternoon, Arthur Wilbraham, the great criminal KC1, and
leader for the triumphant defence, was represented by his junior; but
Johnson, his private secretary, carried the verdict across to his chambers like
lightning.
'It's what we expected, I think,' said the barrister 2, without emotion; 'and,
personally, I am glad the case is over.' There was no particular sign of pleasure
that his defence of John Turk3, the murderer, on a plea of insanity, had been

1

King’s Counsel – a senior jurist appointed by letters patent to be “one of His Majesty’s Counsel
learned in the law.” During the reign of a queen the designation is changed to “Q.C.”
2
Lawyer – literally, a member of the bar
3
As a reporter, Blackwood was called upon to cover sensational cases, often of a grisly nature. He
not infrequently used crime, criminals, and psychopathy in his fiction. Perhaps most famous is his
tour-de-force of crime writing, “Max Hensig – Bacteriologist and Murderer,” a thriller about a
German expert in microbes who, after being found not guilty in the death of his wife, begins to stalk
a reporter who covered his case
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successful, for no doubt he felt, as everybody who had watched the case felt,
that no man had ever better deserved the gallows.
'I'm glad too,' said Johnson. He had sat in the court for ten days watching the
face of the man who had carried out with callous detail one of the most brutal
and cold-blooded murders of recent years.
The counsel glanced up at his secretary. They were more than employer and
employed; for family and other reasons, they were friends. 'Ah, I remember;
yes,' he said with a kind smile, 'and you want to get away for Christmas?
You're going to skate and ski in the Alps 1, aren't you? If I was your age I'd
come with you.'
Johnson laughed shortly. He was a young man of twenty-six, with a delicate
face like a girl's2. 'I can catch the morning boat3 now,' he said; 'but that's not
the reason I'm glad the trial is over. I'm glad it's over because I've seen the last
of that man's dreadful face. It positively haunted me. Bat white skin, with the
black hair brushed low over the forehead, is a thing I shall never forget, and
the description of the way the dismembered body was crammed and packed
with lime4 into that—'
'Don't dwell on it, my dear fellow,' interrupted the other, looking at him
curiously out of his keen eyes, 'don't think about it. Such pictures have a trick
of coming back when one least wants them.' He paused a moment. 'Now go,' he
added presently, 'and enjoy your holiday. I shall want all your energy for my
Parliamentary5 work when you get back. And don't break your neck skiing6.'
Johnson shook hands and took his leave. At the door he turned suddenly.
'I knew there was something I wanted to ask you,' he said. 'Would you
mind lending me one of your kit-bags7? It's too late to get one tonight, and I
leave in the morning before the shops are open.'

1

As with “The Occupant of the Room” and “The Glamour of the Snow,” the allure of snowy
mountains acts as a motif in “The Kit-Bag”
2
“Kit-Bag” introduces an intriguing element of gender into its plot. Johnson, almost immediately
portrayed as being somewhat effeminate and fragile will find himself haunted by the ghost of a man
who butchered a woman and stuffed her into a bag. Like many writers of horror from this period
(M.R. James, Henry James, H.P. Lovecraft, E.F. Benson, R.H. Benson), questions have arisen as to
what Blackwood’s sexual identity may have been. A lifelong bachelor who preferred the rousing
company of men (much like James and Lovecraft), Blackwood has been interpreted by some as
having homosexual or bisexual inclinations. Nonetheless, the particularly blatant feminizing of
Johnson raises questions in gender theory and queer theory regardless of Blackwood’s sexual
identification
3
That is, the packet crossing the English Channel between Dover and Calais
4
Quicklime – calcium oxide – is a caustic mineral compound often used to speed decomposition
5
Likely either a campaign to run for a Parliamentary seat, or a legal case with Parliamentary
ramifications
6
An ominous warning, setting the tone of lurking danger
7
A large canvas bag shaped like a tube, closed at one end; the open end is often pierced with a
series of brass rings through which a bar or drawstring can be threaded to secure it closed. Often
associated with rugged travel, the military, and sports – notably all stereotypical male activities,
especially before World War II. That Johnson does not own one may be seen as symbolic of his
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'Of course; I'll send Henry over with it to your rooms. You shall have it the
moment I get home.'
'I promise to take great care of it,' said Johnson gratefully, delighted to think
that within thirty hours he would be nearing the brilliant sunshine of the high
Alps in winter. Be thought of that criminal court was like an evil dream in his
mind.
He dined at his club and went on to Bloomsbury1, where he occupied the top
floor in one of those old, gaunt houses in which the rooms are large and lofty.
The floor below his own was vacant and unfurnished, and below that were
other lodgers whom he did not know2. It was cheerless, and he looked forward
heartily to a change. The night was even more cheerless: it was miserable, and
few people were about. A cold, sleety rain was driving down the streets before
the keenest3 east wind he had ever felt. It howled dismally among the big,
gloomy houses of the great squares, and when he reached his rooms he heard
it whistling and shouting over the world of black roofs beyond his windows.
In the hall he met his landlady, shading a candle from the draughts with
her thin hand. 'This come by a man from Mr Wilbr'im's, sir.'
She pointed to what was evidently the kit-bag, and Johnson thanked her
and took it upstairs with him. 'I shall be going abroad in the morning
for ten days, Mrs Monks,' he said. 'I'll leave an address for letters.'
'And I hope you'll 'ave a merry Christmas, sir,' she said, in a raucous, wheezy
voice that suggested spirits4, 'and better weather than this.'
'I hope so too,' replied her lodger, shuddering a little as the wind went
roaring down the street outside.
When he got upstairs he heard the sleet volleying against the window panes.
He put his kettle on to make a cup of hot coffee, and then set about putting a
few things in order for his absence. 'And now I must pack—such as my
packing is,' he laughed to himself, and set to work at once.
He liked the packing, for it brought the snowy mountains so vividly before
him, and made him forget the unpleasant scenes of the past ten days. Besides, it
was not elaborate in nature. His friend had lent him the very thing—a stout
canvas kit-bag, sack-shaped, with holes round the neck for the brass bar and
padlock. It was a bit shapeless, true, and not much to look at, but its capacity
was unlimited, and there was no need to pack carefully. He shoved in his
waterproof coat, his fur cap and gloves, his skates and climbing boots, his
sweaters, snow-boots, and ear-caps; and then on the top of these he piled his
woolen shirts and underwear, his thick socks, puttees5, and knickerbockers6.
The dress suit came next, in case the hotel people dressed for dinner, and then,
perceived immasculinity, both in a social sense (a man wanting to rough it in the mountains “should”
already own one) and in a Freudian sense (he lacks a “bag” and must ask to borrow one)
1
A neighborhood in Central London – very posh, and noted for its many elegant parks
2
Loneliness, isolation, and lack of immediate relationships once more haunts a Blackwood character
3
Sharpest
4
That is, drunkenness
5
Strips of wool wrapped like bandages around the foreleg – commonly used by soldiers of WWI
6
Baggy, knee-length trousers commonly used for leisure or sports (stereotypically so by golfers)
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thinking of the best way to pack his white shirts, he paused a moment to
reflect. 'That's the worst of these kit-bags,' he mused vaguely, standing in the
centre of the sitting-room, where he had come to fetch some string.
It was after ten o'clock. A furious gust of wind rattled the windows as though
to hurry him up, and he thought with pity of the poor Londoners whose
Christmas would be spent in such a climate, whilst he was skimming over
snowy slopes in bright sunshine, and dancing in the evening with rosychecked girls—Ah! that reminded him; he must put in his dancing-pumps1
and evening socks. He crossed over from his sitting-room to the cupboard on
the landing where he kept his linen.
And as he did so he heard someone coming softly up the stairs.
He stood still a moment on the landing to listen. It was Mrs Monks's step, he
thought; she must he coming up with the last post. But then the steps ceased
suddenly, and he heard no more. They were at least two flights down, and he
came to the conclusion they were too heavy to be those of his bibulous
landlady. No doubt they belonged to a late lodger who had mistaken his floor.
He went into his bedroom and packed his pumps and dress-shirts as best he
could.
The kit-bag by this time was two-thirds full, and stood upright on its own
base like a sack of flour. For the first time he noticed that it was old and dirty,
the canvas faded and worn, and that it had obviously been subjected to rather
rough treatment. It was not a very nice bag to have sent him—certainly not a
new one, or one that his chief valued. He gave the matter a passing thought,
and went on with his packing. Once or twice, however, he caught himself
wondering who it could have been wandering down below, for Mrs Monks
had not come up with letters, and the floor was empty and unfurnished. From
time to time, moreover, he was almost certain he heard a soft tread of someone
padding about over the bare boards—cautiously, stealthily, as silently as
possible—and, further, that the sounds had been lately coming distinctly
nearer.
For the first time in his life he began to feel a little creepy 2. Then, as though
to emphasize this feeling, an odd thing happened: as he left the bedroom,
having, just packed his recalcitrant3 white shirts, he noticed that the top of the
kit-bag lopped over towards him with an extraordinary resemblance to a
human face. The camas fell into a fold like a nose and forehead, and the brass
rings for the padlock just filled the position of the eyes. A shadow—or was it a
travel stain? for he could not tell exactly—looked like hair. It gave him rather
a turn4, for it was so absurdly, so outrageously, like the face of John Turk the
murderer.
1

While pumps were not synonymous with women’s footwear in the early 20th century, they did
maintain a foppish, pretentious, girlish association which would have identified Johnson as being – if
nothing else – somewhat fussy about his appearance, and possibly needed to boost his height with
extended heels
2
“Creeped out,” spooked
3
In this context, difficult to pack
4
Causing a double-take or a pause to reflect
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He laughed, and went into the front room, where the light was stronger.
'That horrid case has got on my mind,' he thought; 'I shall be glad of a change
of scene and air.' In the sitting-room, however, he was not pleased to hear
again that stealthy tread upon the stairs, and to realize that it was much closer
than before, as well as unmistakably real. And this time he got up and went out
to see who it could be creeping about on the upper staircase at so late an hour.
But the sound ceased; there was no one visible on the stairs. He went to the
floor below, not without trepidation, and turned on the electric light to make
sure that no one was hiding in the empty rooms of the unoccupied suite. There
was not a stick of furniture large enough to hide a dog. Then he called over the
banisters to Mrs Monks, but there was no answer, and his voice echoed down
into the dark vault of the house, and was lost in the roar of the gale that
howled outside. Everyone was in bed and asleep—everyone except himself and
the owner of this soft and stealthy tread.
'My absurd imagination, I suppose,' he thought. 'It must have been the wind
after all, although—it seemed so very real and close, I thought.' He went back
to his packing. It was by this time getting on towards midnight. He drank his
coffee up and lit another pipe—the last before turning in.
It is difficult to say exactly at what point fear begins, when the causes of that
fear are not plainly before the eyes1. Impressions gather on the surface of the
mind, film by film, as ice gathers upon the surface of still water, but often so
lightly that they claim no definite recognition from the consciousness. Then a
point is reached where the accumulated impressions become a definite
emotion, and the mind realizes that something has happened. With something
of a start, Johnson suddenly recognized that he felt nervous—oddly nervous;
also, that for some time past the causes of this feeling had been gathering
slowly in his mind, but that he had only just reached the point where he was
forced to acknowledge them.
It was a singular and curious malaise2 that had come over him, and he
hardly knew what to make of it. He felt as though he were doing something
that was strongly objected to by another person, another person, moreover,
who had some right to object. It was a most disturbing and disagreeable
feeling, not unlike the persistent promptings of conscience: almost, in fact, as if
he were doing something he knew to be wrong. Yet, though he searched
vigorously and honestly in his mind, he could nowhere lay his finger upon the
secret of this growing uneasiness, and it perplexed him. More, it distressed and
frightened him.
'Pure nerves, I suppose,' he said aloud with a forced laugh. 'Mountain air will
cure all that! Ah,' he added, still speaking to himself, 'and that reminds me—
my snow-glasses3.'

1

As in “The Listener” and “The Occupant of the Room,” fear is being piped into Johnson’s mind
not by distinct visual cues, but by subtle psychological encroachments. Once again, Blackwood has
developed a sadistically playful, predatory spirit which circles its prey until the ultimate moment
2
Discontent, discomfort, unease
3
Snow goggles
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He was standing by the door of the bedroom during this brief soliloquy 1, and
as he passed quickly towards the sitting-room to fetch them from the cupboard
he saw out of the corner of his eye the indistinct outline of a figure standing on
the stairs, a few feet from the top. It was someone in a stooping position, with
one hand on the banisters, and the face peering up towards the landing. And at
the same moment he heard a shuffling footstep. The person who had been
creeping about below all this time had at last come up to his own floor. Who in
the world could it be? And what in the name of Heaven did he want2?
Johnson caught his breath sharply and stood stock still. Then, after a few
seconds' hesitation, he found his courage, and turned to investigate. The stairs,
he saw to his utter amazement, were empty; there was no one. He felt a series
of cold shivers run over him, and something about the muscles of his legs gave
a little and grew weak. For the space of several minutes he peered steadily into
the shadows that congregated about the top of the staircase where he had seen
the figure, and then he walked fast—almost ran, in fact—into the light of the
front room; but hardly had he passed inside the doorway when he heard
someone come up the stairs behind him with a quick bound and go swiftly into
his bedroom. It was a heavy, but at the same time a stealthy footstep—the tread
of somebody who did not wish to be seen. And it was at this precise moment
that the nervousness he had hitherto experienced leaped the boundary line,
and entered the state of fear, almost of acute, unreasoning fear. Before it
turned into terror there was a further boundary to cross, and beyond that
again lay the region of pure horror. Johnson's position was an unenviable one.
‘By Jove3! That was someone on the stairs, then,' he muttered, his flesh
crawling all over; 'and whoever it was has now gone into my bedroom.' His
delicate, pale face4 turned absolutely white, and for some minutes he hardly
knew what to think or do. Then he realized intuitively that delay only set a
premium upon fear; and he crossed the landing boldly and went straight into
the other room, where, a few seconds before, the steps had disappeared.
'Who's there? Is that you, Mrs Monks?' he called aloud, as he went, and
heard the first half of his words echo down the empty stairs, while the second
half fell dead against the curtains in a room that apparently held no other
human figure than his own.
'Who's there?' he called again, in a voice unnecessarily loud and that only
just held firm. 'What do you want here?'
The curtains swayed very slightly, and, as he saw it, his heart felt as if it
almost missed a beat; yet he dashed forward and drew them aside with a rush.
A window, streaming with rain, was all that met his gaze. He continued his
search, but in vain; the cupboards held nothing but rows of clothes, hanging
motionless; and under the bed there was no sign of anyone hiding. He stepped
backwards into the middle of the room, and, as he did so, something all but
tripped him up. Turning with a sudden spring of alarm he saw—the kit-bag.
1

A speech given to no one in particular – talking out loud to oneself
Compare to the motif of “lurker-in-the-stair-well” used in “The Listener”
3
“In God’s name!” – a euphemism
4
Another feminizing touch
2
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'Odd!' he thought. 'That's not where I left it!' A few moments before it had
surely been on his right, between the bed and the bath; he did not remember
having moved it. It was very curious. What in the world was the matter with
everything? Had all of his senses gone queer? A terrific gust of wind tore at the
windows, dashing the sleet against the glass with the force of small gunshot,
and then fled away howling dismally over the waste of Bloomsbury roofs. A
sudden vision of the Channel next day rose in his mind and recalled him
sharply to realities.
‘There's no one here at any rate; that's quite clear!’ he exclaimed aloud.
Yet at the time he uttered them he knew perfectly well that his words were not
true and that he did not believe them himself. He felt exactly as though
someone was hiding close about him, watching all his movements, trying to
hinder his packing in some way. 'And two of my senses,' he added, keeping up
the pretence, 'have played me the most absurd tricks: the steps I heard and the
figure I saw were both entirely imaginary.'
He went back to the front room, poked the fire into a blaze, and sat down
before it to think. What impressed him more than anything else was the fact
that the kit-bag was no longer where he had left at. It had been dragged nearer
to the door.
What happened afterwards that night happened, of course, to a man already
excited by fear, and was perceived by a mind that had not the full and proper
control, therefore, of the senses. Outwardly, Johnson remained calm and
master of himself to the end, pretending to the very last that everything he
witnessed had a natural explanation, or was merely delusions of his tired
nerves. But inwardly, in his very heart, he knew all along that someone had
been hiding downstairs in the empty suite when he came in, that this person
had watched his opportunity and then stealthily made his way up to the
bedroom, and that all he saw and heard afterwards, from the moving of the
kit-bag to—well, to the other things this story has to tell—were caused directly
by the presence of this invisible person.
And it was here, just when he most desired to keep his mind and thoughts
controlled, that the vivid pictures received day after day upon the mental
plates exposed in the courtroom of the Old Bailey, came strongly to light and
developed themselves in the dark room of his inner vision. Unpleasant,
haunting memories have a way of coming to life again just when the mind
least desires them—in the silent watches of the night, on sleepless pillows,
during the lonely hours spent by sick and dying beds. And so now, in the same
way, Johnson saw nothing but the dreadful face of John Turk, the murderer,
lowering at him from every corner of his mental field of vision; the white skin,
the evil eyes, and the fringe of black hair low over the forehead. All the
pictures of those ten days in court crowded back into his mind unbidden, and
very vivid.
'This is all rubbish and nerves,' he exclaimed at length, springing with
sudden energy from his chair. 'I shall finish my packing and go to bed.
I'm overwrought1, overtired. No doubt, at this rate I shall hear steps and
1

Tense, stressed, overworked
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things all night!'
But his face was deadly white all the same. He snatched up his field-glasses1
and walked across to the bedroom, humming a music-hall song2 as he went—
a trifle too loud to be natural; and the instant he crossed the threshold and
stood within the room something turned cold about his heart, and he felt that
every hair on his head stood up.
The kit-bag lay close in front of him, several feet nearer to the door than he
had left it, and just over its crumpled top he saw a head and face slowly
sinking down out of sight as though someone were crouching behind it to
hide, and at the same moment a sound like a long-drawn sigh was distinctly
audible in the still air about him between the gusts of the storm outside.
Johnson had more courage and will-power than the girlish indecision3 of his
face indicated; but at first such a wave of terror came over him that for some
seconds he could do nothing but stand and stare. A violent trembling ran down
his back and legs, and he was conscious of a foolish, almost a hysterical4,
impulse to scream aloud. That sigh seemed in his very ear, and the air still
quivered with it. It was unmistakably a human sigh.
'Who's there?' he said at length, finding his voice; but thought he meant to
speak with loud decision, the tones came out instead in a faint whisper, for he
had partly lost the control of his tongue and lips.
He stepped forward, so that he could see all round and over the kit-bag.
Of course there was nothing there, nothing but the faded carpet and the
bulging canvas sides. He put out his hands and threw open the mouth of the
sack where it had fallen over, being only three parts full, and then he saw for
the first time that round the inside, some six inches from the top, there ran a
broad smear of dull crimson. It was an old and faded blood stain. He uttered a
scream, and drew hack his hands as if they had been burnt. At the same
moment the kit-bag gave a faint, but unmistakable, lurch forward towards the
door.
Johnson collapsed backwards, searching with his hands for the support of
something solid, and the door, being further behind him than he realized,
received his weight just in time to prevent his falling, and shut to with
a resounding bang. At the same moment the swinging of his left arm
accidentally touched the electric switch, and the light in the room went out.

1

Binoculars
The Edwardian version of a cheap pop song – something common and peppy
3
Once more referred to as girlish, Johnson rebounds and attempts to produce reserves of firm
resolution. Blackwood here implies that Johnson may make an easy target – that regardless of his
interior strengths, his exterior appearance and carriage exude a sense of helplessness, weakness, and
dreamy naïveté
4
“Hysterical” was a clinical term used by Victorian and early twentieth century physicians and
psychologists. Literally meaning “affliction of the uterus,” it was assumed that extreme bouts of
irrational emotion in women were caused by disturbances in the womb. Although the usage had long
since lost its literally usage (Freud had studied cases of “hysteria” in both sexes), the femininity of
the word would not be lost on contemporaries
2
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It was an awkward and disagreeable predicament, and if Johnson had not
been possessed of real pluck 1 he might have done all manner of foolish things2.
As it was, however, he pulled himself together, and groped furiously for the
little brass knob to turn the light on again. But the rapid closing of the door
had set the coats hanging on it a-swinging, and his fingers became entangled
in a confusion of sleeves and pockets, so that it was some moments before he
found the switch. And in those few moments of bewilderment and terror two
things happened that sent him beyond recall over the boundary into the region
of genuine horror—he distinctly heard the kit-bag shuffling heavily across the
floor in jerks, and close in front of his face sounded once again the sigh of a
human being.
In his anguished efforts to find the brass button on the wall he nearly
scraped the nails from his fingers, but even then, in those frenzied moments of
alarm—so swift and alert are the impressions of a mind keyed-up by a vivid
emotion—he had time to realize that he dreaded the return of the light, and
that it might be better for him to stay hidden in the merciful screen of
darkness. It was but the impulse of a moment, however, and before he had
time to act upon it he had yielded automatically to the original desire, and the
room was flooded again with light.
But the second instinct had been right. It would have been better for him to
have stayed in the shelter of the kind darkness. For there, close before him,
bending over the half-packed kit-bag, clear as life in the merciless glare of the
electric light, stood the figure of John Turk, the murderer. Not three feet from
him the man stood, the fringe of black hair marked plainly against the pallor
of the forehead, the whole horrible presentment of the scoundrel, as vivid as
he had seen him day after day in the Old Bailey, when he stood there in the
dock, cynical and callous, under the very shadow of the gallows.
In a flash Johnson realized what it all meant: the dirty and much-used bag;
the smear of crimson within the top; the dreadful stretched condition of the
bulging sides. He remembered how the victim's body had been stuffed into a
canvas bag for burial, the ghastly, dismembered fragments forced with lime
into this very bag; and the bag itself produced as evidence—it all came back to
him as clear as day…
Very softly and stealthily his hand groped behind him for the handle of the
door, but before he could actually turn it the very thing that he most of all
dreaded came about, and John Turk lifted his devil's face and looked at him. At
the same moment that heavy sigh passed through the air of the room,
formulated somehow into words: ‘It's my bag. And I want it.’
Johnson just remembered clawing the door open, and then falling in a heap
upon the floor of the landing, as he tried frantically to make his way into the
front room.
He remained unconscious for a long time, and it was still dark when he
opened his eyes and realized that he was lying, stiff and bruised, on the cold
1

Courage, resolve
The subtle implication here is that he might have given into hysterics and gone mad, or found a
way to destroy himself – perhaps by leaping out of the window
2
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boards. Then the memory of what he had seen rushed back into his mind, and
he promptly fainted again. When he woke the second time the wintry dawn
was just beginning to peep in at the windows, painting the stairs a cheerless,
dismal grey, and he managed to crawl into the front room, and cover himself
with an overcoat in the armchair, where at length he fell asleep.
A great clamour woke him. He recognized Mrs Monks's voice, loud and
voluble.
'What! You ain't been to bed, sir! Are you ill, or has anything 'appened?
And there's an urgent gentleman to see you, though it ain't seven o'clock yet,
and—'
'Who is it?' he stammered. 'I'm all right, thanks. Fell asleep in my chair, I
suppose.'
'Someone from Mr Wilb'rim's, and he says he ought to see you quick before
you go abroad, and I told him—'
'Show him up, please, at once,' said Johnson, whose head was whirling, and
his mind was still full of dreadful visions.
Mr Wilbraham's man came in with many apologies, and explained briefly
and quickly that an absurd mistake had been made, and that the wrong kitbag had been sent over the night before.
'Henry somehow got hold of the one that came over from the courtoom, and
Mr Wilbraham only discovered it when he saw his own lying in his room, and
asked why it had not gone to you,' the man said.
'Oh!' said Johnson stupidly.
'And he must have brought you the one from the murder case instead, sir,
I'm afraid,' the man continued, without the ghost of an expression on his face.
‘'The one John Turk packed the dead body in. Mr Wilbraham's awful upset
about it, sir, and told me to come over first thing this morning with the right
one, as you were leaving by the boat.'
He pointed to a clean-looking kit-bag on the floor, which he had just
brought. 'And I was to bring the other one back, sir,' he added casually.
For some minutes Johnson could not find his voice. At last he pointed in the
direction of his bedroom. 'Perhaps you would kindly unpack it for me.
Just empty the things out on the floor.'
The man disappeared into the other room, and was gone for five minutes.
Johnson heard the shifting to and fro of the bag, and the rattle of the skates
and boots being unpacked.
' Thank you, sir,' the man said, returning with the bag folded over his arm.
'And can I do anything more to help you, sir?'
'What is it?' asked Johnson, seeing that he still had something he wished to
say.
The man shuffled and looked mysterious. 'Beg pardon, sir, but knowing your
interest in the Turk case, I thought you'd maybe like to know what's
happened—'
'Yes.'
'John Turk killed hisself last night with poison immediately on getting his
release, and he left a note for Mr Wilbraham saying as he'd be much
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obliged if they'd have him put away, same as the woman he murdered, in the
old kit-hag.'
'What time—did he do it?' asked Johnson.
'Ten o'clock last night, sir, the warder says.'

JOHNSON’S alienation may have mirrored Blackwood’s own struggle to feel
secure within the solid boundaries of Edwardian masculinity: a member of
the boy’s club of New York journalism, and party to several perilous hunting
expeditions into eastern Canada’s woolly frontier, he was granted admission
into a variety of male societies renowned for their machismo, posturing, and
codes of manly standoffishness. In such situations, hints of femininity,
sensitivity, or lack of nerve could spell professional and social peril. In the
Canadian wilds they could spell desertion or death. Mike Ashley – in his
foundational biography, An Extraordinary Life – suggests that Blackwood’s
lifelong bachelorhood and apparent later-life celibacy was due to an abysmal
homosexual affair, a fact which he would have been eager to hide from his
cronies in North America. Johnson – physiologically and constitutionally
coded as anti-masculine – is neither afforded the hearty and inclusive
fraternity of his peers, nor is he spared the predatory attentions of Turk, a
man who butchered a woman and escaped the death penalty (assisted by
Wilbraham’s professional fraternity). Failing to fit in is lonely, painful,
frustrating, and confusing. Failing to belong to the privileged class is also
dangerous. Johnson is unable to shake Turk’s subjecting gaze from his
memory – it is dominating, challenging, and belittling. Away from the
protection of his socially honored friends, nothing can restrain the threat
that Turk represents from spilling over from unconscious insecurity to
supernatural manifestation: namely, the threat of being recognized as
different, stripped of the securities that homogeneity offers.
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EVEN Blackwood’s more prosaic ghost stories are packed with pathos and
emotion. While “Keeping His Promise” is not a scary story, it does contain
the germ of shuddering sympathy that had become a staple of English ghost
literature. Mrs. Henry Wood’s “Reality or Delusion?”, Mrs. Oliphant’s “The
Open Door,” Amelia B. Edwards’ “Was it an Illusion?” Rhoda Broughton’s
“Poor Pretty Bobby,” M. R. James’ “The Residence at Witminster,” E. F.
Benson’s “In the Tube,” and “The Confessions of Charles Linkworth,” E.
Nesbit’s “John Chatterton’s Wedding,” and J. Sheridan Le Fanu’s “Madam
Crowl’s Ghost” and “Ghost Stories of Chapelizod” all study the character of
pity rather than terror (though terror is not revoked from many of them),
and their tales of misfortune and unhappiness. While less unsettling than
“The Occupant of the Room,” “Promise” provides a dimension to the ghost
tale which we in the millennial age have largely forgotten and underrated as
an element of the horror genre, an element the Victorians and the
Edwardians held just as dear as terror: the emotion of human sympathy.

Keeping His Promise
{1906}
IT was eleven o'clock at night, and young Marriott was locked into his room,
cramming as hard as he could cram. He was a "Fourth Year Man 1" at
Edinburgh University2 and he had been ploughed for this particular
examination so often that his parents had positively declared they could no
longer supply the funds to keep him there.
His rooms were cheap and dingy3, but it was the lecture fees that took the
money. So Marriott pulled himself together at last and definitely made up his
mind that he would pass or die in the attempt, and for some weeks now he had
been reading as hard as mortal man can read. He was trying to make up for
lost time and money in a way that showed conclusively he did not understand
the value of either. For no ordinary man—and Marriott was in every sense an
ordinary man—can afford to drive the mind as he had lately been driving his,
without sooner or later paying the cost.
Among the students he had few friends or acquaintances, and these few had
promised not to disturb him at night, knowing he was at last reading in
earnest. It was, therefore, with feelings a good deal stronger than mere
1

A senior
Founded in 1583 in Scotland’s ancient capital, Edinburgh University has claimed honors as one of
the greatest institutions of higher education in the English-speaking world for four centuries
3
Blackwood’s affinity for Bohemian culture (“Case of Eavesdropping,” “The Listener”) is not alone
in the world of horror and weird fiction: Fitz-James O’Brien, H.P. Lovecraft, Ambrose Bierce,
Arthur Machen, Edgar Allan Poe, and Robert W. Chambers were drawn towards chronicling the
experiences of impoverished classes of artists, students, and intellectuals
2
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surprise that he heard his door-bell ring on this particular night and realised
that he was to have a visitor. Some men would simply have muffled the bell
and gone on quietly with their work. But Marriott was not this sort. He was
nervous. It would have bothered and pecked at his mind all night long not to
know who the visitor was and what he wanted. The only thing to do, therefore,
was to let him in—and out again—as quickly as possible.
The landlady went to bed at ten o'clock punctually, after which hour nothing
would induce her to pretend she heard the bell, so Marriott jumped up from
his books with an exclamation that augured ill for the reception of his caller,
and prepared to let him in with his own hand.
The streets of Edinburgh town were very still at this late hour—it was late for
Edinburgh—and in the quiet neighbourhood of F—— Street, where Marriott
lived on the third floor, scarcely a sound broke the silence. As he crossed the
floor, the bell rang a second time, with unnecessary clamour, and he unlocked
the door and passed into the little hallway with considerable wrath and
annoyance in his heart at the insolence of the double interruption.
"The fellows all know I'm reading for this exam. Why in the world do they
come to bother me at such an unearthly hour?"
The inhabitants of the building, with himself, were medical students, general
students, poor Writers to the Signet1, and some others whose vocations were
perhaps not so obvious. The stone staircase, dimly lighted at each floor by a
gas-jet that would not turn above a certain height, wound down to the level of
the street with no pretence at carpet or railing. At some levels it was cleaner
than at others. It depended on the landlady of the particular level.
The acoustic properties of a spiral staircase seem to be peculiar. Marriott,
standing by the open door, book in hand, thought every moment the owner of
the footsteps would come into view. The sound of the boots was so close and so
loud that they seemed to travel disproportionately in advance of their cause.
Wondering who it could be, he stood ready with all manner of sharp greetings
for the man who dared thus to disturb his work. But the man did not appear.
The steps sounded almost under his nose, yet no one was visible.
A sudden queer sensation of fear passed over him—a faintness and a shiver
down the back. It went, however, almost as soon as it came, and he was just
debating whether he would call aloud to his invisible visitor, or slam the door
and return to his books, when the cause of the disturbance turned the corner
very slowly and came into view.
It was a stranger. He saw a youngish man short of figure and very broad. His
face was the colour of a piece of chalk and the eyes, which were very bright,
had heavy lines underneath them. Though the cheeks and chin were unshaven
and the general appearance unkempt, the man was evidently a gentleman 2, for
he was well dressed and bore himself with a certain air. But, strangest of all, he
wore no hat, and carried none in his hand3; and although rain had been
1
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falling steadily all the evening, he appeared to have neither overcoat nor
umbrella.
A hundred questions sprang up in Marriott's mind and rushed to his lips,
chief among which was something like "Who in the world are you?" and
"What in the name of heaven do you come to me for?" But none of these
questions found time to express themselves in words, for almost at once the
caller turned his head a little so that the gas light in the hall fell upon his
features from a new angle. Then in a flash Marriott recognised him.
"Field! Man alive1! Is it you?" he gasped.
The Fourth Year Man was not lacking in intuition, and he perceived at once
that here was a case for delicate treatment. He divined, without any actual
process of thought, that the catastrophe often predicted had come at last, and
that this man's father had turned him out of the house. They had been at a
private school together years before, and though they had hardly met once
since, the news had not failed to reach him from time to time with
considerable detail, for the family lived near his own and between certain of
the sisters there was great intimacy. Young Field had gone wild later, he
remembered hearing about it all—drink, a woman, opium, or something of the
sort—he could not exactly call to mind.
"Come in," he said at once, his anger vanishing. "There's been something
wrong, I can see. Come in, and tell me all about it and perhaps I can help—"
He hardly knew what to say, and stammered a lot more besides. The dark side
of life, and the horror of it, belonged to a world that lay remote from his own
select little atmosphere of books and dreamings. But he had a man's heart for
all that.
He led the way across the hall, shutting the front door carefully behind him,
and noticed as he did so that the other, though certainly sober, was unsteady
on his legs, and evidently much exhausted. Marriott might not be able to pass
his examinations, but he at least knew the symptoms of starvation—acute
starvation, unless he was much mistaken—when they stared him in the face.
"Come along," he said cheerfully, and with genuine sympathy in his voice.
"I'm glad to see you. I was going to have a bite of something to eat, and you're
just in time to join me."
The other made no audible reply, and shuffled so feebly with his feet that
Marriott took his arm by way of support. He noticed for the first time that the
clothes hung on him with pitiful looseness. The broad frame was literally
hardly more than a frame. He was as thin as a skeleton. But, as he touched
him, the sensation of faintness and dread returned. It only lasted a moment,
and then passed off, and he ascribed it not unnaturally to the distress and
shock of seeing a former friend in such a pitiful plight.

fashion. Especially in the brutal Edinburgh winters, a hatless man would immediately signify a man
in great distress or haste
1
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"Better let me guide you. It's shamefully dark—this hall. I'm always
complaining," he said lightly, recognising by the weight upon his arm that the
guidance was sorely needed, "but the old cat1 never does anything except
promise." He led him to the sofa, wondering all the time where he had come
from and how he had found out the address. It must be at least seven years
since those days at the private school when they used to be such close friends.
"Now, if you'll forgive me for a minute," he said, "I'll get supper ready—such
as it is. And don't bother to talk. Just take it easy on the sofa. I see you're dead
tired. You can tell me about it afterwards, and we'll make plans."
The other sat down on the edge of the sofa and stared in silence, while
Marriott got out the brown loaf, scones, and huge pot of marmalade that
Edinburgh students always keep in their cupboards. His eyes shone with a
brightness that suggested drugs, Marriott thought, stealing a glance at him
from behind the cupboard door. He did not like yet to take a full square look.
The fellow was in a bad way, and it would have been so like an examination to
stare and wait for explanations. Besides, he was evidently almost too exhausted
to speak. So, for reasons of delicacy—and for another reason as well which he
could not exactly formulate to himself—he let his visitor rest apparently
unnoticed, while he busied himself with the supper. He lit the spirit lamp 2 to
make cocoa, and when the water was boiling he drew up the table with the
good things to the sofa, so that Field need not have even the trouble of moving
to a chair.
"Now, let's tuck in," he said, "and afterwards we'll have a pipe and a chat. I'm
reading for an exam, you know, and I always have something about this time.
It's jolly to have a companion."
He looked up and caught his guest's eyes directed straight upon his own. An
involuntary shudder ran through him from head to foot. The face opposite him
was deadly white and wore a dreadful expression of pain and mental
suffering.
"By Gad!" he said, jumping up, "I quite forgot. I've got some whisky
somewhere. What an ass I am. I never touch it myself when I'm working like
this."
He went to the cupboard and poured out a stiff glass which the other
swallowed at a single gulp and without any water. Marriott watched him
while he drank it, and at the same time noticed something else as well—Field's
coat was all over dust, and on one shoulder was a bit of cobweb. It was
perfectly dry; Field arrived on a soaking wet night without hat, umbrella, or
overcoat, and yet perfectly dry, even dusty. Therefore he had been under
cover. What did it all mean? Had he been hiding in the building? . . .
It was very strange. Yet he volunteered nothing; and Marriott had pretty well
made up his mind by this time that he would not ask any questions until he
had eaten and slept. Food and sleep were obviously what the poor devil needed
most and first—he was pleased with his powers of ready diagnosis—and it
would not be fair to press him till he had recovered a bit.
1
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They ate their supper together while the host carried on a running one-sided
conversation, chiefly about himself and his exams and his "old cat" of a
landlady, so that the guest need not utter a single word unless he really wished
to—which he evidently did not! But, while he toyed with his food, feeling no
desire to eat, the other ate voraciously. To see a hungry man devour cold
scones, stale oatcake, and brown bread laden with marmalade was a revelation
to this inexperienced student who had never known what it was to be without
at least three meals a day. He watched in spite of himself, wondering why the
fellow did not choke in the process.
But Field seemed to be as sleepy as he was hungry. More than once his head
dropped and he ceased to masticate the food in his mouth. Marriott had
positively to shake him before he would go on with his meal. A stronger
emotion will overcome a weaker, but this struggle between the sting of real
hunger and the magical opiate of overpowering sleep was a curious sight to
the student, who watched it with mingled astonishment and alarm. He had
heard of the pleasure it was to feed hungry men, and watch them eat, but he
had never actually witnessed it, and he had no idea it was like this. Field ate
like an animal—gobbled, stuffed, gorged. Marriott forgot his reading, and
began to feel something very much like a lump in his throat.
"Afraid there's been awfully little to offer you, old man," he managed to blurt
out when at length the last scone had disappeared, and the rapid, one-sided
meal was at an end. Field still made no reply, for he was almost asleep in his
seat. He merely looked up wearily and gratefully.
"Now you must have some sleep, you know," he continued, "or you'll go to
pieces. I shall be up all night reading for this blessed exam. You're more than
welcome to my bed. To-morrow we'll have a late breakfast and—and see what
can be done—and make plans—I'm awfully good at making plans, you know,"
he added with an attempt at lightness.
Field maintained his "dead sleepy" silence, but appeared to acquiesce, and the
other led the way into the bedroom, apologising as he did so to this halfstarved son of a baronet1—whose own home was almost a palace—for the size
of the room. The weary guest, however, made no pretence of thanks or
politeness. He merely steadied himself on his friend's arm as he staggered
across the room, and then, with all his clothes on, dropped his exhausted body
on the bed. In less than a minute he was to all appearances sound asleep.
For several minutes Marriott stood in the open door and watched him;
praying devoutly that he might never find himself in a like predicament,
and then fell to wondering what he would do with his unbidden guest on the
morrow. But he did not stop long to think, for the call of his books was
imperative, and happen what might, he must see to it that he passed that
examination.
Having again locked the door into the hall, he sat down to his books and
resumed his notes on materia medica2 where he had left off when the bell
rang. But it was difficult for some time to concentrate his mind on the subject.
1
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His thoughts kept wandering to the picture of that white-faced, strange-eyed
fellow, starved and dirty, lying in his clothes and boots on the bed. He recalled
their schooldays together before they had drifted apart, and how they had
vowed eternal friendship—and all the rest of it. And now! What horrible
straits to be in. How could any man let the love of dissipation 1 take such hold
upon him?
But one of their vows together Marriott, it seemed, had completely forgotten.
Just now, at any rate, it lay too far in the background of his memory to be
recalled.
Through the half-open door—the bedroom led out of the sitting-room and
had no other door—came the sound of deep, long-drawn breathing, the
regular, steady breathing of a tired man, so tired that, even to listen to it made
Marriott almost want to go to sleep himself.
"He needed it," reflected the student, "and perhaps it came only just in time!"
Perhaps so; for outside the bitter wind from across the Forth 2 howled cruelly
and drove the rain in cold streams against the window-panes, and down the
deserted streets. Long before Marriott settled down again properly to his
reading, he heard distantly, as it were, through the sentences of the book, the
heavy, deep breathing of the sleeper in the next room.
A couple of hours later, when he yawned and changed his books, he still
heard the breathing, and went cautiously up to the door to look round.
At first the darkness of the room must have deceived him, or else his eyes
were confused and dazzled by the recent glare of the reading lamp. For a
minute or two he could make out nothing at all but dark lumps of furniture,
the mass of the chest of drawers by the wall, and the white patch where his
bath stood in the centre of the floor.
Then the bed came slowly into view. And on it he saw the outline of the
sleeping body gradually take shape before his eyes, growing up strangely into
the darkness, till it stood out in marked relief—the long black form against the
white counterpane.
He could hardly help smiling. Field had not moved an inch. He watched him
a moment or two and then returned to his books. The night was full of the
singing voices of the wind and rain. There was no sound of traffic; no hansoms
clattered over the cobbles, and it was still too early for the milk carts. He
worked on steadily and conscientiously, only stopping now and again to
change a book, or to sip some of the poisonous stuff that kept him awake and
made his brain so active, and on these occasions Field's breathing was always
distinctly audible in the room. Outside, the storm continued to howl, but inside
the house all was stillness. The shade of the reading lamp threw all the light
upon the littered table, leaving the other end of the room in comparative
darkness. The bedroom door was exactly opposite him where he sat. There was
nothing to disturb the worker, nothing but an occasional rush of wind against
the windows, and a slight pain in his arm.
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This pain, however, which he was unable to account for, grew once or twice
very acute. It bothered him; and he tried to remember how, and when, he
could have bruised himself so severely, but without success.
At length the page before him turned from yellow to grey, and there were
sounds of wheels in the street below. It was four o'clock. Marriott leaned back
and yawned prodigiously. Then he drew back the curtains. The storm had
subsided and the Castle Rock1 was shrouded in mist. With another yawn he
turned away from the dreary outlook and prepared to sleep the remaining four
hours till breakfast on the sofa. Field was still breathing heavily in the next
room, and he first tip-toed across the floor to take another look at him.
Peering cautiously round the half-opened door his first glance fell upon the
bed now plainly discernible in the grey light of morning. He stared hard. Then
he rubbed his eyes. Then he rubbed his eyes again and thrust his head farther
round the edge of the door. With fixed eyes he stared harder still, and harder.
But it made no difference at all. He was staring into an empty room.
The sensation of fear he had felt when Field first appeared upon the scene
returned suddenly, but with much greater force. He became conscious, too,
that his left arm was throbbing violently and causing him great pain. He stood
wondering, and staring, and trying to collect his thoughts. He was trembling
from head to foot.
By a great effort of the will he left the support of the door and walked
forward boldly into the room.
There, upon the bed, was the impress of a body, where Field had lain and
slept. There was the mark of the head on the pillow, and the slight
indentation at the foot of the bed where the boots had rested on the
counterpane. And there, plainer than ever—for he was closer to it—was the
breathing!2
Marriott tried to pull himself together. With a great effort he found his voice
and called his friend aloud by name!
"Field! Is that you? Where are you?"
There was no reply; but the breathing continued without interruption,
coming directly from the bed. His voice had such an unfamiliar sound that
Marriott did not care to repeat his questions, but he went down on his knees
and examined the bed above and below, pulling the mattress off finally, and
taking the coverings away separately one by one. But though the sounds
continued there was no visible sign of Field, nor was there any space in which
a human being, however small, could have concealed itself. He pulled the bed
out from the wall, but the sound stayed where it was. It did not move with the
bed.
Marriott, finding self-control a little difficult in his weary condition, at once
set about a thorough search of the room. He went through the cupboard, the
chest of drawers, the little alcove where the clothes hung—everything. But
there was no sign of anyone. The small window near the ceiling was closed;
1
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and, anyhow, was not large enough to let a cat pass. The sitting-room door
was locked on the inside; he could not have got out that way. Curious thoughts
began to trouble Marriott's mind, bringing in their train unwelcome
sensations. He grew more and more excited; he searched the bed again till it
resembled the scene of a pillow fight; he searched both rooms, knowing all the
time it was useless,—and then he searched again. A cold perspiration broke
out all over his body; and the sound of heavy breathing, all this time, never
ceased to come from the corner where Field had lain down to sleep.
Then he tried something else. He pushed the bed back exactly into its original
position—and himself lay down upon it just where his guest had lain. But the
same instant he sprang up again in a single bound. The breathing was close
beside him, almost on his cheek, and between him and the wall! Not even a
child could have squeezed into the space.
He went back into his sitting-room, opened the windows, welcoming all the
light and air possible, and tried to think the whole matter over quietly and
clearly. Men who read too hard, and slept too little, he knew were sometimes
troubled with very vivid hallucinations. Again he calmly reviewed every
incident of the night; his accurate sensations; the vivid details; the emotions
stirred in him; the dreadful feast—no single hallucination could ever combine
all these and cover so long a period of time. But with less satisfaction he
thought of the recurring faintness, and curious sense of horror that had once
or twice come over him, and then of the violent pains in his arm. These were
quite unaccountable.
Moreover, now that he began to analyse and examine, there was one other
thing that fell upon him like a sudden revelation: During the whole time Field
had not actually uttered a single word! Yet, as though in mockery upon his
reflections, there came ever from that inner room the sound of the breathing,
long-drawn, deep, and regular. The thing was incredible. It was absurd.
Haunted by visions of brain fever and insanity, Marriott put on his cap and
macintosh1 and left the house. The morning air on Arthur's Seat 2 would blow
the cobwebs from his brain; the scent of the heather, and above all, the sight of
the sea. He roamed over the wet slopes above Holyrood for a couple of hours,
and did not return until the exercise had shaken some of the horror out of his
bones, and given him a ravening appetite into the bargain.
As he entered he saw that there was another man in the room, standing
against the window with his back to the light. He recognised his fellow-student
Greene, who was reading for the same examination.
"Read hard all night, Marriott," he said, "and thought I'd drop in here to
compare notes and have some breakfast. You're out early?" he added, by way
of a question. Marriott said he had a headache and a walk had helped it, and
Greene nodded and said "Ah!" But when the girl had set the steaming porridge
on the table and gone out again, he went on with rather a forced tone, "Didn't
know you had any friends who drank, Marriott?"
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This was obviously tentative, and Marriott replied drily that he did not know
it either.
"Sounds just as if some chap were 'sleeping it off' in there, doesn't it, though?"
persisted the other, with a nod in the direction of the bedroom, and looking
curiously at his friend. The two men stared steadily at each other for several
seconds, and then Marriott said earnestly—
"Then you hear it too, thank God!"
"Of course I hear it. The door's open. Sorry if I wasn't meant to."
"Oh, I don't mean that," said Marriott, lowering his voice. "But I'm awfully
relieved. Let me explain. Of course, if you hear it too, then it's all right; but
really it frightened me more than I can tell you. I thought I was going to have
brain fever, or something, and you know what a lot depends on this exam. It
always begins with sounds, or visions, or some sort of beastly hallucination,
and I—"
"Rot1!" ejaculated the other impatiently. "What are you talking about?"
"Now, listen to me, Greene," said Marriott, as calmly as he could, for the
breathing was still plainly audible, "and I'll tell you what I mean, only don't
interrupt." And thereupon he related exactly what had happened during the
night, telling everything, even down to the pain in his arm. When it was over
he got up from the table and crossed the room.
"You hear the breathing now plainly, don't you?" he said. Greene said he did.
"Well, come with me, and we'll search the room together." The other, however,
did not move from his chair.
"I've been in already," he said sheepishly; "I heard the sounds and thought it
was you. The door was ajar—so I went in."
Marriott made no comment, but pushed the door open as wide as it would
go. As it opened, the sound of breathing grew more and more distinct.
"Someone must be in there," said Greene under his breath.
"Someone is in there, but where?" said Marriott. Again he urged his friend to
go in with him. But Greene refused point-blank; said he had been in once and
had searched the room and there was nothing there. He would not go in again
for a good deal.
They shut the door and retired into the other room to talk it all over with
many pipes2. Greene questioned his friend very closely, but without
illuminating result, since questions cannot alter facts.
"The only thing that ought to have a proper, a logical, explanation is the pain
in my arm," said Marriott, rubbing that member with an attempt at a smile. "It
hurts so infernally and aches all the way up. I can't remember bruising it,
though."
"Let me examine it for you," said Greene. "I'm awfully good at bones in spite
of the examiners' opinion to the contrary." It was a relief to play the fool3 a bit,
and Marriott took his coat off and rolled up his sleeve.
1
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"By George, though, I'm bleeding!" he exclaimed. "Look here! What on earth's
this?"
On the forearm, quite close to the wrist, was a thin red line. There was a tiny
drop of apparently fresh blood on it. Greene came over and looked closely at it
for some minutes. Then he sat back in his chair, looking curiously at his
friend's face.
"You've scratched yourself without knowing it," he said presently.
"There's no sign of a bruise. It must be something else that made the arm
ache."
Marriott sat very still, staring silently at his arm as though the solution of the
whole mystery lay there actually written upon the skin.
"What's the matter? I see nothing very strange about a scratch," said Greene,
in an unconvincing sort of voice. "It was your cuff links probably. Last night in
your excitement—"
But Marriott, white to the very lips, was trying to speak. The sweat stood in
great beads on his forehead. At last he leaned forward close to his friend's face.
"Look," he said, in a low voice that shook a little. "Do you see that red mark? I
mean underneath what you call the scratch?"
Greene admitted he saw something or other, and Marriott wiped the place
clean with his handkerchief and told him to look again more closely.
"Yes, I see," returned the other, lifting his head after a moment's careful
inspection. "It looks like an old scar."
"It is an old scar," whispered Marriott, his lips trembling. " Now it all comes
back to me."
"All what?" Greene fidgeted on his chair. He tried to laugh, but without
success. His friend seemed bordering on collapse.
"Hush! Be quiet, and—I'll tell you," he said. "Field made that scar."
For a whole minute the two men looked each other full in the face without
speaking.
"Field made that scar!" repeated Marriott at length in a louder voice.
"Field! You mean—last night?"
"No, not last night. Years ago—at school, with his knife. And I made a scar in
his arm with mine." Marriott was talking rapidly now.
"We exchanged drops of blood in each other's cuts. He put a drop into my
arm and I put one into his—"
"In the name of heaven, what for?"
"It was a boys' compact1. We made a sacred pledge, a bargain. I remember it
all perfectly now. We had been reading some dreadful book and we swore to
appear to one another—I mean, whoever died first swore to show himself to
the other. And we sealed the compact with each other's blood. I remember it all
so well—the hot summer afternoon in the playground, seven years ago—and
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one of the masters caught us and confiscated the knives—and I have never
thought of it again to this day—"
"And you mean—" stammered Greene.
But Marriott made no answer. He got up and crossed the room and lay down
wearily upon the sofa, hiding his face in his hands.
Greene himself was a bit non-plussed1. He left his friend alone for a little
while, thinking it all over again. Suddenly an idea seemed to strike him. He
went over to where Marriott still lay motionless on the sofa and roused him. In
any case it was better to face the matter, whether there was an explanation or
not. Giving in was always the silly exit.
"I say, Marriott," he began, as the other turned his white face up to him.
"There's no good being so upset about it. I mean—if it's all an hallucination we
know what to do. And if it isn't—well, we know what to think, don't we?"
"I suppose so. But it frightens me horribly for some reason," returned his
friend in a hushed voice. "And that poor devil—"
"But, after all, if the worst is true and—and that chap has kept his promise—
well, he has, that's all, isn't it?"
Marriott nodded.
"There's only one thing that occurs to me," Greene went on, "and that is, are
you quite sure that—that he really ate like that—I mean that he actually ate
anything at all?" he finished, blurting out all his thought.
Marriott stared at him for a moment and then said he could easily make
certain. He spoke quietly. After the main shock no lesser surprise could affect
him.
"I put the things away myself," he said, "after we had finished. They are on
the third shelf in that cupboard. No one's touched 'em since."
He pointed without getting up, and Greene took the hint and went over to
look.
"Exactly," he said, after a brief examination; "just as I thought. It was partly
hallucination, at any rate. The things haven't been touched. Come and see for
yourself."
Together they examined the shelf. There was the brown loaf, the plate of
stale scones, the oatcake, all untouched. Even the glass of whisky Marriott had
poured out stood there with the whisky still in it.
"You were feeding—no one," said Greene "Field ate and drank nothing. He
was not there at all!"
"But the breathing?" urged the other in a low voice, staring with a dazed
expression on his face.
Greene did not answer. He walked over to the bedroom, while Marriott
followed him with his eyes. He opened the door, and listened. There was no
need for words. The sound of deep, regular breathing came floating through
the air. There was no hallucination about that, at any rate. Marriott could hear
it where he stood on the other side of the room.
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Greene closed the door and came back. "There's only one thing to do," he
declared with decision. "Write home and find out about him, and meanwhile
come and finish your reading in my rooms. I've got an extra bed."
"Agreed," returned the Fourth Year Man; "there's no hallucination about that
exam; I must pass that whatever happens."
And this was what they did.
It was about a week later when Marriott got the answer from his sister. Part
of it he read out to Greene—
"It is curious," she wrote, "that in your letter you should have enquired after
Field. It seems a terrible thing, but you know only a short while ago Sir John's
patience became exhausted, and he turned him out of the house, they say
without a penny. Well, what do you think? He has killed himself. At least, it
looks like suicide. Instead of leaving the house, he went down into the cellar
and simply starved himself to death. . . . They're trying to suppress it, of course,
but I heard it all from my maid, who got it from their footman 1. . . . They found
the body on the 14th and the doctor said he had died about twelve hours
before. . . . He was dreadfully thin. . . ."
"Then he died on the 13th," said Greene.
Marriott nodded.
"That's the very night he came to see you."
Marriott nodded again.
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ONE dimension of Blackwood’s oeuvre that will not be well-developed in this
anthology is his penchant for borderline-sentimental pathos. While I feel
perfectly justified in omitting these tales in a collection which claims to offer
the best in Blackwoodian horror and weird fiction, I would be remiss in
failing to address this class of story, one of which is “Keeping His Promise.”
Blackwood pondered the eventuality of death in many of his stories, none so
much as his horror-romances. These explored the pity and the tragedy of
death, but presented it as a sublime if not beautiful visitant. Later in this
edition you will read “Glamour of the Snow,” in which a beautiful woman
extends a hypnotic invitation to death. This is not a horror-romance
(though it is quite close), but “The Dance of Death” – a very literal title – is.
It’s depiction of a beautiful young person lured to an early and seemingly
fateful demise is a theme shared in the heartbreaking and mystical tale,
“Wood of the Dead.” In “Transition,” a father narrowly “misses” being killed
in traffic on his way to a Christmas party, only to notice a victim of the
Titanic (and several other bygones) standing amongst his guests just before
his mangled body is carried into the house. Blackwood strives for thrills,
shocks, and cosmic cynicism, but his passions also lie in tenderness, loss,
and genuine sentiment.
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Like “Keeping His Promise” which is a tender approach to the ghost-asalienated, “The Woman’s Ghost Story” revisits the theme of a neglected
spirit seeking affection and care. Although Blackwood was keeping up with
the tendencies of the Victorians, who often portrayed spectres as figures of
great pathos and weariness, he was at odds with the conventions of his time
– a la Le Fanu, Stoker, de la Mare, James, and Benson – which tended to
recast the wand’ring soul as a preying carnivore. Certainly not averse to this
treatment (cf. “The Listener,” “The Kit-Bag,” “The Occupant of the Room,”
“With Intent to Steal,” etc.), Blackwood nonetheless consciously chose to
make a ghost story which dripped with raw humanity in the fashion of the
Victorian queen of ghost fiction, Mrs. Oliphant (her “The Open Door” pairs
beautifully with this; please read it if you have not already). And yet, his tale
is far different from the Victorian convention which saw ghostly happenings
as typically resulting from murder, suicide, or grief. Blackwood has a far
more modern phantom in mind – alienation.

THE WOMAN’S GHOST STORY
{1907}
"YES," she said, from her seat in the dark corner, "I'll tell you an experience if
you care to listen. And, what's more, I'll tell it briefly, without trimmings—I
mean without unessentials. That's a thing story-tellers never do, you know," she
laughed. "They drag in all the unessentials and leave their listeners to
disentangle1; but I'll give you just the essentials, and you can make of it what
you please. But on one condition: that at the end you ask no questions, because
I can't explain it and have no wish to2."
We agreed. We were all serious. After listening to a dozen prolix3 stories
from people who merely wished to "talk" but had nothing to tell, we wanted
"essentials."
"In those days," she began, feeling from the quality of our silence that we
were with her, "in those days I was interested in psychic things, and had
arranged to sit up alone in a haunted house in the middle of London. It was a
1

Perhaps Blackwood is responding to criticism; this is a common complaint directed at his story
telling
2
A master of the weird, Blackwood recognizes the value of leaving supernatural events vague and
uncertain – what M. R. James calls allowing his readers to “be just a little in the dark as to the
working of [the ghosts] machinery.” Another criticism lobbed at Blackwood is that his stories –
specifically those involving the polarizing John Silence character – are overanalyzed and explicated
3
Wordy, verbose
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cheap and dingy lodging-house in a mean street, unfurnished1. I had already
made a preliminary examination in daylight that afternoon, and the keys from
the caretaker, who lived next door, were in my pocket. The story was a good
one—satisfied me, at any rate, that it was worth investigating; and I won't weary
you with details as to the woman's murder and all the tiresome elaboration as
to why the place was alive. Enough that it was.
"I was a good deal bored, therefore, to see a man, whom I took to be the
talkative old caretaker, waiting for me on the steps when I went in at 11 P.M.,
for I had sufficiently explained that I wished to be there alone for the night.
"'I wished to show you the room,' he mumbled, and of course I couldn't
exactly refuse, having tipped him for the temporary loan of a chair and table.
"'Come in, then, and let's be quick,' I said.
"We went in, he shuffling after me through the unlighted hall up to the first
floor where the murder had taken place, and I prepared myself to hear his
inevitable account before turning him out with the half-crown his persistence
had earned. After lighting the gas I sat down in the arm-chair he had provided—
a faded, brown plush arm-chair—and turned for the first time to face him and
get through with the performance as quickly as possible. And it was in that
instant I got my first shock. The man was not the caretaker. It was not the old
fool, Carey, I had interviewed earlier in the day and made my plans with. My
heart gave a horrid jump.
"'Now who are you, pray?' I said. 'You're not Carey, the man I arranged with
this afternoon. Who are you?'
"I felt uncomfortable, as you may imagine. I was a 'psychical researcher,' and
a young woman of new tendencies2, and proud of my liberty, but I did not care
to find myself in an empty house with a stranger. Something of my confidence
left me. Confidence with women, you know, is all humbug 3 after a certain point.
Or perhaps you don't know, for most of you are men. But anyhow my pluck
ebbed in a quick rush, and I felt afraid.
"'Who are you?' I repeated quickly and nervously. The fellow was well
dressed, youngish and good-looking, but with a face of great sadness. I myself
was barely thirty. I am giving you essentials, or I would not mention it. Out of
quite ordinary things comes this story4. I think that's why it has value.
"'No,' he said; 'I'm the man who was frightened to death 5.'
1

Another typical Blackwoodian urban setting meant to highlight the grungy, exhausted nature of
crowded society
2
That is to say, a sort of proto-feminist; a “modern” woman
3
Show, hypocrisy, a ruse
4
Indeed, Blackwood’s ghost stories are almost universally simple, stripped of romance or
adventure, usually set in grungy urban side streets, concerning the tragedies of destitute or otherwise
humbled persons
5
Most likely a reference to the legend of 50 Berkeley Square. In the story (which actually comes
from a Rhoda Broughton story, “Nothing But the Truth”), a young gentleman or cavalry officer
accepts a bet to stay in a room which recently cost a maid her sanity and life, assuming it to be
nothing but nerves. He asks his friends to come if he rings the bell twice. After a half hour, this
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"His voice and his words ran through me like a knife, and I felt ready to drop.
In my pocket was the book I had bought to make notes in. I felt the pencil sticking
in the socket. I felt, too, the extra warm things I had put on to sit up in, as no
bed or sofa was available—a hundred things dashed through my mind, foolishly
and without sequence or meaning, as the way is when one is really frightened.
Unessentials leaped up and puzzled me, and I thought of what the papers might
say if it came out, and what my 'smart' brother-in-law would think, and whether
it would be told that I had cigarettes in my pocket 1, and was a free-thinker2.
"'The man who was frightened to death!' I repeated aghast.
"'That's me,' he said stupidly.
"I stared at him just as you would have done—any one of you men now
listening to me—and felt my life ebbing and flowing like a sort of hot fluid. You
needn't laugh! That's how I felt. Small things, you know, touch the mind with
great earnestness when terror is there—real terror. But I might have been at a
middle-class tea-party, for all the ideas I had: they were so ordinary3!
"'But I thought you were the caretaker I tipped this afternoon to let me sleep
here!' I gasped. 'Did—did Carey send you to meet me?'
"'No,' he replied in a voice that touched my boots somehow. 'I am the man
who was frightened to death. And what is more, I am frightened now4!'
"'So am I!' I managed to utter, speaking instinctively. 'I'm simply terrified.'
"'Yes,' he replied in that same odd voice that seemed to sound within me. 'But
you are still in the flesh, and I—am not!'
"I felt the need for vigorous self-assertion. I stood up in that empty,
unfurnished room, digging the nails into my palms and clenching my teeth. I
was determined to assert my individuality5 and my courage as a new woman
and a free soul.
"'You mean to say you are not in the flesh!' I gasped. 'What in the world are
you talking about?'
occurs – the bell clangs wildly – and his friends rush in to find him either dead or expiring –
sometimes after having discharged a pistol into the wall, and sometimes having the dying words “I
have seen it!” In either case, the young playboy has died of terror
1
Taboo for a cultured lady before the 1920s
2
She is imagining a scenario wherein she herself is frightened to death and found dead in the room
3
Terror, Blackwood is eager to teach us, is not a romantic or exotic thing – it is commonplace,
intimate, familiar, and easily accessed. This is not to say that it is bland or tedious, but that it can
emerge from such close quarters that when it does, we are shocked that we are experiencing it in so
intimate a manner
4
Ghosts are thoroughly humanized in Blackwood. Although some are monstrous or terrifying
(“Listener,” “Kit-Bag”) he often urges his readers to consider the pathos of their situations. In this
instance, a deep well of helplessness overwhelms the narrator: she and the specter are both terrified,
and neither feels capable of being released from their fear – they are alone together, an experience
which was deeply felt by Blackwood when he lived in New York
5
Blackwood regularly frowns on the idea of individuality, seeing it as a term used to excuse
alienation and urban malaise. He is much more drawn to a sort of transcendental concept of the
Collective – a universal soul shared by all living things which calls us to care for one another and
share in each other’s experiences. Here, the narrator is defiantly resisting such a call, asserting her
right to ignore and remain unmoved by the specter’s spiritual pain
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"The silence of the night swallowed up my voice. For the first time I realized
that darkness was over the city; that dust lay upon the stairs; that the floor above
was untenanted and the floor below empty. I was alone in an unoccupied and
haunted house, unprotected, and a woman. I chilled. I heard the wind round the
house, and knew the stars were hidden. My thoughts rushed to policemen and
omnibuses, and everything that was useful and comforting1. I suddenly realized
what a fool I was to come to such a house alone. I was icily afraid. I thought the
end of my life had come. I was an utter fool to go in for psychical research when
I had not the necessary nerve.
"'Good God!' I gasped. 'If you're not Carey, the man I arranged with, who are
you?'
"I was really stiff with terror. The man moved slowly towards me across the
empty room. I held out my arm to stop him, getting up out of my chair at the
same moment, and he came to halt just opposite to me, a smile on his worn, sad
face.
"'I told you who I am,' he repeated quietly with a sigh, looking at me with the
saddest eyes I have ever seen, 'and I am frightened still.'
"By this time I was convinced that I was entertaining either a rogue or a
madman, and I cursed my stupidity in bringing the man in without having seen
his face. My mind was quickly made up, and I knew what to do. Ghosts and
psychic phenomena flew to the winds. If I angered the creature my life might
pay the price. I must humor him till I got to the door, and then race for the street.
I stood bolt upright and faced him. We were about of a height, and I was a
strong, athletic woman who played hockey in winter and climbed Alps in
summer. My hand itched for a stick, but I had none.
"'Now, of course, I remember,' I said with a sort of stiff smile that was very
hard to force. 'Now I remember your case and the wonderful way you behaved.
. . .'
"The man stared at me stupidly, turning his head to watch me as I backed
more and more quickly to the door. But when his face broke into a smile I could
control myself no longer. I reached the door in a run, and shot out on to the
landing. Like a fool, I turned the wrong way, and stumbled over the stairs
leading to the next story. But it was too late to change. The man was after me, I
was sure, though no sound of footsteps came; and I dashed up the next flight,
tearing my skirt and banging my ribs in the darkness, and rushed headlong into
the first room I came to. Luckily the door stood ajar, and, still more fortunate,
there was a key in the lock. In a second I had slammed the door, flung my whole
weight against it, and turned the key.
"I was safe, but my heart was beating like a drum. A second later it seemed
to stop altogether, for I saw that there was some one else in the room besides
myself. A man's figure stood between me and the windows, where the street
lamps gave just enough light to outline his shape against the glass. I'm a plucky
1

A favorite technique of Blackwood’s is to have his characters distance themselves from the terrors
of the supernatural realm by meditating on bourgeois concerns, urban trifles, and petty distractions –
sometimes as an act of ignorant denial, and sometimes as a means of escaping annihilation (e.g.
“The Willows”)
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woman, you know, for even then I didn't give up hope, but I may tell you that I
have never felt so vilely frightened in all my born days. I had locked myself in
with him!
"The man leaned against the window, watching me where I lay in a collapsed
heap upon the floor. So there were two men in the house with me, I reflected.
Perhaps other rooms were occupied too! What could it all mean? But, as I stared
something changed in the room, or in me—hard to say which—and I realized
my mistake, so that my fear, which had so far been physical, at once altered its
character and became psychical. I became afraid in my soul instead of in my
heart, and I knew immediately who this man was.
"'How in the world did you get up here?' I stammered to him across the empty
room, amazement momentarily stemming my fear.
"'Now, let me tell you,' he began, in that odd faraway voice of his that went
down my spine like a knife. 'I'm in different space, for one thing, and you'd find
me in any room you went into; for according to your way of measuring, I'm all
over the house. Space is a bodily condition, but I am out of the body, and am not
affected by space. It's my condition that keeps me here. I want something to
change my condition for me, for then I could get away. What I want is
sympathy1. Or, really, more than sympathy; I want affection—I want love!'
"While he was speaking I gathered myself slowly upon my feet. I wanted to
scream and cry and laugh all at once, but I only succeeded in sighing, for my
emotion was exhausted and a numbness was coming over me. I felt for the
matches in my pocket and made a movement towards the gas jet.
"'I should be much happier if you didn't light the gas,' he said at once, 'for
the vibrations of your light hurt me a good deal. You need not be afraid that I
shall injure you. I can't touch your body to begin with, for there's a great gulf
fixed, you know; and really this half-light suits me best. Now, let me continue
what I was trying to say before. You know, so many people have come to this
house to see me, and most of them have seen me, and one and all have been
terrified. If only, oh, if only some one would be not terrified, but kind and loving
to me! Then, you see, I might be able to change my condition and get away 2.'
"His voice was so sad that I felt tears start somewhere at the back of my eyes;
but fear kept all else in check, and I stood shaking and cold as I listened to him.
"'Who are you then? Of course Carey didn't send you, I know now,' I
managed to utter. My thoughts scattered dreadfully and I could think of nothing
to say. I was afraid of a stroke.
"'I know nothing about Carey, or who he is,' continued the man quietly, 'and
the name my body had I have forgotten, thank God; but I am the man who was
1

Four years later, E. F. Benson would explore this concept in his celebrated story “How Fear
Departed the Long Gallery”
2
Blackwood may be describing the gulf between the physical and psychical conditions, but it carries
over splendidly to the relationships between living people – particularly people living in cities.
Blackwood is deeply concerned by modern malaise and the alienation of urban culture. Whether
viewed as a simple ghost tale or as a meditation of industrial isolation, the remedy he identifies – for
ghosts and neighbors alike – is human affection and concern for the collective welfare of humanity
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frightened to death in this house ten years ago, and I have been frightened ever
since, and am frightened still; for the succession of cruel and curious people
who come to this house to see the ghost, and thus keep alive its atmosphere of
terror1, only helps to render my condition worse. If only some one would be
kind to me—laugh, speak gently and rationally with me, cry if they like, pity,
comfort, soothe me—anything but come here in curiosity and tremble as you
are now doing in that corner. Now, madam, won't you take pity on me?' His
voice rose to a dreadful cry. 'Won't you step out into the middle of the room and
try to love me a little?'
"A horrible laughter came gurgling up in my throat as I heard him, but the
sense of pity was stronger than the laughter, and I found myself actually leaving
the support of the wall and approaching the center of the floor.
"'By God!' he cried, at once straightening up against the window, 'you have
done a kind act. That's the first attempt at sympathy that has been shown me
since I died, and I feel better already. In life, you know, I was a misanthrope.
Everything went wrong with me, and I came to hate my fellow men so much
that I couldn't bear to see them even. Of course, like begets like, and this hate
was returned. Finally I suffered from horrible delusions, and my room became
haunted with demons that laughed and grimaced, and one night I ran into a
whole cluster of them near the bed—and the fright stopped my heart and killed
me. It's hate and remorse, as much as terror, that clogs me so thickly and keeps
me here2. If only some one could feel pity, and sympathy, and perhaps a little
love for me, I could get away and be happy. When you came this afternoon to
see over the house I watched you, and a little hope came to me for the first time.
I saw you had courage, originality, resource—love. If only I could touch your
heart, without frightening you, I knew I could perhaps tap that love you have
stored up in your being there, and thus borrow the wings for my escape!'
"Now I must confess my heart began to ache a little, as fear left me and the
man's words sank their sad meaning into me. Still, the whole affair was so
incredible, and so touched with unholy quality, and the story of a woman's
murder I had come to investigate had so obviously nothing to do with this thing,
that I felt myself in a kind of wild dream that seemed likely to stop at any moment
and leave me somewhere in bed after a nightmare.
"Moreover, his words possessed me to such an extent that I found it
impossible to reflect upon anything else at all, or to consider adequately any
ways or means of action or escape.
"I moved a little nearer to him in the gloom, horribly frightened, of course,
but with the beginnings of a strange determination in my heart.

1

Human ideas, prejudices, and expectations – rather than the supernatural – are the cause of fear.
The spiritual world is not a place of terror, Blackwood insists. It is the light in which we cast it that
gives it a terrifying hue, and were we to reconcile our walking lives with our spiritual side, that fear
would dissipate, and reunion between the physical and the psychical would occur (cf. “May Day
Eve”)
2
Once more, it bears noting that the ghost frightened himself to death while living – it was the
phantom of his own hatred, misanthropy, and alienation that drove him to die
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"'You women,' he continued, his voice plainly thrilling at my approach, 'you
wonderful women, to whom life often brings no opportunity of spending your
great love, oh, if you only could know how many of us simply yearn for it! It
would save our souls, if but you knew. Few might find the chance that you now
have, but if you only spent your love freely, without definite object, just letting
it flow openly for all who need, you would reach hundreds and thousands of
souls like me, and release us! Oh, madam, I ask you again to feel with me, to be
kind and gentle—and if you can to love me a little!'
"My heart did leap within me and this time the tears did come, for I could
not restrain them. I laughed too, for the way he called me 'madam' sounded so
odd, here in this empty room at midnight in a London street, but my laughter
stopped dead and merged in a flood of weeping when I saw how my change of
feeling affected him. He had left his place by the window and was kneeling on
the floor at my feet, his hands stretched out towards me, and the first signs of a
kind of glory about his head.
"'Put your arms round me and kiss me, for the love of God!' he cried. 'Kiss
me1, oh, kiss me, and I shall be freed! You have done so much already—now do
this!'
"I stuck there, hesitating, shaking, my determination on the verge of action,
yet not quite able to compass it. But the terror had almost gone.
"'Forget that I'm a man and you're a woman,' he continued in the most
beseeching voice I ever heard. 'Forget that I'm a ghost, and come out boldly and
press me to you with a great kiss, and let your love flow into me. Forget yourself
just for one minute and do a brave thing2! Oh, love me, love me, LOVE ME! and I
shall be free!'
"The words, or the deep force they somehow released in the center of my
being, stirred me profoundly, and an emotion infinitely greater than fear surged
up over me and carried me with it across the edge of action. Without hesitation
I took two steps forward towards him where he knelt, and held out my arms.
Pity and love were in my heart at that moment, genuine pity, I swear, and
genuine love. I forgot myself and my little tremblings in a great desire to help
another soul.
"'I love you! poor, aching, unhappy thing! I love you,' I cried through hot
tears; 'and I am not the least bit afraid in the world.'

1

Blackwood asserts that it is not just intention that provides spiritual release to modern malaise;
action must follow, and words must be corroborated by deeds
2
Individualism, labels, and designations are what Blackwood identifies are preventing a genuine
congress of the collective soul of humanity; if we were to put aside our self-absorption, forget our
prejudices of man/woman, dead/living, poor/wealthy, then we our spiritual energies would merge
and heal our malaise
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"The man uttered a curious sound, like laughter, yet not laughter, and turned
his face up to me. The light from the street below fell on it, but there was another
light, too, shining all round it that seemed to come from the eyes and skin. He
rose to his feet and met me, and in that second I folded him to my breast and
kissed him full on the lips again and again."
All our pipes had gone out, and not even a skirt rustled in that dark studio 1
as the story-teller paused a moment to steady her voice, and put a hand softly
up to her eyes before going on again.
"Now, what can I say, and how can I describe to you, all you skeptical men
sitting there with pipes in your mouths, the amazing sensation I experienced of
holding an intangible, impalpable thing so closely to my heart that it touched
my body with equal pressure all the way down, and then melted away
somewhere into my very being? For it was like seizing a rush of cool wind and
feeling a touch of burning fire the moment it had struck its swift blow and
passed on. A series of shocks ran all over and all through me; a momentary
ecstasy of flaming sweetness and wonder thrilled down into me; my heart gave
another great leap—and then I was alone.
"The room was empty. I turned on the gas and struck a match to prove it. All
fear had left me, and something was singing round me in the air and in my heart
like the joy of a spring morning in youth. Not all the devils or shadows or
hauntings in the world could then have caused me a single tremor.
"I unlocked the door and went all over the dark house, even into kitchen and
cellar and up among the ghostly attics. But the house was empty. Something had
left it. I lingered a short hour, analyzing, thinking, wondering—you can guess
what and how, perhaps, but I won't detail, for I promised only essentials,
remember—and then went out to sleep the remainder of the night in my own
flat, locking the door behind me upon a house no longer haunted.
"But my uncle, Sir Henry, the owner of the house, required an account of my
adventure, and of course I was in duty bound to give him some kind of a true
story. Before I could begin, however, he held up his hand to stop me.
"'First,' he said, 'I wish to tell you a little deception I ventured to practice on
you. So many people have been to that house and seen the ghost that I came to
think the story acted on their imaginations, and I wished to make a better test.
So I invented for their benefit another story, with the idea that if you did see
anything I could be sure it was not due merely to an excited imagination.'
"'Then what you told me about a woman having been murdered, and all that,
was not the true story of the haunting?'
"'It was not. The true story is that a cousin of mine went mad in that house,
and killed himself in a fit of morbid terror following upon years of miserable
hypochondriasis. It is his figure that investigators see.'
"'That explains, then,' I gasped——
"'Explains what?'
"I thought of that poor struggling soul, longing all these years for escape,
and determined to keep my story for the present to myself.

1

Pipes and skirts being emblems of the socialized barriers between genders
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"'Explains, I mean, why I did not see the ghost of the murdered woman,' I
concluded.
"'Precisely,' said Sir Henry, 'and why, if you had seen anything, it would have
had value, inasmuch as it could not have been caused by the imagination
working upon a story you already knew.'"

Avidly averse to the alienating forces of modern society, Blackwood
aggressively casts it as the enemy of spiritual health in this, perhaps the
most touching of his ghost stories. Indeed alienation is the spectre that
haunts nearly all of his restless souls, which are – with only a few exceptions
– persons lost within the labyrinth of an urban setting. Whether a ghost
hunter entering an abandoned flat, a lonely border in a dodgy neighborhood,
or an overworked professional distracted by their career, nearly all of
Blackwood’s victims are haunted by their loneliness. When the female
narrator first experiences fear, it is after realizing that a person with whom
she has been walking is not the person she thought. Presumably she never
stopped to look at him. Her world is one of “policemen and omnibuses” –
pipes and skirts – which defines, gates, sorts, catalogs, corrals, and boxes
the individual souls it presumes to “liberate”. Her pride in being “liberated” is
less about the politics of gender and sexuality (in this tale at least) and more
about a culture of independence, self-reliance, and social misanthropy. Like
the ghost in his living days, who died from the demons of his own alienation,
she is averse to true fellowship. She is even more terrified by the ghost’s
entreaty to be loved. It is the threat of intimacy in a world comfortable with
alienation that haunts the world of this tale, and it is not until she releases
herself into that intimacy – an intimacy which, while erotic, is genderless,
borderless, fluid, and meltingly pure – that she loses fear. She tramps
through the house from house to cellar, unafraid. While Blackwood has
many things to say about terror and its dominance over human minds, it is
inaccurate to suggest that he meant for us to believe that human beings are
dominated by and enslaved to fear. In “The Sea Fit,” “May Day Eve,” and
“The Man Whom the Trees Loved,” fear is overcome by agreeing to be
swallowed into the collective soul – just as the woman allowed herself to be
swallowed into the ghost’s heart. Those great tales of true dread – “The
Wendigo,” “The Glamour of the Snow,” “The Willows” – demonstrate that to
be swallowed may mean to be lost, but this typically concerns those who
have not prepared themselves to surrender their identity and merge into the
collective. To them, it is a stripping, dehumanizing horror, but for the few
who accept it willingly and with love, it can become the curing panacea to
the internal horrors of a life lived in lonely crowds, and tormented isolation.
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INVERTING the dynamic of “The Listener,” Blackwood’s “Case of
Eavesdropping” turns from the perspective of the voyeured to the voyeur.
The scene is familiar: an expatriate Englishman living in a squalid New York
apartment, working as a reporter is disturbed by his neighbor. Ghosts are
intrusive things to Blackwood. They don’t necessarily carry important
messages, reveal hidden treasure, or solve crimes in pursuit of justice. This
was the way of specters in cheap thrillers in the Victorian Age. Following the
model of his compatriots J. Sheridan Le Fanu (compare to “Strange
Disturbances in Aungier Street”), M.R. James (compare to “Number 13”), and
E.F. Benson (compare to “The Brick Kiln”), Blackwood’s revenants are
intrusive, rude, and distruptive, having no goal other than to practice their
eternal role without regard for the living world. The message seems clear: in
the scope of the wider world, human comforts and complaints amount to
the nothing, and we are little more than scattered pieces of furniture to be
walked around and moved on a whim.

A CASE OF EAVESDROPPING
{1906}
JIM Shorthouse1 was the sort of fellow who always made a mess of things.
Everything with which his hands or mind came into contact issued from such
contact in an unqualified and irremediable state of mess. His college days were
a mess: he was twice rusticated2. His schooldays were a mess: he went to half a
dozen, each passing him on to the next with a worse character and in a more
developed state of mess. His early boyhood was the sort of mess that copybooks and dictionaries spell with a big "M," and his babyhood—ugh! was the
embodiment of howling, yowling, screaming mess.
At the age of forty, however, there came a change in his troubled life, when
he met a girl with half a million3 in her own right, who consented to marry
him, and who very soon succeeded in reducing his most messy existence into a
state of comparative order and system.
Certain incidents, important and otherwise, of Jim's life would never have
come to be told here but for the fact that in getting into his "messes" and out of
them again he succeeded in drawing himself into the atmosphere of peculiar
circumstances and strange happenings. He attracted to his path the curious
adventures of life as unfailingly as meat attracts flies, and jam wasps. It is to
1

A recurring character in Blackwood’s anthology The Empty House, and Other Ghost Stories.
Shorthouse, a loveable ne’er-do-well and casual adventurer appears in “The Empty House,” “The
Strange Adventure of a Private Secretary in New York,” and this tale
2
Sent to live in the country – suspended
3
That is to say, she was in possession of an independent source worth $81 million in 2013 dollars
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the meat and jam of his life, so to speak, that he owes his experiences; his
after-life was all pudding, which attracts nothing but greedy children. With
marriage the interest of his life ceased for all but one person, and his path
became regular as the sun's instead of erratic as a comet's.
The first experience in order of time that he related to me shows that
somewhere latent behind his disarranged nervous system there lay psychic
perceptions of an uncommon order. About the age of twenty-two—I think
after his second rustication—his father's purse and patience had equally given
out, and Jim found himself stranded high and dry in a large American city.
High and dry! And the only clothes that had no holes in them safely in the
keeping of his uncle's wardrobe.
Careful reflection on a bench in one of the city parks led him to the conclusion
that the only thing to do was to persuade the city editor of one of the daily
journals that he possessed an observant mind and a ready pen, and that he
could "do good work for your paper, sir, as a reporter 1." This, then, he did,
standing at a most unnatural angle between the editor and the window to
conceal the whereabouts of the holes.
"Guess we'll have to give you a week's trial," said the editor, who, ever on the
lookout for good chance material, took on shoals2 of men in that way and
retained on the average one man per shoal. Anyhow it gave Jim Shorthouse the
wherewithal to sew up the holes and relieve his uncle's wardrobe of its burden.
Then he went to find living quarters; and in this proceeding his unique
characteristics already referred to—what theosophists3 would call his
Karma—began unmistakably to assert themselves, for it was in the house he
eventually selected that this sad tale took place.
There are no "diggings4" in American cities. The alternatives for small
incomes are grim enough—rooms in a boarding-house where meals are
served, or in a room-house where no meals are served—not even breakfast.
Rich people live in palaces, of course, but Jim had nothing to do with "sichlike." His horizon was bounded by boarding-houses and room-houses; and,
owing to the necessary irregularity of his meals and hours, he took the latter.
It was a large, gaunt-looking place in a side street, with dirty windows and a
creaking iron gate, but the rooms were large, and the one he selected and paid
for in advance was on the top floor. The landlady looked gaunt and dusty as
the house, and quite as old. Her eyes were green and faded, and her features
large.

1

Once more Blackwood features, as a protagonist, a Bohemian-natured Englishman living abroad in
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"Waal," she twanged, with her electrifying Western drawl, "that's the room,
if you like it, and that's the price I said. Now, if you want it, why, just say so;
and if you don't, why, it don't hurt me any."
Jim wanted to shake her, but he feared the clouds of long-accumulated dust
in her clothes, and as the price and size of the room suited him, he decided to
take it.
"Anyone else on this floor?" he asked.
She looked at him queerly out of her faded eyes before she answered.
"None of my guests ever put such questions to me before," she said; "but I
guess you're different. Why, there's no one at all but an old gent that's stayed
here every bit of five years. He's over thar," pointing to the end of the passage.
"Ah! I see," said Shorthouse feebly. "So I'm alone up here?"
"Reckon you are, pretty near," she twanged out, ending the conversation
abruptly by turning her back on her new "guest," and going slowly and
deliberately downstairs.
The newspaper work kept Shorthouse out most of the night. Three times a
week he got home at 1 a.m., and three times at 3 a.m. The room proved
comfortable enough, and he paid for a second week. His unusual hours had so
far prevented his meeting any inmates of the house, and not a sound had been
heard from the "old gent" who shared the floor with him. It seemed a very
quiet house.
One night, about the middle of the second week, he came home tired after a
long day's work. The lamp that usually stood all night in the hall had burned
itself out, and he had to stumble upstairs in the dark. He made considerable
noise in doing so, but nobody seemed to be disturbed. The whole house was
utterly quiet, and probably everybody was asleep. There were no lights under
any of the doors. All was in darkness. It was after two o'clock.
After reading some English letters that had come during the day, and dipping
for a few minutes into a book, he became drowsy and got ready for bed. Just as
he was about to get in between the sheets, he stopped for a moment and
listened. There rose in the night, as he did so, the sound of steps somewhere in
the house below. Listening attentively, he heard that it was somebody coming
upstairs—a heavy tread, and the owner taking no pains to step quietly. On it
came up the stairs, tramp, tramp, tramp—evidently the tread of a big man, and
one in something of a hurry.
At once thoughts connected somehow with fire and police flashed through
Jim's brain, but there were no sounds of voices with the steps, and he reflected
in the same moment that it could only be the old gentleman keeping late hours
and tumbling upstairs in the darkness. He was in the act of turning out the gas
and stepping into bed, when the house resumed its former stillness by the
footsteps suddenly coming to a dead stop immediately outside his own room.
With his hand on the gas1, Shorthouse paused a moment before turning it
out to see if the steps would go on again, when he was startled by a loud
knocking on his door. Instantly, in obedience to a curious and unexplained

1
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instinct, he turned out the light, leaving himself and the room in total
darkness.
He had scarcely taken a step across the room to open the door, when a voice
from the other side of the wall, so close it almost sounded in his ear, exclaimed
in German1, "Is that you, father? Come in."
The speaker was a man in the next room, and the knocking, after all, had not
been on his own door, but on that of the adjoining chamber, which he had
supposed to be vacant.
Almost before the man in the passage had time to answer in German, "Let me
in at once," Jim heard someone cross the floor and unlock the door. Then it
was slammed to with a bang, and there was audible the sound of footsteps
about the room, and of chairs being drawn up to a table and knocking against
furniture on the way. The men seemed wholly regardless of their neighbour's
comfort, for they made noise enough to waken the dead.
"Serves me right for taking a room in such a cheap hole," reflected Jim in the
darkness. "I wonder whom she's let the room to!"
The two rooms, the landlady had told him, were originally one. She had put
up a thin partition—just a row of boards—to increase her income. The doors
were adjacent, and only separated by the massive upright beam between them.
When one was opened or shut the other rattled.
With utter indifference to the comfort of the other sleepers in the house, the
two Germans had meanwhile commenced to talk both at once and at the top of
their voices. They talked emphatically, even angrily. The words "Father" and
"Otto" were freely used. Shorthouse understood German, but as he stood
listening for the first minute or two, an eavesdropper in spite of himself, it was
difficult to make head or tail of the talk, for neither would give way to the
other, and the jumble of guttural sounds and unfinished sentences was wholly
unintelligible. Then, very suddenly, both voices dropped together; and, after a
moment's pause, the deep tones of one of them, who seemed to be the "father,"
said, with the utmost distinctness—
"You mean, Otto, that you refuse to get it?"
There was a sound of someone shuffling in the chair before the answer
came. "I mean that I don't know how to get it. It is so much, father. It
is too much. A part of it—"
"A part of it!" cried the other, with an angry oath, "a part of it, when ruin and
disgrace are already in the house, is worse than useless. If you can get half you
can get all, you wretched fool. Half-measures only damn all concerned."
"You told me last time—" began the other firmly, but was not allowed to
finish. A succession of horrible oaths drowned his sentence, and the father
went on, in a voice vibrating with anger—
"You know she will give you anything. You have only been married a few
months. If you ask and give a plausible reason you can get all we want and
more. You can ask it temporarily. All will be paid back. It will re-establish the
firm, and she will never know what was done with it. With that amount, Otto,
1
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you know I can recoup all these terrible losses, and in less than a year all will
be repaid. But without it. . . . You must get it, Otto. Hear me, you must. Am I to
be arrested for the misuse of trust moneys? Is our honoured name to be cursed
and spat on?" The old man choked and stammered in his anger and
desperation.
Shorthouse stood shivering in the darkness and listening in spite of himself.
The conversation had carried him along with it, and he had been for some
reason afraid to let his neighbourhood be known. But at this point he realised
that he had listened too long and that he must inform the two men that they
could be overheard to every single syllable. So he coughed loudly, and at the
same time rattled the handle of his door. It seemed to have no effect, for the
voices continued just as loudly as before, the son protesting and the father
growing more and more angry. He coughed again persistently, and also
contrived purposely in the darkness to tumble against the partition, feeling the
thin boards yield easily under his weight, and making a considerable noise in
so doing. But the voices went on unconcernedly, and louder than ever. Could it
be possible they had not heard?
By this time Jim was more concerned about his own sleep than the morality
of overhearing the private scandals of his neighbours, and he went out into the
passage and knocked smartly at their door. Instantly, as if by magic, the sounds
ceased. Everything dropped into utter silence. There was no light under the
door and not a whisper could be heard within. He knocked again, but received
no answer.
"Gentlemen," he began at length, with his lips close to the keyhole and in
German, "please do not talk so loud. I can overhear all you say in the next
room. Besides, it is very late, and I wish to sleep."
He paused and listened, but no answer was forthcoming. He turned the
handle and found the door was locked. Not a sound broke the stillness of the
night except the faint swish of the wind over the skylight and the creaking of a
board here and there in the house below. The cold air of a very early morning
crept down the passage, and made him shiver. The silence of the house began
to impress him disagreeably. He looked behind him and about him, hoping,
and yet fearing, that something would break the stillness. The voices still
seemed to ring on in his ears; but that sudden silence, when he knocked at the
door, affected him far more unpleasantly than the voices, and put strange
thoughts in his brain—thoughts he did not like or approve.
Moving stealthily from the door, he peered over the banisters into the space
below. It was like a deep vault that might conceal in its shadows anything that
was not good1. It was not difficult to fancy he saw an indistinct moving toand-fro below him. Was that a figure sitting on the stairs peering up obliquely
at him out of hideous eyes? Was that a sound of whispering and
shuffling down there in the dark halls and forsaken landings? Was it
something more than the inarticulate murmur of the night?
The wind made an effort overhead, singing over the skylight, and the door
behind him rattled and made him start. He turned to go back to his room, and
1
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the draught closed the door slowly in his face as if there were someone
pressing against it from the other side. When he pushed it open and went in, a
hundred shadowy forms seemed to dart swiftly and silently back to their
corners and hiding-places. But in the adjoining room the sounds had entirely
ceased, and Shorthouse soon crept into bed, and left the house with its inmates,
waking or sleeping, to take care of themselves, while he entered the region of
dreams and silence.
Next day, strong in the common sense that the sunlight brings, he
determined to lodge a complaint against the noisy occupants of the next room
and make the landlady request them to modify their voices at such late hours
of the night and morning. But it so happened that she was not to be seen that
day, and when he returned from the office at midnight it was, of course, too
late.
Looking under the door as he came up to bed he noticed that there was no
light, and concluded that the Germans were not in. So much the better. He
went to sleep about one o'clock, fully decided that if they came up later and
woke him with their horrible noises he would not rest till he had roused the
landlady and made her reprove them with that authoritative twang, in which
every word was like the lash of a metallic whip.
However, there proved to be no need for such drastic measures, for
Shorthouse slumbered peacefully all night, and his dreams—chiefly of the
fields of grain and flocks of sheep on the far-away farms of his father's estate—
were permitted to run their fanciful course unbroken.
Two nights later, however, when he came home tired out, after a difficult
day, and wet and blown about by one of the wickedest storms he had ever
seen, his dreams—always of the fields and sheep—were not destined to be so
undisturbed.
He had already dozed off in that delicious glow that follows the removal of
wet clothes and the immediate snuggling under warm blankets, when his
consciousness, hovering on the borderland between sleep and waking, was
vaguely troubled by a sound that rose indistinctly from the depths of the house,
and, between the gusts of wind and rain, reached his ears with an
accompanying sense of uneasiness and discomfort. It rose on the night air with
some pretence of regularity, dying away again in the roar of the wind to
reassert itself distantly in the deep, brief hushes of the storm.
For a few minutes Jim's dreams were coloured only—tinged, as it were, by
this impression of fear approaching from somewhere insensibly upon him. His
consciousness, at first, refused to be drawn back from that enchanted region
where it had wandered, and he did not immediately awaken. But the nature of
his dreams changed unpleasantly. He saw the sheep suddenly run huddled
together, as though frightened by the neighbourhood1 of an enemy, while the
fields of waving corn became agitated as though some monster were moving
uncouthly among the crowded stalks. The sky grew dark, and in his dream an
awful sound came somewhere from the clouds. It was in reality the sound
downstairs growing more distinct.
1
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Shorthouse shifted uneasily across the bed with something like a groan of
distress. The next minute he awoke, and found himself sitting straight up in
bed—listening. Was it a nightmare? Had he been dreaming evil dreams, that
his flesh crawled and the hair stirred on his head?
The room was dark and silent, but outside the wind howled dismally and
drove the rain with repeated assaults against the rattling windows. How nice it
would be—the thought flashed through his mind—if all winds, like the west
wind, went down with the sun! They made such fiendish noises at night, like
the crying of angry voices. In the daytime they had such a different sound. If
only——
Hark! It was no dream after all, for the sound was momentarily growing
louder, and its cause was coming up the stairs. He found himself speculating
feebly what this cause might be, but the sound was still too indistinct to enable
him to arrive at any definite conclusion.
The voice of a church clock striking two made itself heard above the wind. It
was just about the hour when the Germans had commenced their performance
three nights before. Shorthouse made up his mind that if they began it again
he would not put up with it for very long. Yet he was already horribly
conscious of the difficulty he would have of getting out of bed. The clothes
were so warm and comforting against his back. The sound, still steadily
coming nearer, had by this time become differentiated from the
confused clamour of the elements, and had resolved itself into the footsteps of
one or more persons.
"The Germans, hang 'em!" thought Jim. "But what on earth is the matter with
me? I never felt so queer in all my life."
He was trembling all over, and felt as cold as though he were in a freezing
atmosphere. His nerves were steady enough, and he felt no diminution of
physical courage, but he was conscious of a curious sense of malaise1 and
trepidation, such as even the most vigorous men have been known to
experience when in the first grip of some horrible and deadly disease. As the
footsteps approached this feeling of weakness increased. He felt a strange
lassitude2 creeping over him, a sort of exhaustion, accompanied by a growing
numbness in the extremities, and a sensation of dreaminess in the head, as if
perhaps the consciousness were leaving its accustomed seat in the brain and
preparing to act on another plane. Yet, strange to say, as the vitality was slowly
withdrawn from his body, his senses seemed to grow more acute.
Meanwhile the steps were already on the landing at the top of the stairs, and
Shorthouse, still sitting upright in bed, heard a heavy body brush past his door
and along the wall outside, almost immediately afterwards the loud knocking
of someone's knuckles on the door of the adjoining room.
Instantly, though so far not a sound had proceeded from within, he heard,
through the thin partition, a chair pushed back and a man quickly cross the
floor and open the door.
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"Ah! it's you," he heard in the son's voice. Had the fellow, then, been sitting
silently in there all this time, waiting for his father's arrival? To Shorthouse it
came not as a pleasant reflection by any means.
There was no answer to this dubious 1 greeting, but the door was closed
quickly, and then there was a sound as if a bag or parcel had been thrown on a
wooden table and had slid some distance across it before stopping.
"What's that?" asked the son, with anxiety in his tone.
"You may know before I go," returned the other gruffly. Indeed his voice was
more than gruff: it betrayed ill-suppressed passion.
Shorthouse was conscious of a strong desire to stop the conversation before it
proceeded any further, but somehow or other his will was not equal to the
task, and he could not get out of bed. The conversation went on, every tone
and inflexion distinctly audible above the noise of the storm.
In a low voice the father continued. Jim missed some of the words at the
beginning of the sentence. It ended with: " . . . but now they've all left, and I've
managed to get up to you. You know what I've come for." There was distinct
menace in his tone.
"Yes," returned the other; "I have been waiting."
"And the money?" asked the father impatiently.
No answer.
"You've had three days to get it in, and I've contrived to stave off the worst so
far—but to-morrow is the end."
No answer.
"Speak, Otto! What have you got for me? Speak, my son; for God's sake, tell
me."
There was a moment's silence, during which the old man's vibrating accents
seemed to echo through the rooms. Then came in a low voice the answer—
"I have nothing."
"Otto!" cried the other with passion, "nothing!"
"I can get nothing," came almost in a whisper.
"You lie!" cried the other, in a half-stifled voice. "I swear you lie. Give me the
money."
A chair was heard scraping along the floor. Evidently the men had been
sitting over the table, and one of them had risen. Shorthouse heard the bag or
parcel drawn across the table, and then a step as if one of the men was
crossing to the door.
"Father, what's in that? I must know," said Otto, with the first signs of
determination in his voice. There must have been an effort on the son's part to
gain possession of the parcel in question, and on the father's to retain it, for
between them it fell to the ground. A curious rattle followed its contact with
the floor. Instantly there were sounds of a scuffle. The men were struggling for
the possession of the box. The elder man with oaths, and blasphemous
imprecations2, the other with short gasps that betokened the strength of his
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efforts. It was of short duration, and the younger man had evidently won, for a
minute later was heard his angry exclamation.
"I knew it. Her jewels! You scoundrel, you shall never have them. It is a
crime."
The elder man uttered a short, guttural laugh, which froze Jim's blood and
made his skin creep. No word was spoken, and for the space of ten seconds
there was a living silence. Then the air trembled with the sound of a thud,
followed immediately by a groan and the crash of a heavy body falling over on
to the table. A second later there was a lurching from the table on to the floor
and against the partition that separated the rooms. The bed quivered an instant
at the shock, but the unholy spell was lifted from his soul and Jim Shorthouse
sprang out of bed and across the floor in a single bound. He knew that ghastly
murder had been done—the murder by a father of his son.
With shaking fingers but a determined heart he lit the gas, and the first thing
in which his eyes corroborated the evidence of his ears was the horrifying
detail that the lower portion of the partition bulged unnaturally into his own
room. The glaring paper with which it was covered had cracked under the
tension and the boards beneath it bent inwards towards him. What hideous
load was behind them, he shuddered to think.
All this he saw in less than a second. Since the final lurch against the wall
not a sound had proceeded from the room, not even a groan or a foot-step. All
was still but the howl of the wind, which to his ears had in it a note of
triumphant horror.
Shorthouse was in the act of leaving the room to rouse the house and send
for the police—in fact his hand was already on the door-knob—when
something in the room arrested his attention. Out of the corner of his eyes he
thought he caught sight of something moving. He was sure of it, and turning
his eyes in the direction, he found he was not mistaken.
Something was creeping slowly towards him along the floor. It was
something dark and serpentine in shape, and it came from the place where the
partition bulged. He stooped down to examine it with feelings of intense
horror and repugnance, and he discovered that it was moving toward him
from the other side of the wall. His eyes were fascinated, and for the moment
he was unable to move. Silently, slowly, from side to side like a thick worm, it
crawled forward into the room beneath his frightened eyes, until at length he
could stand it no longer and stretched out his arm to touch it. But at the instant
of contact he withdrew his hand with a suppressed scream. It was sluggish—
and it was warm! and he saw that his fingers were stained with living crimson.
A second more, and Shorthouse was out in the passage with his hand on the
door of the next room. It was locked. He plunged forward with all his weight
against it, and, the lock giving way, he fell headlong into a room that was pitch
dark and very cold. In a moment he was on his feet again and trying to
penetrate the blackness. Not a sound, not a movement. Not even the sense of a
presence. It was empty, miserably empty!
Across the room he could trace the outline of a window with rain streaming
down the outside, and the blurred lights of the city beyond. But the room was
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empty, appallingly empty; and so still. He stood there, cold as ice, staring,
shivering listening. Suddenly there was a step behind him and a light flashed
into the room, and when he turned quickly with his arm up as if to ward off a
terrific blow he found himself face to face with the landlady. Instantly the
reaction began to set in.
It was nearly three o'clock in the morning, and he was standing there with
bare feet and striped pyjamas in a small room, which in the merciful light he
perceived to be absolutely empty, carpetless, and without a stick of furniture,
or even a window-blind. There he stood staring at the disagreeable landlady.
And there she stood too, staring and silent, in a black wrapper 1, her head
almost bald, her face white as chalk, shading a sputtering candle with one
bony hand and peering over it at him with her blinking green eyes. She looked
positively hideous.
"Waal?" she drawled at length, "I heard yer right enough. Guess you couldn't
sleep! Or just prowlin' round a bit—is that it?"
The empty room, the absence of all traces of the recent tragedy, the silence, the
hour, his striped pyjamas and bare feet—everything together combined to
deprive him momentarily of speech. He stared at her blankly without a word.
"Waal?" clanked the awful voice.
"My dear woman," he burst out finally, "there's been something awful—" So
far his desperation took him, but no farther. He positively stuck at the
substantive.
"Oh! there hasn't been nothin'," she said slowly still peering at him. "I reckon
you've only seen and heard what the others did. I never can keep folks on this
floor long. Most of 'em catch on sooner or later—that is, the ones that's kind of
quick and sensitive. Only you being an Englishman I thought you wouldn't
mind. Nothin' really happens; it's only thinkin' like."
Shorthouse was beside himself. He felt ready to pick her up and drop her
over the banisters, candle and all.
"Look there," he said, pointing at her within an inch of her blinking eyes with
the fingers that had touched the oozing blood; "look there, my good woman. Is
that only thinking?"
She stared a minute, as if not knowing what he meant.
"I guess so," she said at length.
He followed her eyes, and to his amazement saw that his fingers were as
white as usual, and quite free from the awful stain that had been there ten
minutes before. There was no sign of blood. No amount of staring could bring
it back. Had he gone out of his mind? Had his eyes and ears played such tricks
with him? Had his senses become false and perverted? He dashed past the
landlady, out into the passage, and gained his own room in a couple of strides.
Whew! . . . the partition no longer bulged. The paper was not torn. There was
no creeping, crawling thing on the faded old carpet.
"It's all over now," drawled the metallic voice behind him. "I'm going to bed
again."
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He turned and saw the landlady slowly going downstairs again, still shading
the candle with her hand and peering up at him from time to time as she
moved. A black, ugly, unwholesome object, he thought, as she disappeared into
the darkness below, and the last flicker of her candle threw a queer-shaped
shadow along the wall and over the ceiling.
Without hesitating a moment, Shorthouse threw himself into his clothes and
went out of the house. He preferred the storm to the horrors of that top floor,
and he walked the streets till daylight. In the evening he told the landlady he
would leave next day, in spite of her assurances that nothing more would
happen.
"It never comes back," she said—"that is, not after he's killed."
Shorthouse gasped.
"You gave me a lot for my money," he growled.
"Waal, it aren't my show," she drawled. "I'm no spirit medium. You take
chances. Some'll sleep right along and never hear nothin'. Others, like yourself,
are different and get the whole thing."
"Who's the old gentleman?—does he hear it?" asked Jim.
"There's no old gentleman at all," she answered coolly. "I just told you that to
make you feel easy like in case you did hear anythin'. You were all alone on the
floor."
"Say now," she went on, after a pause in which Shorthouse could think of
nothing to say but unpublishable things, "say now, do tell, did you feel sort of
cold when the show was on, sort of tired and weak, I mean, as if you might be
going to die?"
"How can I say?" he answered savagely; "what I felt God only knows."
"Waal, but He won't tell," she drawled out. "Only I was wonderin' how you
really did feel, because the man who had that room last was found one
morning in bed—"
"In bed?"
"He was dead. He was the one before you. Oh! You don't need to get rattled
so. You're all right. And it all really happened, they do say. This house used to
be a private residence some twenty-five years ago, and a German family of the
name of Steinhardt lived here. They had a big business in Wall Street, and
stood 'way up in things."
"Ah!" said her listener.
"Oh yes, they did, right at the top, till one fine day it all bust and the old man
skipped with the boodle1—"
"Skipped with the boodle?"
"That's so," she said; "got clear away with all the money, and the son was
found dead in his house, committed soocide it was thought. Though there was
some as said he couldn't have stabbed himself and fallen in that position. They
said he was murdered. The father died in prison. They tried to fasten the
murder on him, but there was no motive, or no evidence, or no somethin'. I
forget now."
"Very pretty," said Shorthouse.
1
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"I'll show you somethin' mighty queer any-ways," she drawled, "if you'll
come upstairs a minute. I've heard the steps and voices lots of times; they don't
pheaze me any. I'd just as lief hear so many dogs barkin'. You'll find the whole
story in the newspapers if you look it up—not what goes on here, but the story
of the Germans. My house would be ruined if they told all, and I'd sue for
damages."
They reached the bedroom, and the woman went in and pulled up the edge
of the carpet where Shorthouse had seen the blood soaking in the previous
night.
"Look thar, if you feel like it," said the old hag. Stooping down, he saw a dark,
dull stain in the boards that corresponded exactly to the shape and position of
the blood as he had seen it.
That night he slept in a hotel, and the following day sought new quarters. In
the newspapers on file in his office after a long search he found twenty years
back the detailed story, substantially as the woman had said, of Steinhardt &
Co.'s failure, the absconding and subsequent arrest of the senior partner, and
the suicide, or murder, of his son Otto. The landlady's room-house had
formerly been their private residence.

SHORTHOUSE is incapable of avenging Otto’s death, of bringing it to the
authorities attention, or of putting his soul to rest. This is far from the
standard Victorian protocol (e.g. Charles Dickens’ “The Trial for Murder”)
whereby a ghost appears to a mortal in order to achieve a balance in the
disrupted moral order. Even the Victorians began to doubt this world order,
however, (after Dickens was involved in a brutal train crash he wrote his
most famous ghost story, “The Signalman” – a complete turnaround from
“Trial”, it featured a helpless protagonist haunted to death without apparent
cause), and by the time Blackwood took pen to paper as a writer of
supernatural fiction, the old, Victorian way of telling ghost stories had
become discredited along with the Victorian worldview. Their ghost stories
had told of wrong righted, evil exposed, and sin punished. But by 1906, this
version of events was in doubt. Jack the Ripper had never been caught, the
Cleveland Street Scandal had crushed the Victorian sexual ethos,
imperialism, anarchy, socialism, capitalism, atheism, jingoism, and a whole
budget of isms were exposing the philosophical disjuncture of the Western
world. In “Eavesdropping” Shorthouse’s life is in no manner altered or
bettered by the haunting – his eventual financial recovery is due to an
unrelated event – and his awareness of the truth (murder most foul) in no
way rectifies or pacifies the ritual (so we may assume). The implication is
that the great cosmic and moral battles may not only be beyond our
tampering, they may be entirely unaware of our existence.
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BLACKWOOD’S most famous ghost story is also one of the most excellent
examples of the haunted house genre. It is not a story about ghosts,
however; it is a story about fear. Like “The Willows,” “The Empty House”
features two adventurers finding themselves locked in a battle for their
sanity, desperately employing psychological gambits to maintain their selfcontrol and avoid the madness that runs at them full tilt. Supposedly a relic
from Blackwood’s ghost hunting days with the Psychical Research Society, it
is informed by intimacy with terror, and while lacking in horror (no grossouts, blood, or rot) the mood swarms with anxiety building into a fever pitch
of self-doubt. Shorthouse – who appeared previously in “Eavesdropping” – is
goaded by his elderly aunt into investigating the source of a local legend,
and the two quickly descend from curiosity into a deeply emotional
dependence upon one another: Jim’s aunt relying upon him for physical
support and company, and he strangely propelled on by her (albeit
quivering) bravery. The result is an emotionally complex, psychologically
chilling study in fear and the critical human need for interdependence.

THE EMPTY HOUSE
{1906}
CERTAIN houses, like certain persons, manage somehow to proclaim at once their
character for evil1. In the case of the latter, no particular feature need betray
them; they may boast an open countenance and an ingenuous smile; and yet a
little of their company leaves the unalterable conviction that there is something
radically amiss with their being: that they are evil. Willy nilly, they seem to
communicate an atmosphere of secret and wicked thoughts which makes those
in their immediate neighbourhood shrink from them as from a thing diseased.
And, perhaps, with houses the same principle is operative, and it is the aroma
of evil deeds committed under a particular roof, long after the actual doers have
passed away, that makes the gooseflesh come and the hair rise. Something of the
original passion of the evil-doer, and of the horror felt by his victim, enters the
heart of the innocent watcher, and he becomes suddenly conscious of tingling
nerves, creeping skin, and a chilling of the blood2. He is terror-stricken without
apparent cause.
There was manifestly nothing in the external appearance of this particular
house to bear out the tales of the horror that was said to reign within. It was
1

A theme critical to Blackwood’s artistic philosophy: there are areas in the world were profound
energies abide and strengthen, repelling the advances of human interest. Most notably used in “The
Willows,” but common to each of his stories, e.g. “The Occupant of the Room,” “A Haunted Island,”
“The Listener,” etc.
2
Compare to “The Kit-Bag”
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neither lonely nor unkempt. It stood, crowded into a corner of the square, and
looked exactly like the houses on either side of it 1. It had the same number of
windows as its neighbours; the same balcony overlooking the gardens; the same
white steps leading up to the heavy black front door; and, in the rear, there was
the same narrow strip of green, with neat box borders, running up to the wall
that divided it from the backs of the adjoining houses. Apparently, too, the
number of chimney pots on the roof was the same; the breadth and angle of the
eaves; and even the height of the dirty area railings2.
And yet this house in the square, that seemed precisely similar to its fifty ugly
neighbours, was as a matter of fact entirely different—horribly different.
Wherein lay this marked, invisible difference is impossible to say. It cannot be
ascribed wholly to the imagination, because persons who had spent some time
in the house, knowing nothing of the facts, had declared positively that certain
rooms were so disagreeable they would rather die than enter them again, and
that the atmosphere of the whole house produced in them symptoms of a
genuine terror; while the series of innocent tenants who had tried to live in it
and been forced to decamp3 at the shortest possible notice, was indeed little less
than a scandal in the town.
When Shorthouse4 arrived to pay a "week-end" visit to his Aunt Julia in her
little house on the sea-front at the other end of the town, he found her charged
to the brim with mystery and excitement. He had only received her telegram
that morning, and he had come anticipating boredom; but the moment he
touched her hand and kissed her apple-skin wrinkled cheek, he caught the first
wave of her electrical condition. The impression deepened when he learned that
there were to be no other visitors, and that he had been telegraphed for with a
very special object.
Something was in the wind, and the "something" would doubtless bear fruit;
for this elderly spinster aunt, with a mania for psychical research 5, had brains
as well as will power, and by hook or by crook she usually managed to
accomplish her ends. The revelation was made soon after tea, when she sidled
close up to him as they paced slowly along the sea-front in the dusk.
1

Blackwood’s description closely fits that of the “most haunted house in London” – 50 Berkeley
Square, a townhouse in a posh Mayfair neighborhood that is infamous for its grisly history (though
much of it appears to be fictional: one of the chief legends of the place was lifted from a ghost story
by the excellent writer (and niece of Le Fanu) Rhoda Broughton – “The Truth, the Whole Truth, and
Nothing But the Truth)
2
Blackwood emphasizes that, like people, haunted houses are not obvious – they do not stand out
and announce themselves. Rather, they can blend in and be undetected. In fact, it is important to note
that in literature (e.g. “The Fall of the House of Usher”), domiciles are often used to symbolize the
human mind, character, and intellect. That being said, this tale is more of an examination of human
psychology than a treatise in haunted houses
3
Flee, run away
4
Jim Shorthouse’s premiere as a recurring character in The Empty House and Other Ghost Stories.
Unlike the shaky ne’er do well in “Eavesdropping” or the psychic detective in “With Intent to Steal,”
this Shorthouse appears to be a responsible but relatively adventurous sort
5
Like Blackwood. Indeed, this story is likely a result of his experiences investigating hauntings with
the Psychical Research Society
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"I've got the keys," she announced in a delighted, yet half awesome voice. "Got
them till Monday!"
"The keys of the bathing-machine, or—?" he asked innocently, looking from
the sea to the town. Nothing brought her so quickly to the point as feigning
stupidity.
"Neither," she whispered. "I've got the keys of the haunted house in the
square—and I'm going there to-night."
Shorthouse was conscious of the slightest possible tremor down his back. He
dropped his teasing tone. Something in her voice and manner thrilled him. She
was in earnest.
"But you can't go alone—" he began.
"That's why I wired for you," she said with decision.
He turned to look at her. The ugly, lined, enigmatical face was alive with
excitement. There was the glow of genuine enthusiasm round it like a halo. The
eyes shone. He caught another wave of her excitement, and a second tremor,
more marked than the first, accompanied it.
"Thanks, Aunt Julia," he said politely; "thanks awfully."
"I should not dare to go quite alone," she went on, raising her voice; "but with
you I should enjoy it immensely. You're afraid of nothing, I know."
"Thanks so much," he said again. "Er—is anything likely to happen?"
"A great deal has happened," she whispered, "though it's been most cleverly
hushed up. Three tenants have come and gone in the last few months, and the
house is said to be empty for good now."
In spite of himself Shorthouse became interested. His aunt was so very much
in earnest.
"The house is very old indeed," she went on, "and the story—an unpleasant
one—dates a long way back. It has to do with a murder committed by a jealous
stableman who had some affair with a servant in the house. One night he
managed to secrete himself in the cellar, and when everyone was asleep, he crept
upstairs to the servants' quarters, chased the girl down to the next landing, and
before anyone could come to the rescue threw her bodily over the banisters into
the hall below1."
"And the stableman—?"
"Was caught, I believe, and hanged for murder; but it all happened a century
ago, and I've not been able to get more details of the story."
Shorthouse now felt his interest thoroughly aroused; but, though he was not
particularly nervous for himself, he hesitated a little on his aunt's account.
"On one condition," he said at length.
"Nothing will prevent my going," she said firmly; "but I may as well hear your
condition."
"That you guarantee your power of self-control if anything really horrible
happens. I mean—that you are sure you won't get too frightened."
"Jim," she said scornfully, "I'm not young, I know, nor are my nerves; but with
you I should be afraid of nothing in the world!"
1

An utterly typical backstory to an English haunting. Romances-turned-murder, intrigue amongst
servants, and fatal falls are all common to the genre
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This, of course, settled it, for Shorthouse had no pretensions to being other
than a very ordinary young man, and an appeal to his vanity was irresistible. He
agreed to go.
Instinctively, by a sort of sub-conscious preparation, he kept himself and his
forces well in hand the whole evening, compelling an accumulative reserve of
control by that nameless inward process of gradually putting all the emotions
away and turning the key upon them—a process difficult to describe, but
wonderfully effective, as all men who have lived through severe trials of the
inner man well understand. Later, it stood him in good stead.
But it was not until half-past ten, when they stood in the hall, well in the glare
of friendly lamps and still surrounded by comforting human influences, that he
had to make the first call upon this store of collected strength. For, once the door
was closed, and he saw the deserted silent street stretching away white in the
moonlight before them, it came to him clearly that the real test that night would
be in dealing with two fears instead of one. He would have to carry his aunt's
fear as well as his own. And, as he glanced down at her sphinx-like countenance
and realised that it might assume no pleasant aspect in a rush of real terror, he
felt satisfied with only one thing in the whole adventure—that he had
confidence in his own will and power to stand against any shock that might
come.
Slowly they walked along the empty streets of the town; a bright autumn moon
silvered the roofs, casting deep shadows; there was no breath of wind; and the
trees in the formal gardens by the sea-front watched them silently as they passed
along. To his aunt's occasional remarks Shorthouse made no reply, realising that
she was simply surrounding herself with mental buffers—saying ordinary
things to prevent herself thinking of extra-ordinary things1. Few windows
showed lights, and from scarcely a single chimney came smoke or sparks.
Shorthouse had already begun to notice everything, even the smallest details.
Presently they stopped at the street corner and looked up at the name on the side
of the house full in the moonlight, and with one accord, but without remark,
turned into the square and crossed over to the side of it that lay in shadow.
"The number of the house is thirteen," whispered a voice at his side; and
neither of them made the obvious reference2, but passed across the broad sheet
of moonlight and began to march up the pavement in silence.
It was about half-way up the square that Shorthouse felt an arm slipped quietly
but significantly into his own, and knew then that their adventure had begun in
earnest, and that his companion was already yielding imperceptibly to the
influences against them. She needed support.
A few minutes later they stopped before a tall, narrow house that rose before
them into the night, ugly in shape and painted a dingy white. Shutterless
windows, without blinds, stared down upon them, shining here and there in the
moonlight. There were weather streaks in the wall and cracks in the paint, and
1

Compare to “The Willows”
Thirteen’s association with poor luck and the occult has many origin stories, none of which are
utterly convincing. Perhaps the likeliest is an astrological explanation concerning the phases of the
moon
2
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the balcony bulged out from the first floor a little unnaturally. But, beyond this
generally forlorn appearance of an unoccupied house, there was nothing at first
sight to single out this particular mansion for the evil character it had most
certainly acquired.
Taking a look over their shoulders to make sure they had not been followed,
they went boldly up the steps and stood against the huge black door that fronted
them forbiddingly. But the first wave of nervousness was now upon them, and
Shorthouse fumbled a long time with the key before he could fit it into the lock
at all. For a moment, if truth were told, they both hoped it would not open, for
they were a prey to various unpleasant emotions as they stood there on the
threshold of their ghostly adventure. Shorthouse, shuffling with the key and
hampered by the steady weight on his arm, certainly felt the solemnity of the
moment. It was as if the whole world—for all experience seemed at that instant
concentrated in his own consciousness—were listening to the grating noise of
that key. A stray puff of wind wandering down the empty street woke a
momentary rustling in the trees behind them, but otherwise this rattling of the
key was the only sound audible; and at last it turned in the lock and the heavy
door swung open and revealed a yawning gulf of darkness beyond.
With a last glance at the moonlit square, they passed quickly in, and the door
slammed behind them with a roar that echoed prodigiously through empty halls
and passages. But, instantly, with the echoes, another sound made itself heard,
and Aunt Julia leaned suddenly so heavily upon him that he had to take a step
backwards to save himself from falling.
A man had coughed close beside them—so close that it seemed they must have
been actually by his side in the darkness.
With the possibility of practical jokes in his mind, Shorthouse at once swung
his heavy stick in the direction of the sound; but it met nothing more solid than
air. He heard his aunt give a little gasp beside him.
"There's someone here," she whispered; "I heard him."
"Be quiet!" he said sternly. "It was nothing but the noise of the front door."
"Oh! get a light—quick!" she added, as her nephew, fumbling with a box of
matches, opened it upside down and let them all fall with a rattle on to the stone
floor.
The sound, however, was not repeated; and there was no evidence of retreating
footsteps. In another minute they had a candle burning, using an empty end of
a cigar case as a holder; and when the first flare had died down he held the
impromptu lamp aloft and surveyed the scene. And it was dreary enough in all
conscience, for there is nothing more desolate in all the abodes of men than an
unfurnished house dimly lit, silent, and forsaken, and yet tenanted by rumour
with the memories of evil and violent histories.
They were standing in a wide hall-way; on their left was the open door of a
spacious dining-room, and in front the hall ran, ever narrowing, into a long,
dark passage that led apparently to the top of the kitchen stairs. The broad
uncarpeted staircase rose in a sweep before them, everywhere draped in
shadows, except for a single spot about half-way up where the moonlight came
in through the window and fell on a bright patch on the boards. This shaft of
light shed a faint radiance above and below it, lending to the objects within its
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reach a misty outline that was infinitely more suggestive and ghostly than
complete darkness. Filtered moonlight always seems to paint faces on the
surrounding gloom, and as Shorthouse peered up into the well of darkness and
thought of the countless empty rooms and passages in the upper part of the old
house, he caught himself longing again for the safety of the moonlit square, or
the cosy, bright drawing-room they had left an hour before. Then realising that
these thoughts were dangerous, he thrust them away again and summoned all
his energy for concentration on the present.
"Aunt Julia," he said aloud, severely, "we must now go through the house from
top to bottom and make a thorough search."
The echoes of his voice died away slowly all over the building, and in the
intense silence that followed he turned to look at her. In the candle-light he saw
that her face was already ghastly pale; but she dropped his arm for a moment
and said in a whisper, stepping close in front of him—
"I agree. We must be sure there's no one hiding. That's the first thing."
She spoke with evident effort, and he looked at her with admiration.
"You feel quite sure of yourself? It's not too late—"
"I think so," she whispered, her eyes shifting nervously toward the shadows
behind. "Quite sure, only one thing—"
"What's that?"
"You must never leave me alone for an instant."
"As long as you understand that any sound or appearance must be investigated
at once, for to hesitate means to admit fear. That is fatal."
"Agreed," she said, a little shakily, after a moment's hesitation. "I'll try—"
Arm in arm, Shorthouse holding the dripping candle and the stick, while his
aunt carried the cloak over her shoulders, figures of utter comedy to all but
themselves, they began a systematic search.
Stealthily, walking on tip-toe and shading the candle lest it should betray their
presence through the shutterless windows, they went first into the big diningroom. There was not a stick of furniture to be seen. Bare walls, ugly mantelpieces and empty grates stared at them. Everything, they felt, resented their
intrusion, watching them, as it were, with veiled eyes; whispers followed them;
shadows flitted noiselessly to right and left; something seemed ever at their back,
watching, waiting an opportunity to do them injury. There was the inevitable
sense that operations which went on when the room was empty had been
temporarily suspended till they were well out of the way again. The whole dark
interior of the old building seemed to become a malignant Presence that rose up,
warning them to desist and mind their own business; every moment the strain
on the nerves increased.
Out of the gloomy dining-room they passed through large folding doors into
a sort of library or smoking-room, wrapt equally in silence, darkness, and dust;
and from this they regained the hall near the top of the back stairs.
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Here a pitch black tunnel opened before them into the lower regions, and—it
must be confessed—they hesitated. But only for a minute. With the worst of the
night still to come it was essential to turn from nothing. Aunt Julia stumbled at
the top step of the dark descent, ill lit by the flickering candle, and even
Shorthouse felt at least half the decision go out of his legs.
"Come on!" he said peremptorily1, and his voice ran on and lost itself in the
dark, empty spaces below.
"I'm coming," she faltered, catching his arm with unnecessary violence.
They went a little unsteadily down the stone steps, a cold, damp air meeting
them in the face, close and mal-odorous2. The kitchen, into which the stairs led
along a narrow passage, was large, with a lofty ceiling. Several doors opened
out of it—some into cupboards with empty jars still standing on the shelves, and
others into horrible little ghostly back offices, each colder and less inviting than
the last. Black beetles scurried over the floor, and once, when they knocked
against a deal table3 standing in a corner, something about the size of a cat
jumped down with a rush and fled, scampering across the stone floor into the
darkness. Everywhere there was a sense of recent occupation, an impression of
sadness and gloom.
Leaving the main kitchen, they next went towards the scullery4. The door was
standing ajar, and as they pushed it open to its full extent Aunt Julia uttered a
piercing scream, which she instantly tried to stifle by placing her hand over her
mouth. For a second Shorthouse stood stock-still, catching his breath. He felt as
if his spine had suddenly become hollow and someone had filled it with particles
of ice.
Facing them, directly in their way between the doorposts, stood the figure of a
woman. She had dishevelled hair and wildly staring eyes, and her face was
terrified and white as death.
She stood there motionless for the space of a single second. Then the candle
flickered and she was gone—gone utterly—and the door framed nothing but
empty darkness.
"Only the beastly jumping candle-light," he said quickly, in a voice that
sounded like someone else's and was only half under control. "Come on, aunt.
There's nothing there."
He dragged her forward. With a clattering of feet and a great appearance of
boldness they went on, but over his body the skin moved as if crawling ants
covered it, and he knew by the weight on his arm that he was supplying the
force of locomotion for two. The scullery was cold, bare, and empty; more like
a large prison cell than anything else. They went round it, tried the door into the
yard, and the windows, but found them all fastened securely. His aunt moved
beside him like a person in a dream. Her eyes were tightly shut, and she seemed
merely to follow the pressure of his arm. Her courage filled him with
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3
Table made of deal (soft pine or fir)
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A small room for menial kitchen chores – washing and storing dishes and utensils
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amazement. At the same time he noticed that a certain odd change had come
over her face, a change which somehow evaded his power of analysis.
"There's nothing here, aunty," he repeated aloud quickly. "Let's go upstairs and
see the rest of the house. Then we'll choose a room to wait up in."
She followed him obediently, keeping close to his side, and they locked the
kitchen door behind them. It was a relief to get up again. In the hall there was
more light than before, for the moon had travelled a little further down the
stairs. Cautiously they began to go up into the dark vault of the upper house, the
boards creaking under their weight.
On the first floor they found the large double drawing-rooms, a search of
which revealed nothing. Here also was no sign of furniture or recent occupancy;
nothing but dust and neglect and shadows. They opened the big folding doors
between front and back drawing-rooms and then came out again to the landing
and went on upstairs.
They had not gone up more than a dozen steps when they both simultaneously
stopped to listen, looking into each other's eyes with a new apprehension across
the flickering candle flame. From the room they had left hardly ten seconds
before came the sound of doors quietly closing. It was beyond all question; they
heard the booming noise that accompanies the shutting of heavy doors, followed
by the sharp catching of the latch.
"We must go back and see," said Shorthouse briefly, in a low tone, and turning
to go downstairs again.
Somehow she managed to drag after him, her feet catching in her dress, her
face livid1.
When they entered the front drawing-room it was plain that the folding doors
had been closed—half a minute before. Without hesitation Shorthouse opened
them. He almost expected to see someone facing him in the back room; but only
darkness and cold air met him. They went through both rooms, finding nothing
unusual. They tried in every way to make the doors close of themselves, but there
was not wind enough even to set the candle flame flickering. The doors would
not move without strong pressure. All was silent as the grave. Undeniably the
rooms were utterly empty, and the house utterly still.
"It's beginning," whispered a voice at his elbow which he hardly recognised as
his aunt's.
He nodded acquiescence, taking out his watch to note the time. It was fifteen
minutes before midnight; he made the entry of exactly what had occurred in his
notebook, setting the candle in its case upon the floor in order to do so. It took a
moment or two to balance it safely against the wall.
Aunt Julia always declared that at this moment she was not actually watching
him, but had turned her head towards the inner room, where she fancied she
heard something moving; but, at any rate, both positively agreed that there came
a sound of rushing feet, heavy and very swift—and the next instant the candle
was out!
But to Shorthouse himself had come more than this, and he has always
thanked his fortunate stars that it came to him alone and not to his aunt too. For,
1
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as he rose from the stooping position of balancing the candle, and before it was
actually extinguished, a face thrust itself forward so close to his own that he
could almost have touched it with his lips. It was a face working with passion; a
man's face, dark, with thick features, and angry, savage eyes. It belonged to a
common man, and it was evil in its ordinary normal expression, no doubt, but
as he saw it, alive with intense, aggressive emotion, it was a malignant and
terrible human countenance.
There was no movement of the air; nothing but the sound of rushing feet—
stockinged or muffled feet; the apparition of the face; and the almost
simultaneous extinguishing of the candle.
In spite of himself, Shorthouse uttered a little cry, nearly losing his balance as
his aunt clung to him with her whole weight in one moment of real,
uncontrollable terror. She made no sound, but simply seized him bodily.
Fortunately, however, she had seen nothing, but had only heard the rushing feet,
for her control returned almost at once, and he was able to disentangle himself
and strike a match.
The shadows ran away on all sides before the glare, and his aunt stooped down
and groped for the cigar case with the precious candle. Then they discovered
that the candle had not been blown out at all; it had been crushed out. The wick
was pressed down into the wax, which was flattened as if by some smooth, heavy
instrument1.
How his companion so quickly overcame her terror, Shorthouse never
properly understood; but his admiration for her self-control increased tenfold,
and at the same time served to feed his own dying flame—for which he was
undeniably grateful. Equally inexplicable to him was the evidence of physical
force they had just witnessed. He at once suppressed the memory of stories he
had heard of "physical mediums2" and their dangerous phenomena; for if these
were true, and either his aunt or himself was unwittingly a physical medium, it
meant that they were simply aiding to focus the forces of a haunted house
already charged to the brim. It was like walking with unprotected lamps among
uncovered stores of gun-powder.
So, with as little reflection as possible, he simply relit the candle and went up
to the next floor. The arm in his trembled, it is true, and his own tread was often
uncertain, but they went on with thoroughness, and after a search revealing
nothing they climbed the last flight of stairs to the top floor of all.
Here they found a perfect nest of small servants' rooms, with broken pieces of
furniture, dirty cane-bottomed chairs, chests of drawers, cracked mirrors, and
decrepit bedsteads. The rooms had low sloping ceilings already hung here and
there with cobwebs, small windows, and badly plastered walls—a depressing
and dismal region which they were glad to leave behind.
It was on the stroke of midnight when they entered a small room on the third
floor, close to the top of the stairs, and arranged to make themselves comfortable
1
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for the remainder of their adventure. It was absolutely bare, and was said to be
the room—then used as a clothes closet—into which the infuriated groom had
chased his victim and finally caught her. Outside, across the narrow landing,
began the stairs leading up to the floor above, and the servants' quarters where
they had just searched.
In spite of the chilliness of the night there was something in the air of this
room that cried for an open window. But there was more than this. Shorthouse
could only describe it by saying that he felt less master of himself here than in
any other part of the house. There was something that acted directly on the
nerves, tiring the resolution, enfeebling the will. He was conscious of this result
before he had been in the room five minutes, and it was in the short time they
stayed there that he suffered the wholesale depletion of his vital forces, which
was, for himself, the chief horror of the whole experience.
They put the candle on the floor of the cupboard, leaving the door a few inches
ajar, so that there was no glare to confuse the eyes, and no shadow to shift about
on walls and ceiling. Then they spread the cloak on the floor and sat down to
wait, with their backs against the wall.
Shorthouse was within two feet of the door on to the landing; his position
commanded a good view of the main staircase leading down into the darkness,
and also of the beginning of the servants' stairs going to the floor above; the
heavy stick lay beside him within easy reach.
The moon was now high above the house. Through the open window they
could see the comforting stars like friendly eyes watching in the sky. One by one
the clocks of the town struck midnight, and when the sounds died away the deep
silence of a windless night fell again over everything. Only the boom of the sea,
far away and lugubrious, filled the air with hollow murmurs.
Inside the house the silence became awful; awful, he thought, because any
minute now it might be broken by sounds portending terror. The strain of
waiting told more and more severely on the nerves; they talked in whispers
when they talked at all, for their voices aloud sounded queer and unnatural. A
chilliness, not altogether due to the night air, invaded the room, and made them
cold. The influences against them, whatever these might be, were slowly robbing
them of self-confidence, and the power of decisive action; their forces were on
the wane, and the possibility of real fear took on a new and terrible meaning.
He began to tremble for the elderly woman by his side, whose pluck could hardly
save her beyond a certain extent.
He heard the blood singing in his veins. It sometimes seemed so loud that he
fancied it prevented his hearing properly certain other sounds that were
beginning very faintly to make themselves audible in the depths of the house.
Every time he fastened his attention on these sounds, they instantly ceased. They
certainly came no nearer. Yet he could not rid himself of the idea that movement
was going on somewhere in the lower regions of the house. The drawing-room
floor, where the doors had been so strangely closed, seemed too near; the sounds
were further off than that. He thought of the great kitchen, with the scurrying
black-beetles, and of the dismal little scullery; but, somehow or other, they did
not seem to come from there either. Surely they were not outside the house!
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Then, suddenly, the truth flashed into his mind, and for the space of a minute
he felt as if his blood had stopped flowing and turned to ice.
The sounds were not downstairs at all; they were upstairs—upstairs,
somewhere among those horrid gloomy little servants' rooms with their bits of
broken furniture, low ceilings, and cramped windows—upstairs where the
victim had first been disturbed and stalked to her death.
And the moment he discovered where the sounds were, he began to hear them
more clearly. It was the sound of feet, moving stealthily along the passage
overhead, in and out among the rooms, and past the furniture.
He turned quickly to steal a glance at the motionless figure seated beside him,
to note whether she had shared his discovery. The faint candle-light coming
through the crack in the cupboard door, threw her strongly-marked face into
vivid relief against the white of the wall. But it was something else that made
him catch his breath and stare again. An extraordinary something had come
into her face and seemed to spread over her features like a mask; it smoothed
out the deep lines and drew the skin everywhere a little tighter so that the
wrinkles disappeared; it brought into the face—with the sole exception of the
old eyes—an appearance of youth and almost of childhood.
He stared in speechless amazement—amazement that was dangerously near
to horror. It was his aunt's face indeed, but it was her face of forty years ago, the
vacant innocent face of a girl. He had heard stories of that strange effect of terror
which could wipe a human countenance clean of other emotions, obliterating
all previous expressions; but he had never realised that it could be literally true,
or could mean anything so simply horrible as what he now saw. For the dreadful
signature of overmastering fear was written plainly in that utter vacancy of the
girlish face beside him; and when, feeling his intense gaze, she turned to look at
him, he instinctively closed his eyes tightly to shut out the sight.
Yet, when he turned a minute later, his feelings well in hand, he saw to his
intense relief another expression; his aunt was smiling, and though the face was
deathly white, the awful veil had lifted and the normal look was returning.
"Anything wrong?" was all he could think of to say at the moment. And the
answer was eloquent, coming from such a woman.
"I feel cold—and a little frightened," she whispered.
He offered to close the window, but she seized hold of him and begged him
not to leave her side even for an instant.
"It's upstairs, I know," she whispered, with an odd half laugh; "but I can't
possibly go up."
But Shorthouse thought otherwise, knowing that in action lay their best hope
of self-control1.
He took the brandy flask and poured out a glass of neat spirit2, stiff enough to
help anybody over anything. She swallowed it with a little shiver. His only idea
1

The entire ordeal appears to be a struggle to maintain sanity. Like the characters in “The Willows,”
these two are being assaulted in their deepest psychologies, and are fighting for the survival of their
minds and reason. The best tonic for fear, Shorthouse speculates, is to confront it unswervingly and
to maintain self discipline
2
Without mixers or ice
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now was to get out of the house before her collapse became inevitable; but this
could not safely be done by turning tail and running from the enemy. Inaction
was no longer possible; every minute he was growing less master of himself, and
desperate, aggressive measures were imperative without further delay.
Moreover, the action must be taken towards the enemy, not away from it; the
climax, if necessary and unavoidable, would have to be faced boldly. He could
do it now; but in ten minutes he might not have the force left to act for himself,
much less for both!
Upstairs, the sounds were meanwhile becoming louder and closer,
accompanied by occasional creaking of the boards. Someone was moving
stealthily about, stumbling now and then awkwardly against the furniture.
Waiting a few moments to allow the tremendous dose of spirits to produce its
effect, and knowing this would last but a short time under the circumstances,
Shorthouse then quietly got on his feet, saying in a determined voice—
"Now, Aunt Julia, we'll go upstairs and find out what all this noise is about.
You must come too. It's what we agreed."
He picked up his stick and went to the cupboard for the candle. A limp form
rose shakily beside him breathing hard, and he heard a voice say very faintly
something about being "ready to come." The woman's courage amazed him; it
was so much greater than his own; and, as they advanced, holding aloft the
dripping candle, some subtle force exhaled from this trembling, white-faced old
woman at his side that was the true source of his inspiration. It held something
really great that shamed him and gave him the support without which he would
have proved far less equal to the occasion.
They crossed the dark landing, avoiding with their eyes the deep black space
over the banisters. Then they began to mount the narrow staircase to meet the
sounds which, minute by minute, grew louder and nearer. About half-way up
the stairs Aunt Julia stumbled and Shorthouse turned to catch her by the arm,
and just at that moment there came a terrific crash in the servants' corridor
overhead. It was instantly followed by a shrill, agonised scream that was a cry
of terror and a cry for help melted into one.
Before they could move aside, or go down a single step, someone came rushing
along the passage overhead, blundering horribly, racing madly, at full speed,
three steps at a time, down the very staircase where they stood. The steps were
light and uncertain; but close behind them sounded the heavier tread of another
person, and the staircase seemed to shake.
Shorthouse and his companion just had time to flatten themselves against the
wall when the jumble of flying steps was upon them, and two persons, with the
slightest possible interval between them, dashed past at full speed. It was a
perfect whirlwind of sound breaking in upon the midnight silence of the empty
building.
The two runners, pursuer and pursued, had passed clean through them where
they stood, and already with a thud the boards below had received first one, then
the other. Yet they had seen absolutely nothing—not a hand, or arm, or face, or
even a shred of flying clothing.
There came a second's pause. Then the first one, the lighter of the two,
obviously the pursued one, ran with uncertain footsteps into the little room
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which Shorthouse and his aunt had just left. The heavier one followed. There
was a sound of scuffling, gasping, and smothered screaming; and then out on to
the landing came the step—of a single person treading weightily1.
A dead silence followed for the space of half a minute, and then was heard a
rushing sound through the air. It was followed by a dull, crashing thud in the
depths of the house below—on the stone floor of the hall.
Utter silence reigned after. Nothing moved. The flame of the candle was steady.
It had been steady the whole time, and the air had been undisturbed by any
movement whatsoever. Palsied with terror, Aunt Julia, without waiting for her
companion, began fumbling her way downstairs; she was crying gently to
herself, and when Shorthouse put his arm round her and half carried her he felt
that she was trembling like a leaf. He went into the little room and picked up the
cloak from the floor, and, arm in arm, walking very slowly, without speaking a
word or looking once behind them, they marched down the three flights into
the hall.
In the hall they saw nothing, but the whole way down the stairs they were
conscious that someone followed them; step by step; when they went faster IT
was left behind, and when they went more slowly IT caught them up. But never
once did they look behind to see; and at each turning of the staircase they
lowered their eyes for fear of the following horror they might see upon the stairs
above.
With trembling hands Shorthouse opened the front door, and they walked out
into the moonlight and drew a deep breath of the cool night air blowing in from
the sea.

1

That is to say, as if carrying a great load – the body of the girl
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HAUNTED houses are often overstated in modern media: they are towering
Queen Anne-style Victorian mansions crawling with ironwork, gargoyles,
and leafless trees, complete with a private graveyard, faded gingerbread
trim, and a one-eyed turret. In Blackwood’s day they were Georgian manor
houses (typically circa 1720) with elderly tenets and a family ghost conjured
by an extramarital sexual liaison, greed-inspired murder, or bout of
madness. But Blackwood oversteps the romance and the purple details.
Rather than focusing on the tabloid-like backstory or the Halloween-cliché
architecture, he surges to the psychological effect of these surroundings.
Rather than representing the eternal struggle between two star-crossed
lovers, he hones in on the relationship between the two mortals shivering in
the corner, hoping desperately to maintain their claim on sanity.



Algie was not alone in his craft: Ambrose Bierce wrote several extraordinary
haunted house stories (“Some Haunted Houses,” “The Middle-Toe of the
Right Foot,” “The Night-Doings at ‘Deadman’s’”); W. W. Jacobs wrote one of
the best ever penned (“The Toll House”); H. G. Wells composed the
unparalleled treatise on terror’s shapelessness, “The Red Room” which
closely mirrors the psychology of “The Empty House”; J. Sheridan Le Fanu’s
unsettling “Strange Disturbances in Aungier Street” inspired the less artful
but more popular “Judge’s House” by Bram Stoker. Perceval Landon’s
“Thurnley Abbey” is one of the most anthologized tales in the language;
Elizabeth Gaskell’s “The Old Nurse’s Story” is a staple of Victorian horror;
and Rhoda Broughton’s “The Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing But the
Truth” was so realistic that to this day many people mistakenly continue to
cite its plot in the folklore surrounding the hauntings in 50 Berkeley Square.
The last hundred years have produced some very fine pieces as well: H.
Russell Wakefield’s “The Red Lodge” is a grisly tale of a manor with a history
of suicides at dawn and drowned children; H. P. Lovecraft wrote a bizarre
vampiric tale called “The Shunned House”; Shirley Jackson’s The Haunting
of Hill House and Stephen King’s The Shinning were milestones in horror;
and finally, Manly Wade Wellman’s “Where Angel’s Fear” tells virtually the
same story as Blackwood’s (a man and a woman explore a haunting) – but
with a far grimmer ending.
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BLACKWOOD was a master of eco-horror – one of the first practitioners of the
craft. His masterpieces “The Willows” and “The Man Whom the Trees
Loved” are chief in the sub-genre, but the mastery of his skill is just as
apparent in this microcosm, “Ancient Lights.” My first introduction to
Blackwood, I have always held this tale in particularly high esteem for its
visceral, deeply psychological study in panic and the gradual loss of control.
Tones of warning sound almost immediately, disguised as happenstance and
accident, amping into a fever pitch of chaos. Like “The Kit-Bag,” this small
tale probes the psychology of high fright, pitting an unsuspecting, bourgeois
clerk against the catlike predation of the supernatural realm – playful and
sadistic. While lacking in ghouls, vampires, or pulpy corpses, “Ancient
Lights” is a morose exercise in the greatest of terrors: the loss of perspective,
the failure of the senses, and the collapse of reality.

ANCIENT LIGHTS
{1912}
FROM Southwater1, where he left the train, the road led due west. That he
knew; for the rest he trusted to luck, being one of those born walkers who
dislike asking the way2. He had that instinct, and as a rule it served him well.
“A mile or so due west along the sandy road till you come to a stile3 on the
right; then across the fields. You’ll see the red house straight before you.” He
glanced at the post-card’s instructions once again, and once again he tried to
decipher the scratched-out sentence—without success. It had been so
elaborately inked over that no word was legible. Inked-out sentences in a letter
were always enticing. He wondered what it was that had to be so very
carefully obliterated.
The afternoon was boisterous, with a tearing, shouting wind that blew from
the sea, across the Sussex4 weald5. Massive clouds with rounded, piled-up
edges, cannoned across gaping spaces of blue sky. Far away the line of Downs 6
swept the horizon, like an arriving wave. Chanctonbury Ring 7 rode their
crest—a scudding ship, hull down before the wind. He took his hat off and
walked rapidly, breathing great draughts of air with delight and exhilaration.
The road was deserted; no horsemen, bicycles, or motors; not even a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A large village in central West Sussex, a county in south central England, on the English Channel
As with most Blackwoodian protagonists, this fellow is self-sufficient and averse to human counsel
A gate or opening in a hedgerow or rock wall used to define borders between fields
A historic county including contemporary West Sussex and East Sussex
A woodland or a vast, wild, open countryside
Low chalk hills
An Iron Age hill fort commanding a gorgeous view of Sussex
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tradesman’s cart; no single walker. But anyhow he would never have asked the
way. Keeping a sharp eye for the stile, he pounded along, while the wind
tossed the cloak against his face, and made waves across the blue puddles in
the yellow road. The trees showed their under leaves of white. The bracken 1
and the high new grass bent all one way. Great life was in the day, high spirits
and dancing everywhere. And for a Croydon2 surveyor’s clerk just out of an
office this was like a holiday at the sea.
It was a day for high adventure, and his heart rose up to meet the mood of
Nature. His umbrella with the silver ring ought to have been a sword, and his
brown shoes should have been top-boots with spurs upon the heels. Where hid
the enchanted Castle and the princess with the hair of sunny gold? His horse...
The stile came suddenly into view and nipped adventure in the bud.
Everyday clothes took him prisoner again. He was a surveyor’s clerk, middleaged, earning three pounds3 a week, coming from Croydon to see about a
client’s proposed alterations in a wood—something to ensure a better view
from the dining-room window. Across the fields, perhaps a mile away, he saw
the red house gleaming in the sunshine; and resting on the stile a moment to
get his breath he noticed a copse4 of oak and hornbeam on the right. “Aha,” he
told himself “so that must be the wood he wants to cut down to improve the
view? I’ll ’ave a look at it.” There were boards up, of course, but there was an
inviting little path as well. “I’m not a trespasser,” he said; “it’s part of my
business, this is.” He scrambled awkwardly over the gate and entered the
copse. A little round would bring him to the field again.
But the moment he passed among the trees the wind ceased shouting and a
stillness dropped upon the world. So dense was the growth that the sunshine
only came through in isolated patches. The air was close. He mopped his
forehead and put his green felt hat on, but a low branch knocked it off again at
once, and as he stooped an elastic twig swung back and stung his face. There
were flowers along both edges of the little path; glades opened on either side;
ferns curved about in damper corners, and the smell of earth and foliage was
rich and sweet. It was cooler here. What an enchanting little wood, he
thought, turning down a small green glade where the sunshine flickered like
silver wings. How it danced and fluttered and moved about! He put a dark blue
flower in his buttonhole. Again his hat, caught by an oak branch as he rose,
was knocked from his head, falling across his eyes. And this time he did not
put it on again. Swinging his umbrella, he walked on with uncovered head 5,
whistling rather loudly as he went. But the thickness of the trees hardly
encouraged whistling, and something of his gaiety and high spirits seemed to
leave him. He suddenly found himself treading circumspectly and with
caution. The stillness in the wood was so peculiar.
1

Large, course ferns
Large town in south London
3
Roughly $480 of buying power in 2013. About $26,000 a year
4
Thicket
5
Suggesting familiarity, informality – even as if he is at home – which might prove insulting and
brazen to those that truly inhabit the copse
2
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There was a rustle among the ferns and leaves and something shot across the
path ten yards ahead, stopped abruptly an instant with head cocked sideways
to stare, then dived again beneath the underbrush with the speed of a shadow.
He started like a frightened child, laughing the next second that a mere
pheasant could have made him jump. In the distance he heard wheels upon
the road, and wondered why the sound was pleasant. “Good old butcher’s
cart,” he said to himself—then realised that he was going in the wrong
direction and had somehow got turned round. For the road should be behind
him, not in front.
And he hurriedly took another narrow glade that lost itself in greenness to
the right. “That’s my direction, of course,” he said; “the trees has mixed me up
a bit, it seems”—then found himself abruptly by the gate he had first climbed
over. He had merely made a circle. Surprise became almost discomfiture then.
And a man, dressed like a gamekeeper1 in browny2 green, leaned against the
gate, hitting his legs with a switch. “I’m making for Mr. Lumley’s farm,”
explained the walker. “This is his wood, I believe—” then stopped dead,
because it was no man at all, but merely an effect of light and shade and
foliage. He stepped back to reconstruct the singular illusion, but the wind
shook the branches roughly here on the edge of the wood and the foliage
refused to reconstruct the figure. The leaves all rustled strangely. And just then
the sun went behind a cloud, making the whole wood look otherwise. Yet how
the mind could be thus doubly deceived was indeed remarkable, for it almost
seemed to him the man had answered, spoken—or was this the shuffling noise
the branches made ?—and had pointed with his switch to the notice-board
upon the nearest tree. The words rang on in his head, but of course he had
imagined them: “No, it’s not his wood. It’s ours.” And some village wit3,
moreover, had changed the lettering on the weather-beaten board, for it read
quite plainly, “Trespassers will be persecuted.”
And while the astonished clerk read the words and chuckled, he said to
himself, thinking what a tale he’d have to tell his wife and children later—
“The blooming wood has tried to chuck me out. But I’ll go in again. Why, it’s
only a matter of a square acre at most. I’m bound to reach the fields on the
other side if I keep straight on.” He remembered his position in the office. He
had a certain dignity to maintain.
The cloud passed from below the sun, and light splashed suddenly in all
manner of unlikely places. The man went straight on. He felt a touch of
puzzling confusion somewhere; this way the copse had of shifting from
sunshine into shadow doubtless troubled sight a little. To his relief at last, a
new glade opened through the trees and disclosed the fields with a glimpse of

1

A person who is hired to manage an area of countryside to make sure it remains well stocked with
fish and game for prospective hunters
2
This has two meanings: browny-green would accurately describe the color of a gamekeeper’s
clothes – olive, drab khaki, or brownish green – but a Brownie is a folkloric hobgoblin said to
inhabit woodlands and delight in confounding human beings. Popular in British and Nordic myths
3
Clown, smartass
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the red house in the distance at the far end. But a little wicket 1 gate that stood
across the path had first to be climbed, and as he scrambled heavily over—for
it would not open—he got the astonishing feeling that it slid off sideways
beneath his weight, and towards the wood. Like the moving staircases 2 at
Harrod’s and Earl’s Court3, it began to glide off with him. It was quite horrible.
He made a violent effort to get down before it carried him into the trees, but
his feet became entangled with the bars and umbrella, so that he fell heavily
upon the farther side, arms spread across the grass and nettles, boots clutched
between the first and second bars. He lay there a moment like a man crucified
upside down4, and while he struggled to get disentangled—feet, bars, and
umbrella formed a regular net—he saw the little man in browny green go past
him with extreme rapidity through the wood. The man was laughing. He
passed across the glade some fifty yards away, and he was not alone this time.
A companion like himself went with him. The clerk, now upon his feet again,
watched them disappear into the gloom of green beyond. “They’re tramps, not
gamekeepers,” he said to himself, half mortified, half angry. But his heart was
thumping dreadfully, and he dared not utter all his thought.
He examined the wicket gate, convinced it was a trick gate somehow—then
went hurriedly on again, disturbed beyond belief to see that the glade no
longer opened into fields, but curved away to the right. What in the world had
happened to him? His sight was so utterly at fault. Again the sun flamed out
abruptly and lit the floor of the wood with pools of silver, and at the same
moment a violent gust of wind passed shouting overhead. Drops fell clattering
everywhere upon the leaves, making a sharp pattering as of many footsteps.
The whole copse shuddered and went moving.
“Rain, by George,” thought the clerk, and feeling for his umbrella,
discovered he had lost it. He turned back to the gate and found it lying on the
farther side. To his amazement he saw the fields at the far end of the glade, the
red house, too, a-shine in the sunset. He laughed then, for, of course, in his
struggle with the gate, he had somehow got turned round—had fallen back
instead of forwards. Climbing over, this time quite easily, he retraced his steps.
The silver band, he saw, had been torn from the umbrella. No doubt his foot, a
nail, or something had caught in it and ripped it off. The clerk began to run; he
felt extraordinarily dismayed.
But, while he ran, the entire wood ran with him, round him, to and fro, trees
shifting like living things, leaves folding and unfolding, trunks darting
backwards and forwards, and branches disclosing enormous empty spaces,
then closing up again before he could look into them. There were footsteps
everywhere, and laughing, crying voices, and crowds of figures gathering just
behind his back till the glade, he knew, was thick with moving life. The wind
in his ears, of course, produced the voices and the laughter, while sun and
clouds, plunging the copse alternately in shadow and bright dazzling light,
1

Small door built into a large barn door or civic gate – a doggy door for humans
An escalator was installed in Harrod’s department store in 1898
3
High end department stores
4
A reference to Saint Peter. This “crucifixion” certainly fulfills the promise to persecute trespassers
2
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created the figures. But he did not like it, and went as fast as ever his sturdy
legs could take him. He was frightened now1. This was no story for his wife
and children. He ran like the wind. But his feet made no sound upon the soft
mossy turf.
Then, to his horror, he saw that the glade grew narrow, nettles and weeds
stood thick across it, it dwindled down into a tiny path, and twenty yards
ahead it stopped finally and melted off among the trees. What the trick gate
had failed to achieve, this twisting glade accomplished easily—carried him in
bodily among the dense and crowding trees.
There was only one thing to do—turn sharply and dash back again, run
headlong into the life that followed at his back, followed so closely too that
now it almost touched him, pushing him in. And with reckless courage this
was what he did. It seemed a fearful thing to do. He turned with a sort of
violent spring, head down and shoulders forward, hands stretched before his
face. He made the plunge; like a hunted creature he charged full tilt the other
way, meeting the wind now in his face.
Good Lord! The glade behind him had closed up as well; there was no longer
any path at all. Turning round and round, like an animal at bay, he searched
for an opening, a way of escape, searched frantically, breathlessly, terrified
now in his bones. But foliage surrounded him, branches blocked the way; the
trees stood close and still, unshaken by a breath of wind; and the sun dipped
that moment behind a great black cloud. The entire wood turned dark and
silent. It watched him2.
Perhaps it was this final touch of sudden blackness that made him act so
foolishly, as though he had really lost his head. At any rate, without pausing to
think, he dashed headlong in among the trees again. There was a sensation of
being stiflingly surrounded and entangled, and that he must break out at all
costs—out and away into the open of the blessed fields and air. He did this illconsidered thing, and apparently charged straight into an oak that deliberately
moved into his path to stop him. He saw it shift across a good full yard, and
being a measuring man, accustomed to theodolite and chain3, he ought to
know. He fell, saw stars, and felt a thousand tiny fingers tugging and pulling at
his hands and neck and ankles. The stinging nettles, no doubt, were
responsible for this. He thought of it later. At the moment it felt diabolically
calculated.
But another remarkable illusion was not so easily explained. For all in a
moment, it seemed, the entire wood went sliding past him with a thick deep
rustling of leaves and laughter, myriad footsteps, and tiny little active,
energetic shapes; two men in browny green gave him a mighty hoist—and he
opened his eyes to find himself lying in the meadow beside the stile where first
his incredible adventure had begun. The wood stood in its usual place and
stared down upon him in the sunlight. There was the red house in the distance
1

Compare to the predatory encroachment and gradually increasing terror of “The Kit-Bag”
Voyeurism continues to haunt Blackwood’s tales. To be watched – to be analyzed and considered,
helpless to challenge the observer – is one of his most consistent agents of terror
3
Tools for surveying land
2
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as before. Above him grinned the weather-beaten notice-board: “Trespassers
will be prosecuted.”
Dishevelled in mind and body, and a good deal shaken in his official soul, the
clerk walked slowly across the fields. But on the way he glanced once more at
the postcard of instructions, and saw with dull amazement that the inked-out
sentence was quite legible after all beneath the scratches made across it:
“There is a short cut through the wood—the wood I want cut down—if you
care to take it.” Only “care” was so badly written, it looked more like another
word; the “c” was uncommonly like “d1.”
“That’s the copse that spoils my view of the Downs, you see,” his client
explained to him later, pointing across the fields, and referring to the ordnance
map2 beside him. “I want it cut down and a path made so and so.” His finger
indicated direction on the map. “The Fairy Wood 3—it’s still called, and it’s far
older than this house. Come now, if you’re ready, Mr. Thomas, we might go
out and have a look at it. . .”

AS usual, Blackwood chooses to pit a financially struggling, quasiintellectual man against the mindblasting forces of an incomprehensible
supernatural power. Whether the imps of the forest are Brownies,
hobgoblins, fairies, nymphs, ghosts, or the metaphysical manifestation of
the trees will-to-live is uncertain. What is certain is that they are conscious,
malignant, and willing to go out of their way to make interlopers suffer –
not just satisfied by subtle, childlike pranks (knocking off the hat) or even
juvenile pickpocketting (the silver umbrella band); their thirst for mischief
arguably places their victim on the threshold of a broken mind. Blackwood
thrives by juxtaposing the conventional, petty concerns of the lower orders
of the bourgeoisie with the awe-inspiring sublimity of otherworldly forces –
forces which look upon mankind with an eye for mischief and injury. If our
hero has learned anything it is that the troubles of his middle classed life –
lack of adventure, boredom, low pay, urban malaise, silver umbrella bands,
and an underwhelmed family – dwarf in comparison to his cosmic
insignificance. He is lucky, he learns, if only to be permitted to be alive.

“If you dare to take it” – implying that this incident has not likely been the first, and that the client
is aware of its snares, though he prefers to conceal this
2
A chart generated by the Ordnance Survey – Great Britain’s official mapping agency
3
The implication is apparent: the wood is associated with fairy or hobgoblin activity who are not
hospitable to human trespassers into their territory – quite possibly the true cause of the client’s
desire to fell the copse
1
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WEIRD Fiction developed early in the Nineteenth Century with the bizarre
supernatural annals of Hoffmann, Poe, and O’Brien, but the peak of its
philosophy began percolating in the grotesqueries of Arthur Machen (“The
White People”), Robert W. Chambers (“The Yellow Sign”), and Ambrose
Bierce (“The Damned Thing”), but it can arguably be said to first express its
unique worldview in the following tale. Before Lovecraft penned “The Call of
Cthulhu” and William Hope Hodgson published “The House on the
Borderland,” Algernon Blackwood’s “The Willows” expressed the chief
tenants of Lovecraftian weird fiction: a malignant universe either indifferent
to or indignant towards humanity; a supernaturalism that defies human
mythology, expectations, or tropes; a philosophy that highlights human
insignificance; a universe where reality is in doubt, where logic is made
worthless, and where fear is primal and vestigial – eclipsing the petty
concerns of modern man in the times when the dimensions of humankind
intersect those of the outer terrors. “The Willows” is infamous for its
powerful atmosphere and its brooding, boiling crescendo of predatory terror.
Lovecraft called it the finest supernatural tale in the language. While it lacks
the grisly detail of slasher films, its command of psychological menace is
virtually unparalleled, and its ability to access un-romanticized realistic
dread is truly unique. One of the first great camping horror stories, it is the
revered ancestor of The Blair Witch Project, Deliverance, and The Evil
Dead – [not] to be read by the light of a sparking campfire.

THE WILLOWS
{1907}
I
AFTER leaving Vienna, and long before you come to Buda-Pesth1, the Danube2
enters a region of singular loneliness and desolation, where its waters spread
away on all sides regardless of a main channel, and the country becomes a
swamp for miles upon miles, covered by a vast sea of low willow-bushes3. On
1

Capital and largest city of Hungary, Budapest was, in 1912, a major center of commerce, culture,
and intellectualism in Austria-Hungary. It was the second largest city in the Empire (after Vienna),
outshining Prague, Krakow, and Belgrade
2
A major artery of Central Europe, the Danube’s waters originate in Germany’s romantic Black
Forest, pouring through Austria, Hungary, Serbia, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Croatia, Ukraine, Moldova,
and Romania. Its color, size, and power have made it an icon of the region and a part of the culture
3
Salix alba and Salix fragilis (white willow and crack willow respectively) are the most common
varieties of willow among the Danube’s flora, but Salix purpurea (purple willow), which grows little
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the big maps this deserted area is painted in a fluffy blue, growing fainter in
color as it leaves the banks, and across it may be seen in large straggling letters
the word Sümpfe, meaning marshes.
In high flood this great acreage of sand, shingle-beds, and willow-grown
islands is almost topped by the water, but in normal seasons the bushes bend
and rustle in the free winds, showing their silver leaves to the sunshine in an
ever-moving plain of bewildering beauty. These willows never attain to the
dignity of trees; they have no rigid trunks; they remain humble bushes, with
rounded tops and soft outline, swaying on slender stems that answer to the
least pressure of the wind; supple as grasses, and so continually shifting that
they somehow give the impression that the entire plain is moving and alive1.
For the wind sends waves rising and falling over the whole surface, waves of
leaves instead of waves of water, green swells like the sea, too, until the
branches turn and lift, and then silvery white as their under-side turns to the
sun.
Happy to slip beyond the control of stern banks, the Danube here wanders
about at will among the intricate network of channels intersecting the islands
everywhere with broad avenues down which the waters pour with a shouting
sound; making whirlpools, eddies, and foaming rapids; tearing at the sandy
banks; carrying away masses of shore and willow-clumps; and forming new
islands innumerable which shift daily in size and shape and possess at best an
impermanent life, since the flood-time obliterates their very existence2.
Properly speaking, this fascinating part of the river's life begins soon after
leaving Pressburg3, and we, in our Canadian canoe4, with gipsy tent and
frying-pan on board, reached it on the crest of a rising flood about mid-July.
That very same morning, when the sky was reddening before sunrise, we had
slipped swiftly through still-sleeping Vienna, leaving it a couple of hours later
a mere patch of smoke against the blue hills of the Wienerwald on the horizon;
we had breakfasted below Fischeramend under a grove of birch trees roaring
in the wind; and had then swept on the tearing current past Orth, Hainburg,
Petronell5 (the old Roman Carnuntum of Marcus Aurelius 6), and so under the
frowning heights of Theben on a spur of the Carpathians7, where the March
higher than ten feet (average growth, 1-3 meters) and is common to the Baltic region is perhaps the
most likely culprit
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steals in quietly from the left and the frontier is crossed between Austria and
Hungary.
Racing along at twelve kilometers an hour 1 soon took us well into Hungary,
and the muddy waters—sure sign of flood—sent us aground on many a
shingle-bed, and twisted us like a cork in many a sudden belching whirlpool
before the towers of Pressburg (Hungarian, Poszóny) showed against the sky;
and then the canoe, leaping like a spirited horse, flew at top speed under the
gray walls, negotiated safely the sunken chain of the Fliegende Brücke 2 ferry,
turned the corner sharply to the left, and plunged on yellow foam into the
wilderness of islands, sand-banks, and swamp-land beyond—the land of the
willows3.
The change came suddenly, as when a series of bioscope pictures4 snaps
down on the streets of a town and shifts without warning into the scenery of
lake and forest. We entered the land of desolation on wings, and in less than
half an hour there was neither boat nor fishing-hut nor red roof, nor any
single sign of human habitation and civilization within sight. The sense of
remoteness from the world of human kind, the utter isolation, the fascination
of this singular world of willows, winds, and waters, instantly laid its spell
upon us both, so that we allowed laughingly to one another that we ought by
rights to have held some special kind of passport to admit us, and that we had,
somewhat audaciously, come without asking leave into a separate little
kingdom of wonder and magic—a kingdom that was reserved for the use of
others who had a right to it5, with everywhere unwritten warnings to
trespassers for those who had the imagination to discover them.
Though still early in the afternoon, the ceaseless buffetings of a most
tempestuous wind made us feel weary, and we at once began casting about for
a suitable camping-ground for the night. But the bewildering character of the
islands made landing difficult; the swirling flood carried us in-shore and then
swept us out again; the willow branches tore our hands as we seized them to
stop the canoe, and we pulled many a yard of sandy bank into the water before
at length we shot with a great sideways blow from the wind into a backwater
and managed to beach the bows in a cloud of spray. Then we lay panting and
laughing after our exertions on hot yellow sand, sheltered from the wind, and
in the full blaze of a scorching sun, a cloudless blue sky above, and an
immense army of dancing, shouting willow bushes, closing in from all sides,

1
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shining with spray and clapping their thousand little hands as though to
applaud the success of our efforts1.
"What a river!" I said to my companion, thinking of all the way we had
traveled from the source in the Black Forest, and how we had often been
obliged to wade and push in the upper shallows at the beginning of June.
"Won't stand much nonsense now, will it?" he said, pulling the canoe a little
farther into safety up the sand, and then composing himself for a nap.
I lay by his side, happy and peaceful in the bath of the elements—water,
wind, sand, and the great fire of the sun—thinking of the long journey that lay
behind us, and of the great stretch before us to the Black Sea 2, and how lucky I
was to have such a delightful and charming traveling companion as my friend,
the Swede3.
We had made many similar journeys together, but the Danube, more than
any other river I knew, impressed us from the very beginning with
its aliveness. From its tiny bubbling entry into the world among the pinewood
gardens of Donaueschingen4, until this moment when it began to play the
great river-game of losing itself among the deserted swamps, unobserved,
unrestrained, it had seemed to us like following the growth of some living
creature. Sleepy at first, but later developing violent desires as it became
conscious of its deep soul, it rolled, like some huge fluid being, through all the
countries we had passed, holding our little craft on its mighty shoulders,
playing roughly with us sometimes, yet always friendly and well-meaning, till
at length we had come inevitably to regard it as a Great Personage5.
How, indeed, could it be otherwise, since it told us so much of its secret life?
At night we heard it singing to the moon as we lay in our tent, uttering that
odd sibilant6 note peculiar to itself and said to be caused by the rapid tearing of
the pebbles along its bed, so great is its hurrying speed. We knew, too, the
voice of its gurgling whirlpools, suddenly bubbling up on a surface previously
quite calm; the roar of its shallows and swift rapids; its constant steady
thundering below all mere surface sounds; and that ceaseless tearing of its icy
waters at the banks. How it stood up and shouted when the rains fell flat upon
its face! And how its laughter roared out when the wind blew upstream and
tried to stop its growing speed! We knew all its sounds and voices, its
tumblings and foamings, its unnecessary splashing against the bridges; that
self-conscious chatter when there were hills to look on; the affected dignity of
its speech when it passed through the little towns, far too important to laugh;
1
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and all these faint, sweet whisperings when the sun caught it fairly in some
slow curve and poured down upon it till the steam rose.
It was full of tricks, too, in its early life before the great world knew it.
There were places in the upper reaches among the Swabian1 forests, when yet
the first whispers of its destiny had not reached it, where it elected to
disappear through holes in the ground, to appear again on the other side of the
porous limestone hills and start a new river with another name; leaving, too,
so little water in its own bed that we had to climb out and wade and push the
canoe through miles of shallows!
And a chief pleasure, in those early days of its irresponsible youth, was to
lie low, like Brer Fox2, just before the little turbulent tributaries came to join it
from the Alps, and to refuse to acknowledge them when in, but to run for
miles side by side, the dividing line well marked, the very levels different, the
Danube utterly declining to recognize the new-comer. Below Passau3,
however, it gave up this particular trick, for there the Inn 4 comes in with a
thundering power impossible to ignore, and so pushes and incommodes the
parent river that there is hardly room for them in the long twisting gorge that
follows, and the Danube is shoved this way and that against the cliffs, and
forced to hurry itself with great waves and much dashing to and fro in order
to get through in time. And during the fight our canoe slipped down from its
shoulder to its breast, and had the time of its life among the struggling waves.
But the Inn taught the old river a lesson, and after Passau it no longer
pretended to ignore new arrivals.
This was many days back, of course, and since then we had come to know
other aspects of the great creature, and across the Bavarian wheat plain of
Straubing5 she wandered so slowly under the blazing June sun that we could
well imagine only the surface inches were water, while below there moved,
concealed as by a silken mantle, a whole army of Undines 6, passing silently
and unseen down to the sea, and very leisurely too, lest they be discovered.
Much, too, we forgave her because of her friendliness to the birds and
animals that haunted the shores. Cormorants7 lined the banks in lonely places
in rows like short black palings; gray crows crowded the shingle-beds; storks
stood fishing in the vistas of shallower water that opened up between the
islands, and hawks, swans, and marsh birds of all sorts filled the air with
glinting wings and singing, petulant cries. It was impossible to feel annoyed
with the river's vagaries after seeing a deer leap with a splash into the water at
1
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sunrise and swim past the bows of the canoe; and often we saw fawns peering
at us from the underbrush, or looked straight into the brown eyes of a stag as
we charged full tilt round a corner and entered another reach of the river.
Foxes, too, everywhere haunted the banks, tripping daintily among the
driftwood and disappearing so suddenly that it was impossible to see how they
managed it1.
But now, after leaving Pressburg, everything changed a little, and the
Danube became more serious. It ceased trifling. It was halfway to the Black
Sea, within scenting distance almost of other, stranger countries where no
tricks would be permitted or understood. It became suddenly grown-up, and
claimed our respect and even our awe. It broke out into three arms, for one
thing, that only met again a hundred kilometers farther down, and for a canoe
there were no indications which one was intended to be followed.
"If you take a side channel," said the Hungarian officer we met in the
Pressburg shop while buying provisions, "you may find yourselves, when the
flood subsides, forty miles from anywhere, high and dry, and you may easily
starve. There are no people, no farms, no fishermen. I warn you not to
continue. The river, too, is still rising, and this wind will increase."
The rising river did not alarm us in the least, but the matter of being left
high and dry by a sudden subsidence of the waters might be serious, and we
had consequently laid in an extra stock of provisions. For the rest, the officer's
prophecy held true, and the wind, blowing down a perfectly clear sky,
increased steadily till it reached the dignity of a westerly gale.
It was earlier than usual when we camped, for the sun was a good hour or
two from the horizon, and leaving my friend still asleep on the hot sand, I
wandered about in desultory examination of our hotel. The island, I found,
was less than an acre in extent, a mere sandy bank standing some two or three
feet above the level of the river. The far end, pointing into the sunset, was
covered with flying spray which the tremendous wind drove off the crests of
the broken waves. It was triangular in shape, with the apex upstream.
I stood there for several minutes, watching the impetuous crimson flood
bearing down with a shouting roar, dashing in waves against the bank as
though to sweep it bodily away, and then swirling by in two foaming streams
on either side. The ground seemed to shake with the shock and rush while the
furious movement of the willow bushes as the wind poured over them
increased the curious illusion that the island itself actually moved 2. Above, for
a mile or two, I could see the great river descending upon me: it was like
looking up the slope of a sliding hill, white with foam, and leaping up
everywhere to show itself to the sun.
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The rest of the island was too thickly grown with willows to make walking
pleasant, but I made the tour, nevertheless. From the lower end the light, of
course, changed, and the river looked dark and angry. Only the backs of the
flying waves were visible, streaked with foam, and pushed forcibly by the great
puffs of wind that fell upon them from behind. For a short mile it was visible,
pouring in and out among the islands, and then disappearing with a huge
sweep into the willows, which closed about it like a herd of monstrous
antediluvian1 creatures crowding down to drink. They made me think of
gigantic sponge-like growths that sucked the river up into themselves. They
caused it to vanish from sight. They herded there together in such
overpowering numbers2.
Altogether it was an impressive scene, with its utter loneliness, its bizarre
suggestion; and as I gazed, long and curiously, a singular emotion began stir
somewhere in the depths of me. Midway in my delight of the wild beauty,
there crept unbidden and unexplained, a curious feeling of disquietude, almost
of alarm.
A rising river, perhaps, always suggests something of the ominous: many of
the little islands I saw before me would probably have been swept away by the
morning; this resistless, thundering flood of water touched the sense of awe.
Yet I was aware that my uneasiness lay deeper far than the emotions of awe
and wonder. It was not that I felt. Nor had it directly to do with the power of
the driving wind—this shouting hurricane that might almost carry up a few
acres of willows into the air and scatter them like so much chaff 3 over the
landscape. The wind was simply enjoying itself, for nothing rose out of the flat
landscape to stop it, and I was conscious of sharing its great game with a kind
of pleasurable excitement. Yet this novel emotion had nothing to do with the
wind. Indeed, so vague was the sense of distress I experienced, that it was
impossible to trace it to its source and deal with it accordingly, though I was
aware somehow that it had to do with my realization of our utter
insignificance before this unrestrained power of the elements about me. The
huge-grown river had something to do with it too—a vague, unpleasant idea
that we had somehow trifled with these great elemental 4 forces in whose
power we lay helpless every hour of the day and night. For here, indeed, they
were gigantically at play together, and the sight appealed to the imagination.
But my emotion, so far as I could understand it, seemed to attach itself more
particularly to the willow bushes, to these acres and acres of willows,
crowding, so thickly growing there, swarming everywhere the eye could
reach, pressing upon the river as though to suffocate it, standing in dense
array mile after mile beneath the sky, watching, waiting, listening. And, apart
1
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quite from the elements, the willows connected themselves subtly with my
malaise1, attacking the mind insidiously2 somehow by reason of their vast
numbers, and contriving in some way or other to represent to the imagination
a new and mighty power, a power, moreover, not altogether friendly to us.
Great revelations of nature, of course, never fail to impress in one way or
another, and I was no stranger to moods of the kind. Mountains overawe and
oceans terrify, while the mystery of great forests exercises a spell peculiarly its
own. But all these, at one point or another, somewhere link on intimately with
human life and human experience. They stir comprehensible, even if
alarming, emotions. They tend on the whole to exalt 3.
With this multitude of willows, however, it was something far different, I
felt. Some essence emanated from them that besieged the heart4. A sense of
awe awakened, true, but of awe touched somewhere by a vague terror. Their
serried5 ranks growing everywhere darker about me as the shadows deepened,
moving furiously yet softly in the wind, woke in me the curious and
unwelcome suggestion that we had trespassed here upon the borders of an
alien world, a world where we were intruders, a world where we were not
wanted or invited to remain6—where we ran grave risks perhaps!
The feeling, however, though it refused to yield its meaning entirely to
analysis, did not at the time trouble me by passing into menace. Yet it never
left me quite, even during the very practical business of putting up the tent in
a hurricane of wind and building a fire for the stew-pot. It remained, just
enough to bother and perplex, and to rob a most delightful camping-ground of
a good portion of its charm. To my companion, however, I said nothing, for he
was a man I considered devoid of imagination. In the first place, I could never
have explained to him what I meant, and in the second, he would have
laughed stupidly at me if I had.
There was a slight depression in the center of the island, and here we
pitched the tent. The surrounding willows broke the wind a bit.
"A poor camp," observed the imperturbable Swede when at last the tent
stood upright; "no stones and precious little firewood. I'm for moving on early
to-morrow—eh? This sand won't hold anything."
But the experience of a collapsing tent at midnight had taught us many
devices, and we made the cosy gipsy house as safe as possible, and then set
about collecting a store of wood to last till bedtime. Willow bushes drop no
1
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branches, and driftwood was our only source of supply. We hunted the shores
pretty thoroughly. Everywhere the banks were crumbling as the rising flood
tore at them and carried away great portions with a splash and a gurgle.
"The island's much smaller than when we landed," said the accurate Swede.
"It won't last long at this rate. We'd better drag the canoe close to the tent, and
be ready to start at a moment's notice. I shall sleep in my clothes."
He was a little distance off, climbing along the bank, and I heard his rather
jolly laugh as he spoke.
"By Jove!" I heard him call, a moment later, and turned to see what had
caused his exclamation; but for the moment he was hidden by the willows, and
I could not find him1.
"What in the world's this?" I heard him cry again, and this time his voice
had become serious.
I ran up quickly and joined him on the bank. He was looking over the river,
pointing at something in the water.
"Good Heavens, it's a man's body!" he cried excitedly. "Look!"
A black thing, turning over and over in the foaming waves, swept rapidly
past. It kept disappearing and coming up to the surface again. It was about
twenty feet from the shore, and just as it was opposite to where we stood it
lurched round and looked straight at us. We saw its eyes reflecting the sunset,
and gleaming an odd yellow as the body turned over. Then it gave a swift,
gulping plunge, and dived out of sight in a flash.
"An otter, by gad!" we exclaimed in the same breath, laughing.
It was an otter, alive, and out on the hunt; yet it had looked exactly like the
body of a drowned man turning helplessly in the current. Far below it came to
the surface once again, and we saw its black skin, wet and shining in the
sunlight.
Then, too, just as we turned back, our arms full of driftwood, another thing
happened to recall us to the river bank. This time it really was a man, and
what was more, a man in a boat. Now a small boat on the Danube was an
unusual sight at any time, but here in this deserted region, and at flood time, it
was so unexpected as to constitute a real event. We stood and stared.
Whether it was due to the slanting sunlight, or the refraction from the
wonderfully illumined water, I cannot say, but, whatever the cause, I found it
difficult to focus my sight properly upon the flying apparition. It seemed,
however, to be a man standing upright in a sort of flat-bottomed boat, steering
with a long oar, and being carried down the opposite shore at a tremendous
pace. He apparently was looking across in our direction, but the distance was
too great and the light too uncertain for us to make out very plainly what he
was about. It seemed to me that he was gesticulating and making signs at us.
His voice came across the water to us shouting something furiously but the
wind drowned it so that no single word was audible. There was something
curious about the whole appearance—man, boat, signs, voice—that made an
impression on me out of all proportion to its cause.
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"He's crossing himself!" I cried. "Look, he's making the sign of the cross 1!"
"I believe you're right," the Swede said, shading his eyes with his hand and
watching the man out of sight. He seemed to be gone in a moment, melting
away down there into the sea of willows where the sun caught them in the
bend of the river and turned them into a great crimson wall of beauty 2. Mist,
too, had begun to rise, so that the air was hazy.
"But what in the world is he doing at nightfall on this flooded river?" I said,
half to myself. "Where is he going at such a time, and what did he mean by his
signs and shouting? D'you think he wished to warn us about something?"
"He saw our smoke, and thought we were spirits probably," laughed my
companion. "These Hungarians believe in all sorts of rubbish: you remember
the shopwoman at Pressburg warning us that no one ever landed here because
it belonged to some sort of beings outside man's world! I suppose they believe
in fairies and elementals, possibly demons too. That peasant in the boat saw
people on the islands for the first time in his life," he added, after a slight
pause, "and it scared him, that's all." The Swede's tone of voice was not
convincing, and his manner lacked something that was usually there3. I noted
the change instantly while he talked, though without being able to label it
precisely.
"If they had enough imagination," I laughed loudly—I remember trying to
make as much noise as I could—"they might well people a place like this with
the old gods of antiquity. The Romans must have haunted all this region more
or less with their shrines and sacred groves and elemental deities."
The subject dropped and we returned to our stew-pot, for my friend was
not given to imaginative conversation as a rule. Moreover, just then I
remember feeling distinctly glad that he was not imaginative; his stolid,
practical nature suddenly seemed to me welcome and comforting. It was an
admirable temperament, I felt: he could steer down rapids like a red Indian4,
shoot dangerous bridges and whirlpools better than any white man I ever saw
in a canoe. He was a grand fellow for an adventurous trip, a tower of strength
when untoward things happened. I looked at his strong face and light curly
hair as he staggered along under his pile of driftwood (twice the size of mine!),
and I experienced a feeling of relief. Yes, I was distinctly glad just then that the
Swede was—what he was, and that he never made remarks that suggested
more than they said5.
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"The river's still rising, though," he added, as if following out some thoughts
of his own, and dropping his load with a gasp. "This island will be under water
in two days if it goes on."
"I wish the wind would go down," I said. "I don't care a fig for the river."
The flood, indeed, had no terrors for us; we could get off at ten minutes'
notice, and the more water the better we liked it. It meant an increasing
current and the obliteration of the treacherous shingle-beds that so often
threatened to tear the bottom out of our canoe.
Contrary to our expectations, the wind did not go down with the sun. It
seemed to increase with the darkness, howling overhead and shaking the
willows round us like straws. Curious sounds accompanied it sometimes, like
the explosion of heavy guns, and it fell upon the water and the island in great
flat blows of immense power. It made me think of the sounds a planet must
make, could we only hear it, driving along through space1.
But the sky kept wholly clear of clouds, and soon after supper the full moon
rose up in the east and covered the river and the plain of shouting willows
with a light like the day.
We lay on the sandy patch beside the fire, smoking, listening to the noises
of the night round us, and talking happily of the journey we had already made,
and of our plans ahead. The map lay spread in the door of the tent, but the
high wind made it hard to study, and presently we lowered the curtain and
extinguished the lantern. The firelight was enough to smoke and see each
other's faces by, and the sparks flew about overhead like fireworks. A few
yards beyond, the river gurgled and hissed, and from time to time a heavy
splash announced the falling away of further portions of the bank.
Our talk, I noticed, had to do with the far-away scenes and incidents of our
first camps in the Black Forest, or of other subjects altogether remote from the
present setting, for neither of us spoke of the actual moment more than was
necessary—almost as though we had agreed tacitly to avoid discussion of the
camp and its incidents. Neither the otter nor the boatman, for instance,
received the honor of a single mention, though ordinarily these would have
furnished discussion for the greater part of the evening. They were, of course,
distinct events in such a place.
The scarcity of wood made it a business to keep the fire going, for the wind,
that drove the smoke in our faces wherever we sat, helped at the same time to
make a forced draught. We took it in turn to make foraging expeditions into
the darkness, and the quantity the Swede brought back always made me feel
that he took an absurdly long time finding it; for the fact was I did not care
much about being left alone, and yet it always seemed to be my turn to grub
about among the bushes or scramble along the slippery banks in the
moonlight. The long day's battle with wind and water—such wind and such
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water1!—had tired us both, and an early bed was the obvious program. Yet
neither of us made the move for the tent. We lay there, tending the fire, talking
in desultory fashion, peering about us into the dense willow bushes, and
listening to the thunder of wind and river. The loneliness of the place had
entered our very bones, and silence seemed natural, for after a bit the sound of
our voices became a trifle unreal and forced; whispering would have been the
fitting mode of communication, I felt, and the human voice, always rather
absurd amid the roar of the elements, now carried with it something almost
illegitimate. It was like talking out loud in church2, or in some place where it
was not lawful, perhaps not quite safe, to be overheard.
The eeriness of this lonely island, set among a million willows, swept by a
hurricane, and surrounded by hurrying deep waters, touched us both, I fancy.
Untrodden by man, almost unknown to man, it lay there beneath the moon,
remote from human influence, on the frontier of another world, an alien
world, a world tenanted by willows only and the souls of willows3. And we, in
our rashness, had dared to invade it, even to make use of it! Something more
than the power of its mystery stirred in me as I lay on the sand, feet to fire, and
peered up through the leaves at the stars. For the last time I rose to get
firewood.
"When this has burnt up," I said firmly, "I shall turn in," and my companion
watched me lazily as I moved off into the surrounding shadows.
For an unimaginative man I thought he seemed unusually receptive that
night, unusually open to suggestion of things other than sensory. He too was
touched by the beauty and loneliness of the place. I was not altogether pleased,
I remember, to recognize this slight change in him, and instead of immediately
collecting sticks, I made my way to the far point of the island where the
moonlight on plain and river could be seen to better advantage. The desire to
be alone had come suddenly upon me; my former dread returned in force;
there was a vague feeling in me I wished to face and probe to the bottom.
When I reached the point of sand jutting out among the waves, the spell of
the place descended upon me with a positive shock. No mere "scenery" could
have produced such an effect. There was something more here, something to
alarm.
I gazed across the waste of wild waters; I watched the whispering willows; I
heard the ceaseless beating of the tireless wind; and, one and all, each in its
own way, stirred in me this sensation of a strange distress. But
the willows especially: for ever they went on chattering and talking among
themselves, laughing a little, shrilly crying out, sometimes sighing—but what
it was they made so much to-do about belonged to the secret life of the great
1

Elementals are once more suggested. It is no mistake that Blackwood selects two of the four
elements to highlight as causing a sense of unease and awe
2
Suggesting the serious, venerable, and godlike – the nature that the willows ultimately take on
3
While Blackwood – as will later become clearer – is not implying that the river is haunted by the
literal souls of earthly willow bushes, there is nonetheless a sense that the inanimate things about
them are imbued with a sentience that surpasses that of the vegetable kingdom, rivaling that of
mankind
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plain they inhabited. And it was utterly alien to the world I knew, or to that of
the wild yet kindly elements. They made me think of a host of beings from
another plane of life, another evolution altogether, perhaps, all discussing a
mystery known only to themselves. I watched them moving busily together,
oddly shaking their big bushy heads, twirling their myriad leaves even when
there was no wind. They moved of their own will as though alive, and they
touched, by some incalculable method, my own keen sense of the horrible.
There they stood in the moonlight, like a vast army surrounding our camp,
shaking their innumerable silver spears defiantly, formed all ready for an
attack.
The psychology of places, for some imaginations at least, is very vivid; for
the wanderer, especially, camps have their "note" either of welcome or
rejection. At first it may not always be apparent, because the busy preparations
of tent and cooking prevent, but with the first pause—after supper usually—it
comes and announces itself. And the note of this willow-camp now became
unmistakably plain to me: we were interlopers, trespassers, we were not
welcomed. The sense of unfamiliarity grew upon me as I stood there watching.
We touched the frontier of a region where our presence was resented. For a
night's lodging we might perhaps be tolerated; but for a prolonged and
inquisitive stay—No! by all the gods of the trees and the wilderness, no! We
were the first human influences upon this island, and we were not
wanted. The willows were against us1.
Strange thoughts like these, bizarre fancies, borne I know not whence,
found lodgment in my mind as I stood listening. What, I thought, if, after all,
these crouching willows proved to be alive; if suddenly they should rise up,
like a swarm of living creatures, marshaled by the gods whose territory we had
invaded, sweep towards us off the vast swamps, booming overhead in the
night—and then settle down! As I looked it was so easy to imagine they
actually moved, crept nearer, retreated a little, huddled together in masses,
hostile, waiting for the great wind that should finally start them a-running. I
could have sworn their aspect changed a little, and their ranks deepened and
pressed more closely together.
The melancholy shrill cry of a night bird sounded overhead, and suddenly I
nearly lost my balance as the piece of bank I stood upon fell with a great splash
into the river2, undermined by the flood. I stepped back just in time, and went
1

Besides the sheer dread and beauty of this passage, it is important to note the shift from
disembodied unease to conscious alarm. The willows have been identified as actively malignant
whereas before they were lively, active, at one point even applauding and later laughing. But now, as
the two prepare to turn in to sleep, their grisly nature begins to show more apparent, and the effect is
chilling
2
Intentionally ambiguous, this event accomplishes a variety of objectives; it vaguely hints that the
Willow Land purposefully sank beneath his feet, while leaving enough room for realism (the
likeliest explanation after all is that the naturally-shifting banks eroded without cause or intention).
The result of this confusion is a loss of trust in perception: he can no longer be certain of what is real
and what is imagined – what is dumb cause-and-effect and what is malicious consciousness. At this
point in the narrative, the sand could have given way either naturally or consciously and either
explanation would be satisfactory. It also, of course, continues to beat the drum of lost continuity,
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on hunting for firewood again, half laughing at the odd fancies that crowded
so thickly into my mind and cast their spell upon me. I recall the Swede's
remark about moving on next day, and I was just thinking that I fully agreed
with him, when I turned with a start and saw the subject of my thoughts
standing immediately in front of me. He was quite close. The roar of the
elements had covered his approach1.
"You've been gone so long," he shouted above the wind, "I thought
something must have happened to you."
But there was that in his tone, and a certain look in his face as well, that
conveyed to me more than his actual words, and in a flash I understood the
real reason for his coming. It was because the spell of the place had entered his
soul too, and he did not like being alone.
"River still rising," he cried, pointing to the flood in the moonlight, "and the
wind's simply awful."
He always said the same things, but it was the cry for companionship that
gave the real importance to his words.
"Lucky," I cried back, "our tent's in the hollow. I think it'll hold all right." I
added something about the difficulty of finding wood, in order to explain my
absence, but the wind caught my words and flung them across the river, so
that he did not hear, but just looked at me through the branches, nodding his
head.
"Lucky if we get away without disaster!" he shouted, or words to that effect;
and I remember feeling half angry with him for putting the thought into
words, for it was exactly what I felt myself. There was disaster impending
somewhere, and the sense of presentiment lay unpleasantly upon me.
We went back to the fire and made a final blaze, poking it up with our feet.
We took a last look round. But for the wind the heat would have been
unpleasant. I put this thought into words, and I remember my friend's reply
struck me oddly: that he would rather have the heat, the ordinary July
weather, than this "diabolical wind."
Everything was snug for the night; the canoe lying turned over beside the
tent, with both yellow paddles beneath her; the provision sack hanging from a
willow stem, and the washed-up dishes removed to a safe distance from the
fire, all ready for the morning meal.
We smothered the embers of the fire with sand, and then turned in. The
flap of the tent door was up, and I saw the branches and the stars and the
white moonlight. The shaking willows and the heavy buffetings of the wind
against our taut little house were the last things I remembered as sleep came
down and covered all with its soft and delicious forgetfulness.
II
Suddenly I found myself lying awake, peering from my sandy mattress through
the door of the tent. I looked at my watch pinned against the canvas, and saw
reliability, and trust on the part of the landscape (it cannot be expected to remain as it is because it is
constantly morphing and remorphing, challenging expectations and damning human perception)
1
Interference continues between the two men, preventing clear communication, isolating them
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by the bright moonlight that it was past twelve o'clock—the threshold of a new
day—and I had therefore slept a couple of hours. The Swede was asleep still
beside me; the wind howled as before something plucked at my heart and
made me feel afraid. There was a sense of disturbance in my immediate
neighborhood.
I sat up quickly and looked out. The trees were swaying violently to and fro
as the gusts smote them, but our little bit of green canvas lay snugly safe in the
hollow, for the wind passed over it without meeting enough resistance to make
it vicious. The feeling of disquietude did not pass however, and I crawled
quietly out of the tent to see if our belongings were safe. I moved carefully so
as not to waken my companion. A curious excitement was on me.
I was halfway out, kneeling on all fours, when my eye first took in that the
tops of the bushes opposite, with their moving tracery of leaves, made shapes
against the sky. I sat back on my haunches and stared. It was incredible, surely,
but there, opposite and slightly above me, were shapes of some indeterminate
sort among the willows, and as the branches swayed in the wind they seemed
to group themselves about these shapes, forming a series of monstrous outlines
that shifted rapidly beneath the moon. Close, about fifty feet in front of me, I
saw these things.
My first instinct was to waken my companion that he too might see them,
but something made me hesitate—the sudden realization, probably, that I
should not welcome corroboration; and meanwhile I crouched there staring in
amazement with smarting eyes. I was wide awake. I remember saying to
myself that I was not dreaming.
They first became properly visible, these huge figures, just within the tops
of the bushes—immense bronze-colored, moving, and wholly independent of
the swaying of the branches. I saw them plainly and noted, now I came to
examine them more calmly, that they were very much larger than human, and
indeed that something in their appearance proclaimed them to be not human
at all. Certainly they were not merely the moving tracery of the branches
against the moonlight. They shifted independently. They rose upwards in a
continuous stream from earth to sky, vanishing utterly as soon as they reached
the dark of the sky. They were interlaced one with another, making a great
column, and I saw their limbs and huge bodies melting in and out of each
other, forming this serpentine line that bent and swayed and twisted spirally
with the contortions of the wind-tossed trees. They were nude, fluid shapes,
passing up the bushes, within the leaves almost—rising up in a living column
into the heavens. Their faces I never could see. Unceasingly they poured
upwards, swaying in great bending curves, with a hue of dull bronze upon
their skins1.

1

Bronze is suggestive of antiquity and age, being associated with the Bronze Age (3600 – 1200
BCE) – the time of the Ancient Egyptians, the Trojan War, and the Epic of Gilgamesh. While
Blackwood is not implying that Bronze Age deities are the source of the vision (he is never clear on
what the Willows actually are), the association between the time period when writing first arose and
mankind was first able to record its folklore, religions, and superstitions is mentionable: this is a
great, ancient, and otherworldly power that the two vacationers have encountered
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I stared, trying to force every atom of vision from my eyes. For a long time I
thought they must every moment disappear and resolve themselves into the
movements of the branches and prove to be an optical illusion. I searched
everywhere for a proof of reality, when all the while I understood quite well
that the standard of reality had changed. For the longer I looked the more
certain I became that these figures were real and living, though perhaps not
according to the standards that the camera and the biologist would insist upon.
Far from feeling fear, I was possessed with a sense of awe and wonder such
as I have never known. I seemed to be gazing at the personified elemental
forces of this haunted and primeval region. Our intrusion had stirred the
powers of the place into activity. It was we who were the cause of the
disturbance, and my brain filled to bursting with stories and legends of the
spirits and deities of places that have been acknowledged and worshiped by
men in all ages of the world's history1. But, before I could arrive at any possible
explanation, something impelled me to go farther out, and I crept forward on
to the sand and stood upright. I felt the ground still warm under my bare feet;
the wind tore at my hair and face; and the sound of the river burst upon my
ears with a sudden roar. These things, I knew, were real, and proved that my
senses were acting normally. Yet the figures still rose from earth to heaven,
silent, majestically, in a great spiral of grace and strength that overwhelmed
me at length with a genuine deep emotion of worship. I felt that I must fall
down and worship—absolutely worship2.
Perhaps in another minute I might have done so, when a gust of wind swept
against me with such force that it blew me sideways, and I nearly stumbled
and fell. It seemed to shake the dream violently out of me. At least it gave me
another point of view somehow. The figures still remained, still ascended into
heaven from the heart of the night, but my reason at last began to assert itself.
It must be a subjective experience, I argued—none the less real for that, but
still subjective. The moonlight and the branches combined to work out these
pictures upon the mirror of my imagination, and for some reason I projected
them outwards and made them appear objective. I knew this must be the case,
of course. I was the subject of a vivid and interesting hallucination. I took
courage, and began to move forward across the open patches of sand. By Jove,
though, was it all hallucination? Was it merely subjective? Did not my reason
argue in the old futile way from the little standard of the known 3?
I only know that great column of figures ascended darkly into the sky for
what seemed a very long period of time, and with a very complete measure of

1

As with Lovecraft’s Cthulhu Mythos, the suggestion is that the wide range of human religions and
mythologies are each but one chip of a vast, universal horror that – were it combined into a single
vision – would reveal a malignant, menacing universe full of hatred and hostility
2
Comparable to the theme of Holy Ground depicted in Abrahamic religions (Moses and the burning
bush, Isaiah and the LORD on the throne, the Holy of Holies, the Ark of the Covenant, the
Transfiguration of Christ with Moses and Elijah, etc.) which thrill those who encounter them with a
mingling of terror, reverence, and awe
3
The senses are pitted against reason (the stabilizing force of human sanity) and reason is proven
bankrupt in the face of the alien logic of the Willow Land
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reality as most men are accustomed to gauge reality. Then suddenly they were
gone!
And, once they were gone and the immediate wonder of their great
presence had passed, fear came down upon me with a cold rush. The esoteric 1
meaning of this lonely and haunted region suddenly flamed up within me and
I began to tremble dreadfully. I took a quick look round—a look of horror that
came near to panic—calculating vainly ways of escape; and then, realizing
how helpless I was to achieve anything really effective, I crept back silently
into the tent and lay down again upon my sandy mattress, first lowering the
door-curtain to shut out the sight of the willows in the moonlight, and then
burying my head as deeply as possible beneath the blankets to deaden the
sound of the terrifying wind.
III
As though further to convince me that I had not been dreaming, I remember
that it was a long time before I fell again into a troubled and restless sleep; and
even then only the upper crust of me slept, and underneath there was
something that never quite lost consciousness2, but lay alert and on the watch.
But this second time I jumped up with a genuine start of terror. It was
neither the wind nor the river that woke me, but the slow approach of
something that caused the sleeping portion of me to grow smaller and smaller
till at last it vanished altogether, and I found myself sitting bolt upright—
listening.
Outside there was a sound of multitudinous little patterings. They had been
coming, I was aware, for a long time, and in my sleep they had first become
audible. I sat there nervously wide awake as though I had not slept at all. It
seemed to me that my breathing came with difficulty, and that there was a
great weight upon the surface of my body 3. In spite of the hot night, I felt
clammy with cold and shivered. Something surely was pressing steadily
against the sides of the tent and weighing down upon it from above. Was it the
body of the wind? Was this the pattering rain, the dripping of the leaves? The
spray blown from the river by the wind and gathering in big drops? I thought
quickly of a dozen things.
Then suddenly the explanation leaped into my mind: a bough from the
poplar, the only large tree on the island, had fallen with the wind. Still half
caught by the other branches, it would fall with the next gust and crush us,
and meanwhile its leaves brushed and tapped upon the tight canvas surface of
the tent. I raised the loose flap and rushed out, calling to the Swede to follow.
But when I got out and stood upright I saw that the tent was free. There was
no hanging bough; there was no rain or spray; nothing approached.
1

Obscure, mysterious, cryptic
This secondary consciousness – the same sentience that first detected the threat of the Willow
Land – could be called the victory of the animal over the intellectual, the awakening of primitive
man and the inadequacy of modern society
3
A casual reference to the myth of the night-mare, a goblin, devil, or incubus which sat upon the
chest of sleepers causing its great weight to produce terrifying dreams, visions, and illness
2
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A cold, gray light filtered down through the bushes and lay on the faintly
gleaming sand. Stars still crowded the sky directly overhead, and the wind
howled magnificently, but the fire no longer gave out any glow, and I saw the
east reddening in streaks through the trees. Several hours must have passed
since I stood there before, watching the ascending figures, and the memory of
it now came back to me horribly, like an evil dream. Oh, how tired it made me
feel, that ceaseless raging wind! Yet, though the deep lassitude of a sleepless
night was on me, my nerves were tingling with the activity of an equally
tireless apprehension, and all idea of repose was out of the question. The river I
saw had risen further. Its thunder filled the air, and a fine spray made itself felt
through my thin sleeping shirt.
Yet nowhere did I discover the slightest evidences of anything to cause
alarm. This deep, prolonged disturbance in my heart remained wholly
unaccounted for.
My companion had not stirred when I called him, and there was no need to
waken him now. I looked about me carefully, noting everything: the turnedover canoe; the yellow paddles—two of them, I'm certain; the provision sack
and the extra lantern hanging together from the tree; and, crowding
everywhere about me, enveloping all, the willows, those endless, shaking
willows. A bird uttered its morning cry, and a string of ducks passed with
whirring flight overhead in the twilight. The sand whirled, dry and stinging,
about my bare feet in the wind1.
I walked round the tent and then went out a little way into the bush, so that
I could see across the river to the farther landscape, and the same profound yet
indefinable emotion of distress seized upon me again as I saw the interminable
sea of bushes stretching to the horizon, looking ghostly and unreal in the wan
light of dawn. I walked softly here and there, still puzzling over that odd sound
of infinite pattering, and of that pressure upon the tent that had wakened me.
It must have been the wind, I reflected—the wind beating upon the loose, hot
sand, driving the dry particles smartly against the taut canvas—the wind
dropping heavily upon our fragile roof.
Yet all the time my nervousness and malaise increased appreciably.
I crossed over to the farther shore and noted how the coast line had altered
in the night, and what masses of sand the river had torn away. I dipped my
hands and feet into the cool current, and bathed my forehead. Already there
was a glow of sunrise in the sky and the exquisite freshness of coming day. On
my way back I passed purposely beneath the very bushes where I had seen the
column of figures rising into the air, and midway among the clumps I
suddenly found myself overtaken by a sense of vast terror. From the shadows a
large figure went swiftly by. Some one passed me, as sure as ever man did....
It was a great staggering blow from the wind that helped me forward again,
and once out in the more open space, the sense of terror diminished strangely.
1

Nature is undaunted by the Willow Land – it is at peace with animals and the elements, further
alienating humanity (were the willow things to wage war, it would not – so it seems – be a war in
which Nature would rally on the side of mankind; at best Nature would be neutral, at worst opposing
humanity with the willow things. Either way, humans are alone in the universe)
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The winds were about and walking, I remember saying to myself; for the
winds often move like great presences under the trees. And altogether the fear
that hovered about me was such an unknown and immense kind of fear, so
unlike anything I had ever felt before, that it woke a sense of awe and wonder
in me that did much to counteract its worst effects; and when I reached a high
point in the middle of the island from which I could see the wide stretch of
river, crimson in the sunrise, the whole magical beauty of it all was so
overpowering that a sort of wild yearning woke in me and almost brought a
cry up into the throat.
But this cry found no expression, for as my eyes wandered from the plain
beyond to the island round me and noted our little tent half hidden among the
willows, a dreadful discovery leaped out at me, compared to which my terror
of the walking winds seemed as nothing at all.
For a change, I thought, had somehow come about in the arrangement of
the landscape. It was not that my point of vantage gave me a different view,
but that an alteration had apparently been effected in the relation of the tent to
the willows, and of the willows to the tent. Surely the bushes now crowded
much closer—unnecessarily, unpleasantly close. They had moved nearer.
Creeping with silent feet over the shifting sands, drawing imperceptibly
nearer by soft, unhurried movements, the willows had come closer during the
night. But had the wind moved them, or had they moved of themselves? I
recalled the sound of infinite small patterings and the pressure upon the tent
and upon my own heart that caused me to wake in terror. I swayed for a
moment in the wind like a tree, finding it hard to keep my upright position on
the sandy hillock. There was a suggestion here of personal agency, of
deliberate intention, of aggressive hostility, and it terrified me into a sort of
rigidity.
Then the reaction followed quickly. The idea was so bizarre, so absurd, that
I felt inclined to laugh. But the laughter came no more readily than the cry, for
the knowledge that my mind was so receptive to such dangerous imaginings
brought the additional terror that it was through our minds and not through
our physical bodies that the attack would come, and was coming.
The wind buffeted me about, and, very quickly it seemed, the sun came up
over the horizon, for it was after four o'clock, and I must have stood on that
little pinnacle of sand longer than I knew, afraid to come down at close
quarters with the willows. I returned quietly, creepily, to the tent, first taking
another exhaustive look round and—yes, I confess it—making a few
measurements. I paced out on the warm sand the distances between the
willows and the tent, making a note of the shortest distance particularly.
I crawled stealthily into my blankets. My companion, to all appearances,
still slept soundly, and I was glad that this was so. Provided my experiences
were not corroborated, I could find strength somehow to deny them, perhaps.
With the daylight I could persuade myself that it was all a subjective
hallucination, a fantasy of the night, a projection of the excited imagination.
Nothing further came to disturb me, and I fell asleep almost at once, utterly
exhausted, yet still in dread of hearing again that weird sound of
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multitudinous pattering, or of feeling the pressure upon my heart that had
made it difficult to breathe.
IV
The sun was high in the heavens when my companion woke me from a heavy
sleep and announced that the porridge was cooked and there was just time to
bathe. The grateful smell of frizzling bacon entered the tent door.
"River still rising," he said, "and several islands out in midstream have
disappeared altogether. Our own island's much smaller."
"Any wood left?" I asked sleepily.
"The wood and the island will finish to-morrow in a dead heat," he laughed,
"but there's enough to last us till then."
I plunged in from the point of the island, which had indeed altered a lot in
size and shape during the night, and was swept down in a moment to the
landing place opposite the tent. The water was icy, and the banks flew by like
the country from an express train. Bathing under such conditions was an
exhilarating operation, and the terror of the night seemed cleansed out of me
by a process of evaporation in the brain. The sun was blazing hot; not a cloud
showed itself anywhere; the wind, however, had not abated one little jot.
Quite suddenly then the implied meaning of the Swede's words flashed
across me, showing that he no longer wished to leave posthaste, and had
changed his mind. "Enough to last till to-morrow"—he assumed we should
stay on the island another night. It struck me as odd. The night before he was
so positive the other way. How had the change come about?
Great crumblings of the banks occurred at breakfast, with heavy splashings
and clouds of spray which the wind brought into our frying-pan, and my
fellow-traveler talked incessantly about the difficulty the Vienna-Pesth
steamers must have to find the channel in flood. But the state of his mind
interested and impressed me far more than the state of the river or the
difficulties of the steamers. He had changed somehow since the evening before.
His manner was different—a trifle excited, a trifle shy, with a sort of suspicion
about his voice and gestures. I hardly know how to describe it now in cold
blood, but at the time I remember being quite certain of one thing, viz. 1, that
he had become frightened!
He ate very little breakfast, and for once omitted to smoke his pipe. He had
the map spread open beside him, and kept studying its markings.
"We'd better get off sharp in an hour," I said presently, feeling for an
opening that must bring him indirectly to a partial confession at any rate. And
his answer puzzled me uncomfortably: "Rather! If they'll let us."
"Who'll let us? The elements?" I asked quickly, with affected indifference.
"The powers of this awful place, whoever they are," he replied, keeping his
eyes on the map. "The gods are here, if they are anywhere at all in the world."
"The elements are always the true immortals," I replied, laughing as
naturally as I could manage, yet knowing quite well that my face reflected my
true feelings when he looked up gravely at me and spoke across the smoke:
1

“Namely,” “That is to say”
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"We shall be fortunate if we get away without further disaster."
This was exactly what I had dreaded, and I screwed myself up to the point
of the direct question. It was like agreeing to allow the dentist to extract the
tooth; it had to come anyhow in the long run, and the rest was all pretense.
"Further disaster! Why, what's happened?"
"For one thing—the steering paddle's gone," he said quietly.
"The steering paddle gone!" I repeated, greatly excited, for this was our
rudder, and the Danube in flood without a rudder was suicide1. "But what—"
"And there's a tear in the bottom of the canoe," he added, with a genuine
little tremor in his voice.
I continued staring at him, able only to repeat the words in his face
somewhat foolishly. There, in the heat of the sun, and on this burning sand, I
was aware of a freezing atmosphere descending round us. I got up to follow
him, for he merely nodded his head gravely and led the way towards the tent a
few yards on the other side of the fireplace. The canoe still lay there as I had
last seen her in the night, ribs uppermost, the paddles, or rather, the paddle, on
the sand beside her.
"There's only one," he said, stooping to pick it up. "And here's the rent in the
base-board."
It was on the tip of my tongue to tell him that I had clearly
noticed two paddles a few hours before, but a second impulse made me think
better of it, and I said nothing. I approached to see.
There was a long, finely made tear in the bottom of the canoe where a little
slither of wood had been neatly taken clean out; it looked as if the tooth of a
sharp rock or snag had eaten down her length, and investigation showed that
the hole went through. Had we launched out in her without observing it we
must inevitably have foundered2. At first the water would have made the wood
swell so as to close the hole, but once out in midstream the water must have
poured in, and the canoe, never more than two inches above the surface,
would have filled and sunk very rapidly3.
"There, you see, an attempt to prepare a victim for the sacrifice4," I heard
him saying, more to himself than to me, "two victims rather," he added as he
bent over and ran his fingers along the slit.
1

The forward paddle would be employed chiefly in propulsion while the rear paddle would be
occupied with steering – providing the rear-wheel drive (so to speak) to prevent the craft from
fishtailing, running aground, or being caught in rapids
2
Evenly filled with water and sunk as a result thereof
3
This appears far more sinister than a simple punching of holes – the implication is that the rent was
torn into the bottom in such a subtle and crafty way that the saboteur had intended the two men to
miss it until they were far enough from shore that drowning would be nearly unavoidable
4
The Decadent movement, Symbolism, Art Nouveau, and other artistic and literary movements
during the Fin de siècle and the Edwardian Era venerated the romanticism of Pagan rites and rituals,
causing Roman, Celtic, Frankish, Nordic, and Hellenic Paganism to surge in popularity, both
artistically and practically (cf. Aleister Crowley and the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn – to
which Blackwood briefly belonged). The rite of human sacrifice became a motif of horror, art, and
music (most famously in Stravinsky’s controversial 1913 ballet, The Rite of Spring). The typical
scenario involved a ritual meant to appease the anger of, honor, attract, or absorb supernatural
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I began to whistle—a thing I always do unconsciously when utterly
nonplused—and purposely paid no attention to his words. I was determined to
consider them foolish.
"It wasn't there last night," he said presently, straightening up from his
examination and looking anywhere but at me.
"We must have scratched her in landing, of course," I stopped whistling to
say, "The stones are very sharp——"
I stopped abruptly, for at that moment he turned round and met my eye
squarely. I knew just as well as he did how impossible my explanation was.
There were no stones, to begin with.
"And then there's this to explain too," he added quietly, handing me the
paddle and pointing to the blade.
A new and curious emotion spread freezingly over me as I took and
examined it. The blade was scraped down all over, beautifully scraped, as
though someone had sand-papered it with care, making it so thin that the first
vigorous stroke must have snapped it off at the elbow 1.
"One of us walked in his sleep and did this thing," I said feebly, "or—or it
has been filed by the constant stream of sand particles blown against it by the
wind, perhaps."
"Ah," said the Swede, turning away, laughing a little, "you can explain
everything!2"
"The same wind that caught the steering paddle and flung it so near the
bank that it fell in with the next lump that crumbled," I called out after him,
absolutely determined to find an explanation for everything he showed me.
"I see," he shouted back, turning his head to look at me before disappearing
among the willow bushes3.
Once alone with these perplexing evidences of personal agency, I think my
first thought took the form of "One of us must have done this thing, and it
certainly was not I." But my second thought decided how impossible it was to
suppose, under all the circumstances, that either of us had done it. That my
companion, the trusted friend of a dozen similar expeditions, could have
knowingly had a hand in it, was a suggestion not to be entertained for a
moment. Equally absurd seemed the explanation that this imperturbable and
densely practical nature had suddenly become insane and was busied with
insane purposes.
Yet the fact remained that what disturbed me most, and kept my fear
actively alive even in this blaze of sunshine and wild beauty, was the clear
certainty that some curious alteration had come about in his mind—that he
elements through the offering of a human life. In this tale it may be assumed that a human death is
required to pacify the Willow Things after the two men’s sacrilegious trespassing
1
Once more, the offense is methodical and premeditated, not random or spontaneous. Deliberate
care was taken to ensure a planned disaster
2
A chilling transformation has occurred whereby the imaginative narrator is attempting to
rationalize the marvelous while the unimaginative Swede is unflinchingly convinced that no rational
explanation can shoo away the obvious influence of the supernatural
3
The willows once more pose as an isolating interference
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was nervous, timid, suspicious, aware of goings on he did not speak about,
watching a series of secret and hitherto unmentionable events—waiting, in a
word, for a climax that he expected, and, I thought, expected very soon. This
grew up in my mind intuitively—I hardly knew how.
I made a hurried examination of the tent and its surroundings, but the
measurements of the night remained the same. There were deep hollows
formed in the sand, I now noticed for the first time, basin-shaped and of
various depths and sizes, varying from that of a teacup to a large bowl. The
wind, no doubt, was responsible for these miniature craters, just as it was for
lifting the paddle and tossing it towards the water. The rent in the canoe was
the only thing that seemed quite inexplicable; and, after all, it was conceivable
that a sharp point had caught it when we landed. The examination I made of
the shore did not assist this theory, but all the same I clung to it with that
diminishing portion of my intelligence which I called my "reason." An
explanation of some kind was an absolute necessity, just as some working
explanation of the universe is necessary—however absurd—to the happiness
of every individual who seeks to do his duty in the world and face the
problems of life. The simile1 seemed to me at the time an exact parallel.
I at once set the pitch melting2, and presently the Swede joined me at the
work, though under the best conditions in the world the canoe could not be
safe for traveling till the following day. I drew his attention casually to the
hollows in the sand.
"Yes," he said, "I know. They're all over the island. But you can explain
them, no doubt!"
"Wind, of course," I answered without hesitation. "Have you never watched
those little whirlwinds in the street that twist and twirl everything into a
circle? This sand's loose enough to yield, that's all."
He made no reply, and we worked on in silence for a bit. I watched him
surreptitiously3 all the time, and I had an idea he was watching me. He
seemed, too, to be always listening attentively to something I could not hear, or
perhaps for something that he expected to hear, for he kept turning about and
staring into the bushes, and up into the sky, and out across the water where it
was visible through the openings among the willows. Sometimes he even put
his hand to his ear and held it there for several minutes. He said nothing to me,
however, about it, and I asked no questions. And meanwhile, as he mended
that torn canoe with the skill and address of a red Indian, I was glad to notice
his absorption in the work, for there was a vague dread in my heart that he

1

Poetic, rhetorical, or philosophical comparison of two things, invariably using the words like or as
to link them
2
By melting hardened pine sap in a pan and mixing it with bonding agents such as beeswax, ground
charcoal, or crushed plant fibers, a tarry glue can be formed to secure the rent and to make it water
tight
3
Secretly, sneakily
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would speak of the changed aspect of the willows. And, if he had noticed that,
my imagination could no longer be held a sufficient explanation of it1.
At length, after a long pause, he began to talk.
"Queer thing," he added in a hurried sort of voice, as though he wanted to
say something and get it over. "Queer thing, I mean, about that otter last
night."
I had expected something so totally different that he caught me with
surprise, and I looked up sharply.
"Shows how lonely this place is. Otters are awfully shy things—"
"I don't mean that, of course," he interrupted. "I mean—do you think—did
you think it really was an otter?"
"What else, in the name of Heaven, what else?"
"You know, I saw it before you did, and at first it seemed—so much bigger
than an otter."
"The sunset as you looked upstream magnified it, or something," I replied.
He looked at me absently a moment, as though his mind were busy with
other thoughts.
"It had such extraordinary yellow eyes," he went on half to himself.
"That was the sun too," I laughed, a trifle boisterously. "I suppose you'll
wonder next if that fellow in the boat——"
I suddenly decided not to finish the sentence. He was in the act again of
listening, turning his head to the wind, and something in the expression of his
face made me halt. The subject dropped, and we went on with our caulking.
Apparently he had not noticed my unfinished sentence. Five minutes later,
however, he looked at me across the canoe, the smoking pitch in his hand, his
face exceedingly grave.
"I did rather wonder, if you want to know," he said slowly, "what that thing
in the boat was. I remember thinking at the time it was not a man. The whole
business seemed to rise quite suddenly out of the water 2."
I laughed again boisterously in his face, but this time there was impatience
and a strain of anger too, in my feeling.
"Look here now," I cried, "this place is quite queer enough without going
out of our way to imagine things! That boat was an ordinary boat, and the man
in it was an ordinary man, and they were both going downstream as fast as
they could lick. And that otter was an otter, so don't let's play the fool about it!"
He looked steadily at me with the same grave expression. He was not in the
least annoyed. I took courage from his silence.
"And for heaven's sake," I went on, "don't keep pretending you hear things,
because it only gives me the jumps, and there's nothing to hear but the river
and this cursed old thundering wind."

1

Imagination and sensations have now explicitly exchanged places: imagination is now required to
maintain the illusion of normalcy while reason and sensation provide terrifying explanations – it is,
in a sense, more ludicrous, romantic, and flighty to suggest that the fantastical has not occurred
2
A possible reference to a water elemental – a water spirit manifesting itself at will into a
recognizable form in order to convey a message
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"You fool!" he answered in a low, shocked voice, "you utter fool. That's just
the way all victims talk. As if you didn't understand just as well as I do!" he
sneered with scorn in his voice, and a sort of resignation. "The best thing you
can do is to keep quiet and try to hold your mind as firm as possible. This
feeble attempt at self-deception only makes the truth harder when you're
forced to meet it."
My little effort was over, and I found nothing more to say, for I knew quite
well his words were true, and that I was the fool, not he. Up to a certain stage
in the adventure he kept ahead of me easily, and I think I felt annoyed to be
out of it, to be thus proved less psychic, less sensitive than himself to these
extraordinary happenings, and half ignorant all the time of what was going on
under my very nose. He knew from the very beginning, apparently. But at the
moment I wholly missed the point of his words about the necessity of there
being a victim, and that we ourselves were destined to satisfy the want. I
dropped all pretense thenceforward, but thenceforward likewise my fear
increased steadily to the climax.
"But you're quite right about one thing," he added, before the subject
passed, "and that is that we're wiser not to talk about it, or even to think about
it, because what one thinks finds expression in words, and what one says,
happens."
That afternoon, while the canoe dried and hardened, we spent trying to
fish, testing the leak, collecting wood, and watching the enormous flood of
rising water. Masses of driftwood swept near our shores sometimes, and we
fished for them with long willow branches. The island grew perceptibly
smaller as the banks were torn away with great gulps and splashes. The
weather kept brilliantly fine till about four o'clock, and then for the first time
for three days the wind showed signs of abating. Clouds began to gather in the
southwest, spreading thence slowly over the sky.
This lessening of the wind came as a great relief, for the incessant roaring,
banging, and thundering had irritated our nerves. Yet the silence that came
about five o'clock with its sudden cessation was in a manner quite as
oppressive. The booming of the river had everything its own way then: it filled
the air with deep murmurs, more musical than the wind noises, but infinitely
more monotonous. The wind held many notes, rising, falling, always beating
out some sort of great elemental tune; whereas the river's song lay between
three notes at most—dull pedal notes1, that held a lugubrious quality foreign
to the wind, and somehow seemed to me, in my then nervous state, to sound
wonderfully well the music of doom.
It was extraordinary, too, how the withdrawal suddenly of bright sunlight
took everything out of the landscape that made for cheerfulness; and since this
particular landscape had already managed to convey the suggestion of
something sinister, the change of course was all the more unwelcome and
noticeable. For me, I know, the darkening outlook became distinctly more
alarming, and I found myself more than once calculating how soon after
1

A reference to the bellowing drones of an organ, the deep tones that form the undercurrent to the
higher-pitched melody
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sunset the full moon would get up in the east, and whether the gathering
clouds would greatly interfere with her lighting of the little island.
With this general hush of the wind—though it still indulged in occasional
brief gusts—the river seemed to me to grow blacker, the willows to stand more
densely together. The latter, too, kept up a sort of independent movement of
their own, rustling among themselves when no wind stirred, and shaking
oddly from the roots upwards. When common objects in this way become
charged with the suggestion of horror, they stimulate the imagination far more
than things of unusual appearance; and these bushes, crowding huddled about
us, assumed for me in the darkness a bizarre grotesquerie1 of appearance that
lent to them somehow the aspect of purposeful and living creatures. Their very
ordinariness, I felt, masked what was malignant and hostile to us 2. The forces
of the region drew nearer with the coming of night. They were focusing upon
our island, and more particularly upon ourselves. For thus, somehow, in the
terms of the imagination, did my really indescribable sensations in this
extraordinary place present themselves.
I had slept a good deal in the early afternoon, and had thus recovered
somewhat from the exhaustion of a disturbed night, but this only served
apparently to render me more susceptible than before to the obsessing spell of
the haunting. I fought against it, laughing at my feelings as absurd and
childish, with very obvious physiological explanations, yet, in spite of every
effort, they gained in strength upon me so that I dreaded the night as a child
lost in a forest must dread the approach of darkness.
The canoe we had carefully covered with a waterproof sheet during the
day, and the one remaining paddle had been securely tied by the Swede to the
base of a tree, lest the wind should rob us of that too. From five o'clock
onwards I busied myself with the stew-pot and preparations for dinner, it
being my turn to cook that night. We had potatoes, onions, bits of bacon fat to
add flavour, and a general thick residue from former stews at the bottom of the
pot; with black bread broken up into it the result was most excellent, and it
was followed by a stew of plums with sugar and a brew of strong tea with
dried milk. A good pile of wood lay close at hand, and the absence of wind
made my duties easy. My companion sat lazily watching me, dividing his
attentions between cleaning his pipe and giving useless advice—an admitted
privilege of the off-duty man. He had been very quiet all the afternoon,
engaged in re-caulking the canoe, strengthening the tent ropes, and fishing for
driftwood while I slept. No more talk about undesirable things had passed
between us, and I think his only remarks had to do with the gradual
destruction of the island, which he declared was now fully a third smaller than
when we first landed.
The pot had just begun to bubble when I heard his voice calling to me from
the bank, where he had wandered away without my noticing. I ran up.

1

Something with a grotesque aspect – that is to say, something alien, bizarre, distorted ,or perverse
This suggests that the Willow Things are disguising themselves as willows; their true appearance
and Nature is hidden from human understanding
2
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"Come and listen," he said, "and see what you make of it." He held his hand
cup-wise to his ear, as so often before.
"Now do you hear anything?" he asked, watching me curiously.
We stood there, listening attentively together. At first I heard only the deep
note of the water and the hissings rising from its turbulent surface. The
willows, for once, were motionless and silent. Then a sound began to reach my
ears faintly, a peculiar sound—something like the humming of a distant gong.
It seemed to come across to us in the darkness from the waste of swamps and
willows opposite. It was repeated at regular intervals, but it was certainly
neither the sound of a bell nor the hooting of a distant steamer. I can liken it to
nothing so much as to the sound of an immense gong, suspended far up in the
sky, repeating incessantly its muffled metallic note, soft and musical, as it was
repeatedly struck. My heart quickened as I listened.
"I've heard it all day," said my companion. "While you slept this afternoon it
came all round the island. I hunted it down, but could never get near enough
to see—to localize it correctly. Sometimes it was overhead, and sometimes it
seemed under the water. Once or twice, too, I could have sworn it was not
outside at all, but within myself—you know—the way a sound in the fourth
dimension1 is supposed to come."
I was too much puzzled to pay much attention to his words. I listened
carefully, striving to associate it with any known familiar sound I could think
of, but without success. It changed in direction, too, coming nearer, and then
sinking utterly away into remote distance. I cannot say that it was ominous in
quality, because to me it seemed distinctly musical, yet I must admit it set going
a distressing feeling that made me wish I had never heard it.
"The wind blowing in those sand-funnels," I said, determined to find an
explanation, "or the bushes rubbing together after the storm perhaps."
"It comes off the whole swamp," my friend answered. "It comes from
everywhere at once." He ignored my explanations. "It comes from the willow
bushes somehow——"
"But now the wind has dropped," I objected "The willows can hardly make a
noise by themselves, can they?"
His answer frightened me, first because I had dreaded it, and secondly,
because I knew intuitively it was true.
"It is because the wind has dropped we now hear it. It was drowned before.
It is the cry, I believe of the——"
I dashed back to my fire, warned by a sound of bubbling that the stew was
in danger, but determined at the same time to escape from further
conversation. I was resolute, if possible, to avoid the exchanging of views. I
dreaded, too, that he would begin again about the gods, or the elemental
forces, or something else disquieting, and I wanted to keep myself well in hand
for what might happen later. There was another night to be faced before we
escaped from this distressing place, and there was no knowing yet what it
might bring forth.
1

Among the many theories involving the terror of “The Willows” is the proposal that the two
characters have trodden into an alternate dimension where time and space are malleable
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"Come and cut up bread for the pot," I called to him, vigorously stirring the
appetizing mixture. That stew-pot held sanity for us both, and the thought
made me laugh.
He came over slowly and took the provision sack from the tree, fumbling in
its mysterious depths, and then emptying the entire contents upon the groundsheet at his feet.
"Hurry up!" I cried; "it's boiling."
The Swede burst out into a roar of laughter that startled me. It was forced
laughter, not artificial exactly, but mirthless.
"There's nothing here!" he shouted, holding his sides.
"Bread, I mean."
"It's gone. There is no bread. They've taken it!"
I dropped the long spoon and ran up. Everything the sack had contained lay
upon the ground-sheet, but there was no loaf.
The whole dead weight of my growing fear fell upon me and shook me.
Then I burst out laughing too. It was the only thing to do: and the sound of my
own laughter also made me understand his. The strain of psychical pressure
caused it—this explosion of unnatural laughter in both of us; it was an effort
of repressed forces to seek relief; it was a temporary safety valve. And with
both of us it ceased quite suddenly.
"How criminally stupid of me!" I cried, still determined to be consistent and
find an explanation. "I clean forgot to buy a loaf at Pressburg. That chattering
woman put everything out of my head, and I must have left it lying on the
counter or——"
"The oatmeal, too, is much less than it was this morning," the Swede
interrupted.
Why in the world need he draw attention to it? I thought angrily.
"There's enough for to-morrow," I said, stirring vigorously, "and we can get
lots more at Komorn or Gran1. In twenty-four hours we shall be miles from
here."
"I hope so—to God," he muttered, putting the things back into the sack,
"unless we're claimed first as victims for the sacrifice," he added with a foolish
laugh. He dragged the sack into the tent, for safety's sake, I suppose, and I
heard him mumbling on to himself, but so indistinctly that it seemed quite
natural for me to ignore his words.
Our meal was beyond question a gloomy one, and we ate it almost in
silence, avoiding one another's eyes, and keeping the fire bright. Then we
washed up and prepared for the night, and, once smoking, our minds
unoccupied with any definite duties, the apprehension I had felt all day long
became more and more acute. It was not then active fear, I think, but the very
vagueness of its origin distressed me far more than if I had been able to ticket
1

Komárno (a Slovakian city 70 miles downriver from Pressburg) and Esztergrom (a Hungarian city
88 miles downriver from Pressburg). This helps to pinpoint the story’s setting – somewhere
midstream between Bratislava and Komarno, somewhere along the Hungarian border with Slovakia,
and – most likely – at some point between the towns of Vojka nad Dunajom and Medvedov where a
great marsh of snaking tributaries tangles throughout the landscape like twisted spaghetti
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and face it squarely. The curious sound I have likened to the note of a gong
became now almost incessant, and filled the stillness of the night with a faint,
continuous ringing rather than a series of distinct notes. At one time it was
behind and at another time in front of us. Sometimes I fancied it came from the
bushes on our left, and then again from the clumps on our right. More often it
hovered directly overhead like the whirring of wings. It was really everywhere
at once, behind, in front, at our sides and over our heads, completely
surrounding us. The sound really defies description. But nothing within my
knowledge is like that ceaseless muffled humming rising off the deserted world
of swamps and willows.
We sat smoking in comparative silence, the strain growing every minute
greater. The worst feature of the situation seemed to me that we did not know
what to expect, and could therefore make no sort of preparation by way of
defense. We could anticipate nothing. My explanations made in the sunshine,
moreover, now came to haunt me with their foolish and wholly unsatisfactory
nature, and it was more and more clear to me that some kind of plain talk with
my companion was inevitable, whether I liked it or not. After all, we had to
spend the night together, and to sleep in the same tent side by side. I saw that I
could not get along much longer without the support of his mind, and for that,
of course, plain talk was imperative. As long as possible, however, I postponed
this little climax, and tried to ignore or laugh at the occasional sentences he
flung into the emptiness.
Some of these sentences, moreover, were confoundedly disquieting to me,
coming as they did to corroborate much that I felt myself: corroboration, too—
which made it so much more convincing—from a totally different point of
view. He composed such curious sentences, and hurled them at me in such an
inconsequential sort of way, as though his main line of thought was secret to
himself, and these fragments were the bits he found it impossible to digest. He
got rid of them by uttering them. Speech relieved him. It was like being sick.
"There are things about us, I'm sure, that make for disorder, disintegration,
destruction, our destruction," he said once, while the fire blazed between us.
"We've strayed out of a safe line somewhere."
And another time, when the gong sounds had come nearer, ringing much
louder than before, and directly over our heads, he said, as though talking to
himself:
"I don't think a phonograph would show any record of that. The sound
doesn't come to me by the ears at all. The vibrations reach me in another
manner altogether, and seem to be within me, which is precisely how a fourth
dimension sound might be supposed to make itself heard 1."
I purposely made no reply to this, but I sat up a little closer to the fire and
peered about me into the darkness. The clouds were massed all over the sky
and no trace of moonlight came through. Very still, too, everything was, so
that the river and the frogs had things all their own way.

1

The Willow Things operate beyond the boundaries of understood physics, overturning rationality
and human comprehension, challenging mankind’s ability to understand and thereby objectify them
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"It has that about it," he went on, "which is utterly out of common
experience. It is unknown. Only one thing describes it really: it is a nonhuman sound; I mean a sound outside humanity 1."
Having rid himself of this indigestible morsel, he lay quiet for a time; but he
had so admirably expressed my own feeling that it was a relief to have the
thought out, and to have confined it by the limitation of words from dangerous
wandering to and fro in the mind.
The solitude of that Danube camping-place, can I ever forget it? The feeling
of being utterly alone on an empty planet! My thoughts ran incessantly upon
cities and the haunts of men. I would have given my soul, as the saying is, for
the "feel" of those Bavarian villages we had passed through by the score; for the
normal, human commonplaces, peasants drinking beer, tables beneath the
trees, hot sunshine, and a ruined castle on the rocks behind the red-roofed
church. Even the tourists would have been welcome2.
Yet what I felt of dread was no ordinary ghostly fear. It was infinitely
greater, stranger, and seemed to arise from some dim ancestral sense of terror
more profoundly disturbing than anything I had known or dreamed of 3. We
had "strayed," as the Swede put it, into some region or some set of conditions
where the risks were great, yet unintelligible to us; where the frontiers of some
unknown world lay close about us. It was a spot held by the dwellers in some
outer space, a sort of peephole whence they could spy upon the earth,
themselves unseen, a point where the veil between had worn a little thin. As
the final result of too long a sojourn here, we should be carried over the
border and deprived of what we called "our lives," yet by mental, not physical,
processes. In that sense, as he said, we should be the victims of our
adventure—a sacrifice4.

1

That is to say, beyond the realm of human intellect – a truly alien force with truly alien rules
The strength and power of the Willow Things lies in their ability to thrive beyond the realm of
mundane human society; they are the antithesis of taxes, pavement, bistros, gossip, and
advertisements. They are primeval and yet futuristic, ancient and yet unknown, vestigial and
evolved. They lurk in mankind’s past – in animal instinct – and in mankind’s future – in
extraterrestrial physics and extinction – and the distraction of bourgeois minutiae is enough to muffle
their potency, but when the human animal is removed from the flash and drone of civilization,
something primordial within his own nature responds to the threat, and something distant – beyond
his current evolution – recognizes his doom. Society is a distraction from these animalistic instincts,
and the narrator thirsts for its meaningless banalities
3
This quintessentially describes the ethos of Weird Fiction. H. P. Lovecraft, in “Supernatural Horror
in Fiction” detailed the genre in similar terms: “The true weird tale has something more than secret
murder, bloody bones, or a sheeted form clanking chains according to rule. A certain atmosphere of
breathless and unexplainable dread of outer, unknown forces must be present; and there must be a
hint, expressed with a seriousness and portentousness becoming its subject, of that most terrible
conception of the human brain--a malign and particular suspension or defeat of those fixed laws of
Nature which are our only safeguard against the assaults of chaos and the daemons of unplumbed
space.”
4
Comparable in many ways to the oeuvre of Lovecraft, particularly to “The Whisperer in the
Darkness” wherein the consciousness – the intellectual faculty – of humans are abducted from their
bodies and taken to the dark planet Yuggoth
2
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It took us in different fashion, each according to the measure of his
sensitiveness and powers of resistance. I translated it vaguely into a
personification of the mightily disturbed elements, investing them with the
horror of a deliberate and malefic1 purpose, resentful of our audacious
intrusion into their breeding-place; whereas my friend threw it into the
unoriginal form at first of a trespass on some ancient shrine, some place where
the old gods still held sway, where the emotional forces of former worshipers
still clung, and the ancestral portion of him yielded to the old pagan spell 2.
At any rate, here was a place unpolluted by men, kept clean by the winds
from coarsening human influences, a place where spiritual agencies were
within reach and aggressive. Never, before or since, have I been so attacked by
indescribable suggestions of a "beyond region," of another scheme of life,
another evolution not parallel to the human. And in the end our minds would
succumb under the weight of the awful spell, and we should be drawn across
the frontier into their world.
Small things testified to this amazing influence of the place, and now in the
silence round the fire they allowed themselves to be noted by the mind. The
very atmosphere had proved itself a magnifying medium to distort every
indication: the otter rolling in the current, the hurrying boatman making
signs, the shifting willows, one and all had been robbed of its natural
character3, and revealed in something of its other aspect—as it existed across
the border in that other region. And this changed aspect I felt was new not
merely to me, but to the race. The whole experience whose verge we touched
was unknown to humanity at all. It was a new order of experience, and in the
true sense of the word unearthly.
"It's the deliberate, calculating purpose that; reduces one's courage to zero,"
the Swede said suddenly, as if he had been actually following my thoughts.
"Otherwise imagination might count for much. But the paddle, the canoe, the
lessening food——"
"Haven't I explained all that once?" I interrupted viciously.
"You have," he answered dryly; "you have indeed."
He made other remarks too, as usual, about what he called the "plain
determination to provide a victim"; but, having now arranged my thoughts
better, I recognized that this was simply the cry of his frightened soul against
the knowledge that he was being attacked in a vital part4, and that he would be
somehow taken or destroyed. The situation called for a courage and calmness
of reasoning that neither of us could compass, and I have never before been so
1

Capable of or causing harm, particularly through supernatural means
This suggests that it could either an extraterrestrial force intruding upon mankind, or the psychic
residue and emotional imprint of ancient cults. Neither is authorized by Blackwood, however, and
the genuine nature of the Willow Things is left up to speculation, but these two theories are helpful
in imagining the possibilities
3
Several suggestions are possible here: that the world we perceive daily might not have the
character we imagine it to have; that the Willow Things are capable of invading perception and
distorting our interpretations of commonplace things; that reality is relative and unstable
4
That is to say, reason, sanity, intellectual confidence
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clearly conscious of two persons in me—the one that explained everything,
and the other that laughed at such foolish explanations, yet was horribly
afraid.
Meanwhile, in the pitchy night the fire died down and the woodpile grew
small. Neither of us moved to replenish the stock, and the darkness
consequently came up very close to our faces. A few feet beyond the circle of
firelight it was inky black. Occasionally a stray puff of wind set the billows
shivering about us, but apart from this not very welcome sound a deep and
depressing silence reigned, broken only by the gurgling of the river and the
humming in the air overhead.
We both missed, I think, the shouting company of the winds.
At length, at a moment when a stray puff prolonged itself as though the
wind were about to rise again, I reached the point for me of saturation, the
point where it was absolutely necessary to find relief in plain speech, or else to
betray myself by some hysterical extravagance that must have been far worse
in its effect upon both of us. I kicked the fire into a blaze, and turned to my
companion abruptly. He looked up with a start.
"I can't disguise it any longer," I said; "I don't like this place, and the
darkness, and the noises, and the awful feelings I get. There's something here
that beats me utterly. I'm in a blue funk, and that's the plain truth. If the other
shore was—different, I swear I'd be inclined to swim for it!"
The Swede's face turned very white beneath the deep tan of sun and wind.
He stared straight at me and answered quietly, but his voice betrayed his huge
excitement by its unnatural calmness. For the moment, at any rate, he was the
strong man of the two. He was more phlegmatic1, for one thing.
"It's not a physical condition we can escape from by running away," he
replied, in the tone of a doctor diagnosing some grave disease; "we must sit
tight and wait. There are forces close here that could kill a herd of elephants in
a second as easily as you or I could squash a fly. Our only chance is to keep
perfectly still. Our insignificance perhaps may save us 2."
I put a dozen questions into my expression of face, but found no words. It
was precisely like listening to an accurate description of a disease whose
symptoms had puzzled me.
"I mean that so far, although aware of our disturbing presence, they have
not found us—not 'located' us, as the Americans say," he went on. "They're
blundering about like men hunting for a leak of gas. The paddle and canoe and
provisions prove that. I think they feel us, but cannot actually see us. We must

1

Apathetic, indifferent, stoic
Another mainstay of weird fiction is the inversion of anthropocentricism – the belief or perception
that humanity is the greatest accomplishment of the universe, and that our cares, concerns, and
ambitions are both unrivalled and unchallenged, that any force which opposes us must, by necessity,
either be inferior or an equal. Weird fiction often explores the theory that humanity is not only
insignificant, but bug-like and incomprehensibly meaningless to the larger forces of the universe.
The Swede suggests that their only chance lies in playing up their own pathetic insignificance
2
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keep our minds quiet—it's our minds they feel. We must control our thoughts1,
or it's all up with us."
"Death you mean?" I stammered, icy with the horror of his suggestion.
"Worse—by far," he said. "Death, according to one's belief, means either
annihilation or release from the limitations of the senses, but it involves no
change of character. You don't suddenly alter just because the body's gone. But
this means a radical alteration, a complete change, a horrible loss of oneself by
substitution—far worse than death, and not even annihilation. We happen to
have camped in a spot where their region touches ours where the veil between
has worn thin"—horrors! he was using my very own phrase, my actual
words2—"so that they are aware of our being in their neighborhood."
"But who are aware?" I asked.
I forgot the shaking of the willows in the windless calm, the humming
overhead, everything except that I was waiting for an answer that I dreaded
more than I can possibly explain.
He lowered his voice at once to reply, leaning forward a little over the fire,
an indefinable change in his face that made me avoid his eyes and look down
upon the ground.
"All my life," he said, "I have been strangely, vividly conscious of another
region—not far removed from our own world in one sense, yet wholly
different in kind—where great things go on unceasingly, where immense and
terrible personalities hurry by, intent on vast purposes compared to which
earthly affairs, the rise and fall of nations, the destinies of empires, the fate of
armies and continents, are all as dust in the balance; vast purposes, I mean,
that deal directly with the soul, and not indirectly with mere expressions of the
soul3—"
"I suggest just now—" I began, seeking to stop him, feeling as though I was
face to face with a madman. But he instantly overbore me with his torrent
that had to come.
"You think," he said, "it is the spirits of the elements, and I thought perhaps
it was the old gods. But I tell you now it is—neither. These would be
comprehensible entities, for they have relations with men, depending upon
them for worship or sacrifice, whereas these beings who are now about us
have absolutely nothing to do with mankind, and it is mere chance that their
space happens just at this spot to touch our own."
The mere conception, which his words somehow made so convincing, as I
listened to them there in the dark stillness of that lonely island, set me shaking
a little all over. I found it impossible to control my movements.
1

The fourth dimension
Suggesting that the world of mankind – defined by physical barriers and boundaries – has worn
terribly thin: their thoughts and phrasings are intermingling as the incorporeal realm of the Willow
Things wears away at their physical autonomy making bodily privacy invalidated (as the Swede
suggests by implying that the Willow Things do not kill the body and the spirit: they absorb (to give
it an inadequate term) the essential elements of consciousness into their own world)
3
“Expressions of the soul—” meaning ambitions, politics, industry, physical desires meant to
appease psychical deficiencies
2
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"And what do you propose?" I began again.
"A sacrifice, a victim, might save us by distracting them until we could get
away," he went on, "just as the wolves stop to devour the dogs and give the
sleigh another start. But—I see no chance of any other victim now."
I stared blankly at him. The gleam in his eyes was dreadful. Presently he
continued.
"It's the willows, of course. The willows mask the others, but the others are
feeling about for us. If we let our minds betray our fear, we're lost, lost utterly."
He looked at me with an expression so calm, so determined, so sincere, that I
no longer had any doubts as to his sanity. He was as sane as any man ever was.
"If we can hold out through the night," he added, "we may get off in the
daylight unnoticed, or rather, undiscovered."
"But you really think a sacrifice would——"
That gong-like humming came down very close over our heads as I spoke,
but it was my friend's scared face that really stopped my mouth.
"Hush!" he whispered, holding up his hand. "Do not mention them more
than you can help. Do not refer to them by name. To name is to reveal: it is the
inevitable clue, and our only hope lies in ignoring them, in order that they may
ignore us."
"Even in thought?" He was extraordinarily agitated.
"Especially in thought. Our thoughts make spirals in their world. We must
keep them out of our minds at all costs if possible."
I raked the fire together to prevent the darkness having everything its own
way. I never longed for the sun as I longed for it then in the awful blackness of
that summer night.
"Were you awake all last night?" he went on suddenly.
"I slept badly a little after dawn," I replied evasively, trying to follow his
instructions, which I knew instinctively were true, "but the wind, of course—"
"I know. But the wind won't account for all the noises."
"Then you heard it too?"
"The multiplying countless little footsteps I heard," he said, adding, after a
moment's hesitation, "and that other sound—"
"You mean above the tent, and the pressing down upon us of something
tremendous, gigantic?"
He nodded significantly.
"It was like the beginning of a sort of inner suffocation?" I said.
"Partly, yes. It seemed to me that the weight of the atmosphere had been
altered—had increased enormously, so that we should be crushed."
"And that," I went on, determined to have it all out, pointing upwards
where the gong-like note hummed ceaselessly, rising and falling like wind.
"What do you make of that?"
"It's their sound," he whispered gravely. "It's the sound of their world, the
humming in their region. The division here is so thin that it leaks through
somehow. But, if you listen carefully, you'll find it's not above so much as
around us. It's in the willows. It's the willows themselves humming, because
here the willows have been made symbols of the forces that are against us."
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I could not follow exactly what he meant by this, yet the thought and idea
in my mind were beyond question the thought and idea in his. I realized what
he realized, only with less power of analysis than his. It was on the tip of my
tongue to tell him at last about my hallucination of the ascending figures and
the moving bushes, when he suddenly thrust his face again close into mine
across the firelight and began to speak in a very earnest whisper. He amazed
me by his calmness and pluck, his apparent control of the situation. This man I
had for years deemed unimaginative, stolid!
"Now listen," he said. "The only thing for us to do is to go on as though
nothing had happened, follow our usual habits, go to bed, and so forth;
pretend we feel nothing and notice nothing. It is a question wholly of the
mind, and the less we think about them the better our chance of escape. Above
all, don't think, for what you think happens!"
"All right," I managed to reply, simply breathless with his words and the
strangeness of it all; "all right, I'll try, but tell me one thing more first. Tell me
what you make of those hollows in the ground all about us, those sandfunnels?"
"No!" he cried, forgetting to whisper in his excitement. "I dare not, simply
dare not, put the thought into words. If you have not guessed I am glad. Don't
try to. They have put it into my mind1; try your hardest to prevent their putting
it into yours."
He sank his voice again to a whisper before he finished, and I did not press
him to explain. There was already just about as much horror in me as I could
hold. The conversation came to an end, and we smoked our pipes busily in
silence.
Then something happened, something unimportant apparently, as the way
is when the nerves are in a very great state of tension, and this small thing for
a brief space gave me an entirely different point of view. I chanced to look
down at my sand-shoe2—the sort we used for the canoe—and something to do
with the hole at the toe suddenly recalled to me the London shop where I had
bought them, the difficulty the man had in fitting me, and other details of the
uninteresting but practical operation. At once, in its train, followed a
wholesome view of the modern skeptical world I was accustomed to move in at
home. I thought of roast beef and ale, motor-cars, policemen, brass bands, and
a dozen other things that proclaimed the soul of ordinariness or utility. The
effect was immediate and astonishing even to myself3. Psychologically, I
suppose, it was simply a sudden and violent reaction after the strain of living
in an atmosphere of things that to the normal consciousness must seem
impossible and incredible. But, whatever the cause, it momentarily lifted the
1

The physical boundaries have softened so much that the Willow Things appear to be congressing
openly with the Swede, communicating telepathically with their physics just as humans would
communicate through their senses of hearing
2
A canvas slipper or loafer used for beachwear
3
As previously mentioned, the Willow Things are powerful when the human mind is removed from
bourgeois banalities such as beef, shops, cars, and banter – things which create the illusion of an
anthropocentric universe where the concerns of man are paramount
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spell from my heart, and left me for the short space of a minute feeling free
and utterly unafraid. I looked up at my friend opposite.
"You damned old pagan!" I cried, laughing aloud in his face. "You
imaginative idiot! You superstitious idolator! You——"
I stopped in the middle, seized anew by the old horror. I tried to smother
the sound of my voice as something sacrilegious. The Swede, of course, heard it
too—that strange cry overhead in the darkness—and that sudden drop in the
air as though something had come nearer.
He had turned ashen white under the tan. He stood bolt upright in front of
the fire, stiff as a rod, staring at me.
"After that," he said in a sort of helpless, frantic way, "we must go! We can't
stay now; we must strike camp this very instant and go on—down the river."
He was talking, I saw, quite wildly, his words dictated by abject terror—the
terror he had resisted so long, but which had caught him at last.
"In the dark?" I exclaimed, shaking with fear after my hysterical outburst,
but still realizing our position better than he did. "Sheer madness! The river's
in flood, and we've only got a single paddle. Besides, we only go deeper into
their country! There's nothing ahead for fifty miles but willows, willows,
willows!"
He sat down again in a state of semi-collapse. The positions, by one of those
kaleidoscopic changes nature loves, were suddenly reversed, and the control of
our forces passed over into my hands. His mind at last had reached the point
where it was beginning to weaken.
"What on earth possessed you to do such a thing?" he whispered, with the
awe of genuine terror in his voice and face.
I crossed round to his side of the fire. I took both his hands in mine,
kneeling down beside him and looking straight into his frightened eyes.
"We'll make one more blaze," I said firmly, "and then turn in for the night.
At sunrise we'll be off full speed for Komorn. Now, pull yourself together a bit,
and remember your own advice about not thinking fear!"
He said no more, and I saw that he would agree and obey. In some measure,
too, it was a sort of relief to get up and make an excursion into the darkness
for more wood. We kept close together, almost touching, groping among the
bushes and along the bank. The humming overhead never ceased, but seemed
to me to grow louder as we increased our distance from the fire. It was shivery
work!
We were grubbing1 away in the middle of a thickish clump of willows
where some driftwood from a former flood had caught high among the
branches, when my body was seized in a grip that made me half drop upon the
sand. It was the Swede. He had fallen against me, and was clutching me for
support. I heard his breath coming and going in short gasps.
"Look! By my soul!" he whispered, and for the first time in my experience I
knew what it was to hear tears of terror in a human voice. He was pointing to
the fire, some fifty feet away. I followed the direction of his finger, and I swear
my heart missed a beat.
1

Clearing brush and dead wood
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There, in front of the dim glow, something was moving.
I saw it through a veil that hung before my eyes like the gauze drop-curtain
used at the back of a theater—hazily a little. It was neither a human figure nor
an animal. To me it gave the strange impression of being as large as several
animals grouped together, like horses, two or three, moving slowly. The
Swede, too, got a similar result, though expressing it differently, for he thought
it was shaped and sized like a clump of willow bushes, rounded at the top, and
moving all over upon its surface—"coiling upon itself like smoke," he said
afterwards.
"I watched it settle downwards through the bushes," he sobbed at me. "Look,
by God! It's coming this way! Oh, oh!"—he gave a kind of whistling cry.
"They've found us."
I gave one terrified glance, which just enabled me to see that the shadowy
form was swinging towards us through the bushes, and then I collapsed
backwards with a crash into the branches. These failed, of course, to support
my weight, so that with the Swede on the top of me we fell in a struggling heap
upon the sand. I really hardly knew what was happening. I was conscious only
of a sort of enveloping sensation of icy fear that plucked the nerves out of their
fleshly covering, twisted them this way and that, and replaced them quivering.
My eyes were tightly shut; something in my throat choked me; a feeling that
my consciousness was expanding, extending out into space1, swiftly gave way
to another feeling that I was losing it altogether, and about to die.
An acute spasm of pain passed through me, and I was aware that the Swede
had hold of me in such a way that he hurt me abominably. It was the way he
caught at me in falling.
But it was this pain, he declared afterwards, that saved me: it caused me
to forget them and think of something else at the very instant when they were
about to find me. It concealed my mind from them at the moment of discovery,
yet just in time to evade their terrible seizing of me. He himself, he says,
actually swooned at the same moment, and that was what saved him 2.
I only know that at a later time, how long or short is impossible to say, I
found myself scrambling up out of the slippery network of willow branches,
and saw my companion standing in front of me holding out a hand to assist
me. I stared at him in a dazed way, rubbing the arm he had twisted for me.
Nothing came to me to say, somehow.
"I lost consciousness for a moment or two," I heard him say. "That's what
saved me. It made me stop thinking about them."
"You nearly broke my arm in two," I said, uttering my only connected
thought at the moment. A numbness came over me.

1

As if being absorbed into the realm of the Willow Things
Being embodied consciousness, the Willow Things appear relatively impervious to entities which
are not engaging them in a conscious level – similar to how humans are incapable of capturing
something without being able to engage it physically, whether that be by grabbing an arm, throwing
a lasso, or firing a bullet. Likewise the Willow Things loosen their grip when the two men depart
from their focused consciousnesses
2
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"That's what saved you!" he replied. "Between us, we've managed to set them
off on a false tack somewhere. The humming has ceased. It's gone—for the
moment at any rate!"
A wave of hysterical laughter seized me again, and this time spread to my
friend too—great healing gusts of shaking laughter that brought a tremendous
sense of relief in their train. We made our way back to the fire and put the
wood on so that it blazed at once. Then we saw that the tent had fallen over
and lay in a tangled heap upon the ground.
We picked it up, and during the process tripped more than once and caught
our feet in sand.
"It's those sand-funnels," exclaimed the Swede, when the tent was up again
and the firelight lit up the ground for several yards about us. "And look at the
size of them!"
All round the tent and about the fireplace where we had seen the moving
shadows there were deep funnel-shaped hollows in the sand, exactly similar to
the ones we had already found over the island, only far bigger and deeper,
beautifully formed, and wide enough in some instances to admit the whole of
my foot and leg.
Neither of us said a word. We both knew that sleep was the safest thing we
could do, and to bed we went accordingly without further delay, having first
thrown sand on the fire and taken the provision sack and the paddle inside the
tent with us. The canoe, too, we propped in such a way at the end of the tent
that our feet touched it, and the least motion would disturb and wake us.
In case of emergency, too, we again went to bed in our clothes, ready for a
sudden start.
V
It was my firm intention to lie awake all night and watch, but the exhaustion
of nerves and body decreed otherwise, and sleep after a while came over me
with a welcome blanket of oblivion. The fact that my companion also slept
quickened its approach. At first he fidgeted and constantly sat up, asking me if
I "heard this" or "heard that." He tossed about on his cork mattress, and said the
tent was moving and the river had risen over the point of the island; but each
time I went out to look I returned with the report that all was well, and finally
he grew calmer and lay still. Then at length his breathing became regular and
I heard unmistakable sounds of snoring—the first and only time in my life
when snoring has been a welcome and calming influence.
This, I remember, was the last thought in my mind before dozing off.
A difficulty in breathing woke me, and I found the blanket over my face.
But something else besides the blanket was pressing upon me, and my first
thought was that my companion had rolled off his mattress on to my own in
his sleep. I called to him and sat up, and at the same moment it came to me
that the tent was surrounded. That sound of multitudinous soft pattering was
again audible outside, filling the night with horror.
I called again to him, louder than before. He did not answer, but I missed
the sound of his snoring, and also noticed that the flap of the tent door was
down. This was the unpardonable sin. I crawled out in the darkness to hook it
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back securely, and it was then for the first time I realized positively that the
Swede was not there. He had gone.
I dashed out in a mad run, seized by a dreadful agitation, and the moment I
was out I plunged into a sort of torrent of humming that surrounded me
completely and came out of every quarter of the heavens at once. It was that
same familiar humming—gone mad! A swarm of great invisible bees might
have been about me in the air. The sound seemed to thicken the very
atmosphere, and I felt that my lungs worked with difficulty.
But my friend was in danger, and I could not hesitate.
The dawn was just about to break, and a faint whitish light spread upwards
over the clouds from a thin strip of clear horizon. No wind stirred. I could just
make out the bushes and river beyond, and the pale sandy patches. In my
excitement I ran frantically to and fro about the island, calling him by name,
shouting at the top of my voice the first words that came into my head. But the
willows smothered my voice, and the humming muffled it, so that the sound
only traveled a few feet round me. I plunged among the bushes, tripping
headlong, tumbling over roots, and scraping my face as I tore this way and
that among the preventing branches.
Then, quite unexpectedly, I came out upon the island's point and saw a dark
figure outlined between the water and the sky. It was the Swede. And already
he had one foot in the river! A moment more and he would have taken the
plunge.
I threw myself upon him, flinging my arms about his waist and dragging
him shorewards with all my strength. Of course he struggled furiously,
making a noise all the time just like that cursed humming, and using the most
outlandish phrases in his anger about "going inside to Them1," and "taking the
way of the water and the wind," and God only knows what more besides, that I
tried in vain to recall afterwards, but which turned me sick with horror and
amazement as I listened. But in the end I managed to get him into the
comparative safety of the tent, and flung him breathless and cursing upon the
mattress, where I held him until the fit had passed.
I think the suddenness with which it all went and he grew calm, coinciding
as it did with the equally abrupt cessation of the humming and pattering
outside—I think this was almost the strangest part of the whole business
perhaps. For he just opened his eyes and turned his tired face up to me so that
the dawn threw a pale light upon it through the doorway, and said, for all the
world just like a frightened child:
"My life, old man—it's my life I owe you. But it's all over now anyhow.
They've found a victim in our place!"
Then he dropped back upon his blankets and went to sleep literally under
my eyes. He simply collapsed, and began to snore again as healthily as though
nothing had happened and he had never tried to offer his own life as a
1

Certainly suggestive of a fourth dimension: he claims to be going inside while wading out into
open space. The implication is that he is attempting to be drawn into an unseen dimension – one
existing beyond the boundaries of space – which could only be described in the human vocabulary
by utilizing a preposition – one indicating a shrinking-ness, absorption, or consumption: inside
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sacrifice by drowning. And when the sunlight woke him three hours later—
hours of ceaseless vigil for me—it became so clear to me that he remembered
absolutely nothing of what he had attempted to do, that I deemed it wise to
hold my peace and ask no dangerous questions.
He woke naturally and easily, as I have said, when the sun was already high
in a windless hot sky, and he at once got up and set about the preparation of
the fire for breakfast. I followed him anxiously at bathing, but he did not
attempt to plunge in, merely dipping his head and making some remark about
the extra coldness of the water.
"River's falling at last1," he said, "and I'm glad of it."
"The humming has stopped too," I said.
He looked up at me quietly with his normal expression. Evidently he
remembered everything except his own attempt at suicide.
"Everything has stopped," he said, "because——"
He hesitated. But I knew some reference to that remark he had made just
before he fainted was in his mind, and I was determined to know it.
"Because 'They've found another victim'?" I said, forcing a little laugh.
"Exactly," he answered, "exactly! I feel as positive of it as though—as
though—I feel quite safe again, I mean," he finished.
He began to look curiously about him. The sunlight lay in hot patches on
the sand. There was no wind. The willows were motionless. He slowly rose to
feet.
"Come," he said; "I think if we look, we shall find it2."
He started off on a run, and I followed him. He kept to the banks, poking
with a stick among the sandy bays and caves and little back-waters, myself
always close on his heels.
"Ah!" he exclaimed presently, "ah!"
The tone of his voice somehow brought back to me a vivid sense of the
horror of the last twenty-four hours, and I hurried up to join him. He was
pointing with his stick at a large black object that lay half in the water and half
on the sand. It appeared to be caught by some twisted willow roots so that the
river could not sweep it away. A few hours before the spot must have been
under water.
"See," he said quietly, "the victim that made our escape possible!"
And when I peered across his shoulder I saw that his stick rested on the
body of a man. He turned it over. It was the corpse of a peasant, and the face
was hidden in the sand. Clearly the man had been drowned but a few hours
before, and his body must have been swept down upon our island somewhere
about the hour of the dawn—at the very time the fit had passed.
"We must give it a decent burial, you know."

1

Notably, the Swede originally said little but to mention the state of the river. That he has returned
to this petty monomania implies that he has regained his stoic state of mind and that normalcy has
returned to their relationship
2
Blackwood uses the pronoun “it” to denote a body in the similarly-themed camping tale “Skeleton
Lake”
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"I suppose so," I replied. I shuddered a little in spite of myself, for there was
something about the appearance of that poor drowned man that turned me
cold.
The Swede glanced up sharply at me, and began clambering down the
bank. I followed him more leisurely. The current, I noticed, had torn away
much of the clothing from the body, so that the neck and part of the chest lay
bare.
Halfway down the bank my companion suddenly stopped and held up his
hand in warning; but either my foot slipped, or I had gained too much
momentum to bring myself quickly to a halt, for I bumped into him and sent
him forward with a sort of leap to save himself. We tumbled together on to the
hard sand so that our feet splashed into the water. And, before anything could
be done, we had collided a little heavily against the corpse.
The Swede uttered a sharp cry. And I sprang back as if I had been shot.
At the moment we touched the body there arose from its surface the loud
sound of humming—the sound of several hummings—which passed with a
vast commotion as of winged things in the air about us and disappeared
upwards into the sky, growing fainter and fainter till they finally ceased in the
distance. It was exactly as though we had disturbed some living yet invisible
creatures at work1.
My companion clutched me, and I think I clutched him, but before either of
us had time properly to recover from the unexpected shock, we saw that a
movement of the current was turning the corpse round so that it became
released from the grip of the willow roots. A moment later it had turned
completely over, the dead face uppermost, staring at the sky. It lay on the edge
of the main stream. In another moment it would be swept away.
The Swede started to save it, shouting again something I did not catch about
a "proper burial2" and then abruptly dropped upon his knees on the sand and
covered his eyes with his hands. I was beside him in an instant.
I saw what he had seen.
For just as the body swung round to the current the face and the exposed
chest turned full towards us, and showed plainly how the skin and flesh were
indented with small hollows, beautifully formed, and exactly similar in shape
and kind to the sand-funnels that we had found all over the island.
"Their mark!" I heard my companion mutter under his breath. "Their awful
mark!3"

1

They are, apparently, still busy about the body, accomplishing some task like scavengers lazily
nibbling on a carcass
2
That the Swede is incapable of giving the peasant a “proper” (read Christian) burial is deeply
poignant; it implies that his soul no longer belongs to the gods of earth – it is in the possession of the
Willow Things, and he is denied the sacred rite and dignity of a Christian burial because his
spiritual/intellectual essence (and his body) belong to their realm now
3
What is this mark? What causes it and what does it imply? It may be assumed that the marks are
formed when the Willow Things attempt to absorb materials into their realm, leaving physical
suction marks, but this is merely speculation – Blackwood remains intentionally vague
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And when I turned my eyes again from his ghastly face to the river, the
current had done its work, and the body had been swept away into midstream
and was already beyond our reach and almost out of sight, turning over and
over on the waves like an otter1.

THEIR identity is not necessary to convey the supreme malignity of their
nature: the Willow Things – whether carnivorous extraterrestrials, resentful
eldritch gods, or predatory elementals – are misanthropic forces too
unimpressed to destroy humanity but too supercilious to tolerate
trespassers without demanding human blood to satisfy the indignation.
Blackwood strives to create a thick, billowing atmosphere of shifting reality,
certain disaster, and chilling realizations of terrestrial insignificance; and he
succeeds brilliantly: the story permeates with the surging proliferation of the
Unknown. “The Willows” stands out as an uncommon study in human
helplessness in the face of unfamiliar forces (comparable only to the
fantasias of William Hope Hodgson and the dreamscapes of Lovecraft) set
in a mundane, almost placid environment (there are no crumbling castles,
dark streets, or ominous mansions) which is nonetheless utterly redolent
with misanthropic wrath and hateful otherworldliness. Removed from the
distractions of daily life, Blackwood’s unfortunate heroes encounter a
hidden cosmic secret: reality as it has been understood is false, and (given
the opportunity) the entirety of mankind could be sucked into a hellish
dimension – and it would be were it not so dully insignificant. A mainstay of
classic horror anthologies, “The Willows” has continued to be successful not
because of its gore, not because of its horror, but because of its sickening
psychological terror – a stunningly successful impression of mankind’s
frailty, and his indivisible dependence upon knowledge, reason, and reality
to thrive and survive. Without these intellectual safety valves, even the
willow bushes blowing in the breeze would cease to escape our suspicion.

1

The revolting implication is that the previous “otter” was never an otter at all, but another hapless
victim to the Willow Things, perhaps blackened and yellow-eyed with decay. Once more, this is a
matter of speculation derived from very delicate implication
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LESS controlled than many of his stories (it seems to be more like a poem
considering the mysterious sublimity and near-sentience of the oceans than
a story which provides characters who undergo conflict and development), it
quite capably advances Blackwood’s cosmic theories, insisting that it is folly
to believe that mankind and mankind’s petty concerns have even the
slightest amount of importance to the broader scheme of the universe. In
the story, three men who represent the institutions of state, science, and
religion are momentarily shaken from their respective faiths when
confronted with the awe, majesty, and sublime horror of Nature. While “The
Willows” most eloquently and thoroughly presents us with Blackwood’s
existential philosophies, “The Sea Fit” provides an atmospheric companion
written – as previously mentioned – with the soul of a prose poem, focused
more on mood, scene, symbolism, and imagery than character development.
And while it challenges faith in the establishments of mankind – the bank,
the library, the mall – it does not promote this without pausing to note that,
perhaps, such distractions are necessary and fitting in order to prevent us
from becoming absorbed into the wildness that lurks without and peers
within.

THE SEA FIT
{1910}
THE sea that night sang rather than chanted1; all along the far-running shore a
rising tide dropped thick foam, and the waves, white-crested, came steadily in
with the swing of a deliberate purpose. Overhead, in a cloudless sky, that
ancient Enchantress, the full moon, watched their dance across the sheeted
sands, guiding them carefully while she drew them up. For through that
moonlight, through that roar of surf, there penetrated a singular note of
earnestness and meaning—almost as though these common processes of
Nature were instinct with the flush of an unusual activity that sought
audaciously to cross the borderland into some subtle degree of conscious life. A
gauze of light vapour clung upon the surface of the sea, far out—a transparent
carpet through which the rollers2 drove shorewards in a moving pattern.
In the low-roofed bungalow3 among the sand-dunes the three men sat.

1

Implying exultant autonomy rather than monotonous mechanics
Waves surging towards shore
3
Popular with British architects following their proliferation in colonial India, bungalows consisted
of a low-rise square domicile fronted by an open veranda
2
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Foregathered for Easter1, they spent the day fishing and sailing, and at night
told yarns2 of the days when life was younger. It was fortunate that there were
three—and later four—because in the mouths of several witnesses an
extraordinary thing shall be established—when they agree. And although
whisky stood upon the rough table made of planks nailed to barrels, it is
childish to pretend that a few drinks invalidate evidence, for alcohol, up to a
certain point, intensifies the consciousness, focuses the intellectual powers,
sharpens observation; and two healthy men, certainly three, must have
imbibed an absurd amount before they all see, or omit to see, the same things3.
The other bungalows still awaited their summer occupants. Only the lonely
tufted sand-dunes watched the sea, shaking their hair of coarse white grass to
the winds. The men had the whole spit to themselves—with the wind, the
spray, the flying gusts of sand, and that great Easter full moon. There was
Major Reese of the Gunners4 and his half-brother, Dr. Malcolm Reese, and
Captain Erricson, their host, all men whom the kaleidoscope of life had jostled
together a decade ago in many adventures, then flung for years apart about the
globe. There was also Erricson’s body-servant5, ‘Sinbad6,’ sailor of big seas, and
a man who had shared on many a ship all the lust of strange adventure that
distinguished his great blonde-haired owner—an ideal servant and dogfaithful, divining7 his master’s moods almost before they were born. On the
present occasion, besides crew of the fishing-smack8, he was cook, valet, and
steward of the bungalow smoking-room as well.
‘Big Erricson’, Norwegian by extraction, student by adoption, wanderer by
blood, a Viking reincarnated9 if ever there was one, belonged to that type of
primitive man in whom burns an inborn love and passion for the sea that
amounts to positive worship—devouring tide, a lust and fever in the soul. ‘All
genuine votaries10 of the old sea-gods have it,’ he used to say, by way of
1

Along with its Christian symbolism of life, death, sacrifice, resurrection, and rebirth, Easter is
invested with pagan symbolism of fertility, naturalism, the cycle of life and the seasons, and primal
celebrations of the return of spring – infamous for its sacrificial rites. As we will later note,
Blackwood may have intended us to believe that the mobile date of Easter happened to coincide with
the astronomical events of the Spring Equinox, further implying a pagan connection. While Erricson
may scoff at Christianity – or indeed any notion that denies the common lineage of all religions – its
themes of sacrifice and salvation are critical to the themes of this story
2
Adventurous stories, often fanciful or embellished
3
Blackwood warns us that something fantastical is about to occur, and while he is willing to admit
that his characters have been drinking, he urges the reader not to allow this detail to invalidate their
testimony – a clever literary device meant to suggest realism
4
That is to say, the Royal Artillery
5
Valet, a footman who helps his master dress, prepares his clothes, and assists with his toiletries
6
A nickname derived from the eponymous hero of several of Scheherazade’s 1001 Arabian Nights –
a sailor with almost supernatural good fortune in terrifying encounters with the sea
7
Interpreting, foretelling, sensing
8
Small vessel equipped for fishing and storing caught fish
9
Blackwood, like Lovecraft, liked to toy with the idea of hereditary impulses and family fates
10
Fanatic devotee – literally a monk or nun
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explaining his carelessness of worldly ambitions. ‘We’re never at our best
away from salt water—never quite right. I’ve got it bang in the heart myself.
I’d do a bit before the mast1 sooner than make a million on shore. Simply can’t
help it, you see, and never could! It’s our gods calling us to worship.’ And he
had never tried to ‘help it’, which explains why he owned nothing in the world
on land except this tumbledown, one-storey bungalow—more like a ship’s
cabin than anything else, to which he sometimes asked his bravest and most
faithful friends—and a store of curious reading gathered in long, becalmed
days at the ends of the world. Heart and mind, that is, carried a queer cargo.
‘I’m sorry if you poor devils are uncomfortable in her. You must ask Sinbad for
anything you want and don’t see, remember.’ As though Sinbad could have
supplied comforts that were miles away, or converted a draughty wreck into a
snug, taut, brand-new vessel.
Neither of the Reeses had cause for grumbling on the score of comfort,
however, for they knew the keen joys of roughing it, and both weather and
sport besides had been glorious. It was on another score this particular evening
that they found cause for uneasiness, if not for actual grumbling. Erricson had
one of his queer sea fits2 on—the Doctor was responsible for the term—and
was in the thick of it, plunging like a straining boat at anchor, talking in a way
that made them both feel vaguely uncomfortable and distressed. Neither of
them knew exactly perhaps why he should have felt this
growing malaise3, and each was secretly vexed with the other for confirming
his own unholy instinct that something uncommon was astir. The loneliness of
the sandspit4 and that melancholy singing of the sea before their very door
may have had something to do with it, seeing that both were landsmen; for
Imagination is ever Lord of the Lonely Places, and adventurous men remain
children to the last. But, whatever it was that affected both men in different
fashion, Malcolm Reese, the doctor, had not thought it necessary to mention to
his brother that Sinbad had tugged his sleeve on entering and whispered in his
ear significantly: ‘Full moon, sir, please, and he’s better without too much!
These high spring tides get him all caught off his feet sometimes—clean seacrazy’; and the man had contrived to let the doctor see the hilt of a small pistol
he carried in his hip-pocket.
For Erricson had got upon his old subject: that the gods were not dead, but
merely withdrawn, and that even a single true worshipper was enough to
draw them down again into touch with the world, into the sphere of
humanity, even into active and visible manifestation 5. He spoke of queer things
1

“Do a bit” – make a small amount of money. “Before the mast” – sailing on a ship
An obsession of the mind so manic that it bears comparison to a stroke or seizure
3
Extreme restlessness bordering on illness and depression
4
Landform made of sand deposited by the erosion of wind and water
5
Besides “The Willows,” this also evinces Arthur Machen’s masterpiece The Great God Pan, and
many of Lovecraft’s mythic tales, especially “The Other Gods.” In each of these stories the
argument is made that otherworldly beings long disregarded as the product of superstition are living
next to mankind in a form of disinterest or hibernation, but that they may be accessed if sought, and
that the result of accessing them is horrific
2
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he had seen in queerer places. He was serious, vehement, voluble; and the
others had let it pour out unchecked, hoping thereby for its speedier
exhaustion. They puffed their pipes in comparative silence, nodding from time
to time, shrugging their shoulders, the soldier mystified and bewildered, the
doctor alert and keenly watchful.
‘And I like the old idea,’ he had been saying, speaking of these departed
pagan deities, ‘that sacrifice and ritual feed their great beings, and that death is
only the final sacrifice by which the worshipper becomes absorbed into them 1.
The devout worshipper’—and there was a singular drive and power behind
the words—‘should go to his death singing, as to a wedding—the wedding of
his soul with the particular deity he has loved and served all his life.’ He swept
his tow-coloured2 beard with one hand, turning his shaggy head towards the
window, where the moonlight lay upon the procession of shaking waves. ‘It’s
playing the whole game, I always think, man-fashion.... I remember once,
some years ago, down there off the coast by Yucatan 3—’
And then, before they could interfere, he told an extraordinary tale of
something he had seen years ago, but told it with such a horrid earnestness of
conviction—for it was dreadful, though fine, this adventure—that his listeners
shifted in their wicker chairs, struck matches, unnecessarily, pulled at their
long glasses, and exchanged glances that attempted a smile yet did not quite
achieve it. For the tale had to do with sacrifice of human life and a rather
haunting pagan ceremonial of the sea, and at its close the room had changed
in some indefinable manner—was not exactly as it had been before perhaps—
as though the savage earnestness of the language had introduced some new
element that made it less cosy, less cheerful, even less warm. A secret lust in
the man’s heart, born of the sea, and of his intense admiration of the pagan
gods called a light into his eye not altogether pleasant 4.
‘They were great Powers, at any rate, those ancient fellows,’ Erricson went
on, refilling his huge pipe bowl; ‘too great to disappear altogether 5, though to-

1

As in “The Willows,” sacrificial death is portrayed as a crucial means of appeasing the rage of the
Outer forces
2
Blond
3
A state in southeast Mexico, comprising the Yucatan Peninsula – a horn which juts into the
Caribbean Sea
4
Blackwood consistently pits the call of the wild against the comforts of social humanity. Like the
characters in “The Listener,” “The Glamour of the Snow,” “The Wendigo,” “The Willows,” and
“Ancient Lights,” Erricson has removed himself from the company of men, exposing himself to the
dangers of the Outside world. While Blackwood himself was doubtlessly attracted to an independent
life spent wrangling Nature and avoiding society’s petty bothers, he seems to fear the Outer limits –
not necessarily for their supernatural possibilities so much as for the psychological deterioration and
the souring of humanity that he foresaw in a life of alienation
5
Blackwood once more evinces a common theme: humanity’s false security in thinking that its
scientific and philosophical advances have elevated it to the level of gods, making them redundant
and impotent. Far from it, he warns: we have only scratched away a small tear in the varnish that
prevents us from seeing and comprehending the vastness of the universe, and the more we tear, the
closer we come to realizing the terrifying vastness of the cosmos – literal gods or not, Blackwood
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day they may walk the earth in another manner. I swear they’re still going it—
especially the—’ (he hesitated for a mere second) ‘the old water Powers—the
Sea Gods. Terrific beggars, every one of ’em.’
‘Still move the tides and raise the winds, eh?’ from the Doctor.
Erricson spoke again after a moment’s silence, with impressive dignity. ‘And
I like, too, the way they manage to keep their names before us,’ he went on,
with a curious eagerness that did not escape the Doctor’s observation, while it
dearly puzzled the soldier. ‘There’s old Hu, the Druid god of justice, still alive
in “Hue and Cry1”; there’s Typhon2 hammering his way against us in the
typhoon; there’s the mighty Hurakar3, serpent god of the winds, you know,
shouting to us in hurricane and ouragan4; and there’s—’
‘Venus5 still at it as hard as ever,’ interrupted the Major, facetiously, though
his brother did not laugh because of their host’s almost sacred earnestness of
manner and uncanny grimness of face. Exactly how he managed to introduce
that element of gravity—of conviction—into such talk neither of his listeners
quite understood, for in discussing the affair later they were unable to pitch
upon any definite detail that betrayed it. Yet there it was, alive and haunting,
even distressingly so. All day he had been silent and morose, but since dusk,
with the turn of the tide, in fact, these queer sentences, half mystical, half
unintelligible, had begun to pour from him, till now that cabin-like room
among the sand-dunes fairly vibrated with the man’s emotion. And at last
Major Reese, with blundering good intention, tried to shift the key from this
portentous6 subject of sacrifice to something that might eventually lead
towards comedy and laughter, and so relieve this growing pressure of
melancholy and incredible7 things. The Viking fellow had just spoken of the
possibility of the old gods manifesting themselves visibly, audibly, physically,
and so the Major caught him up and made light mention of spiritualism and
the so-called ‘materialisation séances,’ where physical bodies were alleged to
be built up out of the emanations of the medium and the sitters. This crude
aspect of the Supernatural was the only possible link the soldier’s mind could
manage. He caught his brother’s eye too late, it seems, for Malcolm Reese
argues through Erricson that the ancient fears and respect mankind nurtured for the Unknown are far
from redundant
1
Erricson’s etymology does not appear to be accurate. “Hue and cry” (a figure of speech meaning a
loud ruckus and a legal term referring to the citizenry’s responsibility to raise a cry of “murderer” or
“thief” in the event of a crime) comes from the Old French huer (“to shout”)
2
The “most deadly monster in Greek mythology” – the Father of all Monsters, born to Gaia (Earth)
and Tartarus (Hell). He had a hundred dragon heads and his body filled the void between earth and
the stars, his hands stretching from east to west, his lower body was made of coiling vipers, his eyes
flashed fire, and his body was wrapped in wings; the source of the word typhoon
3
Huracan (Hurakan, Harakan, Jurakan) – a Mayan god of wind, storm, and fire said to be the cause
of the Great Flood; the source of the word hurricane
4
Windstorm, or hurricane (French)
5
Roman goddess of love and beauty
6
Self-important, arrogant
7
That is, in the most literal sense, things beyond credulity
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realised by this time that something untoward was afoot, and no longer needed
the memory of Sinbad’s warning to keep him sharply on the look-out. It was
not the first time he had seen Erricson ‘caught’ by the sea; but he had never
known him quite so bad, nor seen his face so flushed and white alternately 1,
nor his eyes so oddly shining. So that Major Reese’s well-intentioned allusion
only brought wind to fire.
The man of the sea, once Viking, roared with a rush of boisterous laughter at
the comic suggestion, then dropped his voice to a sudden hard whisper,
awfully earnest, awfully intense. Any one must have started at the abrupt
change and the life-and-death manner of the big man. His listeners
undeniably both did.
‘Bunkum2!’ he shouted, ‘bunkum, and be damned to it all! There’s only one
real materialisation of these immense Outer Beings possible, and that’s when
the great embodied emotions, which are their sphere of action’—his words
became wildly incoherent, painfully struggling to get out—‘derived, you see,
from their honest worshippers the world over—constituting their Bodies, in
fact—come down into matter and get condensed, crystallised into form—to
claim that final sacrifice I spoke about just now, and to which any man might
feel himself proud and honoured to be summoned.... No dying in bed or fading
out from old age, but to plunge full-blooded and alive into the great Body of
the god who has deigned to descend and fetch you 3—’
The actual speech may have been even more rambling and incoherent than
that. It came out in a torrent at white heat. Dr. Reese kicked his brother
beneath the table, just in time. The soldier looked thoroughly uncomfortable
and amazed, utterly at a loss to know how he had produced the storm. It rather
frightened him.
‘I know it because I’ve seen it,’ went on the sea man, his mind and speech
slightly more under control. ‘Seen the ceremonies that brought these
whopping old Nature gods down into form—seen ’em carry off a worshipper
into themselves— seen that worshipper, too, go off singing and happy to his
death, proud and honoured to be chosen.’
‘Have you really—by George!’ the Major exclaimed. ‘You tell us a queer
thing, Erricson’; and it was then for the fifth time that Sinbad cautiously
opened the door, peeped in and silently withdrew after giving a swiftly
comprehensive glance round the room.
The night outside was windless and serene, only the growing thunder of the
tide near the full woke muffled echoes among the sand-dunes.
‘Rites and ceremonies,’ continued the other, his voice booming with a
singular enthusiasm, but ignoring the interruption, ‘are simply means of losing
one’s self by temporary ecstasy in the God of one’s choice—the God one has
1

Alternating between passion and anxiety, rage and fear
Rubbish, nonsense, bullshit
3
This speech presages the Cthulhu Mythos of H. P. Lovecraft, wherein a secret cult worships an
oceanic-bound deity (for lack of a better term), hoping that it will one day rise from the depths to
destroy humanity. There hope appears to be that their faithfulness will earn them a swifter death and
the ability to indulge their baser, more primitive instincts – much like Erricson
2
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worshipped all one’s life—of being partially absorbed into his being. And
sacrifice completes the process—’
‘At death, you said?’ asked Malcolm Reese, watching him keenly.
‘Or voluntary,’ was the reply that came flash-like. ‘The devotee becomes
wedded to his Deity—goes bang into him, you see, by fire or water or air—as
by a drop from a height— according to the nature of the particular God; atone-ment, of course. A man’s death that! Fine, you know!’ 1
The man’s inner soul was on fire now. He was talking at a fearful pace, his
eyes alight, his voice turned somehow into a kind of sing-song that chimed
well, singularly well, with the booming of waves outside, and from time to
time he turned to the window to stare at the sea and the moon-blanched sands.
And then a look of triumph would come into his face—that giant face framed
by slow-moving wreaths of pipe smoke.
Sinbad entered for the sixth time without any obvious purpose, busied
himself unnecessarily with the glasses and went out again, lingeringly. In the
room he kept his eye hard upon his master. This time he contrived to push a
chair and a heap of netting between him and the window. No one but Dr.
Reese observed the manoeuvre. And he took the hint.
‘The port-holes fit badly, Erricson,’ he laughed, but with a touch of authority.
‘There’s a five-knot2 breeze coming through the cracks worse than an old
wreck!’ And he moved up to secure the fastening better.
‘The room is confoundedly cold,’ Major Reese put in; ‘has been for the last
half-hour, too.’ The soldier looked what he felt—cold—distressed—creepy.
‘But there’s no wind really, you know,’ he added.
Captain Erricson turned his great bearded visage from one to the other
before he answered; there was a gleam of sudden suspicion in his blue eyes.
‘The beggar’s got that back door open again. If he’s sent for any one, as he did
once before, I swear I’ll drown him in fresh water for his impudence—or
perhaps—can it be already that he expects—?’ He left the sentence incomplete
and rang the bell, laughing with a boisterousness that was clearly feigned.
‘Sinbad, what’s this cold in the place? You’ve got the back door open. Not
expecting any one, are you?’
‘Everything’s shut tight, Captain. There’s a bit of a breeze coming up from
the east. And the tide’s drawing in at a raging pace—’
‘We can all hear that. But are you expecting any one? I asked,’ repeated his
master, suspiciously, yet still laughing. One might have said he was trying to
give the idea that the man had some land flirtation on hand. They looked one
another square in the eye for a moment, these two. It was the straight stare of
equals who understood each other well.
1

As previously mentioned, paganism, anthropology, and psychology had all reached a renaissance
in the early 20th century, culminating in the studies of neo-paganism by the occultist Aleister
Crowley, comparative mythology by Sir James George Frazer, writer of The Golden Bough, and
archetypal theory by the psychoanalyst C. G. Jung. The Edwardian Era was a heyday for pagan
studies, and the analysis of ritual, tradition, mythology, and archetype as being a critical element to
the human sense of Self. By casting himself as an archetypal sacrificial volunteer, Erricson is
tapping into a deep vein of human understanding
2
5.7 mph
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‘Some one—might be—on the way, as it were, Captain. Couldn’t say for
certain.’
The voice almost trembled. By a sharp twist of the eye, Sinbad managed to
shoot a lightning and significant look at the Doctor.
‘But this cold—this freezing, damp cold in the place? Are you sure no one’s
come—by the back ways?’ insisted the master. He whispered it. ‘Across the
dunes, for instance?’ His voice conveyed awe and delight, both kept hard
under.
‘It’s all over the house, Captain, already,’ replied the man, and moved across
to put more sea-logs on the blazing fire. Even the soldier noticed then that
their language was tight with allusion of another kind. To relieve the growing
tension and uneasiness in his own mind he took up the word ‘house’ and made
fun of it.
‘As though it were a mansion,’ he observed, with a forced chuckle, ‘instead of
a mere sea-shell!’ Then, looking about him, he added: ‘But, all the same, you
know, there is a kind of fog getting into the room—from the sea, I suppose;
coming up with the tide, or something, eh?’ The air had certainly in the last
twenty minutes turned thickish; it was not all tobacco smoke, and there was a
moisture that began to precipitate on the objects in tiny, fine globules. The
cold, too, fairly bit.
‘I’ll take a look round,’ said Sinbad, significantly, and went out. Only the
Doctor perhaps noticed that the man shook, and was white down to the gills.
He said nothing, but moved his chair nearer to the window and to his host. It
was really a little bit beyond comprehension how the wild words of this old
sea-dog in the full sway of his ‘sea fit’ had altered the very air of the room as
well as the personal equations of its occupants, for an extraordinary
atmosphere of enthusiasm that was almost splendour pulsed about him, yet
vilely close to something that suggested terror! Through the armour of everyday common sense that normally clothed the minds of these other two 1, had
crept the faint wedges of a mood that made them vaguely wonder whether the
incredible could perhaps sometimes—by way of bewildering exceptions—
actually come to pass. The moods of their deepest life, that is to say, were
already affected. An inner, and thoroughly unwelcome, change was in
progress. And such psychic disturbances once started are hard to arrest. In this
case it was well on the way before either the Army or Medicine2 had been
willing to recognise the fact. There was something coming—coming from the
1

As in previous stories (e.g. “Ancient Lights,” “The Willows”) Blackwood suggests that the
bourgeois minutiae of middle classed life provides a thick coat of protection that dampens sensitivity
to and perception of the greater, more terrifying elements of the cosmos. Those who remove
themselves from society and its petty concerns (e.g. protagonists of “The Listener,” “The Wendigo,”
“The Valley of the Beasts”) will become more aware of it, and subsequently vulnerable to its
entreaties, demands, and abuses
2
Blackwood names them by their preoccupations – their identities, and the matrixes with which
they concern themselves and prevent the intrusion of Outer perceptions. As implied by Blackwood’s
belittling phrasing, the doctor and major are finding their identities to be shallow and vulnerable: he
calls them Army and Medicine as little boys might identify each other by their petty obsessions –
Trains, Cars, Dinos, Spacemen
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sand-dunes or the sea. And it was invited, welcomed at any rate, by Erricson.
His deep, volcanic enthusiasm and belief provided the channel. In lesser
degree they, too, were caught in it. Moreover, it was terrific, irresistible.
And it was at this point—as the comparing of notes afterwards established—
that Father Norden came in, Norden, the big man’s nephew, having bicycled
over from some point beyond Corfe Castle and raced along the hard Studland 1
sand in the moonlight, and then hullood2 till a boat had ferried him across the
narrow channel of Poole Harbour. Sinbad simply brought him in without any
preliminary question or announcement. He could not resist the splendid night
and the spring air, explained Norden. He felt sure his uncle could ‘find a
hammock’ for him somewhere aft, as he put it. He did not add that Sinbad had
telegraphed for him just before sundown from the coast-guard hut. Dr. Reese
already knew him, but he was introduced to the Major. Norden was a member
of the Society of Jesus3, an ardent, not clever, and unselfish soul.
Erricson greeted him with obviously mixed feelings, and with an
extraordinary sentence: ‘It doesn’t really matter,’ he exclaimed, after a few
commonplaces of talk, ‘for all religions are the same if you go deep enough 4.
All teach sacrifice, and, without exception, all seek final union by absorption
into their Deity.’ And then, under his breath, turning sideways to peer out of
the window, he added a swift rush of half-smothered words that only Dr.
Reese caught: ‘The Army, the Church, the Medical Profession, and Labour—if
they would only all come! What a fine result, what a grand offering! Alone—I
seem so unworthy—insignificant...!’
But meanwhile young Norden was speaking before any one could stop him,
although the Major did make one or two blundering attempts. For once the
Jesuit’s tact was at fault. He evidently hoped to introduce a new mood — to
shift the current already established by the single force of his own personality.
And he was not quite man enough to carry it off.
It was an error of judgment on his part. For the forces he found established
in the room were too heavy to lift and alter, their impetus being already
acquired. He did his best, anyhow. He began moving with the current—it was
not the first sea fit he had combated in this extraordinary personality—then
found, too late, that he was carried along with it himself like the rest of them.
‘Odd—but couldn’t find the bungalow at first,’ he laughed, somewhat
hardly. ‘It’s got a bit of seafog all to itself that hides it. I thought perhaps my
pagan uncle—’
The Doctor interrupted him hastily, with great energy. ‘The fog does lie
caught in these sand hollows—like steam in a cup, you know,’ he put in. But
the other, intent on his own procedure, missed the cue.
‘—thought it was smoke at first, and that you were up to some heathen
ceremony or other,’ laughing in Erricson’s face; ‘sacrificing to the full moon or
the sea, or the spirits of the desolate places that haunt sand-dunes, eh?’
1

A parish in Dorset, South England, famous for its beachers
Called out
3
That is, a Jesuit priest
4
One of the theories of Fraser’s The Golden Bough (see note 1 on the page before last)
2
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No one spoke for a second, but Erricson’s face turned quite radiant.
‘My uncle’s such a pagan, you know,’ continued the priest, ‘that as I flew
along those deserted sands from Studland I almost expected to hear old Triton 1
blow his wreathed horn.., or see fair Thetis’s 2 tinsel-slippered feet....’
Erricson, suppressing violent gestures, highly excited, face happy as a boy’s,
was combing his great yellow beard with both hands, and the other two men
had begun to speak at once, intent on stopping the flow of unwise allusion.
Norden, swallowing a mouthful of cold soda-water, had put the glass down,
spluttering over its bubbles, when the sound was first heard at the window.
And in the back room the manservant ran, calling something aloud that
sounded like ‘It’s coming, God save us, it’s coming in...!’ Though the Major
swears some name was mentioned that he afterwards forgot—Glaucus—
Proteus—Pontus3—or some such word. The sound itself, however, was plain
enough—a kind of imperious tappling on the window-panes as of a multitude
of objects. Blown sand it might have been or heavy spray or, as Norden
suggested later, a great water-soaked branch of giant seaweed. Every one
started up, but Erricson was first upon his feet, and had the window wide open
in a twinkling. His voice roared forth over those moonlit sand-dunes and out
towards the line of heavy surf ten yards below.
‘All along the shore of the Aegean 4,’ he bellowed, with a kind of hoarse
triumph that shook the heart, ‘that ancient cry once rang. But it was a lie, a
thumping and audacious lie. And He is not the only one. Another still lives—
and, by Poseidon, He comes! He knows His own and His own know Him—and
His own shall go to meet Him...!’
That reference to the Aegean ‘cry’! It was so wonderful. Every one, of course,
except the soldier, seized the allusion. It was a comprehensive, yet subtle, way
of suggesting the idea. And meanwhile all spoke at once, shouted rather, for
the Invasion was somehow—monstrous.
‘Damn it—that’s a bit too much. Something’s caught my throat!’ The Major,
like a man drowning, fought with the furniture in his amazement and dismay.
Fighting was his first instinct, of course. ‘Hurts so infernally—takes the
breath,’ he cried, by way of explaining the extraordinarily violent impetus that
moved him, yet half ashamed of himself for seeing nothing he could strike. But
Malcolm Reese struggled to get between his host and the open window 5, saying
in tense voice something like ‘Don’t let him get out! Don’t let him get out!’
While the shouts of warning from Sinbad in the little cramped back offices
1

Roman sea god, messenger of the sea, son of Poseidon
Greek sea nymph, goddess of the water
3
Glaucus – a Greek prophetic sea god. Proteus – an early Greek god of seas, rivers, and oceans.
Pontus – an ancient, pre-Olympian sea god – one of the Greek primordial deities. These all evince
oldness, being older even than the familiar gods Neptune and Poseidon, suggesting deep antiquity
and remoteness, as these gods were ancient even to the Ancient Greeks
4
The sea between Greece and Turkey, source of many Greek myths and legends, including the epics
of The Iliad and The Odyssey
5
Compare to a tremendously similar scene in the climax of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the
House of Usher”
2
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added to the general confusion. Only Father Norden stood quiet—watching
with a kind of admiring wonder the expression of magnificence that had
flamed into the visage of Erricson.
‘Hark, you fools! Hark!’ boomed the Viking figure, standing erect and
splendid.
And through that open window, along the far-drawn line of shore from
Canford Cliffs to the chalk bluffs of Studland Bay, there certainly ran a sound
that was no common roar of surf. It was articulate— message from the sea—
an announcement—a thunderous warning of approach. No mere surf
breaking on sand could have compassed so deep and multitudinous a voice of
dreadful roaring—far out over the entering tide, yet at the same time close in
along the entire sweep of shore, shaking all the ocean, both depth and surface,
with its deep vibrations. Into the bungalow chamber came—the Sea!
Out of the night, from the moonlit spaces where it had been steadily
accumulating, into that little cabined room so full of humanity and tobacco
smoke, came invisibly—the Power of the Sea. Invisible, yes, but mighty,
pressed forward by the huge draw of the moon, soft-coated with brine and
moisture—the great Sea. And with it, into the minds of those three other men,
leaped instantaneously, not to be denied, overwhelming suggestions of waterpower, the tear and strain of thousand-mile currents, the irresistible pull and
rush of tides, the suction of giant whirlpools—more, the massed and awful
impetus of whole driven oceans. The air turned salt and briny, and a welter of
seaweed clamped their very skins.
‘Glaucus! I come to Thee, great God of the deep Waterways.... Father and
Master!’ Erricson cried aloud in a voice that most marvelously conveyed
supreme joy.
The little bungalow trembled as from a blow at the foundations, and the
same second the big man was through the window and running down the
moonlit sands towards the foam.
‘God in Heaven! Did you all see that?’ shouted Major Reese, for the manner
in which the great body slipped through the tiny window-frame was
incredible. And then, first tottering with a sudden weakness, he recovered
himself and rushed round by the door, followed by his brother. Sinbad,
invisible, but not inaudible, was calling aloud from the passage at the back.
Father Norden, slimmer than the others—well controlled, too—was through
the little window before either of them reached the fringe of beach beyond the
sand-dunes. They joined forces halfway down to the water’s edge. The figure
of Erricson, towering in the moonlight, flew before them, coasting rapidly
along the wave-line.
No one of them said a word; they tore along side by side, Norden a trifle in
advance. In front of them, head turned seawards, bounded Erricson in great
flying leaps, singing as he ran, impossible to overtake.
Then, what they witnessed, all three witnessed; the weird grandeur of it in
the moonshine was too splendid to allow the smaller emotions of personal
alarm, it seems. At any rate, the divergence of opinion afterwards was
unaccountably insignificant. For, on a sudden, that heavy roaring sound far
out at sea came close in with a swift plunge of speed, followed
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simultaneously—accompanied, rather—by a dark line that was no mere wave
moving: enormously, up and across, between the sea and sky it swept close in
to shore. The moonlight caught it for a second as it passed, in a cliff of her
bright silver.
And Erricson slowed down, bowed his great head and shoulders, spread his
arms out and...
And what? For no one of those amazed witnesses could swear exactly what
then came to pass. Upon this impossibility of telling it in language they all
three agreed1. Only2 those eyeless dunes of sand that watched, only the white
and silent moon overhead, only that long, curved beach of empty and deserted
shore retain the complete record, to be revealed some day perhaps when a
later Science shall have learned to develop the photographs that Nature takes
incessantly upon her secret plates. For Erricson’s rough suit of tweed went out
in ribbons across the air; his figure somehow turned dark like strips of tidesucked seaweed; something enveloped and overcame him, half shrouding him
from view3. He stood for one instant upright, his hair wild in the moonshine,
towering, with arms again outstretched; then bent forward, turned, drew out
most curiously sideways, uttering the singing sound of tumbling waters. The
next instant, curving over like a falling wave, he swept along the glistening
surface of the sands— and was gone. In fluid form, wave-like, his being
slipped away into the Being of the Sea. A violent tumult convulsed the surface
of the tide near in, but at once, and with amazing speed, passed careering
away into the deeper water—far out. To his singular death, as to a wedding,
Erricson had gone, singing, and well content.
‘May God, who holds the sea and all its powers in the hollow of His mighty
hand, take them both4 into Himself!’ Norden was on his knees, praying
fervently.
The body was never recovered ... and the most curious thing of all was that
the interior of the cabin, where they found Sinbad shaking with terror when
they at length returned, was splashed and sprayed, almost soaked, with salt
water5. Up into the bigger dunes beside the bungalow, and far beyond the
1

Like H. P. Lovecraft, Blackwood appeals to incommunicability to demonstrate the profound
otherworldly awe of his horrors. Rather than a cop-out (it would be quite simple to orchestrate some
fantastical vision – Lovecraft himself dabbled in the ludicrous and psychedelic in his Dreamland
stories), Blackwood urges us to accept that there are things which truly do exceed human
comprehension and description – the crux of his artistic philosophy
2
Blackwood suggests that Nature is manifold but collective: made up of a multitude of elements
(dunes, moon, beach), which nonetheless constitute a unified conglomeration
3
He is stripped of the vestments of society and absorbed into the sea’s identity, resulting in the
transformation of his physical self
4
The meaning here is vague: Norden could be referring to Erricson and the Being of the Sea itself,
but he could also be referring to the two Erricsons – the Human Erricson and the Sea Erricson
5
This may imply that Erricson had begun his transformation before leaving the cabin (when he so
strangely slipped through the small window) – taking on the properties of salt water. Certainly,
however, Blackwood is implying that the Being of the Sea reached out across the dunes, beyond the
normal limits of a single wave, and entered the cabin to call Erricson out. This explains the marks on
the beach and the excessive wetness of the cabin
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reach of normal tides, lay, too, a great streak and furrow as of a large invading
wave, caking the dry sand. A hundred tufts of the coarse grass tussocks had
been torn away.
The high tide that night, drawn by the Easter full moon1, of course, was
known to have been exceptional, for it fairly flooded Poole Harbour, flushing
all the coves and bays towards the mouth of the Frome. And the natives up at
Arne Bay and Wych always declare that the noise of the sea was heard far
inland even up to the nine Barrows of the Purbeck Hills— triumphantly
singing2.

“The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to
correlate all its contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black
seas of infinity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far…”

SO begins H. P. Lovecraft’s magnum opus, “The Call of Cthulhu.” Its
philosophical premise – that our distractions and our inability to piece
together the fractured wisdom of the world have been the only means of our
survival as a species; that the universe is a vile, hateful potentate which
scoffs at man’s puny accomplishments – is the same as Blackwood’s “The
Sea Fit,” and while few commentators have noted a correlation between the
two, the resemblance (a pagan worshipper hoping to be destroyed by his
ancient, aquatic god who must needs be awoken by devotion and sacrifice)is
rather uncanny. A similarity might also be noted with Poe’s “House of
Usher,” wherein a monomaniac worshipfully lauds the bizarre Natural
phenomena outside his window to the chagrin of his concerned guest. While
“The Sea Fit” fails to provide any interesting character development (in the
space of one scene the main character brags rather incessantly about how
he wishes to be sacrificed to the sea, and – unsurprisingly – he is, and he is
happy about it), it successfully reiterates the cosmic philosophies of “The
Willows” in a far smaller space, while maintaining Blackwood’s infamous
knack for imagery and jammy, poetic language. Like “Sand,” “The Glamour
of the Snow,” “The Willows,” and “The Man Whom the Trees Loved,”
Blackwood reminds us: industry and technology have allowed us to temper
nature, but we are ourselves part and parcel of the natural world, and should
it choose to waken and assert its dominance, our learning, politics, and
culture would be as powerless against its assault as bullets being fired into
the surging maw of a tsunami.
1

While Easter is not a static date, it is quite probable that Blackwood meant to imply that it had
coincided with the astronomical Spring Equinox – a date as critical to pagan culture and the motifs
of sacrifice, death, resurrection, life, divinity, and rebirth as Easter is to Christians
2
Like the willow-things, the sea appears to have sentience in that it has a strange, melodious voice
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REDOLENT with proto-Jungian imagery, “May Day Eve” is a poetic foray into
Blackwood's psychological, anthropological, and spiritual theories that more
closely resembles the evocative symbolist prose of Hermann Hesse, Thomas
Mann, and Jorge Luis Borges than most horror stories without comprising
its chilling atmosphere of existential terror and cosmic disquietude.
Brilliantly written and spiritually pregnant, its ethos poises the vulgar,
materialistic animus of individualism against the transcendental,
incorporeal anima of collectivism – civilization against Nature, intellect
against instinct. Its profoundly psychoanalytical fourth act commingles the
transcendental nature of Hesse's Steppenwolf with the hideous horrors of
Lovecraft's “The Rats in the Wall,” juxtaposing aesthetics of sublime wonder
and alarming revulsion. It maintains a driving tempo of wild
discombobulation that shatters the narrator's anthropocentric worldview in
a manner not dissimilar from “The Willows,” but with a conclusion that
provides a clear message of reprimand to mankind. Thick with wonder,
sublimity, mental chaos, and looming madness, this treatment provides all
of the philosophical, artistic, and psychological elements of a classic
Blackwood story, and offers a keen insight into his cosmic philosophies and
artistic ethos.

MAY DAY EVE1
{1907}
IT was in the spring when I at last found time from the hospital work to visit
my friend, the old folk-lorist, in his country isolation, and I rather chuckled to
myself, because in my bag I was taking down a book that utterly refuted all his
tiresome pet theories of magic and the powers of the soul 2.

1

Taking place on April 30, May Day Eve – like May Day itself – is wrapped in superstition,
folklore, and mythology connected with its pagan origins. Known to the Germans as Wulpurgis
Nacht, April 30 is to Northern, Central, and East-Central Europe what Hallowe’en is to the British
Isles and North America (April 30 happens to be exactly six months after October 31, and many
cultures observe both). A spring festival, it incorporates many of the same themes and practices
which Hallowe’en uses to usher in winter, to usher out winter, including wild parties, bonfires, and
supernatural folklore which acknowledges the thinning of the veil between the visible and invisible
worlds. Hallowe’en and Wulpurgis Night are both considered festivals which invite the dark powers
into the realms of mortals; Wulpurgis Night is renowned as the night when the witches of Europe
converge on Brocken Mountain in Germany and partake in a lurid black mass (this satanic frolic was
famously depicted in Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s magnum opus Faust Part I)
2
Our protagonist appears to be something of a Horatio, who champions the philosophy of human
understanding over the “things in heaven and earth” that his friend is openminded towards. This is
unusual, though not unheard of (e.g. “The Valley of the Beasts”) – a skeptical Blackwood character
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These theories were many and various, and had often troubled me. In the
first place, I scorned them for professional reasons, and, in the second, because
I had never been able to argue quite well enough to convince or to shake his
faith, in even the smallest details, and any scientific knowledge I brought to
bear only fed him with confirmatory data. To find such a book, therefore, and
to know that it was safely in my bag, wrapped up in brown paper and
addressed to him, was a deep and satisfactory joy, and I speculated a good deal
during the journey how he would deal with the overwhelming arguments it
contained against the existence of any important region outside the world of
sensory perceptions.
Speculative, too, I was whether his visionary habits and absorbing
experiments would permit him to remember my arrival at all, and I was
accordingly relieved to hear from the solitary porter that the “professor 1” had
sent a "veeckle2" to meet me, and that I was thus free to send my bag and walk
the four miles to the house across the hills.
It was a calm, windless evening, just after sunset, the air warm and scented,
and delightfully still. The train, already sinking into distance, carried away
with it the noise of crowds and cities and the last suggestions of the stressful
life behind me3, and from the little station on the moorland4 I stepped at once
into the world of silent, growing things, tinkling sheep-bells, shepherds, and
wild, desolate spaces5.
My path lay diagonally across the turfy hills. It slanted a mile or so to the
summit, wandered vaguely another two miles among gorse-bushes along the
crest, passed Tom Bassett's cottage by the pines, and then dropped sharply
down on the other side through rather thin woods to the ancient house where
the old folklorist lived and dreamed himself into his impossible world of theory
and fantasy. I fell to thinking busily about him during the first part of the
ascent, and convinced myself, as usual, that, but for his generosity to the poor,
and his benign aspect, the peasantry must undoubtedly have regarded him as a
wizard who speculated in souls and had dark dealings with the world of
faery6.
The path I knew tolerably well. I had already walked it once before—a
winter's day some years ago—and from the cottage onward felt sure of my
way; but for the first mile or so there were so many cross cattle-tracks, and the
light had become so dim that I felt it wise to inquire more particularly. And
1

Our folklorist is not a professional academic, but has gained the local honorific of “professor” due
to his renowned knowledge
2
Viz. “vehicle” – in a rural English dialect
3
As we are well aware, in Blackwood’s world, urban, middle-classed, bourgeois concerns are the
distractions that veil the wonders of the universe from skeptics and busy men – he has used this both
as a vital defense (“The Willows”) and a foolish hindrance (“Ancient Lights”) in his fiction
4
Suggestive of southwest England
5
Spaces uncluttered by the minutiae modernity – spaces where wild things can grow and be seen
6
The same world of “brownies” and sprites that inhabited the universe of “Ancient Lights.” This
story is tremendously similar to that one, which may be considered a brief reworking of this
lengthier treatment on the themes they examine
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this I was fortunately able to do of a man who with astonishing suddenness
rose from the grass where he had been lying behind a clump of bushes, and
passed a few yards in front of me at a high pace downhill toward the
darkening valley.
He was in such a state of hurry that I called out loudly to him, fearing to be
too late, but on hearing my voice he turned sharply, and seemed to arrive
almost at once beside me. In a single instant he was standing there, quite close,
looking, with a smile and a certain expression of curiosity, I thought, into my
face. I remember thinking that his features, pale and wholly untanned1, were
rather wonderful for a countryman, and that the eyes were those of a
foreigner; his great swiftness, too, gave me a distinct sensation—something
almost of a start—though I knew my vision was at fault at the best of times,
and of course especially so in the deceptive twilight of the open hillside.
Moreover—as the way often is with such instructions—the words did not
stay in my mind very clearly after he had uttered them, and the rapid,
panther-like movements of the man as he quickly vanished down the hill
again left me with little more than a sweeping gesture indicating the line I was
to follow. No doubt his sudden rising from behind the gorse-bush, his curious
swiftness, and the way he peered into my face, and even touched me on the
shoulder, all combined to distract my attention somewhat from the actual
words he used; and the fact that I was traveling at a wrong angle, and should
have come out a mile too far to the right, helped to complete my feeling that
his gesture, pointing the way, was sufficient.
On the crest of the ridge, panting a little with the unwonted exertion, I lay
down to rest a moment on the grass beside a flaming yellow gorse-bush. There
was still a good hour before I should be looked for at the house; the grass was
very soft, the peace and silence soothing. I lingered, and lit a cigarette. And it
was just then, I think, that my subconscious memory gave back the words, the
actual words, the man had spoken, and the heavy significance of the personal
pronoun, as he had emphasized it in his odd foreign voice, touched me with a
sense of vague amusement: “The safest way for you now,” he had said, as
though I was so obviously a townsman and might be in danger on the lonely
hills after dark. And the quick way he had reached my side, and then slipped
off again like a shadow down the steep slope, completed a definite little picture
in my mind. Then other thoughts and memories rose up and formed a series of
pictures, following each other in rapid succession, and forming a chain of
reflections undirected by the will and without purpose or meaning. I fell, that
is, into a pleasant reverie.
Below me, and infinitely far away, it seemed, the valley lay silent under a
veil of blue evening haze, the lower end losing itself among darkening hills
whose peaks rose here and there like giant plumes that would surely nod their
great heads and call to one another once the final shadows were down. The
village lay, a misty patch, in which lights already twinkled. A sound of rooks
faintly cawing, of sea-gulls crying far up in the sky, and of dogs barking at a
1

As of one who is more active at nighttime and otherwise spends his hours underground or in dark
forests. Also suggestive of a spectral or ghostly quality – something not quite mortal
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great distance rose up out of the general murmur of evening voices. Odours of
farm and field and open spaces stole to my nostrils, and everything contributed
to the feeling that I lay on the top of the world, nothing between me and the
stars, and that all the huge, free things of the earth-hills, valleys, woods, and
sloping fields lay breathing deeply about me.
A few sea-gulls—in daytime hereabouts they fill the air—still circled and
wheeled within range of sight, uttering from time to time sharp, petulant 1
cries; and far in the distance there was just visible a shadowy line that showed
where the sea lay2.
Then, as I lay gazing dreamily into this still pool of shadows at my feet,
something rose up, something sheet-like, vast, imponderable, off the whole
surface of the mapped-out country, moved with incredible swiftness down the
valley, and in a single instant climbed the hill where I lay and swept by me, yet
without hurry, and in a sense without speed. Veils in this way rose one after
another, filling the cups between the hills, shrouding alike fields, village, and
hillside as they passed, and settled down somewhere into the gloom behind me
over the ridge, or slipped off like vapour into the sky.
Whether it was actually mist rising from the surface of the fast-cooling
ground, or merely the earth giving up her heat to the night, I could not
determine. The coming of the darkness is ever a series of mysteries. I only
know that this indescribable vast stirring of the landscape seemed to me as
though the earth were unfolding immense sable wings from her sides, and
lifting them for silent, gigantic strokes so that she might fly more swiftly from
the sun into the night. The darkness, at any rate, did drop down over
everything very soon afterward, and I rose up hastily to follow my pathway,
realizing with a degree of wonder strangely new to me the magic of twilight 3,
the blue open depths into the valley below, and the pale yellow heights of the
watery sky above.
I walked rapidly, a sense of chilliness about me, and soon lost sight of the
valley altogether as I got upon the ridge proper of these lonely and desolate
hills.
It could not have been more than fifteen minutes that I lay there in reverie,
yet the weather, I at once noticed, had changed very abruptly, for mist was
seething here and there about me, rising somewhere from smaller valleys in
the hills beyond, and obscuring the path, while overhead there was plainly a
sound of wind tearing past, far up, with a sound of high shouting. A moment
before it had been the stillness of a warm spring night, yet now everything had
changed; wet mist coated me, raindrops smartly stung my face, and a gusty
wind, descending out of cool heights, began to strike and buffet me, so that I
buttoned my coat and pressed my hat more firmly upon my head.

1

Arrogant
The English Channel
3
His time spent in the country – avidly admiring its rural beauty – has already begun to alert him to
things he would otherwise have failed to notice, discarded, or rationalized
2
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The change was really this—and it came to me for the first time in my life
with the power of a real conviction—that everything about me seemed to have
become suddenly alive1.
It came oddly upon me—prosaic, matter-of-fact, materialistic2 doctor that I
was—this realization that the world about me had somehow stirred into life;
oddly, I say, because Nature to me had always been merely a more or less
definite arrangement of measurement, weight, and colour, and this new
presentation of it was utterly foreign to my temperament. A valley to me was
always a valley; a hill, merely a hill; a field, so many acres of flat surface, grass
or ploughed, drained well or drained ill; whereas now, with startling
vividness, came the strange, haunting idea that after all they could be
something more than valley, hill, and field; that what I had hitherto perceived
by these names were only the veils of something that lay concealed within,
something alive3. In a word, that the poetic sense I had always rather sneered
at, in others, or explained away with some shallow physiological label, had
apparently suddenly opened up in myself without any obvious cause.
And, the more I puzzled over it, the more I began to realize that its genesis
dated from those few minutes of reverie lying under the gorse-bush (reverie, a
thing I had never before in all my life indulged in!), or, now that I came to
reflect more accurately, from my brief interview with that wild-eyed, swiftmoving, shadowy man of whom I had first inquired the way.
I recalled my singular fancy that veils were lifting off the surface of the hills
and fields, and a tremour of excitement accompanied the memory. Such a
thing had never before been possible to my practical intelligence, and it made
me feel suspicious about myself. I stood still a moment—I looked about me into
the gathering mist, above me to the vanishing stars, below me to the hidden
valley, and then sent an urgent summons to my individuality, as I had always
known it, to arrest and chase these undesirable fancies.
But I called in vain. No answer came. Anxiously, hurriedly, confusedly, too, I
searched for my normal self, but could not find it; and this failure to respond
induced in me a sense of uneasiness that touched very nearly upon the borders
of alarm.
I pushed on faster and faster along the turfy track among the gorse-bushes
with a dread that I might lose the way altogether, and a sudden desire to reach
home as soon as might be. Then, without warning, I emerged unexpectedly
into clear air again, and the vapour swept past me in a rushing wall and rose
into the sky. Anew I saw the lights of the village behind me in the depths, here
and there a line of smoke rising against the pale yellow sky, and stars overhead
1

The sentience and independence of inanimate objects of Nature is a thoroughly recurrent theme in
Blackwood (“Sea Fit,” “Ancient Lights,” “Man Whom the Trees Loved,” “The Willows,” “Sand,”
etc.). His use of eco-horror was truly unconventional and daring, allowing horror to become
unnervingly omnipresent – not just the stuff of dead humans or lurking murderers, but the very
matter we walk upon, lean against, and harvest for food
2
One who only believes in the material world – that which can be handled, measured, and observed
3
The artistic thesis of Blackwood’s eco-horror, and a wonderful description of what might
otherwise seem a profoundly silly plot device
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peering down through thin wispy clouds that stretched their wind-signs across
the night.
After all, it had been nothing but a stray bit of sea-fog driving up from the
coast, for the other side of the hills, I remembered, dipped their chalk cliffs
straight into the sea, and strange lost winds must often come a-wandering this
way with the sharp changes of temperature about sunset. None the less, it was
disconcerting to know that mist and storm lay hiding within possible reach,
and I walked on smartly for a sight of Tom Bassett's cottage and the lights of
the Manor House in the valley a short mile beyond.
The clearing of the air, however, lasted but a very brief while, and vapour
was soon rising about me as before, hiding the path and making bushes and
stone walls look like running shadows. It came, driven apparently, by little
independent winds up the many side gullies, and it was very cold, touching my
skin like a wet sheet. Curious great shapes, too, it assumed as the wind worked
to and fro through it: forms of men and animals; grotesque, giant outlines; ever
shifting and running along the ground with silent feet, or leaping into the air
with sharp cries as the gusts twisted them inwardly and lent them voice. More
and more I pushed my pace, and more and more darkness and vapour
obliterated the landscape. The going was not otherwise difficult, and here and
there cowslips glimmered in, patches of dancing yellow, while the springy turf
made it easy to keep up speed; yet in the gloom I frequently tripped and
plunged into prickly gorse near the ground, so that from shin to knee was soon
a-tingle with sharp pain. Odd puffs and spits of rain stung my face, and the
periods of utter stillness were always followed by little shouting gusts of wind,
each time from a new direction. Troubled is perhaps too strong a word, but
flustered I certainly was; and though I recognized that it was due to my being
in an environment so remote from the town life I was accustomed to, I found it
impossible to stifle altogether the feeling of malaise that had crept into my
heart, and I looked about with increasing eagerness for the lighted windows of
Bassett's cottage.
More and more, little pin-pricks of distress and confusion accumulated,
adding to my realization of being away from streets and shop-windows, and
things I could classify and deal with1. The mist, too, distorted as well as
concealed, played tricks with sounds as well as with sights. And, once or twice,
when I stumbled upon some crouching sheep, they got up without the
customary alarm and hurry of sheep, and moved off slowly into the darkness,
but in such a singular way that I could almost have sworn they were not sheep
at all, but human beings crawling on all-fours, looking back and grimacing at
me over their shoulders as they went. On these occasions—for there were
more than one—I never could get close enough to feel their woolly wet backs,
as I should have liked to do; and the sound of their tinkling bells came faintly
through the mist, sometimes from one direction, sometimes from another,
1

A very effective explanation of Blackwood’s use of urban scenery and concerns as a distraction
from the wonders of the cosmos: they are classifiable – capable of understanding and being labeled;
they are products of man’s mind and work within that cognitive matrix as they were meant to.
Nature works outside of the cognitive matrix, and – in some cases – works diametrically against it
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sometimes all round me as though a whole flock surrounded me; and I found it
impossible to analyze or explain the idea I received that they were not sheepbells at all, but something quite different.
But mist and darkness, and a certain confusion of the senses caused by the
excitement of an utterly strange environment, can account for a great deal. I
pushed on quickly. The conviction that I had strayed from the route grew,
nevertheless, for occasionally there was a great commotion of seagulls about
me, as though I had disturbed them in their sleeping places. The air filled with
their plaintive cries, and I heard the rushing of multitudinous wings,
sometimes very close to my head, but always invisible owing to the mist. And
once, above the swishing of the wet wind through the gorse-bushes, I was sure
I caught the faint thunder of the sea and the distant crashing of waves rolling
up some steep-throated gully in the cliffs. I went cautiously after this, and
altered my course a little away from the direction of the sound.
Yet, increasingly all the time, it came to me how the cries of the sea-birds
sounded like laughter, and how the everlasting wind blew and drove about me
with a purpose, and how the low bushes persistently took the shape of
stooping people, moving stealthily past me, and how the mist more and more
resembled huge protean1 figures escorting me across the desolate hills, silently,
with immense footsteps. For the inanimate world now touched my awakened
poetic sense in a manner hitherto unguessed, and became fraught with the
pregnant messages of a dimly concealed life. I readily understood, for the first
time, how easily a superstitious peasantry might people their world, and how
even an educated mind might favour an atmosphere of legend 2. I stumbled
along, looking anxiously for the lights of the cottage.
Suddenly, as a shape of writhing mist whirled past, I received so direct a
stroke of wind that it was palpably a blow in the face. Something swept by
with a shrill cry into the darkness. It was impossible to prevent jumping to one
side and raising an arm by way of protection, and I was only just quick enough
to catch a glimpse of the sea-gull as it raced past, with suddenly altered flight,
beating its powerful wings over my head. Its white body looked enormous as
the mist swallowed it. At the same moment a gust tore my hat from my head
and flung the flap of my coat across my eyes 3. But I was well-trained by this
time, and made a quick dash after the retreating black object, only to find on
overtaking it that I held a prickly branch of gorse. The wind combed my hair
viciously. Then, out of a corner of my eye, I saw my hat still rolling, and
grabbed swiftly at it; but just as I closed on it, the real hat passed in front of
me, turning over in the wind like a ball, and I instantly released my first
capture to chase it. Before it was within reach, another one shot between my
feet so that I stepped on it. The grass seemed covered with moving hats, yet
1

Able to take on a variety of forms, shapes, or characters – shape-shifters
The process of change is not immediate: he is still only able to concede that he can now understand
how some people – even educated persons like the folklorist – might arrive at supernatural
conclusions
3
Compare to “Ancient Lights.” This gradual, escalating, cat-and-mouse harassment is typical of
Blackwood’s predatory bogies – whether ghosts, brownies, elementals, or extra-dimensional forces
2
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each one, when I seized it, turned into a piece of wood, or a tiny gorse-bush, or
a black rabbit hole, till my hands were scored with prickles and running blood.
In the darkness, I reflected, all objects looked alike, as though by general
conspiracy. I straightened up and took a long breath, mopping the blood with
my handkerchief. Then something tapped at my feet, and on looking down,
there was the hat within easy reach, and I stooped down and put it on my head
again. Of course, there were a dozen ways of explaining my confusion and
stupidity, and I walked along wondering which to select. My eyesight, for one
thing—and under such conditions why seek further? It was nothing, after all,
and the dizziness was a momentary effect caused by the effort and stooping.
But for all that, I shouted aloud, on the chance that a wandering shepherd
might hear me; and of course no answer came, for it was like calling in a
padded room1, and the mist suffocated my voice and killed its resonance.
It was really very discouraging: I was cold and wet and hungry; my legs and
clothes torn by the gorse, my hands scratched and bleeding; the wind brought
water to my eyes by its constant buffetings, and my skin was numb from
contact with the chill mist. Fortunately I had matches, and after some
difficulty, by crouching under a wall, I caught a swift glimpse of my watch,
and saw that it was but little after eight o'clock. Supper I knew was at nine,
and I was surely over half-way by this time. But here again was another
instance of the way everything seemed in a conspiracy 2 against me to appear
otherwise than ordinary, for in the gleam of the match my watch-glass showed
as the face of a little old gray man, uncommonly like the folklorist himself,
peering up at me with an expression of whimsical laughter 3. My own
reflection it could not possibly have been, for I am clean-shaven, and this face
looked up at me through a running tangle of gray hair. Yet a second and third
match revealed only the white surface with the thin black hands moving
across it.
II
And it was at this point, I well remember, that I reached what was for me
the true heart of the adventure, the little fragment of real experience I learned
from it and took back with me to my doctor's life in London, and that has
1

Another space where reality is questioned, the senses are doubted, perception called into question,
and conclusions found dubious. Furthermore, it is a terrifying bit of imagery that underscores the
terrifying loss of reality that the narrator is undergoing. Playful or not, his experiences are enough to
make a man doubt the veracity of his senses – the sole communicator human beings have between
reality and fantasy – and slip into madness
2
Conspiracy. The trials he is facing are no longer the whims of poor lighting, chance, illusion, or
imagination; they are now the very real, very purposeful decisions of sentient beings drawn together
into a collaborative alliance of conspiracy against a man – and yet none of the conspirators (save
perhaps one) appear to be men
3
Perhaps a respectful borrowing from Dickens’ Christmas Carol where another stubborn man is
shown the error of his self-deception by a host of supernatural beings, guided by the phantasm of an
old friend. In Dickens’ tale, of course, the supernaturalism begins when Scrooge believes he sees the
face of his old partner manifesting in a large doorknocker
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remained with me ever since, and helped me to a new sympathetic insight into
the intricacies of certain curious mental cases I had never before really
understood.
For it was sufficiently obvious by now that a curious change had been going
forward in me for some time, dating, so far as I could focus my thoughts
sufficiently to analyze, from the moment of my speech with that hurrying man
of shadow on the hillside. And the first deliberate manifestation of the change,
now that I looked back, was surely the awakening in my prosaic being of the
“poetic thrill”; my sudden amazing appreciation of the world around me as
something alive. From that moment the change in me had worked ahead
subtly, swiftly. Yet, so natural had been the beginning of it, that although it
was a radically new departure for my temperament, I was hardly aware at first
of what had actually come about; and it was only now, after so many
encounters, that I was forced at length to acknowledge it.
It came the more forcibly too, because my very commonplace ideas of
beauty had hitherto always been associated with sunshine and crude effects;
yet here this new revelation leaped to me out of wind and mist and desolation
on a lonely hillside, out of night, darkness, and discomfort 1. New values rushed
upon me from all sides. Everything had changed, and the very simplicity with
which the new values presented themselves proved to me how profound the
change, the readjustment, had been. In such trivial things the evidence had
come that I was not aware of it until repetition forced my attention: the veils
rising from valley and hill; the mountain tops as personalities that shout or
murmur in the darkness; the crying of the sea birds and of the living,
purposeful wind; above all, the feeling that Nature about me was instinct with
a life differing from my own in degree rather than in kind 2; everything, from
the conspiracy of the gorsebushes to the disappearing hat, showed that a
fundamental attitude of mind in me had changed and changed, too, without
my knowledge or consent.
Moreover, at the same time the deep sadness of beauty had entered my heart
like a stroke; for all this mystery and loveliness, I realized poignantly was
utterly independent and careless of me, as me; and that while I must pass,
decay, grow old, these manifestations would remain for ever young and
unalterably potent3. And thus gradually had I become permeated with the
recognition of a region hitherto unknown to me, and that I had always
depreciated in others and especially, it now occurred to me, in my friend the
old folklorist.
Here surely, I thought, was the beginning of conditions which, carried a
little further, must become pathogenic. That the change was real and pregnant
1

The aesthetic of the Sublime – awe induced by Nature’s power, horror, eeriness, brooding, and size
He does not suppose that he is distinct from Nature – he too is part of its network – but that he has
become desensitized to his role in its program
3
This Lovecraftian view of mankind’s ineffectual influence on Nature resists an anthropocentric
worldview that envisions humanity as the apex of creation. Instead, the narrator comes to realize,
mankind is small and impotent when it becomes self-absorbed and cynical (like himself) rather than
partaking in the universal pageantry of Nature and wonder (like the folklorist)
2
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I had no doubt whatever. My consciousness was expanding and I had caught it
in the very act. I had of course read much concerning the changes of
personality, swift, kaleidoscopic—had come across something of it in my
practice and had listened to the folklorist holding forth like a man inspired
upon ways and means of reaching concealed regions of the human
consciousness, and opening it to the knowledge of things called magical, so
that one became free of a larger universe1. But it was only now for the first
time, on these bare hills, in touch with the wind and the rain, that I realized in
how simple a fashion the frontiers of consciousness could shift this way and
that, or with what touch of genuine awe the certainty might come that one
stood on the borderland of new, untried, perhaps dangerous, experiences.
At any rate, it did now come to me that my consciousness had shifted its
frontiers very considerably, and that whatever might happen must seem not
abnormal, but quite simple and inevitable, and of course utterly true. This very
simplicity, however, doing no violence to my being, brought with it none the
less a sense of dread and discomfort; and my dim awareness that unknown
possibilities were about me in the night puzzled and distressed me perhaps
more than I cared to admit.
III
All this that takes so long to describe became apparent to me in a few
seconds. What I had always despised ascended the throne.
But with the finding of Bassett's cottage, as a sign-post close to home, my
former sangfroid2, my stupidity, would doubtless return, and my relief was
therefore considerable when at length a faint gleam of light appeared through
the mist, against which the square dark shadow of the chimney-line pointed
upwards. After all, I had not strayed so very far out of the way. Now I could
definitely ascertain where I was wrong.
Quickening my pace, I scrambled over a broken stone wall, and almost ran
across the open bit of grass to the door. One moment the black outline of the
cottage was there in front of me, and the next, when I stood actually against it-there was nothing! I laughed to think how utterly I had been deceived. Yet not
utterly, for as I groped back again over the wall, the cottage loomed up a little
to the left, with its windows lighted and friendly, and I had only been mistaken
in my angle of approach after all. Yet again, as I hurried to the door, the mist
drove past and thickened a second time—and the cottage was not where I had
seen it!
My confusion increased a lot after that. I scrambled about in all directions,
rather foolishly hurried, and over countless stone walls it seemed, and
completely dazed as to the true points of the compass. Then suddenly, just
when a kind of despair came over me, the cottage stood there solidly before my
1

Openmindedness and an appreciation of Natural awe allow the meager civilizations of mankind to
be opened to and embraced within the larger cosmic forces, like removing the blind from the solitary
window of a room in which one has lived their entire life, only to find an infinite panorama outside
2
Bravery, courage, conviction
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eyes, and I found myself not two feet from the door. Was ever mist before so
deceptive? And there, just behind it, I made out the row of pines like a dark
wave breaking through the night. I sniffed the wet resinous1 odour with joy,
and a genuine thrill ran through me as I saw the unmistakable yellow light of
the windows. At last I was near home and my troubles would soon be over.
A cloud of birds rose with shrill cries off the roof and whirled into the
darkness when I knocked with my stick on the door, and human voices, I was
almost certain, mingled somewhere with them, though it was impossible to tell
whether they were within the cottage or outside. It all sounded confusedly
with a rush of air like a little whirlwind, and I stood there rather alarmed at
the clamour of my knocking. By way, too, of further proof that my imagination
had awakened, the significance of that knocking at the door set something
vibrating within me that most surely had never vibrated before, so that I
suddenly realized with what atmosphere of mystical suggestion is the mere act
of knocking surrounded—knocking at a door2—both for him who knocks,
wondering what shall be revealed on opening, and for him who stands within,
waiting for the summons of the knocker. I only know that I hesitated a lot
before making up my mind to knock a second time.
And, anyhow, what happened subsequently came in a sort of haze. Words
and memory both failed me when I try to record it truthfully, so that even the
faces are difficult to visualize again, the words almost impossible to hear.
Before I knew it the door was open and before I could frame the words of
my first brief question, I was within the threshold, and the door was shut
behind me3.
I had expected the little dark and narrow hall-way of a cottage, oppressive
of air and odour, but instead I came straight into a room that was full of light
and full of—people. And the air tasted like the air about a mountain-top.
To the end I never saw what produced the light, nor understood how so
many men and women found space4 to move comfortably to and fro, and pass
each other as they did, within the confines of those four walls. An
uncomfortable sense of having intruded upon some private gathering was, I
think, my first emotion; though how the poverty-stricken country-side could
have produced such an assemblage puzzled me beyond belief. And my second
emotion—if there was any division at all in the wave of wonder that fairly
drenched me—was feeling a sort of glory in the presence of such an
atmosphere of splendid and vital youth. Everything vibrated, quivered, shook

1

Piney
The door is symbolic of crossing from one place – one territory, one dimension – to another
3
He is enclosed within this dubious space – the point of no return
4
Throughout this story, space and time are demonstratively relative. The characters and phenomena
the narrator encounters are not bound by the influences of terrestrial physics – moving
inconsistently, occupying space unnaturally, and transforming physical matter with an impossible
plasticity. Incidentally, Einstein published his theory on the special relativity of space and time two
years before this story was published, in 1905, his so-called “miraculous year”
2
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about me1, and I almost felt myself as an aged and decrepit man by
comparison.
I know my heart gave a great fiery leap as I saw them, for the faces that met
me were fine, vigorous, and comely, while burning everywhere through their
ripe maturity shone the ardours of youth and a kind of deathless enthusiasm 2.
Old, yet eternally young they were, as rivers and mountains count their years
by thousands, yet remain ever youthful; and the first effect of all those pairs of
eyes lifted to meet my own was to send a whirlwind of unknown thrills about
my heart and make me catch my breath with mingled terror and delight. A
fear of death, and at the same time a sensation of touching something vast and
eternal that could never die, surged through me.
A deep hush followed my entrance as all turned to look at me. They stood,
men and women, grouped about a table, and something about them—not their
size alone—conveyed the impression of being gigantic3, giving me strangely
novel realizations of freedom, power, and immense existence more or less than
human4.
I can only record my thoughts and impressions as they came to me and as I
dimly now remember them. I had expected to see old Tom Bassett crouching
half asleep over a peat fire, a dim lamp on the table beside him, and instead
this assembly of tall and splendid men and women stood there to greet me, and
stood in silence. It was little wonder that at first the ready question died upon
my lips, and I almost forgot the words of my own language.
“I thought this was Tom Bassett's cottage!” I managed to ask at length, and
looked straight at the man nearest me across the table. He had wild hair falling
about his shoulders and a face of clear beauty. His eyes, too, like all the rest,
seemed shrouded by something veil-like that reminded me of the shadowy
man of whom I had first inquired the way. They were shaded—and for some
reason I was glad they were5.

1

While Blackwood predates the proliferation of the string theory, this resembles the basic concepts
of its physics. Notwithstanding, Blackwood is certainly suggesting a certain invigoration,
independency, and plasticity of even the most miniscule components of these figures’ physical
selves: they are trembling with life and energy, capable of transforming shapes and natures as a
tremulous flow of water bends around rocks and issues through drainpipes
2
Undefined and, hence, unrestricted by time, the figures – who identify with the larger cosmic
world rather than their own individual concerns – appear unblemished by time, though possessing a
distinct sense of age
3
Again, space is relative – they, like the split atom, contain an extreme an expansive character
seemingly at odds with their much smaller physical shape and size
4
Both more or less than human: more attuned to the greater cosmic nature of the universe, more
divine, more otherworldly; less distracted by petty material concerns, less aware of time, space,
death, and decay, less given to the intellectualization and rationalization of instinctual feelings
5
Eyes are symbolically the passageways to the soul, and like the biblical experiences of those who
have seen God, the narrator is grateful that the entirety of their nature is left unexposed. When
Moses saw God from behind on Mount Sinai, he returned to the Hebrews with a face that glowed
and frightened them so deeply that he resorted to wearing a veil. The use of veil imagery might be a
reference to this story – certainly one which Blackwood would have learned as a Calvinist child
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At the sound of my voice, unreal and thin, there was a general movement
throughout the room, as though everyone changed places, passing each other
like those shapes of fluid sort I had seen outside in the mist. But no answer
came. It seemed to me that the mist even penetrated into the room about me
and spread inwardly over my thoughts.
“Is this the way to the Manor House?” I asked again, louder, fighting my
inward confusion and weakness. “Can no one tell me?”
Then, apparently everyone began to answer at once, or rather, not to answer
directly, but to speak to each other in such a way that I could easily overhear.
The voices of the men were deep, and of the women wonderfully musical, with
a slow rhythm like that of the sea, or of the wind through the pine-trees
outside. But the unsatisfactory nature of what they said only helped to increase
my sense of confusion and dismay.
“Yes,” said one; “Tom Bassett was here for a while with the sheep, but his
home was not here.”
“He asks the way to a house when he does not even know the way to his
own mind!” another voice said, sounding overhead it seemed.
“And could he recognize the signs if we told him?” came in the singing
tones of a woman's voice close behind me.
And then, with a noise more like running water, or wind in the wings of
birds, than anything else I could liken it to, came several voices together:
“And what sort of way does he seek? The splendid way, or merely the easy?”
“Or the short way of fools!”
“But he must have some credentials, or he never could have got as far as
this,” came from another.
A laugh ran round the room at this, though what there was to laugh at I
could not imagine. It sounded like wind rushing about the hills. I got the
impression too that the roof was somehow open to the sky, for their laughter
had such a spacious quality in it, and the air was so cool and fresh, and
moving about in currents and waves.
“It was I who showed him the way,” cried a voice belonging to someone
who was looking straight into my face over the table. “It was the safest way for
him once he had got so far—”
I looked up and met his eye, and the sentence remained unfinished. It was
the hurrying, shadowy man of the hillside. He had the same shifting outline as
the others now, and the same veiled and shaded eyes, and as I looked the sense
of terror stirred and grew in me. I had come in to ask for help, but now I was
only anxious to be free of them all and out again in the rain and darkness on
the moor. Thoughts of escape filled my brain, and I searched quickly for the
door through which I had entered. But nowhere could I discover it again. The
walls were bare; not even the windows were visible. And the room seemed to
fill and empty of these figures as the waves of the sea fill and empty a cavern,
crowding one upon another, yet never occupying more space, or less. So the
coming and going of these men and women always evaded me.
And my terror became simply a terror that the veils of their eyes might lift,
and that they would look at me with their clear, naked sight. I became horribly
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aware of their eyes. It was not that I felt them evil, but that I feared the new
depths in me their merciless and terrible insight would stir into life1. My
consciousness had expanded quite enough for one night! I must escape at all
costs and claim my own self again, however limited. I must have sanity, even if
with limitations, but sanity at any price2.
But meanwhile, though I tried hard to find my voice again, there came
nothing but a thin piping sound that was like reeds whistling where winds
meet about a comer. My throat was contracted, and I could only produce the
smallest and most ridiculous of noises. The power of movement, too, was far
less than when I first came in, and every moment it became more difficult to
use my muscles, so that I stood there, stiff and awkward, face to face with this
assemblage of shifting, wonderful people.
“And now,” continued the voice of the man who had last spoken, “and now
the safest3 way for him will be through the other door, where he shall see that
which he may more easily understand.”
With a great effort I regained the power of movement, while at the same
time a burst of anger and a determination to be done with it all and to
overcome my dreadful confusion drove me forward. He saw me coming, of
course, and the others indeed opened up and made a way for me, shifting to
one side or the other whenever I came too near them, and never allowing me
to touch them. But at last, when I was close in front of the man, ready both to
speak and act, he was no longer there. I never saw the actual change—but
instead of a man it was a woman4! And when I turned with amazement, I saw
that the other occupants walking like figures in some ancient ceremony, were
moving slowly toward the far end of the room. One by one, as they filed past,
they raised their calm, passionless faces to mine, immensely vital, proud,
austere, and then, without further word or gesture, they opened the door I had
lost and disappeared through it one by one into the darkness of the night
beyond. And as they went it seemed that the mist swallowed them up and a
gust of wind caught them away, and the light also went with them, leaving me
alone with the figure who had last spoken.
Moreover it was just here that a most disquieting thought flashed through
my brain with unreasoning conviction, shaking my personality, as it were, to
1

As with contemporaneous writers of the Weird (esp. Machen, Chambers, Lovecraft, and Hodgson),
Blackwood highlights the terror of new knowledge – of true cosmic knowledge concerning the
miserable state of mankind in the universe. It is capable of inducing insanity (Chambers, The King in
Yellow), suicide (Machen’s “The Great God Pan”), and crippling depression (Blackwood’s own
“The Man Who Found Out”)
2
Loss of sanity – as in “The Willows” – is tantamount to death; it is the death of the reasoning,
calculative faculty which is capable of measuring, analyzing, and interpreting the wider world, and
this element of the narrator has already undergone a tremendous siege, leaving his sanity in a wholly
vulnerable situation
3
The references to “safety” and safeness now take on a different tone – they appear to be alluding to
the safety of his sanity rather than his person
4
The year that this story was published, C. G. Jung was meeting with Sigmund Freud and
establishing his own theories of analytical psychology, which would inevitably include the anima
and animus: the dual nature – feminine and masculine – that coexists within all persons
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the foundations: viz., that I had hitherto been spending my life in the pursuit of
false knowledge, in the mere classifying and labeling of effects, the analysis of
results, scientific so called; whereas it was the folk-lorist, and such like, who
with their dreams and prayers were all the time on the path of real knowledge,
the trail of causes; that the one was merely adding to the mechanical comfort
and safety of the body, ultimately degrading the highest part of man, and never
advancing the type, while the other—but then I had never yet believed in a
soul—and now was no time to begin, terror or no terror 1. Clearly, my thoughts
were wandering.
IV
It was at this moment the sound of the purring first reached me—deep,
guttural purring—that made me think at once of some large concealed animal.
It was precisely what I had heard many a time at the Zoological Gardens, and I
had visions of cows chewing the cud, or horses munching hay in a stall outside
the cottage. It was certainly an animal sound, and one of pleasure and
contentment.
Semi-darkness filled the room. Only a very faint moonlight, struggling
through the mist, came through the window, and I moved back instinctively
toward the support of the wall against my back. Somewhere, through
openings, came the sound of the night driving over the roof, and far above I
had visions of those everlasting winds streaming by with clouds as large as
continents on their wings. Something in me wanted to sing and shout, but
something else in me at the same time was in a very vivid state of unreasoning
terror. I felt immense, yet tiny; confident, yet timid; a part of huge, universal
forces, yet an utterly small, personal, and very limited being 2.
In the corner of the room on my right stood the woman. Her face was hid by
a mass of tumbling hair, that made me think of living grasses on a field in
June. Thus her head was partially turned from me, and the moonlight,
catching her outline, just revealed it against the wall like an impressionist
picture. Strange hidden memories stirred in the depths of me, and for a
moment I felt that I knew all about her. I stared about me quickly, nervously,
trying to take in everything at once. Then the purring sound3 grew much
louder and closer, and I forgot my notion that this woman was no stranger to
me and that I knew her as well as I knew myself. That purring thing was in the
room close beside me. Between us two, indeed, it was, for I now saw that her
1

Here Blackwood eloquently and accessibly advances his theory of human nature and industrial
capitalism/materialism/commercialism/intellectualism: the most important part of the human
organism is its spiritual self, not its commercial, national, or intellectual self
2
This is the conflict between the individual-as-self and the individual-as-member of the universal
collective. The narrator is comforted by his existence within the grand collective, but his
individuality is threatened by the realization that human occupations are trivial and meaningless.
One part of his soul is waking up and soaring while the other is cowering and dying
3
As E. F. Benson vilified slugs and caterpillars, William Hope Hodgson had an aversion to pigs and
swine, and H. P. Lovecraft appeared to be creeped out by fish and frogs, Blackwood demonstrates a
regular wariness of cats and lions, most famously in “Ancient Sorceries,” but also in “The Listener”
and “The Wendigo”
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arm nearest to me was raised, and that she was pointing to the wall in front of
us.
Following the direction of her hand, I saw that the wall was transparent,
and that I could see through a portion of it into a small square space beyond,
as though I was looking through gauze instead of bricks. This small inner
space was lighted, and on stooping down I saw that it was a sort of cupboard
or cell-like cage let into the wall. The thing that purred was there in the centre
of it.
I looked closer. It was a being, apparently a human being, crouched down in
its narrow cage, feeding. I saw the body stooping over a quantity of coarselooking, piled-up substance that was evidently food. It was like a man huddled
up. There it squatted, happy and contented, with the minimum of air, light,
and space, dully satisfied with its prisoned cage behind the bars, utterly
unconscious of the vast world about it, grunting with pleasure, purring like a
great cat, scornfully ignorant of what might lie beyond1. The cell, moreover, I
saw was a perfect masterpiece of mechanical contrivance and inventive
ingenuity—the very last word in comfort, safety and scientific skill. I was in
the act of trying to fit in my memory some of the details of its construction and
arrangement, when I made a chance noise, and at once became too agitated to
note carefully what I saw. For at the noise the creature turned, and I saw that
it was a human being—a man. I was aware of a face close against my own as it
pressed forward, but a face with embryonic features impossible to describe and
utterly loathsome, with eyes, ears, nose, and skin, only just sufficiently alive
and developed to transfer the minimum of gross sensation to the brain. The
mouth, however, was large and thicklipped, and the jaws were still moving in
the act of slow mastication2.
I shrank back, shuddering with mingled pity and disgust, and at the same
moment the woman beside me called me softly by my own name. She had
moved forward a little so that she stood quite close to me, full in the thin
stream of moonlight that fell across the floor, and I was conscious of a swift
transition from hell to heaven as my gaze passed from that embryonic visage to
a countenance so refined, so majestic, so divinely sensitive in its strength, that
it was like turning from the face of a devil to look upon the features of a
goddess.
At the same instant I was aware that both beings—the creature and the
woman—were moving rapidly toward me.
A pain like a sharp sword dived deep down into me and twisted horribly
through my heart, for as I saw them coming I realized in one swift moment of
terrible intuition that they had their life in me, that they were born of my own
1

A motif later popularized in the Matrix series of movies and earlier used by Jesus in his teachings –
the possibility that we have abandoned our awareness of the greater realms of possibility in favor of
a pathetic, primal, selfish comfort. Christ called this casting pearls before swine, and Blackwood
insinuates that, like the characters of many New Testament parables, mankind has forgone the
privilege to partake in the wider cosmic experience after becoming distracted by stupid triffles
(commerce, materialism, finance, comfort, security, individualism, etc.)
2
Suggesting the most primitive of comforts – gluttony
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being, and were indeed projections of myself1. They were portions of my
consciousness projected outwardly into objectivity, and their degree of reality
was just as great as that of any other part of me.
With a dreadful swiftness they rushed toward me, and in a single second
had merged themselves into my own being; and I understood in some
marvelous manner beyond the possibility of doubt that they were symbolic of
my own soul: the dull animal part of me2 that had hitherto acknowledged
nothing beyond its cage of minute sensations, and the higher part, almost out
of reach, and in touch with the stars3, that for the first time had feebly
awakened into life during my journey over the hill.
V
I forget altogether how it was that I escaped, whether by the window or the
door. I only know I found myself a moment later making great speed over the
moor, followed by screaming birds and shouting winds, straight on the track
downhill toward the Manor House. Something must have guided me, for I
went with the instinct of an animal, having no uncertainties as to turnings,
and saw the welcome lights of windows before I had covered another mile.
And all the way I felt as though a great sluice gate4 had been opened to let a
flood of new perceptions rush like a sea over my inner being, so that I was half
ashamed and half delighted, partly angry, yet partly happy.
Servants met me at the door, several of them, and I was aware at once of an
atmosphere of commotion in the house. I arrived breathless and hatless, wet to
the skin, my hands scratched and my boots caked with mud.
“We made sure5 you were lost, sir,” I heard the old butler say, and I heard
my own reply, faintly, like the voice of someone else:
“I thought so too.”
A minute later I found myself in the study, with the old folklorist standing
opposite. In his hands he held the book I had brought down for him in my bag,
ready addressed. There was a curious smile on his face.
“It never occurred to me that you would dare to walk—tonight of all
nights,” he was saying.

1

A tremendously Jungian sentiment which nonetheless prefigures much of Jung’s publications. It
also suggests the Freudian model of the unconscious: the creature is the Id – selfish, sensual,
compulsive, fixated – the narrator is the Ego – the executive function whose ability and
responsibility it is to weigh and choose – and the woman is the Super-Ego – the ideal self which
inspires the Ego to reach beyond the baser comforts of the Id. Similarly, in Hermann Hesse’s 1927
Jungian novel Der Steppenwolf, he casts the protagonist as consisting of a bourgeois, complacent,
artistic self – Harry – and as an indulgent, vulgar, iconoclast – the Steppenwolf, leaving him torn
between the two impulses and fantasizing about suicide as a means of ending the conflict
2
Again, likely modeled after Freud’s theory of the Id
3
Likely modeled after Freud’s theory of the Super-Ego
4
A metal or wooden door moving on grooves meant to dam up a flow of water when left in place
5
That is to say “were sure”
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I stared without a word. I was bursting with the desire to tell him something
of what had happened and try to be patient with his explanations, but when I
sought for words and sentences my story seemed suddenly flat and pointless,
and the details of my adventure began to evaporate and melt away, and
seemed hard to remember.
“I had an exciting walk,” I stammered, still a little breathless from running.
“The weather was all right when I started from the station.”
“The weather is all right still,” he said, “though you may have found some
evening mist on the top of the hills. But it's not that I meant1.”
“What then?”
“I meant,” he said, still laughing quizzically, “that you were a very brave
man to walk tonight over the enchanted hills, because this is May Day eve, and
on May Day eve, you know, They have power over the minds of men, and can
put glamour2 upon the imagination—”
“Who—they?' What do you mean?”
He put my book down on the table beside him and looked quietly for a
moment into my eyes, and as he did so the memory of my adventure began to
revive in detail, and I thought quickly of the shadowy man who had shown me
the way first. What could it have been in the face of the old folklorist that
made me think of this man? A dozen things ran like flashes through my
excited mind, and while I attempted to seize them I heard the old man's voice
continue. He seemed to be talking to himself as much as to me.
“The elemental3 beings you have always scoffed at, of course; they who
operate ceaselessly behind the screen of appearances4, and who fashion and
mould the moods of the mind. And an extremist like you—for extremes are
always dangerously weak—is their legitimate prey.”
“Pshaw!” I interrupted him, knowing that my manner betrayed me
hopelessly, and that he had guessed much. "Any man may have subjective
experiences, I suppose—”
Then I broke off suddenly. The change in his face made me start; it had
taken on for the moment so exactly the look of the man on the hillside. The
eyes gazing so steadily into mine had shadows in them, I thought.
“Glamour!” he was saying, “all glamour! One of them must have come very
close to you, or perhaps touched you.” Then he asked sharply, “Did you meet
anyone? Did you,speak with anyone?”
“I came by Tom Bassett's cottage,” I said. “I didn't feel quite sure of my way
and I went in and asked.”
“All glamour,” he repeated to himself, and then aloud to me, “and as for
Bassett's cottage, it was burnt down three years ago, and nothing stands there
now but broken, roofless walls—”
1

That is to say “it’s not that which I was talking about”
Enchantment; a spell
3
Spirits of inanimate objects (wind, water, etc.) which manifest themselves physically
4
E. F. Benson, in his commonly anthologized tale “The Bus Conductor” describes the supernatural
world as being hidden from mankind behind two shifting screens, each with a hole in it, perceptible
only when the two holes happen to line up
2
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He stopped because I had seized him by the arm. In the shadows of the
lamp-lit room behind him I thought I caught sight of dim forms moving past
the bookshelves. But when my eye tried to focus them they faded and slipped
away again into ceiling and walls. The details of the hill-top cottage, however,
started into life again at the sight, and I seized my friend's arm to tell him. But
instantly, when I tried, it all faded away again as though it had been a dream,
and I could recall nothing intelligible to repeat to him.
He looked at me and laughed.
“They always obliterate the memory afterward,” he said gently, “so that little
remains beyond a mood, or an emotion, to show how profoundly deep their
touch has been. Though sometimes part of the change remains and becomes
permanent—as I hope in your case it may.”
Then, before I had time to answer, to swear, or to remonstrate, he stepped
briskly past me and closed the door into the hall, and then drew me aside
farther into the room. The change that I could not understand was still
working in his face and eyes.
“If you have courage enough left to come with me,” he said, speaking very
seriously, “we will go out again and see more. Up till midnight, you know,
there is still the opportunity, and with me perhaps you won't feel so—so—”
It was impossible somehow to refuse; everything combined to make me go.
We had a little food and then went out into the hall, and he clapped a wideawake on his gray hairs. I took a cloak and seized a walking-stick from the
stand. I really hardly knew what I was doing. The new world I had awakened
to seemed still a-quiver1 about me.
As we passed out on to the gravel drive the light from the hall windows fell
upon his face, and I saw that the change I had been so long observing was
nearing its completeness, for there breathed about him that keen, wonderful
atmosphere of eternal youth I had felt upon the inmates of the cottage.
He seemed to have gone back forty years; a veil was gathering over his eyes;
and I could have sworn that somehow his stature had increased, and that he
moved beside me with a vigour and power I had never seen in him before.
And as we began to climb the hill together in silence I saw that the stars
were clear overhead and there was no mist, that the trees stood motionless
without wind, and that beyond us on the summit of the hills there were lights
dancing to and fro, appearing and disappearing like the inflection of stars in
water.

1

Recalling the elementals’ quivering, tremulous appearances
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“OF such great powers or beings there may be conceivably a survival... a survival of a
hugely remote period when... consciousness was manifested, perhaps, in shapes and
forms long since withdrawn before the tide of of advancing humanity... forms of
which poetry and legend alone have caught a flying memory and called them gods,
monsters, mythical beings of all sorts and kinds...”


THIS passage, from Blackwood's 1911 novel, The Centaur (as quoted in “The
Call of Cthulhu”) engages the same existential and anthropological concerns
as “May Day Eve” – what and from whence is the collection of human
mythology? What is the role of mankind in mythology: the sole god, creator,
and imagination, or a barely conscious receptor of impressions outrageously
beyond our ken? Rather than mull the possibilities, Blackwood fervently
sides with the later conclusion, suggesting that folklore, mythology, and
superstition – long since banished and put to shame by rationalism and
scientific inquiry – are in fact imperfect albeit attentive interpretations of
the genuine macrocosmic conditions of the universe. In “Cthulhu” –
profoundly inspired by Blackwood's weird fiction – Lovecraft suggests that
the diverse branches of science (far from achieving man's inevitable victory
over the universe) are blindly stumbling upon a grave and terrible reality –
contributing to the puzzle piece by piece. “May Day Eve” follows a very
similar tack, sampling from the cutting edge academic theories of the
Edwardian Era (Einstein's 1905 physical theories of the special relativity of
time and space; Freud's 1900 psychoanalytical hypotheses of the
unconscious mind; Jung's developing analytical constructs of archetypology;
Sir James Frazer's 1890-1915 treatises of comparative mythology) to
ironically uproot and dis-mast the intellectual certainty of an Edwardian
academic. Struggle though we might to assert our dominance over the
universe – its natural sublimity and spiritual wonder – we shall ultimately
find ourselves the plaything of forces far beyond the limits of our
comprehension. As Jung, Freud, Frazer, and even Einstein would agree, the
conflict between opposing forces (in this tale we have individualism,
materialism, and intellectual cynicism butting against collectivism,
spiritualism, and intellectual wonder) can only result in friction and
immobility. It is only through reconciliation, surrender, and harmonization
that progress can be made – both as a species and as individual human
consciousnesses. Ultimately, Blackwood would have us ask ourselves: to
whom shall we surrender our egos – to our receptive, spiritually verdant
selves (our intuition, awe, and humility) or to the squatting, mewing beasts
content to live in a cage of intellectual chauvinism, gnawing on the trinkets
of our material culture?
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RIVALED in popularity only by “The Willows” – and the contest is a close one
– Blackwood’s “The Wendigo” pairs finely with its older cousin, being a
horror story of which follows two campers as they steal away from the
distractions of civilization, into a remote hinterland of un-peopled
wilderness. Both stories are haunted by an Outer Being – a supernatural
force spiteful of mankind, redolent with cosmic power, and only tangentially
recognizable through the blind impressions of local mythology. While the
Willow Things were an external threat – external to humanity and to the
planet itself – the Wendigo stalks the interior: not only is it endemic to
terrestrial Nature – the “Call of the Wild personified” – but the greater
source of it calls out to corresponding doses which hibernate in each human
soul… sleeping until they are summoned. For those who are familiar with the
windigo1 of Algonkian lore, (a cannibalistic spirit that possesses those who
have, in hardship, resorted to eating human flesh, and transforming them
into a variety of cannibal-werewolf) be reminded that Blackwood does not at
any point allude to cannibalism: he has adopted the myth and remade it in
his own cosmic mythos. Rather than examining the taboo of cannibalism,
Blackwood appears to be exploring the threats of extreme wanderlust which
drive a man further and further from civilization until he finds himself faceto-face with the violent forces of Nature that reside within him. The lay term
for it may be “cabin fever”; some may call it “going stir-crazy; for Blackwood,
the phenomenon in question – the impulsive rejection of shelter and safety
in favor of endless and chaotic Nature – is described simple, chilling terms:
“seeing the Wendigo.”

1

A folkloric monster common to the Algonquin tribes of northeastern Canada, New England, New
York, and the Great Lakes Region, the windigo has traditionally been viewed as a cautionary tale
designed to discourage cannibalism during winter’s hardships. The windigo was said to be a beastdemon who visited those who resorted to cannibalism during times of starvation or those who stole
their companions’ carefully dispensed rations, and the visitation was said to transform the offender
into a windigo-type creature himself. The legend has been reported on by luminaries such as
Theodore Roosevelt, and has worked its way into the legal system (an Indian medicine man was
arrested for murder in the early twentieth century after ritualistically killing a man to prevent him
from being infected by the windigo’s contagion). The beast is said to be (unlike most modern
depictions which paint it as something as a grisly, anthropomorphic caribou) a personification of
starvation: unwholesomely pale, skeletally emaciated, with hollows for eyes, gore-imbued, cracked
lips, and reeking horrendously of decomposition and the grave. Blackwood chooses not to follow
this tack, instead having his Wendigo serve as a representation for the spirit of Wild Nature. While
we may suppose – since the windigo’s attachment to cannibalism is ancient and well-established –
that Blackwood intended Défago to appear guilty of the taboo, it is more important to note his
proximity to Nature and the great lengths of time he has spent alone in its bosom; like Erricson in
“The Sea Fit,” he has steadily developed more in common with the ragged Canadian wilds than with
mankind
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THE WENDIGO
{1910}
I
A considerable number of hunting parties were out that year without finding
so much as a fresh trail; for the moose were uncommonly shy, and the various
Nimrods1 returned to the bosoms of their respective families with the best
excuses the facts of their imaginations could suggest. Dr. Cathcart, among
others, came back without a trophy; but he brought instead the memory of an
experience which he declares was worth all the bull-moose that had ever been
shot. But then Cathcart, of Aberdeen2, was interested in other things besides
moose—amongst them the vagaries of the human mind. This particular story,
however, found no mention in his book on Collective Hallucination3 for the
simple reason (so he confided once to a fellow colleague) that he himself
played too intimate a part in it to form a competent judgment of the affair as a
whole. . . .
Besides himself and his guide, Hank Davis, there was young Simpson, his
nephew, a divinity student destined for the "Wee Kirk 4" (then on his first visit
to Canadian backwoods), and the latter's guide, Défago5. Joseph Défago was a
French "Canuck", who had strayed from his native Province of Quebec years
before, and had got caught in Rat Portage6 when the Canadian Pacific Railway
was a-building; a man who, in addition to his unparalleled knowledge of
woodcraft and bush-lore7, could also sing the old voyageur8 songs and tell a
capital hunting yarn into the bargain. He was deeply susceptible, moreover, to
that singular spell which the wilderness lays upon certain lonely natures, and
that amounted almost to an obsession. The life of the backwoods fascinated
1

Meaning novice. In most of his stories set across the Atlantic, Blackwood displays a penchant for
overindulging in American slang contemporaneous to his tenure in North America. This is one such
story.
2
City on the west coast of Scotland
3
The title of the text certainly suggests that – like the narrator of “May Day Eve” – Cathcart is a
skeptic and intellectual whose publications attempt to debunk supernatural explanations of events
that have been witnessed by more than one person. Such an event makes up the climax of this story
4
The Presbyterian Free Church of Scotland
5
Défago sounds and looks quite nearly like the French de fagot – of fagots (made of fagots, from
fagots, or resembling fagots), viz. bundles of dry tinder and sticks used to fuel fires. This armchair
etymology (the surname is a genuine one) may be incorrect, but Blackwood’s use of a name which
so closely resembles such a phrase will be highly fitting by the story’s conclusion
6
While Québec is the great province occupying most of northeastern mainland Canada, Kenora – or
Rat Portage – is a small city on the Lake of the Woods, situated nearly on the border between
Ontario and Alberta in the very heart of the nation
7
The legends and folklore of the Canadian wilderness
8
French fur traders, trappers, explorers, and frontiersmen
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him—whence, doubtless, his surpassing efficiency in dealing with their
mysteries.
On this particular expedition he was Hank's choice. Hank knew him and
swore by him. He also swore at him, "jest1 as a pal might", and since he had a
vocabulary of picturesque, if utterly meaningless, oaths, the conversation
between the two stalwart and hardy woodsmen was often of a rather lively
description. This river of expletives, however, Hank agreed to dam a little out
of respect for his old "hunting boss", Dr. Cathcart, whom of course he
addressed after the fashion of the country as "Doc"; and also because he
understood that young Simpson was already a "bit of a parson 2". He had,
however, one objection to Défago, and one only—which was, that the French
Canadian sometimes exhibited what Hank described as "the output of a cursed
and dismal mind", meaning apparently that he sometimes was true to type,
Latin type3, and suffered fits of a kind of silent moroseness when nothing could
induce him to utter speech. Défago, that is to say, was imaginative and
melancholy. And, as a rule, it was too long a spell of "civilisation 4" that induced
the attacks, for a few days of the wilderness invariably cured them.
This, then, was the party of four that found themselves in camp the last week
in October of that "shy moose year" 'way up in the wilderness north of Rat
Portage—a forsaken and desolate country. There was also Punk, an Indian,
who had accompanied Dr. Cathcart and Hank on their hunting trips in
previous years, and who acted as cook. His duty was merely to stay in camp,
catch fish, and prepare venison steaks and coffee at a few minutes' notice. He
dressed in the worn-out clothes bequeathed to him by former patrons, and,
except for his coarse black hair and dark skin, he looked in these city garments
no more like a real redskin than a stage negro 5 looks like a real African. For all
that, however, Punk had in him still the instincts of his dying race; his taciturn
silence and his endurance survived; also his superstition.
The party round the blazing fire that night were despondent, for a week had
passed without a single sign of recent moose discovering itself. Défago had
sung his song and plunged into a story, but Hank, in bad humour, reminded
him so often that "he kep' mussing-up the fac's so, that it was 'most all nothin'
but a petred-out lie", that the Frenchman had finally subsided into a sulky
silence which nothing seemed likely to break. Dr. Cathcart and his nephew
were fairly done after an exhausting day. Punk was washing up the dishes,
grunting to himself under the lean-to of branches, where he later also slept.
No one troubled to stir the slowly dying fire. Overhead the stars were brilliant
in a sky quite wintry, and there was so little wind that ice was already forming
stealthily along the shores of the still lake behind them. The silence of the vast
listening forest stole forward and enveloped them.
1

Viz. “just”
Since he is a student of divinity, on his way to taking holy orders
3
That is to say, Roman Catholic
4
Blackwood continues to suggest a kinship between isolation and spiritual vulnerability, civilization
and spiritual deadness
5
A white person wearing blackface
2
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Hank broke in suddenly with his nasal voice.
"I'm in favour of breaking new ground to-morrow, Doc," he observed with
energy, looking across at his employer. "We don't stand a chance around
here."
"Agreed," said Cathcart, always a man of few words. "Think the idea's good."
"Sure pop, it's good," Hank resumed with confidence. "S'pose, now, you and I
strike west, up Garden Lake way for a change! None of us ain't touched that
quiet bit o' land yet—"
"I'm with you."
"And you, Défago, take Mr. Simpson along in the small canoe, skip across the
lake, portage1 over into Fifty Island Water, and take a good squint down that
southern shore. The moose 'yarded2' there like hell last year, and for all we
know they may be doin' it agin this year jest to spite us."
Défago, keeping his eyes on the fire, said nothing by way of reply. He was still
offended, possibly, about his interrupted story.
"No one's been up that way this year, an' I'll lay my bottom dollar
on that!"3 Hank added with emphasis, as though he had a reason for knowing.
He looked over at his partner sharply. "Better take the little silk tent and stay
away a couple o' nights," he concluded, as though the matter were definitely
settled. For Hank was recognised as general organiser of the hunt, and in
charge of the party.
It was obvious to anyone that Défago did not jump at the plan, but his silence
seemed to convey something more than ordinary disapproval, and across his
sensitive dark face there passed a curious expression like a flash of firelight—
not so quickly, however, that the three men had not time to catch it.
"He funked4 for some reason I thought," Simpson said afterwards in the tent
he shared with his uncle. Dr. Cathcart made no immediate reply, although the
look had interested him enough at the time for him to make a mental note of it.
The expression had caused him a passing uneasiness he could not quite
account for at the moment.
But Hank, of course, had been the first to notice it, and the odd thing was that
instead of becoming explosive or angry over the other's reluctance, he at once
began to humour him a bit.
"But there ain't no speshul reason why no one's been up there this year," he
said, with a perceptible hush in his tone; "not the reason you mean, anyway!
Las' year it was the fires that kep' folks out, and this year I guess—I guess it jest
happened so, that's all!" His manner was clearly meant to be encouraging.
Joseph Défago raised his eyes a moment, then dropped them again. A breath
of wind stole out of the forest and stirred the embers into a passing blaze. Dr.
Cathcart again noticed the expression in the guide's face, and again he did not
like it. But this time the nature of the look betrayed itself. In those eyes, for an
instant, he caught the gleam of a man scared in his very soul. It disquieted him
1

To carry a canoe overland between
Pastured, remained, grazed
3
“I’d bet the last dollar I had on that”
4
To shrink away from in fear
2
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more than he cared to admit.
"But Indians up that way?" he asked, with a laugh to ease matters a little,
while Simpson too sleepy to notice the subtle by-play moved off to bed with a
prodigious1 yawn; "or—or anything wrong with the country?" he added, when
his nephew was out of hearing.
Hank met his eye with something less than his usual frankness.
"He's jest skeered2," he replied good-humouredly, "skeered stiff about some
ole feery tale! That's all, ain't it, ole pard 3?" And he gave Défago a friendly kick
on the moccasined foot that lay nearest the fire.
Défago looked up quickly, as from an interrupted reverie, a reverie, however,
that had not prevented his seeing all that went on about him.
"Skeered—nuthin'!" he answered, with a flush of defiance. "There's nuthin' in
the Bush that can skeer Joseph Défago, and don't you forget it!" And the
natural energy with which he spoke made it impossible to know whether he
told the whole truth or only a part of it.
Hank turned towards the doctor. He was just going to add something when
he stopped abruptly and looked round. A sound close behind them in the
darkness made all three start. It was old Punk, who had moved up from his
lean-to while they talked and now stood there just beyond the circle of
firelight—listening.
"'Nother time, Doc!" Hank whispered, with a wink, "when the gallery ain't
stepped down into the stalls4!" And, springing to his feet, he slapped the Indian
on the back and cried noisily, "Come up t' the fire an' warm yer dirty red skin a
bit." He dragged him towards the blaze and threw more wood on. "That was a
mighty good feed you give us an hour or two back," he continued heartily, as
though to set the man's thoughts on another scent, "and it ain't Christian to let
you stand out there freezin' yer ole soul to hell while we're gettin' all good an'
toasted!" Punk moved in and warmed his feet, smiling darkly at the other's
volubility5 which he only half understood, but saying nothing. And presently
Dr. Cathcart, seeing that further conversation was impossible, followed his
nephew's example and moved off to the tent leaving the three men smoking
over the now blazing fire.
It is not easy to undress in a small tent without waking one's companion, and
Cathcart, hardened and warm-blooded as he was in spite of his fifty odd years,
did what Hank would have described as "considerable of his twilight" in the
open. He noticed, during the process, that Punk had meanwhile gone back to
his lean-to, and that Hank and Défago were at it hammer and tongs, or, rather,

1

Great, large
Viz. “scared”
3
Viz. “partner”
4
The gallery is a reference to the open area where common people are allowed to gather and watch
a legal, academic, ecclesiastical, medical, or – especially – theatrical proceeding. The stalls are the
assigned seating for honored persons, aristocrats, or relevant professionals. Hank is suggesting that
the “important” people in the hunting group can confer after Punk has left
5
Chatty speech
2
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hammer and anvil1, the little French Canadian being the anvil. It was all very
like the conventional stage picture of Western melodrama 2: the fire lighting up
their faces with patches of alternate red and black; Défago, in slouch hat and
moccasins in the part of the "badlands" villain; Hank, open-faced and hatless,
with that reckless fling of his shoulders, the honest and deceived hero; and old
Punk, eaves-dropping in the background, supplying the atmosphere of
mystery. The doctor smiled as he noticed the details; but at the same time
something deep within him—he hardly knew what—shrank a little, as though
an almost imperceptible breath of warning had touched the surface of his soul
and was gone again before he could seize it. Probably it was traceable to the
"scared expression" he had seen in the eyes of Défago; "probably"—for this hint
of fugitive emotion otherwise escaped his usually so keen analysis. Défago, he
was vaguely aware, might cause trouble somehow. . . He was not as steady a
guide as Hank, for instance. . . . Further than that he could not get. . . .
He watched the men a moment longer before diving into the stuffy tent
where Simpson already slept soundly. Hank, he saw, was swearing like a mad
African in a New York nigger saloon; but it was the swearing of "affection".
The ridiculous oaths flew freely now that the cause of their obstruction was
asleep. Presently he put his arm almost tenderly upon his comrade's shoulder,
and they moved off together into the shadows where their tent stood faintly
glimmering. Punk, too, a moment later followed their example and
disappeared between his odorous blankets in the opposite direction.
Dr. Cathcart then likewise turned in, weariness and sleep still fighting in his
mind with an obscure curiosity to know what it was that had scared Défago
about the country up Fifty Island Water Way—wondering, too, why Punk's
presence had prevented the completion of what Hank had to say. Then sleep
overtook him. He would know to-morrow. Hank would tell him the story
while they trudged after the elusive moose.
Deep silence fell about the little camp, planted there so audaciously in the
jaws of the wilderness. The lake gleamed like a sheet of black glass beneath the
stars. The cold air pricked. In the draughts of night that poured their silent tide
from the depths of the forest, with messages from distant ridges and from lakes
just beginning to freeze, there lay already the faint, bleak odours 3 of coming
winter. White men4, with their dull scent, might never have divined them; the
fragrance of the wood-fire would have concealed from them these almost
1

Fighting
A performance noted for cheap theatrics, stock characters, overblown romances, villains, and
heroes. Particularly popular during the 19th and early 20th century, they were the ancestor of the
modern soap opera and the mid-century adventure serials such as The Lone Ranger
3
Odor and smelling become crucial motifs in “The Wendigo.” While very little is ever seen of the
creature, much is scented, implying that it works outside of the typical human modes of sensation –
chiefly vision – being capable of evading detection except by those who are or become sensitive to
its distinct scent
4
Although Hank treats Punk very poorly, Blackwood suggests that it is the white men who are more
thoroughly devolved, desensitized, and vulnerable, being of a less sensitive constitution, deadened
by their anthropocentric civilization, and dependent upon the Indians (and other white men with
Indian-like closeness to the natural world) to interpret the communications of the wilderness
2
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electrical hints of moss and bark and hardening swamp a hundred miles away.
Even Hank and Défago, subtly in league with the soul of the woods 1 as they
were, would probably have spread their delicate nostrils in vain. . . .
But an hour later, when all slept like the dead, old Punk crept from his
blankets and went down to the shore of the lake like a shadow—silently, as
only Indian blood can move. He raised his head and looked about him. The
thick darkness rendered sight of small avail, but, like the animals, he possessed
other senses that darkness could not mute. He listened—then sniffed the air2.
Motionless as a hemlock-stem he stood there. After five minutes again he lifted
his head and sniffed, and yet once again. A tingling of the wonderful nerves
that betrayed itself by no outer sign, ran through him as he tasted the keen air.
Then, merging his figure into the surrounding blackness in a way that only
wild men and animals understand, he turned, still moving like a shadow, and
went stealthily back to his lean-to and his bed.
And soon after he slept, the change of wind he had divined3 stirred gently the
reflection of the stars within the lake. Rising among the far ridges of the
country beyond Fifty Island Water, it came from the direction in which he had
stared, and it passed over the sleeping camp with a faint and sighing murmur
through the tops of the big trees that was almost too delicate to be audible.
With it, down the desert paths of night, though too faint, too high even for the
Indian's hair-like nerves, there passed a curious, thin odour, strangely
disquieting, an odour of something that seemed unfamiliar—utterly
unknown4.
The French Canadian and the man of Indian blood each stirred uneasily in his
sleep just about this time, though neither of them woke. Then the ghost of that
unforgettably strange odour passed away and was lost among the leagues 5 of
tenantless forest beyond.
II
In the morning the camp was astir before the sun. There had been a light fall
of snow during the night and the air was sharp. Punk had done his duty

1

A very telling expression – “in league with the soul of the woods.” This allegiance poses both a
defense and a danger, a warning system and a vulnerability
2
Part of being in league with the spirit of the wild is being capable of utilizing a broader, more
sensitive, more collective means of interpreting the world
3
Detected, foreseen
4
Firmly placing this tale in the genre of weird fiction, the supernatural agent of this tale is an
outside force: something uncommon to mankind’s experiences, beyond his comprehension, and
beyond his power to describe. Like in Bierce’s “The Damned Thing” or Lovecraft’s “The Colour
Out of Space,” the invader is impossible to describe in and of itself other than to say what it affects –
its actual character cannot be adequately described by the human senses, to which it is foreign
5
A unit of three miles. Blackwood is highlighting the many, many, many acres of un-peopled
wilderness that stretch around the small camp
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betimes, for the odours of coffee and fried bacon reached every tent 1. All were
in good spirits.
"Wind's shifted!" cried Hank vigorously, watching Simpson and his guide
already loading the small canoe. "It's across the lake—dead right for you
fellers. And the snow'll make bully2 trails! If there's any moose mussing around
up thar, they'll not get so much as a tail-end scent of you with the wind as it is.
Good luck, Monsieur Défago!" he added, facetiously giving the name its French
pronunciation for once, "bonne chance3!"
Défago returned the good wishes, apparently in the best of spirits, the silent
mood gone. Before eight o'clock old Punk had the camp to himself, Cathcart
and Hank were far along the trail that led westwards, while the canoe that
carried Défago and Simpson, with silk tent and grub for two days, was already
a dark speck bobbing on the bosom of the lake, going due east.
The wintry sharpness of the air was tempered now by a sun that topped the
wooded ridges and blazed with a luxurious warmth upon the world of lake
and forest below; loons flew skimming through the sparkling spray that the
wind lifted; divers shook their dripping heads to the sun and popped smartly
out of sight again; and as far as eye could reach rose leagues of endless,
crowding Bush, desolate in its lonely sweep and grandeur, untrodden by foot
of man, and stretching its mighty and unbroken carpet right up to the frozen
shores of Hudson Bay.
Simpson, who saw it all for the first time as he paddled hard in the bows 4 of
the dancing canoe, was enchanted by its austere beauty. His heart drank in the
sense of freedom and great spaces just as his lungs drank in the cool and
perfumed wind. Behind him in the stern seat, singing fragments of his native
chanties5, Défago steered the craft of birchbark like a thing of life, answering
cheerfully all his companion's questions. Both were gay and light-hearted. On
such occasions men lose the superficial, worldly distinctions; they become
human beings working together for a common end. Simpson, the employer,
and Défago the employed, among these primitive forces, were simply—two
men, the "guider" and the "guided". Superior knowledge, of course, assumed
control, and the younger man fell without a second thought into the quasisubordinate position. He never dreamed of objecting when Défago dropped the
"Mr.," and addressed him as "Say, Simpson," or "Simpson, boss," which was
invariably the case before they reached the farther shore after a stiff paddle of
twelve miles against a head wind. He only laughed, and liked it; then ceased to
notice it at all.
For this "divinity student" was a young man of parts and character, though as
yet, of course, untravelled; and on this trip—the first time he had seen any
1
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country but his own and little Switzerland—the huge scale of things somewhat
bewildered him. It was one thing, he realised, to hear about primeval forests,
but quite another to see them. While to dwell in them and seek acquaintance
with their wild life was, again, an initiation that no intelligent man could
undergo without a certain shifting of personal values hitherto held for
permanent and sacred1.
Simpson knew the first faint indication of this emotion when he held the new
.3032 rifle in his hands and looked along its pair of faultless, gleaming barrels.
The three days' journey to their headquarters, by lake and portage, had carried
the process a stage farther. And now that he was about to plunge beyond even
the fringe of wilderness where they were camped into the virgin heart of
uninhabited regions as vast as Europe itself, the true nature of the situation
stole upon him with an effect of delight and awe that his imagination was fully
capable of appreciating. It was himself and Défago against a multitude—at
least, against a Titan!
The bleak splendours of these remote and lonely forests rather overwhelmed
him with the sense of his own littleness. That stern quality of the tangled
backwoods which can only be described as merciless and terrible, rose out of
these far blue woods swimming upon the horizon, and revealed itself. He
understood the silent warning. He realized his own utter helplessness. Only
Défago, as a symbol of a distant civilization where man was master 3, stood
between him and a pitiless death by exhaustion and starvation.
It was thrilling to him, therefore, to watch Défago turn over the canoe upon
the shore, pack the paddles carefully underneath, and then proceed to "blaze"
the spruce stems for some distance on either side of an almost invisible trail,
with the careless remark thrown in, "Say, Simpson, if anything happens to me,
you'll find the canoe all correc' by these marks;—then strike doo west into the
sun to hit the home camp agin, see?"
It was the most natural thing in the world to say, and he said it without any
noticeable inflexion of the voice, only it happened to express the youth's
emotions at the moment with an utterance that was symbolic of the situation
and of his own helplessness as a factor in it. He was alone with Défago in a
primitive world: that was all. The canoe, another symbol of man's ascendancy 4,
was now to be left behind. Those small yellow patches, made on the trees by
the axe, were the only indications of its hiding-place.
Meanwhile, shouldering the packs between them, each man carrying his own
rifle, they followed the slender trail over rocks and fallen trunks and across
half-frozen swamps; skirting numerous lakes that fairly gemmed the forest,
their borders fringed with mist; and towards five o'clock found themselves
suddenly on the edge of the woods, looking out across a large sheet of water in
1
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front of them, dotted with pine-clad islands of all describable shapes and sizes.
"Fifty Island Water," announced Défago wearily, "and the sun jest goin' to dip
his bald old head into it!" he added, with unconscious poetry; and immediately
they set about pitching camp for the night.
In a very few minutes, under those skilful hands that never made a movement
too much or a movement too little, the silk tent stood taut and cosy, the beds of
balsam boughs ready laid, and a brisk cooking-fire burned with the minimum
of smoke. While the young Scotchman cleaned the fish they had caught
trolling behind the canoe, Défago "guessed" he would "jest as soon" take a turn
through the Bush for indications of moose. "May come across a trunk where
they bin and rubbed horns," he said, as he moved off, "or feedin' on the last of
the maple leaves"—and he was gone.
His small figure melted away like a shadow in the dusk, while Simpson noted
with a kind of admiration how easily the forest absorbed him into herself. A
few steps, it seemed, and he was no longer visible.
Yet there was little underbrush hereabouts; the trees stood somewhat apart,
well spaced; and in the clearings grew silver-birch and maple, spear-like and
slender, against the immense stems of spruce and hemlock. But for occasional
prostrate monsters, and the boulders of grey rock that thrust uncouth
shoulders here and there out of the ground, it might well have been a bit of
park in the Old Country1. Almost, one might have seen in it the hand of man.
A little to the right, however, began the great burnt section, miles in extent,
proclaiming its real character—brulé2, as it is called, where the fires of the
previous year had raged for weeks, and the blackened stumps now rose gaunt
and ugly, bereft of branches, like gigantic match-heads stuck into the ground,
savage and desolate beyond words. The perfume of charcoal and rain-soaked
ashes still hung faintly about it3.
The dusk rapidly deepened; the glades grew dark; the crackling of the fire
and the wash of little waves along the rocky lake shore were the only sounds
audible. The wind had dropped with the sun, and in all that vast world of
branches nothing stirred. Any moment, it seemed, the woodland gods, who are
to be worshipped in silence and loneliness, might sketch their mighty and
terrific outlines among the trees. In front, through doorways pillared by huge
straight stems, lay the stretch of Fifty Island Water, a crescent-shaped lake
some fifteen miles from tip to tip, and perhaps five miles across where they
were camped. A sky of rose and saffron, more clear than any atmosphere
Simpson had ever known, still dropped its pale streaming fires across the
waves, where the islands—a hundred, surely, rather than fifty—floated like
the fairy barques4 of some enchanted fleet. Fringed with pines, whose crests
fingered most delicately the sky, they almost seemed to move upwards as the
light faded—about to weigh anchor and navigate the pathways of the heavens
1
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instead of the currents of their native and desolate lake.
And strips of coloured cloud, like flaunting pennons1, signalled their
departure to the stars. . . .
The beauty of the scene was strangely uplifting. Simpson smoked the fish and
burnt his fingers into the bargain in his efforts to enjoy it and at the same time
tend the frying-pan and the fire. Yet, ever at the back of his thoughts, lay that
other aspect of the wilderness: the indifference to human life, the merciless
spirit of desolation which took no note of man2. The sense of his utter
loneliness, now that even Défago had gone, came close as he looked about him
and listened for the sound of his companion's returning footsteps.
There was pleasure in the sensation, yet with it a perfectly comprehensible
alarm. And instinctively the thought stirred in him: "What should I—could I,
do—if anything happened and he did not come back—?"
They enjoyed their well-earned supper, eating untold quantities of fish, and
drinking unmilked tea strong enough to kill men who had not covered thirty
miles of hard "going", eating little on the way. And when it was over, they
smoked and told stories round the blazing fire, laughing, stretching weary
limbs, and discussing plans for the morrow. Défago was in excellent spirits,
though disappointed at having no signs of moose to report. But it was dark and
he had not gone far. The brulé, too, was bad. His clothes and hands were
smeared with charcoal. Simpson, watching him, realized with renewed
vividness their position—alone together in the wilderness.
"Défago," he said presently, "these woods, you know, are a bit too big to feel
quite at home in—to feel comfortable in, I mean! . . . Eh?" He merely gave
expression to the mood of the moment; he was hardly prepared for the
earnestness, the solemnity even, with which the guide took him up.
"You've hit it right, Simpson, boss," he replied, fixing his searching brown
eyes on his face, "and that's the truth, sure. There's no end to 'em—no end at
all." Then he added in a lowered tone as if to himself, "There's lots found
out that, and gone plumb to pieces3!"
But the man's gravity of manner was not quite to the other's liking; it was a
little too suggestive for this scenery and setting; he was sorry he had broached
the subject. He remembered suddenly how his uncle had told him that men
were sometimes stricken with a strange fever of the wilderness, when the
seduction of the uninhabited wastes caught them so fiercely that they went
forth, half fascinated, half deluded, to their death. And he had a shrew idea
that his companion held something in sympathy with that queer type. He led
the conversation on to other topics, on to Hank and the doctor, for instance,
and the natural rivalry as to who should get the first sight of moose.
"If they went doo west," observed Défago carelessly, "there's sixty miles
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between us now—with ole Punk1 at half-way house eatin' himself full to
bustin' with fish and corfee." They laughed together over the picture. But the
casual mention of those sixty miles again made Simpson realize the prodigious
scale of this land where they hunted; sixty miles was a mere step; two hundred
little more than a step. Stories of lost hunters rose persistently before his
memory. The passion and mystery of homeless and wandering men, seduced
by the beauty of great forests, swept his soul in a way too vivid to be quite
pleasant. He wondered vaguely whether it was the mood of his companion that
invited the unwelcome suggestion with such persistence.
"Sing us a song, Défago, if you're not too tired," he asked; "one of those
old voyageur songs you sang the other night." He handed his tobacco pouch to
the guide and then filled his own pipe, while the Canadian, nothing loth, sent
his light voice across the lake in one of those plaintive, almost melancholy
chanties with which lumbermen and trappers lessen the burden of their
labour. There was an appealing and romantic flavour about it, something that
recalled the atmosphere of the old pioneer days when Indians and wilderness
were leagued together, battles frequent, and the Old Country farther off than it
is to-day. The sound traveled pleasantly over the water, but the forest at their
backs seemed to swallow it down with a single gulp that permitted neither
echo nor resonance2.
It was in the middle of the third verse that Simpson noticed something
unusual—something that brought his thoughts back with a rush from faraway scenes. A curious change had come into the man's voice. Even before he
knew what it was, uneasiness caught him, and looking up quickly, he saw that
Défago, though still singing, was peering about him into the Bush, as though
he heard or saw something. His voice grew fainter—dropped to a hush—then
ceased altogether. The same instant, with a movement amazingly alert, he
started to his feet and stood upright—sniffing the air. Like a dog scenting
game, he drew the air into his nostrils in short, sharp breaths, turning quickly
as he did so in all directions, and finally "pointing3" down the lake shore,
eastwards. It was a performance unpleasantly suggestive and at the same time
singularly dramatic. Simpson's heart fluttered disagreeably as he watched it.
"Lord, man! How you made me jump!" he exclaimed, on his feet beside him
the same instant, and peering over his shoulder into the sea of darkness.
"What's up? Are you frightened—?"
Even before the question was out of his mouth he knew it was foolish, for any
man with a pair of eyes in his head could see that the Canadian had turned
white down to his very gills. Not even sunburn and the glare of the fire could
1
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hide that.
The student felt himself trembling a little, weakfish in the knees. "What's up?"
he repeated quickly. "D'you smell moose? Or anything queer, anything—
wrong?" He lowered his voice instinctively.
The forest pressed round him with its encircling wall; the nearer tree-stems
gleamed like bronze in the firelight; beyond that—blackness, and, so far as he
could tell, a silence of death. Just behind them a passing puff of wind lifted a
single leaf, looked at it, then laid it softly down again without disturbing the
rest of the covey1. It seemed as if a million invisible causes had combined just
to produce that single visible effect. Other life pulsed about them—and was
gone.
Défago turned abruptly; the livid2 hue of his face had turned to a dirty grey.
"I never said I heered—or smelt—nuthin'," he said slowly and emphatically,
in an oddly altered voice that conveyed somehow a touch of defiance. "I was
only—takin' a look round—so to speak. It's always a mistake to be too previous
with yer questions." Then he added suddenly with obvious effort, in his more
natural voice, "Have you got the matches, Boss Simpson?" and proceeded to
light the pipe he had half filled just before he began to sing.
Without speaking another word they sat down again by the fire. Défago
changing his side so that he could face the direction the wind came from. For
even a tenderfoot3 could tell that. Défago changed his position in order to hear
and smell—all there was to be heard and smelt. And, since he now faced the
lake with his back to the trees it was evidently nothing in the forest that had
sent so strange and sudden a warning to his marvelously trained nerves.
"Guess now I don't feel like singing any," he explained presently of his own
accord. "That song kinder brings back memories that's troublesome to me; I
never oughter've begun it. It sets me on t' imagining things, see?"
Clearly the man was still fighting with some profoundly moving emotion. He
wished to excuse himself in the eyes of the other. But the explanation, in that it
was only a part of the truth, was a lie, and he knew perfectly well that Simpson
was not deceived by it. For nothing could explain away the livid terror that
had dropped over his face while he stood there sniffing the air. And nothing—
no amount of blazing fire, or chatting on ordinary subjects—could make that
camp exactly as it had been before. The shadow of an unknown horror, naked
if unguessed, that had flashed for an instant in the face and gestures of the
guide, had also communicated itself, vaguely and therefore more potently, to
his companion. The guide's visible efforts to dissemble the truth only made
things worse. Moreover, to add to the younger man's uneasiness, was the
difficulty, nay, the impossibility he felt of asking questions, and also his
complete ignorance as to the cause. . . . Indians, wild animals, forest fires—all
these, he knew, were wholly out of the question. His imagination searched
1
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vigorously, but in vain.
Yet, somehow or other, after another long spell of smoking, talking and
roasting themselves before the great fire, the shadow that had so suddenly
invaded their peaceful camp began to shirt. Perhaps Défago's efforts, or the
return of his quiet and normal attitude accomplished this; perhaps Simpson
himself had exaggerated the affair out of all proportion to the truth; or
possibly the vigorous air of the wilderness brought its own powers of healing.
Whatever the cause, the feeling of immediate horror seemed to have passed
away as mysteriously as it had come, for nothing occurred to feed it. Simpson
began to feel that he had permitted himself the unreasoning terror of a child.
He put it down partly to a certain subconscious excitement that this wild and
immense scenery generated in his blood, partly to the spell of solitude, and
partly to over fatigue. The pallor of the guide's face was, of course,
uncommonly hard to explain, yet it might have been due in some way to an
effect of firelight, or his own imagination. . . . He gave it the benefit of the
doubt; he was Scotch1.
When a somewhat unordinary emotion has disappeared, the mind always
finds a dozen ways of explaining away its causes. . . . Simpson lit a vast pipe
and tried to laugh to himself. On getting home to Scotland it would make quite
a good story. He did not realize that this laughter was a sign that terror still
lurked in the recesses of his soul—that, in fact, it was merely one of the
conventional signs by which a man, seriously alarmed, tries to persuade
himself that he is not so.
Défago, however, heard that low laughter and looked up with surprise on his
face. The two men stood, side by side, kicking the embers about before going to
bed. It was ten o'clock—a late hour for hunters to be still awake.
"What's ticklin' yer?" he asked in his ordinary tone, yet gravely.
"I—I was thinking of our little toy woods2 at home, just at that moment,"
stammered Simpson, coming back to what really dominated his mind, and
startled by the question, "and comparing them to—to all this," and he swept his
arm round to indicate the Bush.
A pause followed in which neither of them said anything.
"All the same I wouldn't laugh about it, if I was you," Défago added, looking
over Simpson's shoulder into the shadows. "There's places in there nobody
won't never see into—nobody knows what lives in there either."
"Too big—too far off?" The suggestion in the guide's manner was immense
and horrible.
Défago nodded. The expression on his face was dark. He, too, felt uneasy. The
younger man understood that in a hinterland3 of this size there might well be
depths of wood that would never in the life of the world be known or trodden.
The thought was not exactly the sort he welcomed. In a loud voice, cheerfully,
he suggested that it was time for bed. But the guide lingered, tinkering with
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the fire, arranging the stones needlessly, doing a dozen things that did not
really need doing. Evidently there was something he wanted to say, yet found it
difficult to "get at".
"Say, you, Boss Simpson," he began suddenly, as the last shower of sparks
went up into the air, "you don't—smell nothing, do you—nothing pertickler1, I
mean?" The commonplace question, Simpson realized, veiled a dreadfully
serious thought in his mind. A shiver ran down his back.
"Nothing but burning wood," he replied firmly, kicking again at the embers.
The sound of his own foot made him start.
"And all the evenin' you ain't smelt—nothing?" persisted the guide, peering at
him through the gloom; "nothing extrordiny, and different to anything else
you ever smelt before?"
"No, no man; nothing at all!" he replied aggressively, half angrily.
Défago's face cleared. "That's good!" he exclaimed, with evident relief. "That's
good to hear."
"Have you?" asked Simpson sharply, and the same instant regretted the
question.
The Canadian came closer in the darkness. He shook his head. "I guess not,"
he said, though without overwhelming conviction. "It must've been jest that
song of mine that did it. It's the song they sing in lumber-camps and godforsaken places like that, when they're skeered the Wendigo's somewheres
around, doin' a bit of swift travellin'—"
"And what's the Wendigo, pray?" Simpson asked quickly, irritated because
again he could not prevent that sudden shiver of the nerves. He knew that he
was close upon the man's terror and the cause of it. Yet a rushing passionate
curiosity overcame his better judgment, and his fear.
Défago turned swiftly and looked at him as though he were suddenly about to
shriek. His eyes shone, his mouth was wide open. Yet all he said, or whispered
rather, for his voice sank very low, was:
"It's nuthin'—nuthin' but what those lousy fellers believe when they've bin
hittin' the bottle too long—a sort of great animal that lives up yonder," he
jerked his head northwards, "quick as lightning in its tracks, an' bigger'n
anything else in the Bush, an' ain't supposed to be very good to look at—
that's all!"
"A backwoods' superstition—" began Simpson, moving hastily toward the tent
in order to shake off the hand of the guide that clutched his arm. "Come, come,
hurry up for God's sake, and get the lantern going! It's time we were in bed
and asleep if we're going to be up with the sun to-morrow. . . ."
The guide was close on his heels. "I'm coming," he answered out of the
darkness, "I'm coming." And after a slight delay he appeared with the lantern
and hung it from a nail in the front pole of the tent. The shadows of a hundred
trees shifted their places quickly as he did so, and when he stumbled over the
rope, diving swiftly inside, the whole tent trembled as though a gust of wind
struck it.
The two men lay down, without undressing, upon their beds of soft balsam
1
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boughs, cunningly arranged. Inside, all was warm and cosy, but outside the
world of crowding trees pressed close about them, marshalling their million
shadows, and smothering the little tent that stood there like a wee white shell
facing the ocean of tremendous forest1.
Between the two lonely figures within, however, there pressed another
shadow that was not a shadow from the night. It was the Shadow cast by the
strange Fear, never wholly exorcised, that had leaped suddenly upon Défago in
the middle of his singing. And Simpson, as he lay there, watching the darkness
through the open flap of the tent, ready to plunge into the fragrant abyss of
sleep2, knew first that unique and profound stillness of a primeval forest when
no wind stirs . . . and when the night has weight and substance that enters into
the soul to bind a veil3 about it. . . . Then sleep took him. . . .
III
Thus, it seemed to him, at least. Yet it was true that the lap of the water, just
beyond the tent door, still beat time with his lessening pulses when he realized
that he was lying with his eyes open and that another sound had recently
introduced itself with cunning softness between the splash and murmur of the
little waves.
And, long before he understood what this sound was, it had stirred in him the
centers of pity and alarm. He listened intently, though at first in vain, for the
running blood beat all its drums too noisily in his ears. Did it come, he
wondered, from the lake, or from the woods? . . .
Then, suddenly, with a rush and a flutter of the heart, he knew that it was
close beside him in the tent; and, when he turned over for a better hearing, it
focused itself unmistakably not two feet away. It was a sound of weeping:
Défago upon his bed of branches was sobbing in the darkness as though his
heart would break, the blankets evidently stuffed against his mouth to stifle it.
And his first feeling, before he could think or reflect, was the rush of a
poignant and searching tenderness. This intimate, human sound, heard amid
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the desolation about them, woke pity1. It was so incongruous2, so pitifully
incongruous—and so vain! Tears—in this vast and cruel wilderness: of what
avail3? He thought of a little child crying in mid-Atlantic. . . . Then, of course,
with fuller realization, and the memory of what had gone before, came the
descent of the terror upon him, and his blood ran cold.
"Défago," he whispered quickly, "what's the matter?" He tried to make his
voice very gentle. "Are you in pain—unhappy—?" There was no reply, but the
sounds ceased abruptly. He stretched his hand out and touched him. The body 4
did not stir.
"Are you awake?" for it occurred to him that the man was crying in his sleep.
"Are you cold?" He noticed that his feet, which were uncovered, projected
beyond the mouth of the tent. He spread an extra fold of his own blankets over
them. The guide had slipped down in his bed, and the branches seemed to have
been dragged with him. He was afraid to pull the body back again, for fear of
waking him.
One or two tentative questions he ventured softly, but though he waited for
several minutes there came no reply, nor any sign of movement. Presently he
heard his regular and quiet breathing, and putting his hand again gently on
the breast, felt the steady rise and fall beneath.
"Let me know if anything's wrong," he whispered, "or if I can do anything.
Wake me at once if you feel—queer5."
He hardly knew what to say. He lay down again, thinking and wondering
what it all meant. Défago, of course, had been crying in his sleep. Some dream
or other had afflicted him. Yet never in his life would he forget that pitiful
sound of sobbing, and the feeling that the whole awful wilderness of woods
listened6. . . .
His own mind busied itself for a long time with the recent events, of
which this took its mysterious place as one, and though this reason
successfully argued away all unwelcome suggestions, a sensation of uneasiness
remained, resisting ejection, very deep-seated—peculiar beyond ordinary.
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IV
But sleep, in the long run, proves greater than all emotions 1. His thoughts
soon wandered again; he lay there, warm as a toast, exceedingly weary; the
night soothed and comforted, blunting the edges of memory and alarm. Half
an hour later he was oblivious of everything in the outer world about him.
Yet sleep, in this case, was his great enemy, concealing all approaches,
smothering the warning of his nerves.
As, sometimes in a nightmare, events crowd upon each other's heels with a
conviction of dreadfullest reality, yet some inconsistent detail accuses the
whole display of incompleteness and disguise, so the events that now followed,
though they actually happened, persuaded the mind somehow that the detail
which could explain them had been overlooked in the confusion, and that
therefore they were but partly true, the rest delusion. At the back of the
sleeper's mind something remains awake, ready to let slip the judgment. "All
this is not quite real; when you wake up you'll understand."
And thus, in a way, it was with Simpson. The events, not wholly inexplicable
or incredible in themselves, yet remain for the man who saw and heard them a
sequence of separate facts of cold horror, because the little piece that might
have made the puzzle clear lay concealed or overlooked.
So far as he can recall, it was a violent movement, running downwards
through the tent towards the door, that first woke him and made him aware
that his companion was sitting bolt upright beside him—quivering. Hours
must have passed, for it was the pale gleam of the dawn that revealed his
outline against the canvas. This time the man was not crying; he was quaking
like a leaf; the trembling he felt plainly through the blankets down the entire
length of his own body. Défago had huddled down against him for protection,
shrinking away from something that apparently concealed itself near the doorflaps of the little tent.
Simpson thereupon called out in a loud voice some question or other—in the
first bewilderment of waking he does not remember exactly what—and the
man made no reply. The atmosphere and feeling of true nightmare lay horribly
about him, making movement and speech both difficult. At first, indeed, he
was not sure where he was—whether in one of the earlier camps, or at home
in his bed at Aberdeen. The sense of confusion was very troubling.
And next—almost simultaneous with his waking, it seemed—the profound
stillness of the dawn outside was shattered by a most uncommon sound. It
came without warning, or audible approach; and it was unspeakably dreadful.
It was a voice, Simpson declares, possibly a human voice; hoarse yet
plaintive—a soft, roaring voice close outside the tent, overhead rather than
upon the ground of immense volume, while in some strange way most
penetratingly and seductively sweet. It rang out, too, in three separate and
distinct notes, or cries, that bore in some odd fashion a resemblance, farfetched yet recognizable, to the name of the guide: Dé-fa-go!"
The student admits he is unable to describe it quite intelligently, for it was
1

The physical imperative overrides the emotional experience… just as Nature dominates humanity
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unlike any sound he had ever heard in his life, and combined a blending of
such contrary qualities. "A sort of windy, crying voice," he calls it, "as of
something lonely and untamed, wild and of abominable power. . . ."
And, even before it ceased, dropping back into the great gulfs of silence, the
guide beside him had sprung to his feet with an answering though
unintelligible cry. He blundered against the tent-pole with violence, shaking
the whole structure, spreading his arms out frantically for more room, and
kicking his legs impetuously free of the clinging blankets. For a second,
perhaps two, he stood upright by the door, his outline dark against the pallor
of the dawn; then, with a furious, rushing speed, he shot with a plunge
through the flaps of canvas—and was gone. And as he went—so astonishingly
fast that the voice could actually be heard dying in the distance—he called
aloud in tones of anguished terror that at the same time held something
strangely like the frenzied exultation of delight:
"Oh! oh! My feet of fire! My burning feet of fire! Oh! oh! This height and
fiery speed1!"
And then the distance quickly buried it, and the deep silence of very early
morning descended upon the forest as before.
It had all come about with such rapidity that, but for the evidence of the
empty bed beside him, Simpson could almost have believed it to have been the
memory of a nightmare carried over from sleep. He still felt the warm pressure
of that vanished body against his side; there lay the twisted blankets in a heap;
the very tent yet trembled with the vehemence of the impetuous departure. The
strange words rang in his ears, as though he still heard them in the distance—
wild language of a suddenly stricken mind. Moreover, it was not only the
senses of sight and hearing that reported uncommon things to his brain, for
even while the man cried and ran, he had become aware that a strange
perfume, faint yet pungent, pervaded the interior of the tent2. And it was at
this point, it seems, brought to himself by the consciousness that his nostrils
were taking this distressing odour down into his throat, that he found his
courage, sprang quickly to his feet—and went out.
The grey light of dawn that dropped, cold and glimmering, between the trees
revealed the scene tolerably well. There stood the tent behind him, soaked with
dew; the dark ashes of the fire, still warm; the lake, white beneath a coating of
mist, the islands rising darkly out of it like objects packed in wool; and patches
of snow beyond among the clearer spaces of the Bush—everything cold, still,
waiting for the sun. But nowhere a sign of the vanished guide—still, doubtless,
flying at frantic speed through the frozen woods. There was not even the
1

The Wendigo of legend is said to have superhuman strength and speed (much like the Frankenstein
Creature of Western mythology – despite its lumbering, stiff portrayal in cinema, the Creature is
described as having outrageous flexibility and speed). Défago will continue to break the laws of
physics, running at a blinding pace – to the detriment of his feet which are seared by the friction –
taking tremendously long strides, and occupying a space high in the heavens
2
Although the Wendigo’s physical self has not been seen, its odor lingers threateningly around
Simpson. We are reminded that the Wendigo is said to be not good to look at. Seeing it – having it
pass from the subtle animalistic instincts of hearing and smell to the more dominant human instinct
of sight – allows it to enter into one’s soul
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sound of disappearing footsteps, nor the echoes of the dying voice. He had
gone—utterly.
There was nothing; nothing but the sense of his recent presence, so strongly
left behind about the camp; and—this penetrating, all-pervading odour.
And even this was now rapidly disappearing in its turn. In spite of his
exceeding mental perturbation1, Simpson struggled hard to detect its nature,
and define it, but the ascertaining of an elusive scent, not recognized
subconsciously and at once, is a very subtle operation of the mind. And he
failed. It was gone before he could properly seize or name it. Approximate
description, even, seems to have been difficult, for it was unlike any smell he
knew. Acrid2 rather, not unlike the odour of a lion, he thinks, yet softer and
not wholly unpleasing, with something almost sweet in it that reminded him of
the scent of decaying garden leaves, earth, and the myriad, nameless perfumes
that make up the odour of a big forest. Yet the "odour of lions3" is the phrase
with which he usually sums it all up.
Then—it was wholly gone, and he found himself standing by the ashes of the
fire in a state of amazement and stupid terror that left him the helpless prey of
anything that chose to happen. Had a musk-rat poked its pointed muzzle over
a rock, or a squirrel scuttled in that instant down the bark of a tree, he would
most likely have collapsed without more ado and fainted. For he felt about the
whole affair the touch somewhere of a great Outer Horror4—and his scattered
powers had not as yet had time to collect themselves into a definite attitude of
fighting self-control.
Nothing did happen, however. A great kiss of wind ran softly through the
awakening forest, and a few maple leaves here and there rustled tremblingly to
earth. The sky seemed to grow suddenly much lighter. Simpson felt the cool air
upon his cheek and uncovered head; realized that he was shivering with the
cold; and, making a great effort, realized next that he was alone in the Bush—
and that he was called upon to take immediate steps to find and succour5 his
vanished companion.
1

Anxiety, distress
Pungent, choking, strong
3
Blackwood uses felines to suggest the sentience and predatory character of Nature. Like the cat or
the lion, Nature is subtle, sensitive, alert, vicious, and punishing – stalking its prey with utter tact,
before pouncing, dominating, and playing with it. Défago’s abduction nearly resembles the process
of a cat playing with a shattered mouse, tossing it high into the air, watching it fall, then pouncing,
and flinging it still higher. Blackwood uses felines and feline-like language (leonine, purring, etc.) in
“The Listener,” “Ancient Sorceries,” and “May Day Eve” among others
4
Once more, the Wendigo is characterized with the rhetoric of weird fiction as being “Outer” and
other. It is not a ghost or a demon or even a monster. It is something alluded to but not fully
understood or described by human mythology and science, and while it may not be extraterrestrial
(as is suggested of the willow things) — and in fact, it appears to be tremendously terrestrial, the
bare element of Nature’s very essence — it is nonetheless as alien to human minds and
understandings as the microbes of Saturn. The Nature of the Wendigo is similar in constitution to
those of many Lovecraftian leviathans, e.g. “The Colour Out of Space,” “From Beyond,” “Call of
Cthulhu,” “Haunter in the Dark,” etc.
5
Help, aid, relieve
2
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Make an effort, accordingly, he did, though an ill-calculated and futile one.
With that wilderness of trees about him, the sheet of water cutting him off
behind, and the horror of that wild cry in his blood, he did what any other
inexperienced man would have done in similar bewilderment: he ran about,
without any sense of direction, like a frantic child, and called loudly without
ceasing the name of the guide:
"Défago! Défago! Défago!" ye yelled, and the trees gave him back the name as
often as he shouted, only a little softened—"Défago! Défago! Défago1!"
He followed the trail that lay a short distance across the patches of snow, and
then lost it again where the trees grew too thickly for snow to lie. He shouted
till he was hoarse, and till the sound of his own voice in all that unanswering
and listening world began to frighten him. His confusion increased in direct
ratio to the violence of his efforts. His distress became formidably acute 2, till at
length his exertions defeated their own object, and from sheer exhaustion he
headed back to the camp again. It remains a wonder that he ever found his
way. It was with great difficulty, and only after numberless false clues, that he
at last saw the white tent between the trees, and so reached safety.
Exhaustion then applied its own remedy, and he grew calmer. He made the
fire and breakfasted. Hot coffee and bacon put a little sense and judgment into
him again, and he realized that he had been behaving like a boy. He now made
another, and more successful attempt to face the situation collectedly, and, a
nature naturally plucky coming to his assistance, he decided that he must first
make as thorough a search as possible, failing success in which, he must find
his way into the home camp as best he could and bring help.
And this was what he did. Taking food, matches and rifle with him, and a
small axe to blaze the trees against his return journey, he set forth. It was eight
o'clock when he started, the sun shining over the tops of the trees in a sky
without clouds. Pinned to a stake by the fire he left a note in case Défago
returned while he was away.
This time, according to a careful plan, he took a new direction, intending to
make a wide sweep that must sooner or later cut into indications of the guide's
trail; and, before he had gone a quarter of a mile he came across the tracks of a
large animal in the snow, and beside it the light and smaller tracks of what
were beyond question human feet—the feet of Défago. The relief he at once
experienced was natural, though brief; for at first sight he saw in these tracks
a simple explanation of the whole matter: these big marks had surely been left
by a bull moose that, wind against it, had blundered upon the camp, and
uttered its singular cry of warning and alarm the moment its mistake was
apparent. Défago, in whom the hunting instinct was developed to the point of
uncanny perfection, had scented the brute coming down the wind hours
before. His excitement and disappearance were due, of course to—to his—
Then the impossible explanation at which he grasped faded, as common sense
1

Mirroring the beckoning of Défago by the Wendigo, Simpson calls to him with his name – his
human identity. But unlike the Wendigo, Simpson’s summons is unanswered, and only the trees
reply: mockingly, almost as if blocking his cries with their infinite bulk
2
Threateningly potent and intense
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showed him mercilessly that none of this was true. No guide, much less a
guide like Défago, could have acted in so irrational a way, going off even
without his rifle. . . ! The whole affair demanded a far more complicated
elucidation, when he remembered the details of it all—the cry of terror, the
amazing language, the grey face of horror when his nostrils first caught the
new odour; that muffled sobbing in the darkness, and—for this, too, now came
back to him dimly—the man's original aversion for this particular bit of
country. . . .
Besides, now that he examined them closer, these were not the tracks of a
moose at all! Hank had explained to him the outline of a bull's hoofs, of a cow's
or calf's, too, for that matter; he had drawn them clearly on a strip of birch
bark. And these were wholly different. They were big, round, ample, and with
no pointed outline as of sharp hoofs. He wondered for a moment whether
bear-tracks were like that. There was no other animal he could think of, for
caribou did not come so far south at this season, and, even if they did, would
leave hoof-marks.
They were ominous signs—these mysterious writings left in the snow by the
unknown creature that had lured a human being away from safety—and
when he coupled them in his imagination with that haunting sound that broke
the stillness of the dawn, a momentary dizziness shook his mind, distressing
him again beyond belief. He felt the threatening aspect of it all. And, stooping
down to examine the marks more closely, he caught a faint whiff of that sweet
yet pungent odour that made him instantly straighten up again, fighting a
sensation almost of nausea.
Then his memory played him another evil trick. He suddenly recalled those
uncovered feet projecting beyond the edge of the tent, and the body's
appearance of having been dragged towards the opening; the man's shrinking
from something by the door when he woke later. The details now beat against
his trembling mind with concerted attack. They seemed to gather in those deep
spaces of the silent forest about him, where the host of trees stood waiting,
listening, watching to see what he would do. The woods were closing round
him.
With the persistence of true pluck, however, Simpson went forward,
following the tracks as best he could, smothering these ugly emotions that
sought to weaken his will. He blazed1 innumerable trees as he went, ever
fearful of being unable to find the way back, and calling aloud at intervals of a
few seconds the name of the guide. The dull tapping of the axe upon the
massive trunks, and the unnatural accents of his own voice became at length
sounds that he even dreaded to make, dreaded to hear. For they drew attention
without ceasing to his presence and exact whereabouts, and if it were really
the case that something was hunting himself down in the same way that he
was hunting down another—
With a strong effort, he crushed the thought out the instant it rose. It was the
beginning, he realized, of a bewilderment utterly diabolical in kind that would
speedily destroy him.
1

Struck with an axe, leaving a mark so as to create a trail leading back to a starting point
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Although the snow was not continuous, lying merely in shallow flurries over
the more open spaces, he found no difficulty in following the tracks for the
first few miles. They were straight as a ruled line wherever the trees permitted.
The stride soon began to increase in length, till it finally assumed proportions
that seemed absolutely impossible for any ordinary animal to have made. Like
huge flying leaps they became. One of these he measured, and though he knew
that "stretch" of eighteen feet must be somehow wrong, he was at a complete
loss to understand why he found no signs on the snow between the extreme
points. But what perplexed him even more, making him feel his vision had
gone utterly awry, was that Défago's stride increased in the same manner, and
finally covered the same incredible distances. It looked as if the great beast had
lifted him with it and carried him across these astonishing intervals. Simpson,
who was much longer in the limb, found that he could not compass even half
the stretch by taking a running jump.
And the sight of these huge tracks, running side by side, silent evidence of a
dreadful journey in which terror or madness had urged to impossible results,
was profoundly moving. It shocked him in the secret depths of his soul. It was
the most horrible thing his eyes had ever looked upon. He began to follow
them mechanically, absent-mindedly almost, ever peering over his shoulder to
see if he, too, were being followed by something with a gigantic tread. . . . And
soon it came about that he no longer quite realized what it was they
signified—these impressions left upon the snow by something nameless and
untamed, always accompanied by the footmarks of the little French Canadian,
his guide, his comrade, the man who had shared his tent a few hours before,
chatting, laughing, even singing by his side. . . .
V
For a man of his years and inexperience, only a canny Scot1, perhaps,
grounded in common sense and established in logic, could have preserved
even that measure of balance that this youth somehow or other did manage to
preserve through the whole adventure. Otherwise, two things he presently
noticed, while forging pluckily ahead, must have sent him headlong back to
the comparative safety of his tent, instead of only making his hands close more
tightly upon the rifle-stock, while his heart, trained for the Wee Kirk, sent a
wordless prayer winging its way to heaven. Both tracks, he saw, had
undergone a change, and this change, so far as it concerned the footsteps of
the man, was in some undecipherable manner—appalling.
It was in the bigger tracks he first noticed this, and for a long time he could
not quite believe his eyes. Was it the blown leaves that produced odd effects of
light and shade, or that the dry snow, drifting like finely-ground rice about the
edges, cast shadows and high lights? Or was it actually the fact that the great
marks had become faintly coloured? For round about the deep, plunging holes
of the animal there now appeared a mysterious, reddish tinge that was more
1

As previously mentioned, Scots have been stereotyped as thoroughly practical, pragmatic,
unimaginative, and rational
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like an effect of light than of anything that dyed the substance of the snow
itself. Every mark had it, and had it increasingly—this indistinct fiery tinge
that painted a new touch of ghastliness into the picture 1.
But when, wholly unable to explain or to credit it, he turned his attention to
the other tracks to discover if they, too, bore similar witness, he noticed that
these had meanwhile undergone a change that was infinitely worse, and
charged with far more horrible suggestion. For, in the last hundred yards or
so, he saw that they had grown gradually into the semblance of the parent
tread. Imperceptibly the change had come about, yet unmistakably. It was hard
to see where the change first began. The result, however, was beyond question.
Smaller, neater, more cleanly modeled, they formed now an exact and careful
duplicate of the larger tracks beside them. The feet that produced them had,
therefore, also changed. And something in his mind reared up with loathing
and with terror as he saw it2.
Simpson, for the first time, hesitated; then, ashamed of his alarm and
indecision, took a few hurried steps ahead; the next instant stopped dead in his
tracks. Immediately in front of him all signs of the trail ceased; both tracks
came to an abrupt end. On all sides, for a hundred yards and more, he
searched in vain for the least indication of their continuance. There was—
nothing.
The trees were very thick just there, big trees all of them, spruce, cedar,
hemlock; there was no underbrush. He stood, looking about him, all
distraught; bereft of any power of judgment. Then he set to work to search
again, and again, and yet again, but always with the same result: nothing. The
feet that printed the surface of the snow thus far had now, apparently, left the
ground!
And it was in that moment of distress and confusion that the whip of terror
laid its most nicely calculated lash about his heart. It dropped with deadly
effect upon the sorest spot of all, completely unnerving him. He had been
secretly dreading all the time that it would come—and come it did.
Far overhead, muted by great height and distance, strangely thinned and
wailing, he heard the crying voice of Défago, the guide.
The sound dropped upon him out of that still, wintry sky with an effect of
dismay and terror unsurpassed. The rifle fell to his feet. He stood motionless an
instant, listening as it were with his whole body 3, then staggered back against

1

This phosphorescence or radiation further enhances – if somewhat artlessly – the Outer Horror of
the Wendigo, a thing which does not leave stains on the snow so much as the fiery traces of its own
electric magnetism
2
One of the most horrifying motifs in the genre is the transformation of a human person to a hybrid
with both sapient and animalistic qualities. The man who roots around on all fours, slithers like a
snake, purrs like a cat, slobbers like a dog, or shuffles like an ape is far more chilling than the most
craven fiend wielding a knife on two legs. Défago has steadily made a transition from a man with
human characteristics to a man with characteristics that are even beyond animal, so
incomprehensible are they
3
The Wendigo does not affect the senses like a conventional physical object: it is manifold, and
Simpson senses that he must somehow engage his senses in an entirely new, collectivist fashion in
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the nearest tree for support, disorganized hopelessly in mind and spirit 1. To
him, in that moment, it seemed the most shattering and dislocating experience
he had ever known, so that his heart emptied itself of all feeling whatsoever as
by a sudden draught.
"Oh! oh! This fiery height! Oh, my feet of fire! My burning feet of fire. . . !"
ran in far, beseeching accents of indescribable appeal this voice of anguish
down the sky. Once it called—then silence through all the listening wilderness
of trees.
And Simpson, scarcely knowing what he did, presently found himself
running wildly to and fro, searching, calling, tripping over roots and boulders,
and flinging himself in a frenzy of undirected pursuit after the Caller. Behind
the screen of memory and emotion with which experience veils events, he
plunged, distracted and half-deranged, picking up false lights like a ship at
sea, terror in his eyes and heart and soul. For the Panic of the Wilderness had
called to him in that far voice—the Power of untamed Distance—the
Enticement of the Desolation that destroys. He knew in that moment all the
pains of someone hopelessly and irretrievably lost, suffering the lust and
travail of a soul in the final Loneliness 2. A vision of Défago, eternally hunted,
driven and pursued across the skiey vastness of those ancient forests fled like a
flame across the dark ruin of his thoughts. . . .
It seemed ages before he could find anything in the chaos of his disorganized
sensations to which he could anchor himself steady for a moment, and think. .
..
The cry was not repeated: his own hoarse calling brought no response; the
inscrutable3 forces of the Wild had summoned their victims beyond recall—
and held him fast.
Yet he searched and called, it seems, for hours afterwards, for it was late in
the afternoon when at length he decided to abandon a useless pursuit and
return to his camp on the shores of Fifty Island Water. Even then he went with
reluctance, that crying voice still echoing in his ears. With difficulty he found
his rifle4 and the homeward trail. The concentration necessary to follow the
order to detect its presence, and so his entire body – not simply his ears – are on alert, attempting to
hear the creature and its victim
1
His evaluative senses – mind, reason, spirit, and virtue – have proven helpless in pursuit of the
Wendigo, and while he is not certain how to proceed, he senses that the only appropriate response is
an entirely new means of interpreting sensory data. The result is a swirling, existential vertigo,
leaving him shaken and at a loss for confidence in the ability of his senses to communicate truth
2
Whether he means eternal segregation from mankind and domination by the Wendigo or simply
the final Loneliness of death, an event which all experience alone, Simpson (and Blackwood)
suggest an event in which the sufferer comes face to face with man’s abject puniness and the
powerlessness of the species in the face of cosmic whims
3
Mysterious, unfathomable, incomprehensible
4
The rifle acts as a symbol of man’s self-control – his aims and ambitions. Défago abandoned his
and was taken by the Wendigo, Simpson dropped his when the awe of his situation’s
supernaturalism became too much for his mind to bear. By reclaiming it, he refuses to give himself
up to the Call of the Wild that abducted Défago
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badly blazed trees, and a biting hunger than gnawed, helped to keep his mind
steady. Otherwise, he admits, the temporary aberration he had suffered might
have been prolonged to the point of positive disaster. Gradually the ballast
shifted back again, and he regained something that approached his normal
equilibrium.
But for all that the journey through the gathering dusk was miserably
haunted. He heard innumerable following footsteps; voices that laughed and
whispered; and saw figures crouching behind trees and boulders, making
signs to one another for a concerted attack the moment he had passed 1. The
creeping murmur of the wind made him start and listen. He went stealthily,
trying to hide where possible, and making as little sound as he could. The
shadows of the woods, hitherto protective or covering merely, had now
become menacing, challenging; and the pageantry in his frightened mind
masked a host of possibilities that were all the more ominous for being
obscure. The presentiment2 of a nameless doom lurked ill-concealed behind
every detail of what had happened.
It was really admirable how he emerged victor in the end; men of riper
powers and experience might have come through the ordeal with less success.
He had himself tolerably well in hand, all things considered, and his plan of
action proves it. Sleep being absolutely out of the question, and travelling an
unknown trail in the darkness equally impracticable, he sat up the whole of
that night, rifle in hand3, before a fire he never for a single moment allowed to
die down. The severity of the haunted vigil marked his soul for life; but it was
successfully accomplished; and with the very first signs of dawn he set forth
upon the long return journey to the home-camp to get help. As before, he left a
written note to explain his absence, and to indicate where he had left a
plentiful cache4 of food and matches—though he had no expectation that any
human hands would find them!
How Simpson found his way alone by lake and forest might well make a story
in itself, for to hear him tell it is to know the passionate loneliness of a soul that
a man can feel when the Wilderness holds him in the hollow of its illimitable
hand—and laughs5. It is also to admire his indomitable pluck.
He claims no skill, declaring that he followed the almost invisible trail
mechanically, and without thinking. And this, doubtless, is the truth. He relied

1

As in “Ancient Lights” and “May Day Eve,” Nature is replete with antagonistic elementals,
conspiratorial and mischevious, darting nimbly in the corner of one’s eye, letting their presence be
felt enough to terrify, yet not so much as to reveal their nature
2
Intuitive foreboding, uncanny sense of fate
3
Rifle – read: reason, wits
4
Stockpile of goods secured or hidden
5
Supernatural forces laughing at the expense of humankind is a frequent motif in Blackwood’s
weird fiction, a reference to the cynical adage that all life is merely a cosmic joke, with the
endeavors and ambitions of mankind as its tragic punchline – most famously expressed by Edgar
Allan Poe in his poem “The Conqueror Worm,” included in the short story “Ligeia”
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upon the guiding of the unconscious mind, which is instinct 1. Perhaps, too,
some sense of orientation, known to animals and primitive men 2, may have
helped as well, for through all that tangled region he succeeded in reaching
the exact spot where Défago had hidden the canoe nearly three days before
with the remark, "Strike doo west across the lake into the sun to find the
camp."
There was not much sun left to guide him, but he used his compass to the best
of his ability, embarking in the frail craft for the last twelve miles of his
journey with a sensation of immense relief that the forest was at last behind
him. And, fortunately, the water was calm; he took his line across the center of
the lake instead of coasting round the shores for another twenty miles.
Fortunately, too, the other hunters were back. The light of their fires furnished
a steering-point without which he might have searched all night long for the
actual position of the camp.
It was close upon midnight all the same when his canoe grated on the sandy
cove, and Hank, Punk and his uncle, disturbed in their sleep by his cries, ran
quickly down and helped a very exhausted and broken specimen of Scotch
humanity3 over the rocks toward a dying fire.
VI
The sudden entrance of his prosaic4 uncle into this world of wizardry and
horror that had haunted him without interruption now for two days and two
nights, had the immediate effect of giving to the affair an entirely new aspect.
The sound of that crisp "Hulloa, my boy! And what's up now?" and the grasp of
that dry and vigorous hand introduced another standard of judgment. A
revulsion of feeling washed through him. He realized that he had let himself
"go" rather badly5. He even felt vaguely ashamed of himself. The native hard1

Instinct, intuition, and unconscious memory – rather than logic, reason, or intellect – are what
saves Simpson. Arguably, his vestigial senses have been awakened through contact with the
Wendigo (recall the moment when he paused to listen with his whole body), and having abandoned
human dependencies on socialized intellect in favor of instinctive intelligence, he successfully
navigates his way home
2
Beings Blackwood identifies as being in greater touch with the cosmic collective, its energies, its
whims, and its wrath
3
The so-called “Scotch” traits of Simpson are precisely the traits which Blackwood means to
demonstrate to be shattered – a pragmatism dependent on common sense, practicality, sensibility,
emotional restraint, level-headedness, and imaginative frugality
4
Dull, everyday, conventional
5
That is to say, relaxed his self-control and calm. From a Freudian standpoint, it can be argued that
Cathcart represents the Super-Ego – a repressed and restrictive internalized parent: the impulse to
behave, transcend, and conform – while the lake represents the Unconscious. Traversing the
Unconscious, Simpson leaves the realm ruled by his uncle’s practical worldview, landing at the
opposite end where the Id – internalized chaos, anarchy, animal impulse and intuition – reigns
unrestricted. The cabin fever legend which warns about men of that queer type suggests that the real
anxiety it explores is the ability of a man to abandon reason and self-control in favor of impulse and
terror – symbolically travelling across the Unconscious from the region dominated by the Super-Ego
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headedness of his race reclaimed him.
And this doubtless explains why he found it so hard to tell that group round
the fire—everything. He told enough, however, for the immediate decision to
be arrived at that a relief party must start at the earliest possible moment, and
that Simpson, in order to guide it capably, must first have food and, above all,
sleep. Dr. Cathcart observing the lad's condition more shrewdly than his
patient knew, gave him a very slight injection of morphine 1. For six hours he
slept like the dead.
From the description carefully written out afterwards by this student of
divinity, it appears that the account he gave to the astonished group omitted
sundry vital and important details. He declares that, with his uncle's
wholesome, matter-of-fact countenance staring him in the face, he simply had
not the courage to mention them. Thus, all the search-party gathered, it would
seem, was that Défago had suffered in the night an acute and inexplicable
attack of mania, had imagined himself "called" by someone or something, and
had plunged into the Bush after it without food or rifle, where he must die a
horrible and lingering death by cold and starvation unless he could be found
and rescued in time. "In time", moreover, meant "at once".
In the course of the following day, however—they were off by seven, leaving
Punk in charge with instructions to have food and fire always ready—Simpson
found it possible to tell his uncle a good deal more of the story's true
inwardness, without divining that it was drawn out of him as a matter of fact
by a very subtle form of cross-examination. By the time they reached the
beginning of the trail, where the canoe was laid up against the return journey,
he had mentioned how Défago spoke vaguely of "something he called a
'Wendigo'"; how he cried in his sleep; how he imagined an unusual scent about
the camp; and had betrayed other symptoms of mental excitement. He also
admitted the bewildering effect of "that extraordinary odour" upon himself,
"pungent and acrid like the odour of lions". And by the time they were within
an easy hour of Fifty Island Water he had let slip the further fact—a foolish
avowal of his own hysterical condition, as he felt afterwards—that he had
heard the vanished guide call "for help". He omitted the singular phrases used,
for he simply could not bring himself to repeat the preposterous language.
Also, while describing how the man's footsteps in the snow had gradually
assumed an exact miniature likeness of the animal's plunging tracks, he left
out the fact that they measured a wholly incredible distance. It seemed a
question, nicely balanced between individual pride and honesty, what he
should reveal and what suppress. He mentioned the fiery tinge in the snow, for
instance, yet shrank from telling that body and bed had been partly dragged
to that of the Id. When the Wendigo possesses a man, he is possessed by the spirit of Nature, but not
the Nature of the famer or hiker – one of regulation, dependability, and calm beauty – rather the
Nature of sailor or astronaut – one of spontaneity, whimsy, and distressing infinity
1
A symbol of civilization, which (a la Blackwood) is in and of itself a sedative, causing deceptive
slumber to fall over the eyes of those that would otherwise see. Awoken from his reverie by the
Wendigo (cf. “Ancient Lights,” “The Willows,” “May Day Eve”), Simpson is settled back into a
pre-Matrix-esque state of unawareness and ignorance. Blackwood often uses sleep to symbolize
denial and avoidance. Specifically compare to the motif of sleep-as-escape in “The Willows”
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out of the tent. . . .
With the net result that Dr. Cathcart, adroit1 psychologist that he fancied
himself to be, had assured him clearly enough exactly where his mind,
influenced by loneliness, bewilderment and terror, had yielded to the strain
and invited elusion. While praising his conduct, he managed at the same time
to point out where, when, and how his mind had gone astray. He made his
nephew think himself finer than he was by judicious praise, yet more foolish
than he was by minimizing the value of the evidence. Like many another
materialist2, that is, he lied cleverly on the basis of insufficient
knowledge, because the knowledge supplied seemed to his own particular
intelligence inadmissible.
"The spell of these terrible solitudes," he said, "cannot leave any mind
untouched, any mind, that is, possessed of the higher imaginative qualities. It
has worked upon yours exactly as it worked upon my own when I was your
age. The animal that haunted your little camp was undoubtedly a moose, for
the 'belling' of a moose may have, sometimes, a very peculiar quality of sound.
The coloured appearance of the big tracks was obviously a defect of vision in
your own eyes produced by excitement. The size and stretch of the tracks we
shall prove when we come to them. But the hallucination of an audible voice,
of course, is one of the commonest forms of delusion due to mental
excitement—an excitement, my dear boy, perfectly excusable, and, let me add,
wonderfully controlled by you under the circumstances. For the rest, I am
bound to say, you have acted with a splendid courage, for the terror of feeling
oneself lost in this wilderness is nothing short of awful, and, had I been in your
place, I don't for a moment believe I could have behaved with one quarter of
your wisdom and decision. The only thing I find it uncommonly difficult to
explain is—that—damned odour3."
"It made me feel sick, I assure you," declared his nephew, "positively dizzy!"
His uncle's attitude of calm omniscience4, merely because he knew more
psychological formulæ, made him slightly defiant. It was so easy to be wise in
the explanation of an experience one has not personally witnessed. "A kind of
1

Capable, talented
A materialist, like the protagonist of “May Day Eve,” Cathcart is wont to believe in anything
which cannot yield to the examination of established physics. A favorite toy of Blackwood’s
supernatural antagonists, materialists violate the Blackwoodian sin of supposing man’s
understanding, intelligence, ambition, and place in the universe to be utterly supreme and
unquestionable
3
The odor continues to remain elusive, being an intangible piece of evidence. Unlike footsteps, hair
samples, or eyewitness testimony – all of which can be held up to the scrutiny of assessment,
measurement, and deduction – scent is almost entirely subjective, being something which does not
yield to measuring tapes and magnifying glasses; being something that is a sensual experience
unique to those who sense it, and only relatable when compared against a sense which others have
experienced. The closest that Simpson can arrive at is “the odour of lions” but clearly even this
comparison is weak: it exceeds human experiences and transcends the boundaries of the human
vocabulary
4
Presuming that human knowledge supplies the answers to all problems and mysteries in the
universe, Cathcart truly serves as the Wendigo’s antithesis
2
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desolate and terrible odour is the only way I can describe it," he concluded,
glancing at the features of the quiet, unemotional man beside him.
"I can only marvel," was the reply, "that under the circumstances it did not
seem to you even worse." The dry words, Simpson knew, hovered between the
truth, and his uncle's interpretation of "the truth".
And so at last they came to the little camp and found the tent still standing,
the remains of the fire, and the piece of paper pinned to a stake beside it—
untouched. The cache, poorly contrived by inexperienced hands, however, had
been discovered and opened—by musk rats, mink and squirrel1. The matches
lay scattered about the opening, but the food had been taken to the last crumb.
"Well, fellers, he ain't here," exclaimed Hank loudly after his fashion, "and
that's as sartain2 as the coal supply down below! But whar he's got to by this
time is 'bout as onsartain as the trade in crowns in t'other place 3." The presence
of a divinitiy student was no barrier to his language at such a time, though for
the reader's sake it may be severely edited. "I propose," he added, "that we start
out at once an' hunt for'm like hell!"
The gloom of Défago's probable fate oppressed the whole party with a sense
of dreadful gravity the moment they saw the familiar signs of recent
occupancy. Especially the tent, with the bed of balsam branches still smoothed
and flattened by the pressure of his body, seemed to bring his presence near to
them. Simpson, feeling vaguely as if his word were somehow at stake, went
about explaining particulars in a hushed tone. He was much calmer now,
though over-wearied with the strain of his many journeys. His uncle's method
of explaining—"explaining away", rather—the details still fresh in his haunted
memory helped, too, to put ice upon his emotions.
"And that's the direction he ran off in," he said to his two companions,
pointing in the direction where the guide had vanished that morning in the
grey dawn. "Straight down there he ran like a deer, in between the birch and
the hemlock. . . ."
Hank and Dr. Cathcart exchanged glances.
"And it was about two miles down there, in a straight line," continued the
other, speaking with something of the former terror in his voice, "that I
followed his trail to the place where—it stopped—dead!"
"And where you heered him callin' an' caught the stench, an' all the rest of the
wicked entertainment," cried Hank, with a volubility that betrayed his keen
distress.
"And where your excitement overcame you to the point of producing
illusions," added Dr. Cathcart under his breath, yet not so low that his nephew
did not hear it.
It was early in the afternoon, for they had travelled quickly, and there were
1

Man’s industry is once more poignantly overruled by Nature’s onslaught
Viz. “certain”
3
A reference to the Book of Revelation wherein the resurrected saints are said to lay down their
crowns at the feet of God, making their earthly value useless
2
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still a good two hours of daylight left. Dr. Cathcart and Hank lost no time in
beginning the search, but Simpson was too exhausted to accompany them.
They would follow the blazed marks on the trees, and where possible, his
footsteps. Meanwhile the best thing he could do was to keep a good fire going,
and rest.
But after something like three hours' search, the darkness already down, the
two men returned to camp with nothing to report. Fresh snow had covered all
signs, and though they had followed the blazed trees to the spot where
Simpson had turned back, they had not discovered the smallest indications of a
human being—or, for that matter, of an animal. There were no fresh tracks of
any kind; the snow lay undisturbed.
It was difficult to know what was best to do, though in reality there was
nothing more they could do. They might stay and search for weeks without
much chance of success. The fresh snow destroyed their only hope, and they
gathered round the fire for supper, a gloomy and despondent party. The facts,
indeed, were sad enough, for Défago had a wife at Rat Portage, and his
earnings were the family's sole means of support.
Now that the whole truth in all its ugliness was out, it seemed useless to deal
in further disguise or pretence. They talked openly of the facts and
probabilities. It was not the first time, even in the experience of Dr. Cathcart,
that a man had yielded to the singular seduction of the Solitudes and gone out
of his mind; Défago, moreover, was predisposed to something of the sort, for
he already had the touch of melancholia in his blood, and his fibre 1 was
weakened by bouts of drinking that often lasted for weeks at a time. Something
on this trip—one might never know precisely what—had sufficed to push him
over the line, that was all. And he had gone, gone off into the great wilderness
of trees and lakes to die by starvation and exhaustion. The chances against his
finding camp again were overwhelming; the delirium that was upon him
would also doubtless have increased, and it was likely he might do violence to
himself and so hasten his cruel fate. Even while they talked, indeed, the end
had probably come. On the suggestion of Hank, his old pal, however, they
proposed to wait a little longer and devote the whole of the following day,
from dawn to darkness, to the most systematic search they could devise. They
would divide the territory between them. They discussed their plan in great
detail. All that men could do they would do.
And, meanwhile, they talked about the particular form in which the singular
Panic of the Wilderness had made its attack upon the mind of the unfortunate
guide. Hank, though familiar with the legend in its general outline, obviously
did not welcome the turn the conversation had taken. He contributed little,
though that little was illuminating. For he admitted that a story ran over all
this section of country to the effect that several Indians had "seen the Wendigo"
along the shores of Fifty Island Water in the "fall" of last year, and that this was
the true reason of Défago's disinclination to hunt there. Hank doubtless felt
that he had in a sense helped his old pal to death by over-persuading him.
"When an Indian goes crazy," he explained, talking to himself more than to the
1

Strength of character, nerves, and resolve
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others, it seemed, "it's always put that he's 'seen the Wendigo'. An' pore old
Défaygo was superstitious down to the very heels. . . !"
And then Simpson, feeling the atmosphere more sympathetic, told over again
the full story of his astonishing tale; he left out no details this time; he
mentioned his own sensations and gripping fears. He only omitted the strange
language used.
"But Défago surely had already told you all these details of the Wendigo
legend, my dear fellow," insisted the doctor. "I mean, he had talked about it,
and thus put into your mind the ideas which your own excitement afterwards
developed?"
Whereupon Simpson again repeated the facts. Défago, he declared, had
barely mentioned the beast. He, Simpson, knew nothing of the story, and, so
far as he remembered, had never even read about it. Even the word was
unfamiliar.
Of course he was telling the truth, and Dr. Cathcart was reluctantly
compelled to admit the singular character of the whole affair. He did not do
this in words so much as in manner, however. He kept his back against a good,
stout tree; he poked the fire into a blaze the moment it showed signs of dying
down1; he was quicker than any of them to notice the least sound in the night
about them—a fish jumping in the lake, a twig snapping in the bush, the
dropping of occasional fragments of frozen snow from the branches overhead
where the heat loosened them. His voice, too, changed a little in quality,
becoming a shade less confident, lower also in tone. Fear, to put it plainly,
hovered close about that little camp, and though all three would have been
glad to speak of other matters, the only thing they seemed able to discuss was
this—the source of their fear. They tried other subjects in vain; there was
nothing to say about them. Hank was the most honest of the group; he said
next to nothing. He never once, however, turned his back to the darkness. His
face was always to the forest, and when wood was needed he didn't go farther
than was necessary to get it.
VII
A wall of silence wrapped them in, for the snow, though not thick, was
sufficient to deaden any noise, and the frost held things pretty tight besides. No
sound but their voices and the soft roar of the flames made itself heard. Only
from time to time, something soft as the flutter of a pine-moth's wings went
past them through the air. No one seemed anxious to go to bed. The hours
slipped towards midnight.
"The legend is picturesque enough," observed the doctor after one of the
longer pauses, speaking to break it rather than because he had anything to say,
1

Cathcart uses or manipulates the elements of Nature (leaning against a tree; poking the fire) –
perhaps in order to assert his dominance over them. Conversely, he is made nervous by
demonstrations of Nature’s sentience, plasticity, and agency (jumping fish, snapping twigs, melting
snow), showing that he too has become wary of Nature’s ability to work its way without human
assistance
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"for the Wendigo is simply the Call of the Wild personified 1, which some
natures hear to their own destruction2."
"That's about it," Hank said presently. "An' there's not misunderstandin' when
you hear it. It calls you by name3 right 'nough."
Another pause followed. Then Dr. Cathcart came back to the forbidden
subject with a rush that made the others jump.
"The allegory is significant," he remarked, looking about him into the
darkness, "for the Voice, they say, resembles all the minor sounds of the
Bush—wind, falling water, cries of animals, and so forth. And, once the victim
hears that—he's off for good, of course! His most vulnerable points, moreover,
are said to be the feet and the eyes; the feet, you see, for the lust of wandering,
and the eyes for the lust of beauty4. The poor beggar goes at such a dreadful
speed that he bleeds beneath the eyes, and his feet burn."
Dr. Cathcart, as he spoke, continued to peer uneasily into the surrounding
gloom. His voice sank to a hushed tone.
"The Wendigo," he added, "is said to burn his feet—owing to the friction,
apparently caused by its tremendous velocity—till they drop off, and new ones
for exactly like its own."
Simpson listened in horrified amazement; but it was the pallor on Hank's face
that fascinated him most. He would willingly have stopped his ears and closed
his eyes, had he dared.
"It don't always keep to the ground neither," came in Hank's slow, heavy
1

Blackwood’s treatment of the windigo is vastly different from the traditional folklore (both a spirit
of cannibalism that infects/possesses the hearts of men during times of starvation and the were-thing
which they become once infected: a tottering, corpse-like beast with ice in its heart and blood on its
breath). Whereas the genuine tradition is the stuff of H. P. Lovecraft, Bram Stoker, and Stephen
King, the Blackwoodian Wendigo is typical of its creator’s bogies: a cosmic actor grasped at (though
not entirely realized) by mythology. While the cannibal link is never mentioned in “The Wendigo,”
one might imagine that Blackwood, hearing of the tale in his Canadian journeys, said to himself,
“there’s something to that, but it would be so much more than a call to cannibalism; it would be a
call to the very Wild.” And Blackwood’s Wendigo is just that – a spirit which inspires its victims to
something far more spiritually poignant than ghoulish cannibalism: to the surrender of all will,
reason, and sense to a spirit of chaotic impulse and cosmic absurdity which defies the laws of
terrestrial physics, rejects the logic of self-preservation, and embraces the empty, infinite space of
raw, maddening Nature
2
In his introduction to The Best Ghost Stories of Algernon Blackwood, the renowned horrorist E. F.
Bleiler notes that in Blackwood’s mythos, humanity and Nature have an implicit empathy – that
there is something vestigial, inborn, and intuitive within human nature – something sympathetic to
and identifiable with Nature itself – which can be awoken in the face of urban distractions. This can
be transcendental and enlivening (as in “May Day Eve), awe-inspiring and sublime (“The Sea Fit”),
or – as in Blackwood’s most famous tales – malevolent, destructive, and sanity-blasting (“Willows,”
“Glamour,” “Wendigo,” “Valley of the Beasts,” “Ancient Lights,” etc.)
3
The implication is that the Wendigo is not an outsider – some bumbling beast which attacks
indiscriminately; it is within – a hibernating impulse part and parcel of human nature, awoken from
its slumber by its recognition and summons. The Wendigo – the ability to forsake reason for impulse
– sleeps within us all, only waiting to be called to: this is the terror of Blackwood’s story
4
As he says, somewhat self-referentially, the allegory of Blackwood’s Wendigo is that it is a
personification of wanderlust, the spontaneous desire to flee, uproot, and abandon order and
predictability. Within that adventuresome instinct, however, Blackwood locates a shivering horror
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drawl, "for it goes so high that he thinks the stars have set him all a-fire. An'
it'll take great thumpin' jumps sometimes, an' run along the tops of the trees,
carrying its partner with it, an' then droppin' him jest as a fish-hawk 'll drop a
pickerel to kill it before eatin'. An' its food, of all the muck in the whole Bush
is—moss1!" And he laughed a short, unnatural laugh. "It's a moss-eater, is the
Wendigo," he added, looking up excitedly into the faces of his companions,
"moss-eater," he repeated, with a string of the most outlandish oaths he could
invent.
But Simpson now understood the true purpose of all this talk. What these two
men, each strong and "experienced" in his own way, dreaded more than
anything else was—silence. They were talking against time. They were also
talking against darkness, against the invasion of panic, against the admission
reflection might bring that they were in an enemy's country2—against
anything, in fact, rather than allow their inmost thoughts to assume control.
He was beyond both of them in this respect. He had reached the stage where
he was immune. But these two, the scoffing, analytical doctor, and the honest,
dogged backwoodsman, each sat trembling in the depths of his being.
Thus the hours passed; and thus, with lowered voices and a kind of taut inner
resistance of spirit, this little group of humanity sat in the jaws of the
wilderness and talked foolishly of the terrible and haunting legend. It was an
unequal contest, all things considered, for the wilderness had already the
advantage of first attack—and of a hostage. The fate of their comrade hung
over them with a steadily increasing weight of oppression that finally became
insupportable.
It was Hank, after a pause longer than the preceding ones that no one seemed
able to break, who first let loose all this pent-up emotion in very unexpected
fashion, by springing suddenly to his feet and letting out the most earshattering yell imaginable into the night. He could not contain himself any
longer, it seemed. To make it carry even beyond an ordinary cry he interrupted
its rhythm by shaking the palm of his hand before his mouth.
"That's for Défago," he said, looking down at the other two with a queer,
defiant laugh, "for it's my belief"—the sandwiched oaths may be omitted—
"that my old partner's not far from us at this very minute."
There was a vehemence and recklessness about his performance that made
Simpson, too, start to his feet in amazement, and betrayed even the doctor into
letting the pipe slip from between his lips. Hank's face was ghastly, but
Cathcart's showed a sudden weakness—a loosening of all his faculties, as it
were. Then a momentary anger3 blazed into his eyes, and he too, though with
deliberation born of habitual self-control, got upon his feet and faced the
1

Far from human flesh, moss is the lowliest of vegetables (perhaps only outdone by scum, mold, or
lichens) in that it is a patchy, spongy vegetation known to grow on the ground. Juxtaposed with the
Wendigo’s soaring height, this completes the circle of its domain: it is king of the starry heights and
lord of the mossy depths
2
Compare to “The Willows”
3
An emotion related to fear. Cathcart, once confident, is now disconcerted, and – like an animal
cornered in an unfamiliar lair – is bristling with the anger needed to disguise his true terror
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excited guide. For this was impermissible, foolish, dangerous, and he meant to
stop it in the bud.
What might have happened in the next minute or two one may speculate
about, yet never definitely know, for in the instant of profound silence that
followed Hank's roaring voice, and as though in answer to it, something went
past through the darkness of the sky overhead at terrific speed—something of
necessity very large, for it displaced much air, while down between the trees
there fell a faint and windy cry of a human voice, calling in tones of
indescribable anguish and appeal:
"Oh, oh! this fiery height! Oh, oh! My feet of fire! My burning feet of fire!"
White to the very edge of his shirt, Hank looked stupidly about him like a
child. Dr. Cathcart uttered some kind of unintelligible cry, turning as he did so
with an instinctive movement of blind terror towards the protection of the tent,
then halting in the act as though frozen. Simpson, alone of the three, retained
his presence of mind a little. His own horror was too deep to allow of any
immediate reaction. He had heard that cry before.
Turning to his stricken companions, he said almost calmly:
"That's exactly the cry I heard—the very words he used!"
Then, lifting his face to the sky, he cried aloud, "Défago, Défago! Come down
here to us! Come down—"
And before there was time for anybody to take definite action one way or
another, there came the sound of something dropping heavily between the
trees, striking the branches on the way down, and landing with a dreadful
thud upon the frozen earth below. The crash and thunder of it was really
terrific.
"That's him, s'help me the good Gawd!" came from Hank in a whispering cry
half choked, his hand going automatically towards the hunting-knife in his
belt. "And he's coming! He's coming!" he added, with an irrational laugh of
horror, as the sounds of heavy footsteps crunching over the snow became
distinctly audible, approaching through the blackness towards the circle of
light.
And while the steps, with their stumbling motion, moved nearer and nearer
upon them, the three men stood round that fire, motionless and dumb. Dr.
Cathcart had the appearance as of a man suddenly withered; even his eyes did
not move. Hank, suffering shockingly, seemed on the verge again of violent
action; yet did nothing. He, too, was hewn of stone. Like stricken children they
seemed. The picture was hideous. And, meanwhile, their owner still invisible,
the footsteps came closer, crunching the frozen snow. It was endless—too
prolonged to be quite real—this measured and pitiless approach. It was
accursed.
VIII
Then at length the darkness, having thus laboriously conceived, brought
forth—a figure. It drew forward into the zone of uncertain light where fire
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and shadows mingled1, not ten feet away; then halted, staring at them fixedly.
The same instant it started forward again with the spasmodic motion as of a
thing moved by wires2, and coming up closer to them, full into the glare of the
fire, they perceived then that—it was a man; and apparently that this man
was—Défago.
Something like a skin of horror almost perceptibly drew down in that
moment over every face, and three pairs of eyes shone through it as though
they saw across the frontiers of normal vision into the Unknown.
Défago advanced, his tread faltering and uncertain; he made his way straight
up to them as a group first, then turned sharply and peered close into the face
of Simpson. The sound of a voice issued from his lips:
"Here I am, Boss Simpson. I heered someone calling me." It was a faint, dried
up voice, made wheezy and breathless as by immense exertion. "I'm havin' a
reg'lar hell-fire kind of a trip, I am." And he laughed, thrusting his head
forward into the other's face.
But that laugh started the machinery of the group of wax-work figures with
the wax-white skins. Hank immediately sprang forward with a stream of oaths
so far-fetched that Simpson did not recognise them as English at all, but
thought he had lapsed into Indian or some other lingo. He only realized that
Hank's presence, thrust thus between them, was welcome—uncommonly
welcome. Dr. Cathcart, though more calmly and leisurely, advanced behind
him, heavily stumbling.
Simpson seems hazy as to what was actually said and done in those next few
seconds, for the eyes of that detestable and blasted visage peering at such close
quarters into his own utterly bewildered his senses at first. He merely stood
still. He said nothing. He had not the trained will of the older men that forced
them into action in defiance of all emotional stress. He watched them moving
as behind a glass that half destroyed their reality; it was dream-like, perverted.
Yet, through the torrent of Hank's meaningless phrases, he remembers hearing
his uncle's tone of authority—hard and forced—saying several things about
food and warmth, blankets, whisky3 and the rest . . . and, further, that whiffs
of that penetrating, unaccustomed odour, vile yet sweetly bewildering, assailed
his nostrils during all that followed.
It was no less a person than himself, however—less experienced and adroit
than the others though he was—who gave instinctive utterance to the sentence
1

Representative of the Unconscious, the nether region between imagination and reason, the
shadowy borderland the lurks between nightmares and reality. Whether Freudian, Jungian, mythic,
or a sheer accident of writing, Blackwood suggests that the unknown is setting foot into the known,
but not quite – that the impossible is skirting around the territory of the possible. By avoiding the
direct light, Défago’s image is suggesting the terrible reality without fully confirming it, which,
frankly, is far more terrible than had he leapt into the light and shown his feet to each person, one by
one. Blackwood’s horror always rests on the flirtation between uncertainty and certainty –
suggestion and implication causing the mind to accept the ridiculous as possible. Défago lurks in the
shadows, and until he enters the light, he may be a vision or a mirage, but with certainty, he is
something, and something is far more terrifying than nothing
2
Still controlled by the Wendigo as if a puppet suspended and manipulated by wires
3
Distractions of human comfort, á la “The Willows”
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that brought a measure of relief into the ghastly situation by expressing the
doubt and thought in each one's heart.
"It is—YOU, isn't it, Défago?" he asked under his breath, horror breaking his
speech.
And at once Cathcart burst out with the loud answer before the other had
time to move his lips. "Of course it is! Of course it is! Only—can't you see—he's
nearly dead with exhaustion, cold and terror. Isn't that enough to change a
man beyond all recognition?" It was said in order to convince himself as much
as to convince the others. The over-emphasis alone proved that. And
continually, while he spoke and acted, he held a handkerchief to his nose. That
odour pervaded the whole camp.
For the "Défago" who sat huddled by the big fire, wrapped in blankets,
drinking hot whisky and holding food in wasted hands, was no more like the
guide they had last seen alive than the picture of a man of sixty is like a
daguerreotype1 of his early youth in the costume of another generation.
Nothing really can describe that ghastly caricature, that parody, masquerading
there in the firelight as Défago2. From the ruins of the dark and awful
memories he still retains, Simpson declares that the face was more animal than
human, the features drawn about into wrong proportions, the skin loose and
hanging, as though he had been subjected to extraordinary pressures and
tensions3. It made him think vaguely of those bladder-faces4 blown up by the
hawkers on Ludgate Hill5, that change their expression as they swell, and as
they collapse emit a faint and wailing imitation of a voice. Both face and voice
suggested some such abominable resemblance. But Cathcart long afterwards,
seeking to describe the indescribable, asserts that thus might have looked a
face and body that had been in air so rarified that, the weight of the
atmosphere being removed, the entire structure threatened to fly asunder and
become—incoherent. . . .
It was Hank, though all distraught and shaking with a tearing volume of
emotion he could neither handle nor understand, who brought things to a
head without much ado. He went off to a little distance from the fire,
apparently so that the light should not dazzle him too much, and shading his
eyes for a moment with both hands, shouted in a loud voice that held anger
and affection dreadfully mingled:
"You ain't Défaygo! You ain't Défaygo at all! I don't give a—damn, but that
ain't you, my ole pal of twenty years!" He glared upon the huddled figure as
though he would destroy him with his eyes. "An' if it is I'll swab the floor of
hell with a wad of cotton-wool on a toothpick, s'help me the good Gawd!" he
1

Early method of photography popular circa 1839 – 1860s. The popular photos of Edgar Allan Poe,
Emily Dickinson, Charles Dickens, Abraham Lincoln, and Henry D. Thoreau are daguerreotypes
2
Compare to the grisly climax of H. P. Lovecraft’s “The Whisperer in the Darkness”
3
Presumably from experiencing the pressures of the earth’s upper atmosphere and the extreme trials
and tensions of the Wendigo’s bizarre physics
4
A primitive balloon made of a pig bladder (as were all manner of things from ruby balls to paint
tubes before the proliferation of rubber) with a face drawn on it
5
A busy railway hub in central London
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added, with a violent fling of horror and disgust.
It was impossible to silence him. He stood there shouting like one possessed,
horrible to see, horrible to hear—because it was the truth. He repeated himself
in fifty different ways, each more outlandish than the last. The woods rang
with echoes. At one time it looked as if he meant to fling himself upon "the
intruder", for his hand continually jerked towards the long hunting-knife in
his belt.
But in the end he did nothing, and the whole tempest completed itself very
shortly with tears. Hank's voice suddenly broke, he collapsed on the ground,
and Cathcart somehow or other persuaded him at last to go into the tent and
lie quiet. The remainder of the affair, indeed, was witnessed by him from
behind the canvas, his white and terrified face peeping through the crack of
the tent door-flap.
Then Dr. Cathcart, closely followed by his nephew who so far had kept his
courage better than all of them, went up with a determined air and stood
opposite to the figure of Défago huddled over the fire. He looked him squarely
in the face and spoke. At first his voice was firm.
"Défago, tell us what's happened—just a little, so that we can know how best
to help you?" he asked in a tone of authority, almost of command. And at that
point, itwas command. At once afterwards, however, it changed in quality, for
the figure turned up to him a face so piteous, so terrible and so little like
humanity, that the doctor shrank back from him as from something spiritually
unclean. Simpson watching close behind him says he got the impression of a
mask that was on the verge of dropping off, and that underneath they would
discover something black and diabolical, revealed in utter nakedness1. "Out
with it, man, out with it!" Cathcart cried, terror running neck and neck with
entreaty. "None of us can stand this much longer. . . !: It was the cry of instinct
over reason2.
And then "Défago", smiling whitely3, answered in that thin and fading voice
that already seemed passing over into a sound of quite another character—
"I seen that great Wendigo thing," he whispered, sniffing the air about him
exactly like an animal. "I been with it too—"
Whether the poor devil would have said more, or whether Dr. Cathcart
would have continued the impossible cross-examination cannot be known, for
at that moment the voice of Hank was heard yelling at the top of his shout
from behind the canvas that concealed all but his terrified eyes. Such a
howling was never heard.

1

The truly terrifying implication here is that not only is Défago a mockery of human values,
decency, and address, but that each of them is only a mask hiding something “black and diabolical,”
only that their hidden natures have remained undisturbed, while Défago’s has awoken and defeated
his human identity
2
Little needs to be said about this statement other than that it represents the ultimate failure of
human ideals of reason and logic in the face of the chaotic madness of Nature. Cathcart, the
exemplar of sense and rationality, has been defeated by the arousing of his instinctual nature through
an experience of pure, unfiltered terror
3
Without color, without emotion, without humanity
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"His feet! Oh, Gawd, his feet! Look at his great changed—feet!"
Défago, shuffling where he sat, had moved in such a way that for the first
time his legs were in full light and his feet were visible. Yet Simpson had no
time, himself, to see properly what Hank had seen. And Hank has never seen
fit to tell. That same instant, with a leap like that of a frightened tiger, Cathcart
was upon him, bundling the folds of blanket about his legs with such speed
that the young student caught little more than a passing glimpse of something
dark and oddly massed where moccasined feet ought to have been, and saw
even that but with uncertain vision.
Then, before the doctor had time to do more, or Simpson time to even think a
question, much less ask it, Défago was standing upright in front of them,
balancing with pain and difficulty, and upon his shapeless and twisted visage
an expression so dark and so malicious that it was, in the true sense,
monstrous.
"Now you seen it too," he wheezed, "you seen my fiery, burning feet! And
now—that is, unless you kin save me an' prevent 1—it's 'bout time for—"
His piteous and beseeching voice was interrupted by a sound that was like the
roar of wind coming across the lake. The trees overhead shook their tangled
branches. The blazing fire bent its flames as before a blast. And something
swept with a terrific, rushing noise about the little camp and seemed to
surround it entirely in a single moment of time. Défago shook the clinging
blankets from his body, turned towards the woods behind, and with the same
stumbling motion that had brought him—was gone: gone, before anyone
could move muscle to prevent him, gone with an amazing, blundering
swiftness that left no time to act. The darkness positively swallowed him; and
less than a dozen seconds later, above the roar of the swaying trees and the
shout of the sudden wind, all three men, watching and listening with stricken
hearts, heard a cry that seemed to drop down upon them from a great height
of sky and distance—
"Oh, oh! This fiery height! Oh, oh! My feet of fire! My burning feet of fire. . .
!" then died away, into untold space and silence.
Dr. Cathcart—suddenly master of himself, and therefore of the others—was
just able to seize Hank violently by the arm as he tried to dash headlong into
the Bush.
"But I want ter know, —you!" shrieked the guide. "I want ter see! That ain't
him at all, but some—devil that's shunted into his place. . . !"
Somehow or other—he admits he never quite knew how he accomplished
it—he managed to keep him in the tent and pacify him. The doctor,
apparently, had reached the stage where reaction had set in and allowed his
own innate force to conquer. Certainly he "managed" Hank admirably. It was
his nephew, however, hitherto so wonderfully controlled, who gave him most
1

Like Jacob Marley, Défago appears to be damned to a task from which he cannot be saved by the
efforts of mortal men; he is at the mercy of a supernatural force which compels him to rush and
remain restless, weary, and in perpetual motion. Like Marley, his pause appears to have been a
momentary mercy on the part of his brutal taskmaster – like an executioner or jailer who allows their
charge to pause on its way to the gallows or the chain gang for one last word with a passing friend
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cause for anxiety, for the cumulative strain had now produced a condition of
lachrymose1 hysteria which made it necessary to isolate him upon a bed of
boughs and blankets as far removed from Hank as was possible under the
circumstances.
And there he lay, as the watches of that haunted night passed over the lonely
camp, crying startled sentences, and fragments of sentences, into the folds of
his blanket. A quantity of gibberish about speed and height and fire mingled
oddly with biblical memories of the class-room. "People with broken faces all
on fire are coming at a most awful, awful, pace towards the camp!" he would
moan one minute; and the next would sit up and stare into the woods, intently
listening, and whisper, "How terrible in the wilderness are—are the feet of
them that2—" until his uncle came across the change the direction of his
thoughts and comfort him.
The hysteria, fortunately, proved but temporary. Sleep 3 cured him, just as it
cured Hank.
Till the first signs of daylight came, soon after five o'clock, Dr. Cathcart kept
his vigil. His face was the colour of chalk and there were strange flushes
beneath the eyes. An appalling terror of the soul battled with his will all
through those silent hours. These were some of the outer signs. . . .
At dawn he lit the fire himself, made breakfast, and woke the others, and by
seven they were well on their way back to the home camp—three perplexed
and afflicted men, but each in his own way having reduced his inner turmoil
to a condition of more or less systematized order again 4.
IX
They talked little, and then only of the most wholesome and common things 5,
for their minds were charged with painful thoughts that clamoured for
explanation, though no one dared refer to them. Hank, being nearest to
primitive conditions, was the first to find himself, for he was also less

1

Weeping, teary
A perversion of Romans 10:15: “How beautiful are the feet of them that bring good news!” It bears
mentioning that is has been suggested that “The Wendigo” is a perversion of the Christian mythos: a
man is lead into the wilderness to suffer temptation, is sacrificed, then taken into heaven, is
resurrected on earth to appear to his followers, and is then taken back into heaven
3
Forgetfulness through sleep, providing the denial necessary to preserve sanity
4
All three men experienced a high degree of emotional and psychological trauma – hysteria, loss,
terror, dread, and horror, all caused by the assault on their established, skeptical worldviews – but
have collectively returned to a fragile semblance of their former stability, and while they may have
lost faith in the social structures of human industry, society, science, and reason, they have
maintained the degree of suspended disbelief necessary to preserve their sanity and health, much like
the protagonist of “The Man Who Found Out” who has a hypnotist clear his memory rather than
maintain the knowledge of man’s insignificance that he has discovered, whereby his only options
were to die by his own hand or from crippling grief
5
Blackwood once more enlists bourgeois concerns and distractions as a defense-work against the
misanthropic and discombobulating spiritual onslaughts of Outer Nature
2
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complex1. In Dr. Cathcart "civilization" championed his forces against an
attack singular enough. To this day, perhaps, he is not quite sure of certain
things. Anyhow, he took longer to "find himself"2.
Simpson, the student of divinity, it was who arranged his conclusions
probably with the best, though not most scientific, appearance of order. Out
there, in the heart of unreclaimed wilderness, they had surely witnessed
something crudely and essentially primitive3. Something that had survived
somehow the advance of humanity had emerged terrifically, betraying a scale
of life still monstrous and immature. He envisaged it rather as a glimpse into
prehistoric ages, when superstitions, gigantic and uncouth, still oppressed the
hearts of men; when the forces of nature were still untamed, the Powers that
may have haunted a primeval universe not yet withdrawn. To this day he
thinks of what he termed years later in a sermon "savage and formidable
Potencies lurking behind the souls of men, not evil perhaps in themselves, yet
instinctively hostile to humanity as it exists4".
With his uncle he never discussed the matter in detail, for the barrier
between the two types of mind made it difficult. Only once, years later,
something led them to the frontier of the subject—of a single detail of the
subject, rather:
"Can't you even tell me what—they5 were like?" he asked; and the reply,
though conceived in wisdom, was not encouraging, "It is far better you should
try not to know, or to find out."
"Well—that odour—?" persisted the nephew. "What do you make of that?"
Dr. Cathcart looked at him and raised his eyebrows.
"Odours," he replied, are not so easy as sounds and sights of telepathic

1

Although petty societal distractions form an effective barrier against the Outer Beings, those who
are less consumed with civilization are less shattered by their incursions. While it may be disturbing
that Hank is described as less “complex” – seemingly insinuating a lower or less valuable degree of
humanity – Blackwood’s implication is that Hank’s remoteness from civilization has left him more
attuned to the forces, caprices, and character of Cosmic Nature. For Cathcart, especially, who
identifies with a Christian, anthropocentric worldview, the experience with the Wendigo has been
existentially traumatizing
2
By “finding himself,” Cathcart is reconciling his experiences to his personal identity, forced to
redefine his place in the cosmos, his concepts of Nature and the divine, and the role of mankind in
the universe
3
In Blackwood the primitive is not underdeveloped, dim, or stunted – it is unpolluted, pure, and
unornamented
4
The implication is that the Wendigo lurks not merely without the souls of men, but also – and
perhaps chiefly – within, only waiting to be awakened, shrugging off the trappings of civilized
humanity in a wild leap to rejoin the transcendental flow of Nature from which mankind has
devolved
5
Défago’s feet
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communication1. I make as much, or as little, probably, as you do yourself."
He was not quite so glib2 as usual with his explanations. That was all.
At the fall of day, cold, exhausted, famished, the party came to the end of the
long portage and dragged themselves into a camp that at first glimpse seemed
empty. Fire there was none, and no Punk came forward to welcome them 3. The
emotional capacity of all three was too over-spent to recognize either surprise
or annoyance; but the cry of spontaneous affection that burst forth from the
lips of Hank, as he rushed ahead of them towards the fireplace, came probably
as a warning that the end of the amazing affair was not quite yet. And both
Cathcart and his nephew confessed afterwards that when they saw him kneel
down in his excitement and embrace something that reclined, gently moving,
beside the extinguished ashes, they felt in their very bones that this
"something" would prove to be Défago—the true4 Défago returned.
And so, indeed, it was.
It is soon told. Exhausted to the point of emaciation, the French Canadian—
what was left of him, that is—fumbled among the ashes, trying to make a fire5.
His body crouched there, the weak fingers obeying feebly the instinctive habit
of a lifetime with twigs and matches. But there was no longer any mind to
direct the simple operation. The mind had fled beyond recall. And with it, too,
had fled memory. Not only recent events, but all previous life was a blank.
This time it was the real man, though incredibly and horribly shrunken. On
his face was no expression of any kind whatever—fear, welcome, or
recognition. He did not seem to know who it was that embraced him, or who it
was that fed, warmed and spoke to him with words of comfort and relief.
Forlorn and broken beyond all reach of human aid, the little man did meekly
as he was bidden. The "something" that had constituted him "individual" had
vanished for ever6.
In some ways it was more terribly moving than anything they had yet seen—
that idiot smile as he drew wads of coarse moss from his swollen cheeks and
told them that he was "a damned moss-eater"; the continued vomiting of even
1

Unlike sounds or sights, Blackwood identifies the most sensitive locus of spiritual communication
– of telepathic suggestion – in scent. Research has indeed suggested that scent is most effective at
conjuring memory
2
Convincing, talkative
3
Punk, the crux of the party, the cornerstone between Cathcart’s cool empiricism and Défago’s
nervous terror, and the character in closest proximity to the “Powers” of Blackwood’s Nature has
abandoned them. While with them he acted as a sort of high priest, interceding with the Outer
Beings on their behalf, and allowing them to experience them by proxy. Now they are left to
experience them without an intercessor. The Powers are no longer filtered through Punk: instead
they are brought closer to bear, being felt in intimate proximity
4
Défago’s body, un-possessed by the Wendigo’s spirit
5
Intentional fire – a product of humakind’s industry – represents Defago’s fleeting, pathetic attempt
to reintegrate into socialized humanity. As he wallows in the ashes, incapable of generating
warming, generous fire, his dehumanization is painfully apparent
6
Individualism and indeed individuality are at odds with Blackwood’s cosmic worldview, which
identifies the universe as a flowing collective in which all members are interconnected
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the simplest food1; and, worst of all, the piteous and childish voice of
complaint in which he told them that his feet pained him—"burn like fire"—
which was natural enough when Dr. Cathcart examined them and found that
both were dreadfully frozen. Beneath the eyes there were faint indications of
recent bleeding2.
The details of how he survived the prolonged exposure, of where he had
been, or of how he covered the great distance from one camp to the other,
including an immense détour of the lake on foot since he had no canoe—all
this remains unknown. His memory had vanished completely. And before the
end of the winter whose beginning witnessed this strange occurrence, Défago,
bereft of mind, memory and soul3, had gone with it. He lingered only a few
weeks.
And what Punk was able to contribute to the story throws no further light
upon it. He was cleaning fish by the lake shore about five o'clock in the
evening—an hour, that is, before the search party returned—when he saw this
shadow of the guide picking its way weakly into camp. In advance of him, he
declares, came the faint whiff of a certain singular odour.
That same instant old Punk started for home. He covered the entire journey of
three days as only Indian blood could have covered it. The terror of a whole
race drove him4. He knew what it all meant. Défago had "seen the Wendigo".

1

These foods are likely processed or treated in some way through human industry – whether
applesauce, canned beans, or oatmeal – and are therefore “polluted.” He is chillingly only able to
digest moss – the modest food of Blackwood’s Wendigo
2
The physical evidence of an encounter with the Wendigo consists of burning feet (from the friction
of running at high speeds) and bleeding eyes (from the strain and stress of the sights seen by the
Wendigo). As previously mentioned, this could be interpreted as an allegory for compulsive
wanderlust
3
All foundations of intellect – the forces in which Cathcart has invested his faith have proven
useless, impotent, and feeble in the misanthropic realms of Cosmic Nature
4
Inborn instinct compels Punk to run, just as inborn instinct filled Défago with terror, and just as
inborn instinct was awoken in him by the Wendigo’s call. Whether self-preserving or antagonistic,
the forces of Nature are strong and alive in Blackwood’s universe, arousing sympathetic and
corresponding responses within the innate natures of men, demonstrating the indivisible link
between mankind and Nature
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BLACKWOOD’S treatment of the windigo is vastly different from the cannibal
werewolf of traditional folklore. Whereas the genuine tradition is the stuff of
H. P. Lovecraft, Bram Stoker, and Stephen King, the Blackwoodian Wendigo
is typical of its creator’s bogies: a cosmic actor grasped at (though not
entirely realized) by mythology. While the cannibal link is never mentioned
in “The Wendigo,” one might imagine that Blackwood, hearing of the tale in
his Canadian journeys, said to himself, “there’s something to that, but it
would be so much more than a call to cannibalism; it would be a call to the
very Wild.” And Blackwood’s Wendigo is just that – a spirit which inspires
its victims to something far more spiritually poignant than ghoulish
cannibalism: to the surrender of all will, reason, and sense to a spirit of
chaotic impulse and cosmic absurdity which defies the laws of terrestrial
physics, rejects the logic of self-preservation, and embraces the empty,
infinite space of raw, maddening Nature. When Défago and Simpson cross
from the campsite, over the lake, to the opposite shore, they truly are
passing from the realm of reason and intellect, across the black waters of
the human unconscious, to a vast, impregnable region of human psychology
which – like the wilderness of Alberta – is too vast to blaze, and too
illimitable to plumb. The horror of the Wendigo is not that of a monster
lurking outside which wishes to consume your blood; it is the horror of a
monster lurking within which wishes to consume your reason and your will.
During his trips into the Canadian interior Blackwood felt something of its
allure – its mesmeric pull – to become lost in it. It was gorgeous and endless
and wild; it was the seat of beauty. But in its sheer gravity Blackwood knew
that the human mind was made vulnerable by that beauty, and in that
primal vulnerability, he smelt the hot breath of terror.
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COMBINING elements of “May Day Eve,” “The Wendigo,” and “Ancient
Lights,” “The Valley of the Beasts” explores Blackwood’s disdain for
anthropocentricism in a much more concentrated manner. While the
skeptical jingoist in “The Wendigo” – Cathcart – was a third-party witness
to the cosmic horrors of the Outer Beings, Grimwood, the brutish
protagonist of this tale is the direct prey of their predatory toyings. The crux
of this tale examines the results when such a character is brought into
contact with the corrosive elements of the Outer Powers, an event common
in Blackwood. In “Ancient Lights” and “May Day Eve,” the result is a shaken
and confused victim, much like Cathcart in “The Wendigo,” while Ericcson
and Défago are entirely dissolved by the contact – their personalities
annihilated and their physical shells devastated. “The Valley of the Beasts” –
an uncommonly anthologized Canadian tale – follows a character who is
nearly destroyed by his encounter – nearly, but not quite.

The Valley of the Beasts
{1921}
I
AS they emerged suddenly from the dense forest the Indian halted, and
Grimwood1, his employer, stood beside him, gazing into the beautiful wooded
valley that lay spread below them in the blaze of a golden sunset. Both men
leaned upon their rifles, caught by the enchantment of the unexpected scene.
“We camp here,” said Tooshalli abruptly, after a careful survey. “To-morrow
we make a plan.”
He spoke excellent English. The note of decision, almost of authority, in his
voice was noticeable, but Grimwood set it down to the natural excitement of
the moment. Every track they had followed during the last two days, but one
track in particular as well, had headed straight for this remote and hidden
valley, and the sport promised to be unusual.
“That’s so,” he replied, in the tone of one giving an order. “You can make
camp ready at once.” And he sat down on a fallen hemlock to take off his
moccasin boots and grease his feet that ached from the arduous day now
drawing to a close. Though under ordinary circumstances he would have
pushed on for another hour or two, he was not averse to a night here, for
exhaustion had come upon him during the last bit of rough going, his eye and
muscles were no longer steady, and it was doubtful if he could have shot
straight enough to kill. He did not mean to miss a second time.
With his Canadian friend, Iredale, the latter’s half-breed, and his own
Indian, Tooshalli, the party had set out three weeks ago to find the “wonderful
1

The name is suggestive – Grimwood sees little of beauty or wonder in the natural world
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big moose” the Indians reported were travelling in the Snow River country.
They soon found that the tale was true; tracks were abundant; they saw fine
animals nearly every day, but though carrying good heads, the hunters
expected better still and left them alone. Pushing up the river to a chain of
small lakes near its source, they then separated into two parties, each with its
nine-foot bark canoe, and packed in for three days after the yet bigger animals
the Indians agreed would be found in the deeper woods beyond. Excitement
was keen, expectation keener still. The day before they separated, Iredale shot
the biggest moose of his life, and its head, bigger even than the grand Alaskan
heads, hangs in his house to-day. Grimwood’s hunting blood was fairly up. His
blood was of the fiery, not to say ferocious, quality. It almost seemed he liked
killing for its own sake1.
Four days after the party broke into two he came upon a gigantic track,
whose measurements and length of stride keyed every nerve he possessed to its
highest tension.
Tooshalli examined the tracks for some minutes with care. “It is the biggest
moose in the world,” he said at length, a new expression on his inscrutable red
visage.
Following it all that day, they yet got no sight of the big fellow that seemed to
be frequenting a little marshy dip of country, too small to be called valley,
where willow and undergrowth abounded2. He had not yet scented his
pursuers. They were after him again at dawn. Towards the evening of the
second day Grimwood caught a sudden glimpse of the monster among a thick
clump of willows, and the sight of the magnificent head that easily beat all
records set his heart beating like a hammer with excitement. He aimed and
fired. But the moose, instead of crashing, went thundering away through the
further scrub and disappeared, the sound of his plunging canter3 presently
dying away. Grimwood had missed, even if he had wounded.
They camped, and all next day, leaving the canoe behind, they followed the
huge track, but though finding signs of blood, these were not plentiful, and the
shot had evidently only grazed the animal. The travelling was of the hardest.
Towards evening, utterly exhausted, the spoor led them to the ridge they now
stood upon, gazing down into the enchanting valley that opened at their feet.
The giant moose had gone down into this valley. He would consider himself
safe there. Grimwood agreed with the Indian’s judgment. They would camp
for the night and continue at dawn the wild hunt after “the biggest moose in
the world.”
Supper was over, the small fire used for cooking dying down, with
Grimwood became first aware that the Indian was not behaving quite as usual.
1

Grimwood’s character is vicious and brutal, standing in contrast with the Natural world’s balance,
harmony, and spiritual life – an indictment of the ironic barbarism of human society
2
Written after both of his masterpieces, “The Valley of the Beasts” contains elements of both “The
Wendigo” and “The Willows.” In all three stories, Nature is alive with some mesmeric, Outer
Power, and in “Valley,” the settings of the former two are merged: the willowy, reedy marshlands of
“The Willows” and the lonely, illimitable Canadian wilderness of “The Wendigo”
3
Rapid pace, as of a horse
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What particular detail drew his attention is hard to say. He was a slow-witted,
heavy man, full-blooded, unobservant; a fact had to hurt him through his
comfort, through his pleasure, before he noticed it. Yet anyone else must have
observed the changed mood of the Redskin long ago. Tooshalli had made the
fire, fried the bacon, served the tea, and was arranging the blankets, his own
and his employer’s, before the latter remarked upon his—silence. Tooshalli
had not uttered a word for over an hour and a half, since he had first set eyes
upon the new valley, to be exact. And his employer now noticed the
unaccustomed silence, because after food he liked to listen to wood talk and
hunting lore.
“Tired out, aren’t you?” said big Grimwood, looking into the dark face
across the firelight. He resented the absence of conversation, now that he
noticed it. He was over-weary himself, he felt more irritable than usual,
though his temper was always vile.
“Lost your tongue, eh?” he went on with a growl, as the Indian returned his
stare with solemn, expressionless face. That dark inscrutable look got on his
nerves a bit. “Speak up, man!” he exclaimed sharply. “What’s it all about?”
The Englishman had at last realized that there was something to “speak up”
about. The discovery, in his present state, annoyed him further. Tooshalli
stared gravely, but made no reply. The silence was prolonged almost into
minutes. Presently the head turned sideways, as though the man listened. The
other watched him very closely, anger growing in him.
But it was the way the Redskin turned his head, keeping his body rigid, that
gave the jerk to Grimwood’s nerves, providing him with a sensation he had
never known in his life before—it gave him what is generally called “the
goose-flesh1.” It seemed to jangle2 his entire system, yet at the same time made
him cautious. He did not like it, this combination of emotions puzzled him.
“Say something, I tell you,” he repeated in a harsher tone, raising his voice. He
sat up, drawing his great body closer to the fire. “Say something, damn it!”
His voice fell dead against the surrounding trees, making the silence of the
forest unpleasantly noticeable3. Very still the great woods stood about them;
there was no wind, no stir of branches; only the crackle of a snapping twig
was audible from time to time, as the night-life moved unwarily sometimes
watching the humans round their little fire. The October air had a frosty touch
that nipped.
The Redskin did not answer. No muscle of his neck nor of his stiffened body
moved. He seemed all ears.

1

Grimwood is a brash, violent, outspoken man who is made uncomfortable by silence and
introspection. That “goose-flesh” – crawling flesh, goose pimples, shivers, chills – is a foreign
experience to him suggests much about his personality: his is monomaniacal, one dimensional, and
simple both emotionally and intellectually
2
Rattle, disturb
3
When his voice – his instrument of individuation, assertion, and domination – is juxtaposed with
the vast infinity and cold unfeelingness of the woods, Grimwood is subtly made aware of his
insignificance
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“Well?” repeated the Englishman, lowering his voice this time instinctively.
“What d’you hear, God damn it!” The touch of odd nervousness that made his
anger grow betrayed itself in his language.
Tooshalli slowly turned his head back again to its normal position, the body
rigid as before.
“I hear nothing, Mr. Grimwood,” he said, gazing with quiet dignity into his
employer’s eyes.
This was too much for the other, a man of savage temper at the best of times.
He was the type of Englishman who held strong views as to the right way of
treating “inferior” races1.
“That’s a lie, Tooshalli, and I won’t have you lie to me. Now what was it?
Tell me at once!”
“I hear nothing,” repeated the other. “I only think.”
“And what is it you’re pleased to think?” Impatience made a nasty
expression round the mouth.
“I go not,” was the abrupt reply, unalterable decision in the voice.
The man’s rejoinder2 was so unexpected that Grimwood found nothing to
say at first. For a moment he did not take its meaning; his mind, always slow,
was confused by impatience, also by what he considered the foolishness of the
little scene. Then in a flash he understood; but he also understood the
immovable obstinacy of the race he had to deal with. Tooshalli was informing
him that he refused to go into the valley where the big moose had vanished.
And his astonishment was so great at first that he merely sat and stared. No
words came to him.
“It is——” said the Indian, but used a native term.
“What’s that mean?” Grimwood found his tongue, but his quiet tone was
ominous.
“Mr. Grimwood, it mean the ‘Valley of the Beasts3,’” was the reply in a tone
quieter still.
The Englishman made a great, a genuine effort at self-control. He was
dealing, he forced himself to remember, with a superstitious Redskin. He knew
the stubbornness of the type. If the man left him his sport was irretrievably
spoilt, for he could not hunt in this wilderness alone, and even if he got the
coveted head, he could never, never get it out alone. His native selfishness
seconded his effort. Persuasion, if only he could keep back his rising anger,
was his rôle to play.

1

Although Blackwood can be accused of racism, he was not of the brand of Victorian-bred
Englishmen who viewed their race as superior; indeed, Blackwood consistently identifies the most
sensitive, spiritually-equipped cultures as those that have been threatened with colonization, whether
from other nations (subcontinental Indians), societies (American Indians), or cultures (rural British
folklore) – colonization, racism, and ethnocentrism were – Blackwood demonstrated repetitively – at
odds with his philosophy of the Outer Beings and the collective universal soul
2
Reply
3
Compare to Ralph Adams Cram’s “The Dead Valley,” wherein a geographic location is infused
with a mystical, psychic power
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“The Valley of the Beasts,” he said, a smile on his lips rather than in his
darkening eyes; “but that’s just what we want. It’s beasts we’re after, isn’t it?”
His voice had a false cheery ring that could not have deceived a child. “But
what d’you mean, anyhow—the Valley of the Beasts?” He asked it with a dull
attempt at sympathy.
“It belong to Ishtot1, Mr. Grimwood.” The man looked him full in the face,
no flinching in the eyes.
“My—our—big moose is there,” said the other, who recognized the name of
the Indian Hunting God2, and understanding better, felt confident he would
soon persuade his man. Tooshalli, he remembered, too, was nominally a
Christian3. “We’ll follow him at dawn and get the biggest head the world has
ever seen. You will be famous,” he added, his temper better in hand again.
“Your tribe will honour you. And the white hunters will pay you much
money.”
“He go there to save himself. I go not.”
The other’s anger revived with a leap at this stupid obstinacy. But, in spite of it,
he noticed the odd choice of words. He began to realize that nothing now
would move the man. At the same time he also realized that violence on his
part must prove worse than useless. Yet violence was natural to his
“dominant” type. “That brute4 Grimwood” was the way most men spoke of
him.
“Back at the settlement you’re a Christian, remember,” he tried, in his
clumsy way, another line. “And disobedience means hell-fire. You know that!”
“I a Christian—at the post,” was the reply, “but out here the Red God rule.
Ishtot keep that valley for himself. No Indian hunt there.” It was as though a
granite boulder spoke.
The savage temper of the Englishman, enforced by the long difficult
suppression, rose wickedly into sudden flame. He stood up, kicking his
blankets aside. He strode across the dying fire to the Indian’s side. Tooshalli
also rose. They faced each other, two humans alone in the wilderness, watched
by countless invisible forest eyes.
Tooshalli stood motionless, yet as though he expected violence from the
foolish, ignorant white-face. “You go alone, Mr. Grimwood.” There was no
fear in him.

1

A fictitious god – or Manitou – of the Algonkian tribe of American Indians, roughly analogous to
the Great Spirit, or Gitche Manitou. Blackwood being Blackwood, it is to be assumed that “Ishtot” is
the mythologized identity of a nameless cosmic being whom the Algonkians have recognized and
worshipped. The name is notably similar to Ishtar (you may have even thought that you had heard it
before, but the name Ishtot is solely a creation for this single story), an East Semitic Akkadian,
Assyrian, and Babylonian goddess of fertility, love, war, and sex
2
The Iroquois, an Algonkian tribe located in northern New York, Ontario and Quebec, worshipped
Sosondowah, a great hunting god
3
A technicality followed by many American Indians after colonization, though many if not most
adopted the religion for legal, social, or business reasons
4
Brute literally refers to an animal-like nature – something beastly and vicious. The irony of
Grimwood-the-Man’s brutal approach to Nature is immense
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Grimwood choked with rage. His words came forth with difficulty, though
he roared them into the silence of the forest:
“I pay you, don’t I? You’ll do what I say, not what you say1!” His voice woke
the echoes.
The Indian, arms hanging by his side, gave the old reply.
“I go not,” he repeated firmly.
It stung the other into uncontrollable fury.
The beast then came uppermost; it came out. “You’ve said that once too
often, Tooshalli!” and he struck him brutally in the face. The Indian fell, rose
to his knees again, collapsed sideways beside the fire, then struggled back into
a sitting position. He never once took his eyes from the white man’s face.
Beside himself with anger, Grimwood stood over him. “Is that enough? Will
you obey me now?” he shouted.
“I go not,” came the thick reply, blood streaming from his mouth. The eyes
had no flinching in them. “That valley Ishtot keep. Ishtot see us now. He see
you.” The last words he uttered with strange, almost uncanny emphasis.
Grimwood, arm raised, fist clenched, about to repeat his terrible assault,
paused suddenly. His arm sank to his side. What exactly stopped him he could
never say. For one thing, he feared his own anger, feared that if he let himself
go he would not stop till he had killed—committed murder. He knew his own
fearful temper and stood afraid of it. Yet it was not only that. The calm
firmness of the Redskin, his courage under pain, and something in the fixed
and burning eyes arrested him. Was it also something in the words he had
used—“Ishtot see you”—that stung him into a queer caution midway in his
violence?
He could not say. He only knew that a momentary sense of awe came over
him. He became unpleasantly aware of the enveloping forest, so still, listening
in a kind of impenetrable, remorseless silence. This lonely wilderness, looking
silently upon what might easily prove murder, laid a faint, inexplicable chill
upon his raging blood. The hand dropped slowly to his side again, the fist
unclenched itself, his breath came more evenly.
“Look you here,” he said, adopting without knowing it the local way of
speech. “I ain’t a bad man, though your going-on do make a man damned
tired. I’ll give you another chance.” His voice was sullen, but a new note in it
surprised even himself. “I’ll do that. You can have the night to think it over,
Tooshalli—see? Talk it over with your——”
He did not finish the sentence. Somehow the name of the Redskin God
refused to pass his lips2. He turned away, flung himself into his blankets, and
in less than ten minutes, exhausted as much by his anger as by the day’s hard
going, he was sound asleep.
1

As with “Dance of Death” and “Insanity of Jones,” employment is viewed by those who are
disconnected with the spirit of Nature as the supreme form of identity, ownership, and worth
2
Language is to “Valley” what scent was to “The Wendigo” – it is a signifier, communicating
humanity and affirming anthropocentricism. Unable to speak Ishtot’s name, Grimwood is restrained
from simplifying him into the quantifying symbols of human speech. To speak is to assert humanity,
to restrain speech is to acknowledge subservience to the cosmic Wilds around and beyond
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The Indian, crouching beside the dying fire, had said nothing1.
Night held the woods, the sky was thick with stars, the life of the forest went
about its business quietly, with that wondrous skill which millions of years
have perfected. The Redskin, so close to this skill that he instinctively used and
borrowed from it, was silent, alert and wise, his outline as inconspicuous as
though he merged, like his four-footed teachers, into the mass of the
surrounding bush.
He moved perhaps, yet nothing knew he moved. His wisdom, derived from
that eternal, ancient mother who from infinite experience makes no mistakes,
did not fail him. His soft tread made no sound; his breathing, as his weight,
was calculated. The stars observed him, but they did not tell; the light air knew
his whereabouts, yet without betrayal 2....
The chill dawn gleamed at length between the trees, lighting the pale ashes
of an extinguished fire, also of a bulky, obvious form beneath a blanket. The
form moved clumsily. The cold was penetrating.
And that bulky form now moved because a dream had come to trouble it. A
dark figure stole across its confused field of vision. The form started, but it did
not wake. The figure spoke: “Take this,” it whispered, handing a little stick,
curiously carved. “It is the totem of great Ishtot. In the valley all memory of the
White Gods will leave you. Call upon Ishtot.... Call on Him if you dare”; and
the dark figure glided away out of the dream and out of all remembrance....
II
The first thing Grimwood noticed when he woke was that Tooshalli was not
there. No fire burned, no tea was ready. He felt exceedingly annoyed. He
glared about him, then got up with a curse to make the fire. His mind seemed
confused and troubled. At first he only realized one thing clearly—his guide
had left him in the night.
It was very cold. He lit the wood with difficulty and made his tea, and the
actual world came gradually back to him. The Red Indian had gone; perhaps
the blow, perhaps the superstitious terror, perhaps both, had driven him away.
He was alone, that was the outstanding fact. For anything beyond outstanding
facts3, Grimwood felt little interest. Imaginative speculation was beyond his
compass. Close to the brute creation, it seemed, his nature lay.
It was while packing his blankets—he did it automatically, a dull, vicious
resentment in him—that his fingers struck a bit of wood that he was about to
throw away when its unusual shape caught his attention suddenly. His odd
dream came back then. But was it a dream? The bit of wood was undoubtedly

1

He continues to restrict his speech as he ponders the forbidding Valley
Like Punk, Tooshalli responds to the awakening of an inborn impulse – the communication of the
universal Spirit Without with the internal Spirit Within – and flees from the approaching Outer
Power. Notably, the features of Nature are personified and instilled with consciousness, will,
judgment, and sentience
3
A very clear materialist, like Dr. Cathcart
2
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a totem stick1. He examined it. He paid it more attention than he meant to,
wished to. Yes, it was unquestionably a totem stick. The dream, then, was not a
dream. Tooshalli had quit, but, following with Redskin faithfulness some code
of his own, had left him the means of safety 2. He chuckled sourly, but thrust
the stick inside his belt. “One never knows,” he mumbled to himself.
He faced the situation squarely. He was alone in the wilderness. His capable,
experienced woodsman had deserted him. The situation was serious. What
should he do3? A weakling would certainly retrace his steps, following the
track they had made, afraid to be left alone in this vast hinterland of pathless
forest. But Grimwood was of another build. Alarmed he might be, but he
would not give in. He had the defects of his own qualities. The brutality of his
nature argued force. He was determined and a sportsman. He would go on.
And ten minutes after breakfast, having first made a cache4 of what provisions
were left over, he was on his way—down across the ridge and into the
mysterious valley, the Valley of the Beasts.
It looked, in the morning sunlight, entrancing. The trees closed in behind
him, but he did not notice5. It led him on....
He followed the track of the gigantic moose he meant to kill, and the sweet,
delicious sunshine helped him. The air was like wine, the seductive spoor 6 of
the great beast, with here and there a faint splash of blood on leaves or
ground, lay forever just before his eyes. He found the valley, though the actual
word did not occur to him, enticing; more and more he noticed the beauty, the
desolate grandeur of the mighty spruce and hemlock, the splendour of the
granite bluffs which in places rose above the forest and caught the sun.... The
valley was deeper, vaster than he had imagined. He felt safe, at home in it,
though, again these actual terms did not occur to him.... Here he could hide for
ever and find peace.... He became aware of a new quality in the deep
loneliness. The scenery for the first time in his life appealed to him, and the
form of the appeal was curious—he felt the comfort of it7.
For a man of his habit, this was odd, yet the new sensations stole over him so
gently, their approach so gradual, that they were first recognized by his
consciousness indirectly. They had already established themselves in him
before he noticed them; and the indirectness took this form—that the passion
of the chase gave place to an interest in the valley itself 8. The lust of the hunt,
the fierce desire to find and kill, the keen wish, in a word, to see his quarry
1

A carved, wooden rod emblazoned with mythical deities and creatures, meant to bring good
fortune, provide spiritual protection from evil or ill fortune, or to assist with magical ceremonies
2
It acts as a form of passport or a stamp of admission, though – it should bear noting – Tooshalli
didn’t have enough confidence in it to stay and use it himself
3
Similar to Simpson in “The Wendigo”
4
Hidden depository for safekeeping, which can be returned to and accessed when needed
5
Predatory sentience – collaborative and conspiratorial
6
Trackable scent or other physical traces of an animal
7
He is identifying with it – something within him is recognizing itself, like a domesticated cat
hearing and instinctively responding to outdoor caterwauling for the first time
8
Objectification has given way to identification
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within range, to aim, to fire, to witness the natural consummation of the long
expedition—these had all become measurably less, while the effect of the
valley upon him had increased in strength. There was a welcome about it that
he did not understand.
The change was singular1, yet, oddly enough, it did not occur to him as
singular; it was unnatural, yet it did not strike him so. To a dull mind of his
unobservant, unanalytical type, a change had to be marked and dramatic
before he noticed it; something in the nature of a shock must accompany it for
him to recognize it had happened. And there had been no shock. The spoor of
the great moose was much cleaner, now that he caught up with the animal
that made it; the blood more frequent; he had noticed the spot where it had
rested, its huge body leaving a marked imprint on the soft ground; where it
had reached up to eat the leaves of saplings here and there was also visible; he
had come undoubtedly very near to it, and any minute now might see its great
bulk within range of an easy shot. Yet his ardour had somehow lessened.
He first realized this change in himself when it suddenly occurred to him
that the animal itself had grown less cautious. It must scent him easily now,
since a moose, its sight being indifferent, depends chiefly for its safety upon its
unusually keen sense of smell, and the wind came from behind him. This now
struck him as decidedly uncommon: the moose itself was obviously careless of
his close approach. It felt no fear.
It was this inexplicable alteration in the animal’s behaviour that made him
recognize, at last, the alteration in his own. He had followed it now for a
couple of hours and had descended some eight hundred to a thousand feet; the
trees were thinner and more sparsely placed; there were open, park-like places
where silver birch, sumach and maple splashed their blazing colours; and a
crystal stream, broken by many waterfalls, foamed past towards the bed of the
great valley, yet another thousand feet below. By a quiet pool against some
over-arching rocks, the moose had evidently paused to drink, paused at its
leisure, moreover. Grimwood, rising from a close examination of the direction
the creature had taken after drinking—the hoof-marks were fresh and very
distinct in the marshy ground about the pool—looked suddenly straight into
the great creature’s eyes. It was not twenty yards from where he stood, yet he
had been standing on that spot for at least ten minutes, caught by the wonder
and loneliness of the scene. The moose, therefore, had been close beside him all
this time. It had been calmly drinking, undisturbed by his presence, unafraid.
The shock came now, the shock that woke his heavy nature into realization.
For some seconds, probably for minutes, he stood rooted to the ground,
motionless, hardly breathing. He stared as though he saw a vision. The
animal’s head was lowered, but turned obliquely somewhat, so that the eyes,
placed sideways in its great head, could see him properly; its immense

1

Strange, bizarre
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proboscis1 hung as though stuffed upon an English wall2; he saw the fore-feet
planted wide apart, the slope of the enormous shoulders dropping back
towards the fine hind-quarters and lean flanks. It was a magnificent bull. The
horns and head justified his wildest expectations, they were superb, a record
specimen, and a phrase—where had he heard it3?—ran vaguely, as from far
distance, through his mind: “the biggest moose in the world.”
There was the extraordinary fact, however, that he did not shoot; nor feel the
wish to shoot. The familiar instinct, so strong hitherto in his blood, made no
sign; the desire to kill apparently had left him. To raise his rifle, aim and fire
had become suddenly an absolute impossibility.
He did not move. The animal and the human stared into each other’s eyes for
a length of time whose interval he could not measure. Then came a soft noise
close beside him: the rifle had slipped from his grasp and fallen with a thud
into the mossy earth at his feet. And the moose, for the first time now, was
moving. With slow, easy stride, its great weight causing a squelching sound as
the feet drew out of the moist ground, it came towards him, the bulk of the
shoulders giving it an appearance of swaying like a ship at sea. It reached his
side, it almost touched him, the magnificent head bent low, the spread of the
gigantic horns lay beneath his very eyes. He could have patted, stroked it. He
saw, with a touch of pity, that blood trickled from a sore in its left shoulder,
matting the thick hair. It sniffed the fallen rifle 4.
Then, lifting its head and shoulders again, it sniffed the air, this time with an
audible sound that shook from Grimwood’s mind the last possibility that he
witnessed a vision or dreamed a dream. One moment it gazed into his face, its
big brown eyes shining and unafraid, then turned abruptly, and swung away
at a speed ever rapidly increasing across the park-like spaces till it was lost
finally among the dark tangle of undergrowth beyond. And the Englishman’s
muscles turned to paper, his paralysis passed, his legs refused to support his
weight, and he sank heavily to the ground....
III
It seems he slept, slept long and heavily; he sat up, stretched himself, yawned
and rubbed his eyes. The sun had moved across the sky, for the shadows, he
saw, now ran from west to east, and they were long shadows. He had slept
evidently for hours, and evening was drawing in. He was aware that he felt
hungry. In his pouchlike pockets, he had dried meat, sugar, matches, tea, and

1

Its long, droopy nose
The beast in the wild – in this Wild, in the Valley of the Beasts – is as tame and approachable as a
taxidermied head on a wall. The cause of the latter is the violence of men, the cause of the former is
the greater, more nuanced and profound power of “Ishtot”
3
He begins to lose his memory and subsequently his human identity
4
The object of terror – of man’s supremacy over beasts – has become a mild curiosity
2
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the little billy1 that never left him. He would make a fire2, boil some tea and
eat.
But he took no steps to carry out his purpose, he felt disinclined to move, he sat
thinking, thinking.... What was he thinking about? He did not know, he could
not say exactly; it was more like fugitive pictures that passed across his mind 3.
Who, and where, was he? This was the Valley of the Beasts, that he knew; he
felt sure of nothing else. How long had he been here, and where had he come
from, and why? The questions did not linger for their answers, almost as
though his interest in them was merely automatic. He felt happy, peaceful,
unafraid.
He looked about him, and the spell of this virgin forest came upon him like a
charm; only the sound of falling water, the murmur of wind sighing among
innumerable branches, broke the enveloping silence. Overhead, beyond the
crests of the towering trees, a cloudless evening sky was paling into
transparent orange, opal, mother of pearl. He saw buzzards soaring lazily. A
scarlet tanager flashed by. Soon would the owls begin to call and the darkness
fall like a sweet black veil and hide all detail, while the stars sparkled in their
countless thousands....
A glint of something that shone upon the ground caught his eye—a smooth,
polished strip of rounded metal: his rifle. And he started to his feet impulsively,
yet not knowing exactly what he meant to do. At the sight of the weapon,
something had leaped to life in him, then faded out, died down, and was gone
again.
“I’m—I’m——4” he began muttering to himself, but could not finish what
he was about to say. His name had disappeared completely. “I’m in the Valley
of the Beasts5,” he repeated in place of what he sought but could not find.
This fact, that he was in the Valley of the Beasts, seemed the only positive
item of knowledge that he had. About the name something known and familiar
clung, though the sequence that led up to it he could not trace. Presently,
nevertheless, he rose to his feet, advanced a few steps, stooped and picked up
the shining metal thing, his rifle. He examined it a moment, a feeling of dread
and loathing rising in him, a sensation of almost horror that made him
tremble, then, with a convulsive movement that betrayed an intense reaction of
some sort he could not comprehend, he flung the thing far from him into the
foaming torrent. He saw the splash it made, he also saw that same instant a
large grizzly bear swing heavily along the bank not a dozen yards from where
he stood. It, too, heard the splash, for it started, turned, paused a second, then
changed its direction and came towards him. It came up close. Its fur brushed
1

A small iron pot or kettle used for drinking and cooking
Blackwood’s favorite motif of human agency in the face of Natural opposition
3
One might identify this process of consciousness with the thought process of an animal – bereft of
internal narrative, consisting only of images, instincts, impulses, sensations, and associations
4
A word containing within it a declaration of individuality and identity, acknowledging distinctness
from the broader world – “I am”
5
His attempt to vocalize his identity (keep in mind the importance of voice to this tale) is aborted,
diminishing into a statement of locality
2
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his body. It examined him leisurely, as the moose had done, sniffed, half rose
upon its terrible hind legs, opened its mouth so that red tongue and gleaming
teeth were plainly visible, then flopped back upon all fours again with a deep
growling that yet had no anger in it, and swung off at a quick trot back to the
bank of the torrent. He had felt its hot breath upon his face, but he had felt no
fear. The monster was puzzled but not hostile. It disappeared.
“They know not——” he sought for the word “man,” but could not find it.
“They have never been hunted.”
The words ran through his mind, if perhaps he was not entirely certain of
their meaning; they rose, as it were, automatically; a familiar sound lay in
them somewhere. At the same time there rose feelings in him that were
equally, though in another way, familiar and quite natural, feelings he had
once known intimately but long since laid aside.
What were they? What was their origin? They seemed distant as the stars,
yet were actually in his body, in his blood and nerves, part and parcel of his
flesh1. Long, long ago.... Oh, how long, how long?
Thinking was difficult; feeling was what he most easily and naturally
managed2. He could not think for long; feeling rose up and drowned the effort
quickly.
That huge and awful bear—not a nerve, not a muscle quivered in him as its
acrid smell rose to his nostrils, its fur brushed down his legs. Yet he was aware
that somewhere there was danger, though not here. Somewhere there was
attack, hostility, wicked and calculated plans against him—as against that
splendid, roaming animal that had sniffed, examined, then gone its own way,
satisfied. Yes, active attack, hostility and careful, cruel plans against his safety,
but—not here. Here he was safe, secure, at peace; here he was happy; here he
could roam at will, no eye cast sideways into forest depths, no ear pricked high
to catch sounds not explained, no nostrils quivering to scent alarm. He felt this,
but he did not think it. He felt hungry, thirsty too3.
Something prompted him now at last to act. His billy lay at his feet, and he
picked it up; the matches—he carried them in a metal case whose screw top
kept out all moisture—were in his hand. Gathering a few dry twigs, he stooped
to light them, then suddenly drew back with the first touch of fear he had yet
known.
Fire! What was fire? The idea was repugnant to him, it was impossible, he
was afraid of fire. He flung the metal case after the rifle and saw it gleam in
the last rays of sunset, then sink with a little splash beneath the water.
Glancing down at his billy, he realized next that he could not make use of it
either, nor of the dark dry dusty stuff he had meant to boil in water. He felt no
repugnance, certainly no fear, in connexion with these things, only he could
not handle them, he did not need them, he had forgotten, yes, “forgotten,”
1

As in “May Day Eve” and “The Wendigo,” Blackwood asserts that each human spirit contains
within it a corresponding agent of the universal cosmic soul – a vestigial, dormant element of the
wider cosmos, hibernating until awoken by contact with itsspiritual origins
2
Intellect falls prey to feeling, logic to sensation
3
The transformation from coldly logical brute to simple-minded, sensual animal becomes deeper
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what they meant exactly. This strange forgetfulness was increasing in him
rapidly, becoming more and more complete with every minute. Yet his thirst
must be quenched.
The next moment he found himself at the water’s edge; he stooped to fill his
billy; paused, hesitated, examined the rushing water, then abruptly moved a
few feet higher up the stream, leaving the metal can behind him. His handling
of it had been oddly clumsy, his gestures awkward, even unnatural. He now
flung himself down with an easy, simple motion of his entire body, lowered his
face to a quiet pool he had found, and drank his fill of the cool, refreshing
liquid. But, though unaware of the fact, he did not drink. He lapped1.
Then, crouching where he was, he ate the meat and sugar from his pockets,
lapped more water, moved back a short distance again into the dry ground
beneath the trees, but moved this time without rising to his feet, curled his
body into a comfortable position and closed his eyes again to sleep.... No single
question now raised its head in him. He felt contentment, satisfaction only....
He stirred, shook himself, opened half an eye and saw, as he had felt already
in slumber, that he was not alone. In the park-like spaces in front of him, as in
the shadowed fringe of the trees at his back, there was sound and movement,
the sound of stealthy feet, the movement of innumerable dark bodies. There
was the pad and tread of animals, the stir of backs, of smooth and shaggy
beasts, in countless numbers. Upon this host fell the light of a half moon
sailing high in a cloudless sky; the gleam of stars, sparkling in the clear night
air like diamonds, shone reflected in hundreds of ever-shifting eyes, most of
them but a few feet above the ground. The whole valley was alive.
He sat upon his haunches, staring, staring, but staring in wonder, not in fear,
though the foremost of the great host were so near that he could have
stretched an arm and touched them. It was an ever-moving, ever-shifting
throng he gazed at, spell-bound, in the pale light of moon and stars, now
fading slowly towards the approaching dawn. And the smell of the forest itself
was not sweeter to him in that moment than the mingled perfume, raw,
pungent, acrid, of this furry host of beautiful wild animals that moved like a
sea, with a strange murmuring, too, like sea, as the myriad feet and bodies
passed to and fro together. Nor was the gleam of the starry, phosphorescent
eyes less pleasantly friendly than those happy lamps that light home-lost
wanderers to cosy rooms and safety2. Through the wild army, in a word,
poured to him the deep comfort of the entire valley, a comfort which held both
the sweetness of invitation and the welcome of some magical home-coming.
No thoughts came to him, but feeling rose in a tide of wonder and
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To draw water in by slurping, one must use one’s lips. Animals other than primates, which do not
have lips, must lap at water with their tongues
2
The realm of pure, unadulterated Nature which seemed forbidding and foreign to Grimwood-theMan now feels familiar and inviting to Grimwood-the-Beast – as to a wanderer returning home after
many years afield
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acceptance. He was in his rightful place. His nature had come home1. There
was this dim, vague consciousness in him that after long, futile straying in
another place where uncongenial conditions had forced him to be unnatural
and therefore terrible, he had returned at last where he belonged. Here, in the
Valley of the Beasts, he had found peace, security and happiness. He would
be—he was at last—himself.
It was a marvellous, even a magical, scene he watched, his nerves at highest
tension yet quite steady, his senses exquisitely alert, yet no uneasiness in the
full, accurate reports they furnished. Strong as some deep flood-tide, yet dim,
as with untold time and distance, rose over him the spell of long-forgotten
memory of a state where he was content and happy, where he was natural 2.
The outlines, as it were, of mighty, primitive pictures, flashed before him, yet
were gone again before the detail was filled in.
He watched the great army of the animals, they were all about him now; he
crouched upon his haunches in the centre of an ever-moving circle of wild
forest life. Great timber wolves he saw pass to and fro, loping past him with
long stride and graceful swing; their red tongues lolling out; they swarmed in
hundreds. Behind, yet mingling freely with them, rolled the huge grizzlies, not
clumsy as their uncouth bodies promised, but swiftly, lightly, easily, their half
tumbling gait masking agility and speed. They gambolled, sometimes they rose
and stood half upright, they were comely in their mass and power, they rolled
past him so close that he could touch them. And the black bear and the brown
went with them, bears beyond counting, monsters and little ones, a splendid
multitude. Beyond them, yet only a little further back, where the park-like
spaces made free movement easier, rose a sea of horns and antlers like a
miniature forest in the silvery moonlight. The immense tribe of deer gathered
in vast throngs beneath the starlit sky. Moose and caribou, he saw, the mighty
wapiti, and the smaller deer in their crowding thousands. He heard the sound
of meeting horns, the tread of innumerable hoofs, the occasional pawing of the
ground as the bigger creatures manœuvred for more space about them. A
wolf, he saw, was licking gently at the shoulder of a great bull-moose that had
been injured. And the tide receded, advanced again, once more receded, rising
and falling like a living sea whose waves were animal shapes, the inhabitants
of the Valley of the Beasts.
Beneath the quiet moonlight they swayed to and fro before him. They
watched him, knew him, recognized him. They made him welcome.
He was aware, moreover, of a world of smaller life that formed an under-sea,
as it were, numerous under-currents rather, running in and out between the
great upright legs of the larger creatures. These, though he could not see them
1

“His nature had come home” explains one of Blackwood’s chief philosophical tenets – one used in
“The Woman’s Ghost Story,” “The Dance of Death,” “May Day Eve,” “The Sea Fit,” and many
others: we are not true to our nature, and therefore we are adrift and unhappy. Once we return our
nature to its rightful place – a transformation which requires the shedding of humanity – our souls
will be at peace
2
These vestigial memories belong to the spiritual collective, and lay dormant within the physical
vessel into which they were had been passed – Grimwood-the-Man – until such a time as he might
awaken to them
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clearly, covered the earth, he was aware, in enormous numbers, darting hither
and thither, now hiding, now reappearing, too intent upon their busy purposes
to pay him attention like their huger comrades, yet ever and anon tumbling
against his back, cannoning from his sides, scampering across his legs even,
then gone again with a scuttering sound of rapid little feet, and rushing back
into the general host beyond. And with this smaller world also he felt at home 1.
How long he sat gazing, happy in himself, secure, satisfied, contented,
natural, he could not say, but it was long enough for the desire to mingle with
what he saw, to know closer contact, to become one with them all—long
enough for this deep blind desire to assert itself, so that at length he began to
move from his mossy seat towards them, to move, moreover, as they moved,
and not upright on two feet2.
The moon was lower now, just sinking behind a towering cedar whose
ragged crest broke its light into silvery spray. The stars were a little paler too. A
line of faint red was visible beyond the heights at the valley’s eastern end.
He paused and looked about him, as he advanced slowly, aware that the host
already made an opening in their ranks and that the bear even nosed the earth
in front, as though to show the way that was easiest for him to follow. Then,
suddenly, a lynx3 leaped past him into the low branches of a hemlock, and he
lifted his head to admire its perfect poise. He saw in the same instant the
arrival of the birds, the army of the eagles, hawks and buzzards, birds of
prey—the awakening flight that just precedes the dawn. He saw the flocks and
streaming lines, hiding the whitening stars a moment as they passed with a
prodigious whirr of wings. There came the hooting of an owl from the tree
immediately overhead where the lynx now crouched, but not maliciously,
along its branch.
He started. He half rose to an upright position. He knew not why he did so,
knew not exactly why he started. But in the attempt to find his new, and, as it
now seemed, his unaccustomed balance, one hand fell against his side and
came in contact with a hard straight thing that projected awkwardly from his
clothing. He pulled it out, feeling it all over with his fingers. It was a little stick.
He raised it nearer to his eyes, examined it in the light of dawn now growing
swiftly, remembered, or half remembered what it was—and stood stock still.
“The totem stick,” he mumbled to himself, yet audibly, finding his speech 4,
and finding another thing—a glint of peering memory—for the first time since
entering the valley.
A shock like fire ran through his body; he straightened himself, aware that a
moment before he had been crawling upon his hands and knees; it seemed that

1

We may assume this to be the world of microbes and bacteria or even molecules and atoms
Grimwood-the-Beast has foresworn autonomy and individuality in favor of the collectivity of the
Valley, wherein all creatures are part and parcel of the same transcendental soul. Freed from the
anxieties and ambitions of human consumerism, individualism, and commercialism, he finally feels
happiness, self-love, and contentment
3
A bobcat or wildcat – a medium-sized wild feline, slightly less ferocious than a mountain lion
4
And thus his human identity
2
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something broke in his brain, lifting a veil, flinging a shutter free. And
Memory peered dreadfully through the widening gap.
“I’m—I’m Grimwood,” his voice uttered, though below his breath.
“Tooshalli’s left me. I’m alone...!”
He was aware of a sudden change in the animals surrounding him. A big,
grey wolf sat three feet away, glaring into his face; at its side an enormous
grizzly swayed itself from one foot to the other; behind it, as if looking over its
shoulder, loomed a gigantic wapiti1, its horns merged in the shadows of the
drooping cedar boughs2. But the northern dawn was nearer, the sun already
close to the horizon. He saw details with sharp distinctness now. The great
bear rose, balancing a moment on its massive hind-quarters, then took a step
towards him, its front paws spread like arms3. Its wicked head lolled horribly,
as a huge bull-moose, lowering its horns as if about to charge, came up with a
couple of long strides and joined it. A sudden excitement ran quivering over
the entire host; the distant ranks moved in a new, unpleasant way; a thousand
heads were lifted, ears were pricked, a forest of ugly muzzles pointed up to the
wind4.
And the Englishman, beside himself suddenly with a sense of ultimate terror
that saw no possible escape, stiffened and stood rigid. The horror of his
position petrified him. Motionless and silent he faced the awful army of his
enemies, while the white light of breaking day added fresh ghastliness to the
scene which was the setting for his cruel death in the Valley of the Beasts.
Above him crouched the hideous lynx, ready to spring the instant he sought
safety in the tree; above it again, he was aware of a thousand talons of steel,
fierce hooked beaks of iron, and the angry beating of prodigious wings.
He reeled, for the grizzly touched his body with its outstretched paw; the wolf
crouched just before its deadly spring; in another second he would have been
torn to pieces, crushed, devoured, when terror, operating naturally as ever,
released the muscles of his throat and tongue. He shouted with what he
believed was his last breath on earth5. He called aloud in his frenzy. It was a
prayer to whatever gods there be, it was an anguished cry for help to heaven.

1

Elk
Animal and vegetable life merges into a single visual motif, symbolizing the intermingling of
spirits and the muddled indistinctness of Nature’s individual elements
3
The distinctions between animals and human beings are further confounded – which is the
thuggish beast and which the sapient agent
4
As he remembers and reasserts his individuality, he clashes with the collectivity of the Valley of
the Beasts – unable to sustain his forgetfulness, he falls afoul of the Valley’s Spirit, and becomes its
enemy, suitable only for absolute destruction
5
At the bottom of his essence, Grimwood is an individual, and his soul voices itself loudly with its
last energy, confessing its weakness and unsuitability to the great Outer Beings. His cry is not,
however, a cry of defiance or assertion, but a confession of spiritual deficiency, and a plea for divine
intercession on the part of an inferior being
2
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“Ishtot! Great Ishtot, help me!” his voice rang out, while his hand still
clutched the forgotten totem stick1.
And the Red Heaven2 heard him.
Grimwood that same instant was aware of a presence that, but for his terror
of the beasts, must have frightened him into sheer unconsciousness. A gigantic
Red Indian stood before him. Yet, while the figure rose close in front of him,
causing the birds to settle and the wild animals to crouch quietly where they
stood, it rose also from a great distance, for it seemed to fill the entire valley
with its influence, its power, its amazing majesty. In some way, moreover, that
he could not understand, its vast appearance included the actual valley itself
with all its trees, its running streams, its open spaces and its rocky bluffs. These
marked its outline, as it were, the outline of a superhuman shape. There was a
mighty bow, there was a quiver of enormous arrows, there was this Redskin
figure to whom they belonged3.
Yet the appearance, the outline, the face and figure too—these were the
valley; and when the voice became audible, it was the valley itself that uttered
the appalling words. It was the voice of trees and wind, and of running, falling
water that woke the echoes in the Valley of the Beasts, as, in that same
moment, the sun topped the ridge and filled the scene, the outline of the
majestic figure too, with a flood of dazzling light:
“You have shed blood in this my valley.... I will not save...!”
The figure melted away into the sunlit forest, merging with the new-born
day. But Grimwood saw close against his face the shining teeth, hot fetid 4
breath passed over his cheeks, a power enveloped his whole body as though a
mountain crushed him. He closed his eyes. He fell. A sharp, crackling sound
passed through his brain, but already unconscious, he did not hear it.
His eyes opened again, and the first thing they took in was—fire5. He shrank
back instinctively6.
“It’s all right, old man. We’ll bring you round. Nothing to be frightened
about.” He saw the face of Iredale looking down into his own. Behind Iredale
stood Tooshalli. His face was swollen. Grimwood remembered the blow. The
big man began to cry.
1

Rather than brag, bully, or grouse, Grimwood – who finds himself incapable of meshing into the
pure stream of collective Nature – owns up to his individual nature, and enlists that individuality to
pay homage to the Outer Beings
2
That is, the Heaven acknowledged and celebrated by the American Indians
3
Typical of Blackwood’s pantheistic tendencies, the literal Valley itself – not just the animals or the
ethereal spirit of the place – is invested with sentience
4
Rank, rotten, foul
5
The symbol of human industry, civilization, and autonomy
6
Grimwood-the-Man still contains elements of Grimwood-the-Beast; animals typically fear and
avoid fire out of instinct. The implication is that the Beast Within is an inborn element of the human
spirit: it was not merely the external influence of the Valley which awoke Grimwood-the-Beast;
even outside of its territory, the Beast –though notably less powerful – is still a part of Grimwood’s
soul
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“Painful still, is it?” Iredale said sympathetically. “Here, swallow a little
more of this. It’ll set you right in no time.”
Grimwood gulped down the spirit. He made a violent effort to control
himself, but was unable to keep the tears back. He felt no pain. It was his heart
that ached1, though why or wherefore, he had no idea.
“I’m all to pieces,” he mumbled, ashamed yet somehow not ashamed 2. “My
nerves are rotten. What’s happened?” There was as yet no memory in him.
“You’ve been hugged by a bear3, old man. But no bones broken. Tooshalli
saved you. He fired in the nick of time—a brave shot, for he might easily have
hit you instead of the brute.”
“The other brute4,” whispered Grimwood, as the whisky worked in him and
memory came slowly back.
“Where are we?” he asked presently, looking about him.
He saw a lake, canoes drawn up on the shore, two tents, and figures moving.
Iredale explained matters briefly, then left him to sleep a bit. Tooshalli, it
appeared, travelling without rest, had reached Iredale’s camping ground
twenty-four hours after leaving his employer. He found it deserted, Iredale and
his Indian being on the hunt. When they returned at nightfall, he had
explained his presence in his brief native fashion: “He struck me and I quit. He
hunt now alone in Ishtot’s Valley of the Beasts. He is dead, I think. I come to
tell you.”
Iredale and his guide, with Tooshalli as leader, started off then and there, but
Grimwood had covered a considerable distance, though leaving an easy track
to follow. It was the moose tracks and the blood that chiefly guided them 5.
They came up with him suddenly enough—in the grip of an enormous bear.
It was Tooshalli that fired.


1

Like the narrator of “May Day Eve,” Grimwood’s encounter with the Outer Beings threatened to
destroy his individuality, but after escaping the threat, the result is a transformation: an awakening of
feeling, instinct, and emotion. Contact with the divine powers has the effect of boiling away the
impurities of civilization – isolationism, emotional constipation, and spiritual impairment – and if
anything is left behind, if (unlike the absorbed Défago and Ericcson) the human personality is left
undestroyed, the remaining elements are refined: collectivism, emotional depth, and spiritual
sensitivity
2
He feels shame for his brutality, but is not ashamed of his emotional responsiveness
3
One of bears’ modes of attack is to crush its victim in its arms – hence the term “bear hug”
4
Grimwood recognizes the blurred distinctions between animals and men: where animals are
intellectually “brutish” (read: unevolved), human beings are emotionally and spiritually brutish, and
Grimwood suspects that the latter is the greater evil
5
Fittingly, Grimwood was traced by the legacy of his brutality
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The Indian lives now in easy circumstances, all his needs cared for, while
Grimwood, his benefactor but no longer his employer1, has given up hunting2.
He is a quiet, easy-tempered, almost gentle sort of fellow, and people wonder
rather why he hasn’t married. “Just the fellow to make a good father,” is what
they say; “so kind, good-natured and affectionate3.” Among his pipes, in a
glass case over the mantlepiece4, hangs a totem stick. He declares it saved his
soul5, but what he means by the expression he has never quite explained.
UNLIKE the physician in “May Day Eve,” Grimwood is not conflicted with his
experience: he is certain of it, and his behavior and attitude are entirely
transformed. Blackwood wrings his Scrooge through a metaphysical battery,
pummeling his self-absorbed ego until the raw remnants yield to the
humbling awe of the universe. While not as sophisticated or original as “The
Willows” and “The Wendigo” or even “May Day Eve,” “The Valley of the
Beasts” serves as a Petri dish in which Blackwood introduces the galloping
contagion of the Call of the Wild to the simple jelly of a bourgeois human
mind. The conclusion suggests that such a man, whose life has been spent
lounging in selfishness and egoism, cannot successfully unite with the
receptive soul of the universe like Ericcson, whose absorption in “The Sea
Fit” was sublime and beautiful. Rather than being gracefully received, he
stands to be vengefully devoured, and is saved only by external intervention.
Rescued earlier in his experience than Défago but later than the physician,
he is left spiritually branded by the heat of his exposure, and though
retrieved before incineration, he returns with the indelible marks of his trial,
announcing themselves in a changed personality. The impurities of civilized
life are steamed away, and a refined spirit is left gleaming in the crucible.
1

The socio-economic classism that Grimwood previously reveled in has been replaced by a sense of
fellowship and fraternity
2
On the surface, Grimwood’s retirement may simply be an aversion following a psychological
trauma, but Blackwood is likely implying a philosophical as well as psychological affectation: the
thought of imposing his will and power over “beasts” is now distasteful and repugnant to him after
learning to understand the collective nature of all spirits
3
Compare to Dickens’ transformation of Scrooge. Both situations feature a stubborn character
whose selfish, spiritually-deadened lifestyle is utterly challenged and transformed after being
exposed to and made aware of the consequences of his behavior and the invisible nature of the world
around him
4
The traditional place for a taxidermied head to be showcased
5
By comparing this story to “The Willows” and “The Wendigo,” we can imagine what peril
Grimwood faced: the complete absorption of his soul into a terrifying dimension wherein all points
of reference are demolished, where space, time, and matter are pureed into an indistinct and everfluctuating mash: the very soul of insanity and existential terror. The totem served as a reference
point, snagging him before he was swept away, and returning him to realization of his unrefined
nature and the trauma he stands to suffer if drawn into the chaotic horror of the cosmic void
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A retooling of 1907’s “The Dance of Death,” “The Glamour of the Snow”
features one of Blackwood’s most deceptively disturbing stories. While it
lacks the psychological terror of “The Wendigo” or the gruesome horror of
“The Insanity of Jones,” the implications it makes concerning the
relationship between cosmic Nature and human beings (those few who are
sensitive to the whims of their wild, untamed forces) fly in the face of many
of Blackwood’s previous tales – those which portray Nature as a
transcendental zone in which a human soul (if receptive) can be recalibrated
to the common pitch of all Creation. While this may sometimes involve
physical oblivion (“The Sea Fit,” “The Valley of the Beasts”), those who tread
authentically in the realm of the Outer Beings are received in good faith. Not
so in this icy tale. Unlike the victim-protagonists of “Ancient Lights,” “May
Day Eve,” and others – bourgeoisies with materialistic inclinations – this
prey is a picture perfect Blackwoodian: sensitive, artistic, drawn to the
majesty and desolation of nature, and worshipful of the universal spirit from
the bottom of his “pagan soul.” Nonetheless, this admirer of the cosmos is
punished savagely – not as an interloper, but as a possession, as an object of
desire.

THE GLAMOUR1 OF THE SNOW
{1911}
I
HIBBERT, always conscious of two worlds2, was in this mountain village
conscious of three. It lay on the slopes of the Valais Alps 3, and he had taken a
room in the little post office, where he could be at peace to write his book, yet
at the same time enjoy the winter sports and find companionship in the hotels
when he wanted it4.
1

Spell, enchantment, hoax
Unlike the far majority of Blackwood’s victims (“May Day Eve,” “Valley of the Beasts,”
“Woman’s Ghost,” “Ancient Lights,” etc), Hibbert is attuned to Nature and privy to its precarious
relationship with mankind
3
Also called the Pennine Alps – a mountain range in the Western Alps, including the infamous
Matterhorn – they are situated on the border between Switzerland and Italy. Hibbert is on the Swiss
side
4
Hibbert picks and chooses human company – refusing it oftener than not. This places him in danger
of being consumed by Nature’s wild spirit, which – in Blackwood – preys on the detached, remote,
and removed. Like so many others – particularly Grimwood and Ericcson – his hubris and
misanthropy are poised to bring a recokoning
2
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The three worlds that met and mingled here seemed to his imaginative
temperament1 very obvious, though it is doubtful if another mind less
intuitively equipped would have seen them so well-defined. There was the
world of tourist English, civilised, quasi-educated, to which he belonged by
birth2, at any rate; there was the world of peasants to which he felt himself
drawn by sympathy3 — for he loved and admired their toiling, simple life4;
and there was this other — which he could only call the world of Nature 5. To
this last, however, in virtue of a vehement poetic imagination, and a
tumultuous pagan instinct fed by his very blood6, he felt that most of him
belonged. The others borrowed from it, as it were, for visits. Here, with the
soul of Nature, hid his central life.
Between all three was conflict — potential conflict. On the skating-rink each
Sunday the tourists regarded the natives as intruders; in the church the
peasants plainly questioned: “Why do you come? We are here to worship; you
to stare and whisper!” For neither of these two worlds accepted the other. And
neither did Nature accept the tourists, for it took advantage of their least
mistakes, and indeed, even of the peasant-world “accepted” only those who
were strong and bold enough to invade her savage domain with sufficient skill
to protect themselves from several forms of — death7.
Now Hibbert was keenly aware of this potential conflict and want of
harmony; he felt outside, yet caught by it — torn in the three directions
because he was partly of each world, but wholly in only one. There grew in
him a constant, subtle effort — or, at least, desire — to unify them and decide
positively to which he should belong and live in8. The attempt, of course, was
1

Compare to most of Blackwood’s protagonists in his urban stories – unsettled, nomadic
intellectuals
2
Much like Blackwood himself, born to a bourgeois, upper middleclass family, both devoutly
Christian and unapologetically materialistic
3
Like M. R. James who equips the peasantry with a preternatural sensitivity to supernatural
ongoings, Blackwood has a habit of delighting in those who are further removed from material
possessions and in closer communion with Nature
4
It is difficult not to recognized that Blackwood, Lovecraft, James, and many other writers of the era
had a classist and patronizing attitude to the rural poor which simultaneously romanticized and
dehumanized their “toiling, simple life.” It is worth noting that, while Hibbert claims to adore their
homespun simplicity, he stops short of giving up his privileged life of leisure
5
Like the folklorist from “May Day Eve,” he treasures the realm of spiritual Nature over that of
material mankind
6
Compare to Smith and Ericcson, both “pagan” in instinct, worship, and thought
7
Death, as in “Dance of Death,” is a pervasive, lurking presence in Hibbert’s life, stalking just
beyond view
8
At his most Emersonian, Blackwood here begins to interweave Eastern religious philosophy,
Transcendentalism, and mysticism, developing a beautifully wrought vision of the universe as being
comprised of individuals bred from the same material, straining vainly in disparate directions. Like
Emerson and his followers – the American Transcendentalists – Blackwood percieves all things as
originating from a common soul – an Over Soul, “the soul of Nature” – and that malaise,
unhappiness, vice, and wickedness are the result of trying to assert the ego and refute the existence
of a universal spirit that renders all entities on the same level, and all material ambitions worthless.
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largely subconscious. It was the natural instinct of a richly imaginative nature
seeking the point of equilibrium, so that the mind could feel at peace and his
brain be free to do good work1.
Among the guests no one especially claimed his interest. The men were nice
but undistinguished — athletic schoolmasters2, doctors snatching a holiday,
good fellows all; the women, equally various — the clever, the would-be-fast,
the dare-to-be-dull, the women “who understood,” and the usual pack of jolly
dancing girls and “flappers3.” And Hibbert, with his forty odd years of thick
experience behind him, got on well with the lot; he understood them all; they
belonged to definite, predigested types that are the same the world over, and
that he had met the world over long ago.
But to none of them did he belong. His nature was too “multiple 4” to
subscribe to the set of shibboleths5 of any one class. And, since all liked him,
and felt that somehow he seemed outside of them — spectator, looker-on — all
sought to claim him.
In a sense, therefore, the three worlds fought for him: natives, tourists,
Nature. . . .
It was thus began the singular conflict for the soul of Hibbert. In his own
soul, however, it took place. Neither the peasants nor the tourists were
conscious that they fought for anything. And Nature, they say, is merely blind
and automatic6.
The assault upon him of the peasants may be left out of account, for it is
obvious that they stood no chance of success7. The tourist world, however,
made a gallant effort to subdue him to themselves. But the evenings in the
hotel, when dancing was not in order, were — English. The provincial
The human individual in Blackwood's artistic philosophy is both exalted and humiliated, being
placed on the same level as the churning galaxies in the heavens and the patch of moss on a forest's
lowest chasm, but above all, mankind's situation as the geometric center of the universe is dashed
and laughed at
1
Blackwood describes what psychologists call cognitive dissonance – a psychically painful
juxtaposition between action and desire, behavior and virtue. Torn between his instinctive impulses
(compare to Ericcson and Defago) and his staged, bourgeois lifestyle, Hibbert finds himself
incapable of creating genuine art – or at least incapable of doing so without incurring a great deal of
psychological distress
2
Such as the protagonist of “The Occupant of the Room.” Considering that Blackwood lived in the
Swiss Alps for a period, it is highly possible that some of these characters may be drawn from real
acquaintances and experiences
3
On the eve of World War One, and – more prominently – after its conclusion, young, middleclassed women became increasingly involved in the “flapper” scene, a lifestyle which celebrated a
sexual, social, and artistic expression, particularly through jazz, dancing, and hedonistic parties
4
Compare to the Jungian imagery of “May Day Eve,” which imagined the soul as being composed
of a multitude of archetypes – clashing, harmonizing, thriving, declining – in a manner popularized
by Hermann Hesse's 1927 novel Steppenwolf
5
Mottoes, credos
6
Blackwood's predatory, intentional, pantheistic Nature will happily discredit this theory
7
Another example of gruelingly chauvinistic classism that deserves no further commentary
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imagination was set upon a throne and worshipped heavily through incense of
the stupidest conventions possible1. Hibbert used to go back early to his room
in the post office to work.
“It is a mistake on my part to have realised that there is any conflict at all,”
he thought, as he crunched home over the snow at midnight after one of the
dances. “It would have been better to have kept outside it all and done my
work. Better,” he added, looking back down the silent village street to the
church tower, “and — safer2.”
The adjective slipped from his mind before he was aware of it. He turned
with an involuntary start and looked about him. He knew perfectly well what
it meant — this thought that had thrust its head up from the instinctive region.
He understood, without being able to express it fully, the meaning that
betrayed itself in the choice of the adjective. For if he had ignored the existence
of this conflict he would at the same time, have remained outside the arena.
Whereas now he had entered the lists. Now this battle for his soul must have
issue3. And he knew that the spell of Nature was greater for him than all other
spells in the world combined — greater than love, revelry, pleasure, greater
even than study. He had always been afraid to let himself go. 4 His pagan soul
dreaded her terrific powers of witchery even while he worshipped.
The little village already slept. The world lay smothered in snow. The chalet
roofs shone white beneath the moon, and pitch-black shadows gathered
against the walls of the church. His eye rested a moment on the square stone
tower with its frosted cross that pointed to the sky: then travelled with a leap of
many thousand feet to the enormous mountains that brushed the brilliant
stars5. Like a forest rose the huge peaks above the slumbering village,
measuring the night and heavens. They beckoned him. And something born of
the snowy desolation, born of the midnight and the silent grandeur, born of
the great listening hollows of the night, something that lay ‘twixt terror and
wonder6, dropped from the vast wintry spaces down into his heart — and
called him. Very softly, unrecorded in any word or thought his brain could
1

To Hibbert – and perhaps his author – “English-ness” is synonymous with a lack of imagination,
spirit, passion, and vision; a culture consumed with ideals of comfort, privacy, and politeness,
exemplified by the anti-heroes of “Accessory,” “Valley,” and “May Day Eve”
2
Telling, very telling. Hibbert is aware – unconsciously, apparently – that this battle over his soul is
becoming possessive, and that while it began softly enough, the volume has already begun to rise,
though its sound is still distant and indistinct. By eschewing human company and keeping to his
work, he would have avoided piquing Nature's jealousy – a jealousy that stands to threaten his very
safety
3
Must take place, must have a decisive outcome
4
So did Défago. In fact, the two stories both circle around the very real fear of cabin fever – of
becoming so maddened by inactivity and the claustrophobia of spent indoors that one loses control
of one's reason and flies into the weblike embrace of Nature in all of its unforgiving enormity
5
The humble faith of the Natives is dwarfed by looming, infinite Nature
6
The sublime – the relationship between awe and terror, inspired by natural phenomena like storms,
mountains, and desolate wastes
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compass, it laid its spell upon him. Fingers of snow brushed the surface of his
heart. The power and quiet majesty of the winter’s night appalled him1. . . .
Fumbling a moment with the big unwieldy key, he let himself in and went
upstairs to bed. Two thoughts went with him — apparently quite ordinary and
sensible ones:
“What fools these peasants are to sleep through such a night!” And the
other:
“Those dances tire me. I’ll never go again. My work only suffers in the
morning.” The claims of peasants and tourists upon him seemed thus in a
single instant weakened.
The clash of battle troubled half his dreams. Nature had sent her Beauty of
the Night and won the first assault. The others, routed and dismayed, fled far
away2.
II
“Don’t go back to your dreary old post office. We’re going to have supper in
my room — something hot. Come and join us. Hurry up!”
There had been an ice carnival, and the last party, tailing up the snow-slope
to the hotel, called him. The Chinese lanterns smoked and sputtered on the
wires; the band had long since gone. The cold was bitter and the moon came
only momentarily between high, driving clouds. From the shed where the
people changed from skates to snow-boots he shouted something to the effect
that he was “following”; but no answer came; the moving shadows of those
who had called were already merged high up against the village darkness. The
voices died away. Doors slammed. Hibbert found himself alone on the deserted
rink.
And it was then, quite suddenly, the impulse came to — stay and skate
alone3. The thought of the stuffy hotel room, and of those noisy people with
their obvious jokes and laughter, oppressed him. He felt a longing to be alone
with the night; to taste her wonder all by himself there beneath the stars,
gliding over the ice. It was not yet midnight, and he could skate for half an
hour. That supper party, if they noticed his absence at all, would merely think
he had changed his mind and gone to bed.
It was an impulse, yes, and not an unnatural one; yet even at the time it
struck him that something more than impulse lay concealed behind it. More
than invitation, yet certainly less than command, there was a vague queer
1

Hibbert is virtually disgusted by his own longing for Nature – it is everything that his life is not:
immense, faceless, unlimited, and certainly not fashionable, polite, and social. It is hostile, infinite,
and inhuman, and yet he is drawn helplessly to merge with it
2
This may provide Hibbert with much-desired isolation, but it also leaves him utterly vulnerable: the
influence of society and rusticana having been routed, he is now at the mercy of Nature's beck and
call
3
The often fatal mistake of many a Blackwood protagonist: eschewing society, company, and
companionship in favor of lonely privacy... inviting the approach of something enormous and
hungry
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feeling that he stayed because he had to, almost as though there was something
he had forgotten, overlooked, left undone. Imaginative temperaments are
often thus; and impulse is ever weakness1. For with such ill-considered
opening of the doors to hasty action may come an invasion of other forces at
the same time — forces merely waiting their opportunity perhaps2!
He caught the fugitive warning even while he dismissed it as absurd, and the
next minute he was whirling over the smooth ice in delightful curves and
loops beneath the moon. There was no fear of collision. He could take his own
speed and space as he willed. The shadows of the towering mountains fell
across the rink, and a wind of ice came from the forests, where the snow lay
ten feet deep. The hotel lights winked and went out. The village slept. The high
wire netting could not keep out the wonder of the winter night that grew
about him like a presence. He skated on and on, keen exhilarating pleasure in
his tingling blood, and weariness all forgotten.
And then, midway in the delight of rushing movement, he saw a figure
gliding behind the wire netting, watching him3. With a start that almost made
him lose his balance — for the abruptness of the new arrival was so unlooked
for — he paused and stared. Although the light was dim he made out that it
was the figure of a woman and that she was feeling her way along the netting,
trying to get in. Against the white background of the snow-field he watched
her rather stealthy efforts as she passed with a silent step over the banked-up
snow. She was tall and slim and graceful; he could see that even in the dark.
And then, of course, he understood. It was another adventurous skater like
himself, stolen down unawares from hotel or chalet, and searching for the
opening. At once, making a sign and pointing with one hand, he turned swiftly
and skated over to the little entrance on the other side.
But, even before he got there, there was a sound on the ice behind him and,
with an exclamation of amazement he could not suppress, he turned to see her
swerving up to his side across the width of the rink. She had somehow found
another way in.
Hibbert, as a rule, was punctilious4, and in these free-and-easy places,
perhaps, especially so. If only for his own protection he did not seek to make
advances unless some kind of introduction paved the way 5. But for these two to
1
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skate together in the semi-darkness without speech, often of necessity brushing
shoulders almost, was too absurd to think of. Accordingly he raised his cap and
spoke. His actual words he seems unable to recall, nor what the girl said in
reply, except that she answered him in accented English with some
commonplace about doing figures at midnight on an empty rink. Quite natural
it was, and right. She wore grey clothes of some kind, though not the
customary long gloves or sweater, for indeed her hands were bare, and
presently when he skated with her, he wondered with something like
astonishment at their dry and icy coldness.
And she was delicious to skate with — supple, sure, and light, fast as a man
yet with the freedom of a child, sinuous and steady at the same time. Her
flexibility made him wonder, and when he asked where she had learned she
murmured — he caught the breath against his ear and recalled later that it
was singularly cold — that she could hardly tell, for she had been accustomed
to the ice ever since she could remember.
But her face he never properly saw. A muffler of white fur buried her neck
to the ears, and her cap came over the eyes. He only saw that she was young.
Nor could he gather her hotel or chalet, for she pointed vaguely, when he
asked her, up the slopes. “Just over there —” she said, quickly taking his hand
again. He did not press her; no doubt she wished to hide her escapade. And the
touch of her hand thrilled him more than anything he could remember; even
through his thick glove he felt the softness of that cold and delicate softness.
The clouds thickened over the mountains. It grew darker. They talked very
little, and did not always skate together. Often they separated, curving about in
corners by themselves, but always coming together again in the centre of the
rink; and when she left him thus Hibbert was conscious of — yes, of missing
her. He found a peculiar satisfaction, almost a fascination, in skating by her
side1. It was quite an adventure — these two strangers with the ice and snow
and night!
Midnight had long since sounded from the old church tower before they
parted. She gave the sign, and he skated quickly to the shed, meaning to find a
seat and help her take her skates off. Yet when he turned — she had already
gone. He saw her slim figure gliding away across the snow . . . and hurrying
for the last time round the rink alone he searched in vain for the opening she
had twice used in this curious way.
“How very queer!” he thought, referring to the wire netting. “She must have
lifted it and wriggled under . . .!”
Wondering how in the world she managed it, what in the world had
possessed him to be so free with her, and who in the world she was, he went
up the steep slope to the post office and so to bed, her promise to come again
another night still ringing delightfully in his ears. And curious were the
thoughts and sensations that accompanied him. Most of all, perhaps, was the
half suggestion of some dim memory that he had known this girl before, had
met her somewhere, more — that she knew him. For in her voice — a low,
soft, windy little voice it was, tender and soothing for all its quiet coldness —
1
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there lay some faint reminder of two others he had known, both long since
gone: the voice of the woman he had loved, and — the voice of his mother1.
But this time through his dreams there ran no clash of battle. He was
conscious, rather, of something cold and clinging that made him think of
sifting snowflakes climbing slowly with entangling touch and thickness round
his feet. The snow, coming without noise, each flake so light and tiny none can
mark the spot whereon it settles, yet the mass of it able to smother whole
villages, wove through the very texture of his mind — cold, bewildering,
deadening effort with its clinging network of ten million feathery touches.
III
In the morning Hibbert realised he had done, perhaps, a foolish thing. The
brilliant sunshine that drenched the valley made him see this, and the sight of
his work-table with its typewriter, books, papers, and the rest, brought
additional conviction. To have skated with a girl alone at midnight, no matter
how innocently the thing had come about, was unwise — unfair, especially to
her. Gossip in these little winter resorts was worse than in a provincial town.
He hoped no one had seen them. Luckily the night had been dark. Most likely
none had heard the ring of skates.
Deciding that in future he would be more careful, he plunged into work, and
sought to dismiss the matter from his mind.
But in his times of leisure the memory returned persistently to haunt him.
When he “ski-d,” “luged,” or danced in the evenings, and especially when he
skated on the little rink, he was aware that the eyes of his mind forever sought
this strange companion of the night. A hundred times he fancied that he saw
her, but always sight deceived him. Her face he might not know, but he could
hardly fail to recognise her figure. Yet nowhere among the others did he catch
a glimpse of that slim young creature he had skated with alone beneath the
1
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clouded stars. He searched in vain. Even his inquiries as to the occupants of the
private chalets brought no results. He had lost her. But the queer thing was
that he felt as though she were somewhere close; he knew she had not really
gone. While people came and left with every day, it never once occurred to
him that she had left. On the contrary, he felt assured that they would meet
again.
This thought he never quite acknowledged. Perhaps it was the wish that
fathered it only. And, even when he did meet her, it was a question how he
would speak and claim acquaintance, or whether she would recognise himself.
It might be awkward. He almost came to dread a meeting, though “dread,” of
course, was far too strong a word to describe an emotion that was half delight,
half wondering anticipation.
Meanwhile the season was in full swing. Hibbert felt in perfect health,
worked hard, ski-d, skated, luged, and at night danced fairly often — in spite
of his decision. This dancing was, however, an act of subconscious surrender;
it really meant he hoped to find her among the whirling couples. He was
searching for her without quite acknowledging it to himself; and the hotelworld, meanwhile, thinking it had won him over, teased and chaffed him. He
made excuses in a similar vein; but all the time he watched and searched and
— waited.
For several days the sky held clear and bright and frosty, bitterly cold,
everything crisp and sparkling in the sun; but there was no sign of fresh snow,
and the ski-ers began to grumble. On the mountains was an icy crust that
made “running” dangerous; they wanted the frozen, dry, and powdery snow
that makes for speed, renders steering easier and falling less severe. But the
keen east wind showed no signs of changing for a whole ten days. Then,
suddenly, there came a touch of softer air and the weather-wise began to
prophesy.
Hibbert, who was delicately sensitive to the least change in earth or sky, was
perhaps the first to feel it1. Only he did not prophesy. He knew through every
nerve in his body that moisture had crept into the air, was accumulating, and
that presently a fall would come. For he responded to the moods of Nature like
a fine barometer.
And the knowledge, this time, brought into his heart a strange little wayward
emotion that was hard to account for — a feeling of unexplained uneasiness
and disquieting joy. For behind it, woven through it rather, ran a faint
exhilaration that connected remotely somewhere with that touch of delicious
alarm, that tiny anticipating “dread,” that so puzzled him when he thought of
his next meeting with his skating companion of the night. It lay beyond all
words, all telling, this queer relationship between the two; but somehow the
girl and snow ran in a pair across his mind.
Perhaps for imaginative writing-men, more than for other workers, the
smallest change of mood betrays itself at once. His work at any rate revealed
this slight shifting of emotional values in his soul. Not that his writing suffered,
but that it altered, subtly as those changes of sky or sea or landscape that come
1
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with the passing of afternoon into evening — imperceptibly. A subconscious
excitement sought to push outwards and express itself . . . and, knowing the
uneven effect such moods produced in his work, he laid his pen aside and took
instead to reading that he had to do.
Meanwhile the brilliance passed from the sunshine, the sky grew slowly
overcast; by dusk the mountain tops came singularly close and sharp; the
distant valley rose into absurdly near perspective. The moisture increased,
rapidly approaching saturation point, when it must fall in snow. Hibbert
watched and waited.
And in the morning the world lay smothered beneath its fresh white carpet.
It snowed heavily till noon, thickly, incessantly, chokingly1, a foot or more;
then the sky cleared, the sun came out in splendour, the wind shifted back to
the east, and frost came down upon the mountains with its keenest and most
biting tooth. The drop in the temperature was tremendous, but the ski-ers
were jubilant. Next day the “running” would be fast and perfect. Already the
mass was settling, and the surface freezing into those moss-like, powdery
crystals that make the ski run almost of their own accord with the faint
“sishing” as of a bird’s wings through the air.
IV
That night there was excitement in the little hotel-world, first because there
was a bal costume2, but chiefly because the new snow had come. And Hibbert
went — felt drawn to go; he did not go in costume, but he wanted to talk about
the slopes and skiing with the other men, and at the same time. . . .
Ah, there was the truth, the deeper necessity that called. For the singular
connection between the stranger and the snow again betrayed itself, utterly
beyond explanation as before, but vital and insistent. Some hidden instinct in
his pagan soul — heaven knows how he phrased it even to himself, if he
phrased it at all — whispered that with the snow the girl would be somewhere
about, would emerge from her hiding place, would even look for him.
Absolutely unwarranted it was. He laughed while he stood before the little
glass and trimmed his moustache, tried to make his black tie sit straight, and
shook down his dinner jacket so that it should lie upon the shoulders without a
crease. His brown eyes were very bright. “I look younger than I usually do 3,”
he thought. It was unusual, even significant, in a man who had no vanity
about his appearance and certainly never questioned his age or tried to look
younger than he was. Affairs of the heart, with one tumultuous exception that
1
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left no fuel for lesser subsequent fires, had never troubled him. The forces of
his soul and mind not called upon for “work” and obvious duties, all went to
Nature. The desolate, wild places of the earth were what he loved1; night, and
the beauty of the stars and snow. And this evening he felt their claims upon
him mightily stirring. A rising wildness caught his blood, quickened his pulse,
woke longing and passion too. But chiefly snow. The snow whirred softly
through his thoughts like white, seductive dreams. . . . For the snow had come;
and She, it seemed, had somehow come with it — into his mind.
And yet he stood before that twisted mirror and pulled his tie and coat askew
a dozen times, as though it mattered. “What in the world is up with me?” he
thought. Then, laughing a little, he turned before leaving the room to put his
private papers in order. The green morocco desk that held them he took down
from the shelf and laid upon the table. Tied to the lid was the visiting card with
his brother’s London address “in case of accident.” On the way down to the
hotel he wondered why he had done this, for though imaginative, he was not
the kind of man who dealt in presentiments. Moods with him were strong, but
ever held in leash.
“It’s almost like a warning,” he thought, smiling. He drew his thick coat
tightly round the throat as the freezing air bit at him. “Those warnings one
reads of in stories sometimes . . .!”
A delicious happiness was in his blood. Over the edge of the hills across the
valley rose the moon. He saw her silver sheet the world of snow. Snow covered
all. It smothered sound and distance. It smothered houses, streets, and human
beings. It smothered — life2.
V
In the hall there was light and bustle; people were already arriving from the
other hotels and chalets, their costumes hidden beneath many wraps 3. Groups
of men in evening dress stood about smoking, talking “snow” and “skiing.”
The band was tuning up. The claims of the hotel-world clashed about him
faintly as of old. At the big glass windows of the verandah 4, peasants stopped a
moment on their way home from the cafe to peer. Hibbert thought laughingly
of that conflict he used to imagine. He laughed because it suddenly seemed so
unreal. He belonged so utterly to Nature and the mountains, and especially to
those desolate slopes where now the snow lay thick and fresh and sweet, that
there was no question of a conflict at all. The power of the newly fallen snow
1
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had caught him, proving it without effort. Out there, upon those lonely
reaches of the moonlit ridges, the snow lay ready1 — masses and masses of it
— cool, soft, inviting. He longed for it. It awaited him. He thought of the
intoxicating delight of skiing in the moonlight. . . .
Thus, somehow, in vivid flashing vision, he thought of it while he stood there
smoking with the other men and talking all the “shop” of skiing.
And, ever mysteriously blended with this power of the snow, poured also
through his inner being the power of the girl. He could not disabuse his mind
of the insinuating presence of the two together. He remembered that queer
skating-impulse of ten days ago, the impulse that had let her in. That any
mind, even an imaginative one, could pass beneath the sway of such a fancy
was strange enough; and Hibbert, while fully aware of the disorder, yet found
a curious joy in yielding to it. This insubordinate centre that drew him towards
old pagan beliefs had assumed command. With a kind of sensuous pleasure he
let himself be conquered2.
And snow that night seemed in everybody’s thoughts3. The dancing couples
talked of it; the hotel proprietors congratulated one another; it meant good
sport and satisfied their guests; every one was planning trips and expeditions,
talking of slopes and telemarks, of flying speed and distance, of drifts and crust
and frost. Vitality and enthusiasm pulsed in the very air; all were alert and
active, positive, radiating currents of creative life even into the stuffy
atmosphere of that crowded ball-room. And the snow had caused it, the snow
had brought it; all this discharge of eager sparkling energy was due primarily
to the — Snow.
But in the mind of Hibbert, by some swift alchemy of his pagan yearnings,
this energy became transmuted4. It rarefied itself, gleaming in white and
crystal currents of passionate anticipation, which he transferred, as by a
species of electrical imagination, into the personality of the girl — the Girl of
the Snow. She somewhere was waiting for him, expecting him, calling to him
softly from those leagues of moonlit mountain. He remembered the touch of
that cool, dry hand; the soft and icy breath against his cheek; the hush and
softness of her presence in the way she came and the way she had gone again
— like a flurry of snow the wind sent gliding up the slopes. She, like himself,
belonged out there. He fancied that he heard her little windy voice come
1
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sifting to him through the snowy branches of the trees, calling his name . . .
that haunting little voice that dived straight to the centre of his life as once,
long years ago, two other voices used to do. . . .
But nowhere among the costumed dancers did he see her slender figure. He
danced with one and all, distrait and absent, a stupid partner as each girl
discovered, his eyes ever turning towards the door and windows, hoping to
catch the luring face, the vision that did not come . . . and at length, hoping
even against hope. For the ball-room thinned; groups left one by one, going
home to their hotels and chalets; the band tired obviously; people sat drinking
lemon-squashes1 at the little tables, the men mopping their foreheads,
everybody ready for bed.
It was close on midnight. As Hibbert passed through the hall to get his
overcoat and snow-boots, he saw men in the passage by the “sport-room,”
greasing their ski against an early start. Knapsack luncheons were being
ordered by the kitchen swing doors. He sighed. Lighting a cigarette a friend
offered him, he returned a confused reply to some question as to whether he
could join their party in the morning. It seemed he did not hear it properly. He
passed through the outer vestibule2 between the double glass doors, and went
into the night.
The man who asked the question watched him go, an expression of anxiety
momentarily in his eyes.
“Don’t think he heard you,” said another, laughing. “You’ve got to shout to
Hibbert, his mind’s so full of his work.”
“He works too hard,” suggested the first, “full of queer ideas and dreams.”
But Hibbert’s silence was not rudeness. He had not caught the invitation, that
was all. The call of the hotel-world had faded. He no longer heard it. Another
wilder call was sounding in his ears3.
For up the street he had seen a little figure moving. Close against the
shadows of the baker’s shop it glided — white, slim, enticing.
VI
And at once into his mind passed the hush and softness of the snow — yet
with it a searching, crying wildness for the heights. He knew by some
incalculable, swift instinct she would not meet him in the village street. It was
not there, amid crowding houses, she would speak to him. Indeed, already she
had disappeared, melted from view up the white vista of the moonlit road.
Yonder, he divined4, she waited where the highway narrowed abruptly into
the mountain path beyond the chalets.
It did not even occur to him to hesitate; mad though it seemed, and was —
this sudden craving for the heights with her, at least for open spaces where the
1
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snow lay thick and fresh — it was too imperious to be denied. He does not
remember going up to his room, putting the sweater over his evening clothes,
and getting into the fur gauntlet gloves and the helmet cap of wool. Most
certainly he has no recollection of fastening on his ski; he must have done it
automatically1. Some faculty of normal observation was in abeyance 2, as it
were. His mind was out beyond the village — out with the snowy mountains
and the moon.
Henri Défago3, putting up the shutters over his cafe windows, saw him pass,
and wondered mildly: “Un monsieur qui fait du ski a cette heure! Il est
Anglais, done4 . . .!” He shrugged his shoulders, as though a man had the right
to choose his own way of death. And Marthe Perotti, the hunchback wife of the
shoemaker, looking by chance from her window, caught his figure moving
swiftly up the road. She had other thoughts, for she knew and believed the old
traditions of the witches and snow-beings that steal the souls of men5. She had
even heard, ’twas said, the dreaded “synagogue” pass roaring down the street
at night, and now, as then, she hid her eyes. “They’ve called to him . . . and he
must go,” she murmured, making the sign of the cross.
But no one sought to stop him. Hibbert recalls only a single incident until he
found himself beyond the houses, searching for her along the fringe of forest
where the moonlight met the snow in a bewildering frieze6 of fantastic
shadows. And the incident was simply this — that he remembered passing the
church. Catching the outline of its tower against the stars, he was aware of a
faint sense of hesitation. A vague uneasiness came and went — jarred
unpleasantly across the flow of his excited feelings, chilling exhilaration. He
caught the instant’s discord, dismissed it, and — passed on. The seduction of
the snow smothered the hint before he realised that it had brushed the skirts of
warning.
And then he saw her. She stood there waiting in a little clear space of shining
snow, dressed all in white, part of the moonlight and the glistening
background, her slender figure just discernible.
“I waited, for I knew you would come,” the silvery little voice of windy
beauty floated down to him. “You had to come.”
“I’m ready,” he answered, “I knew it too.”
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The world of Nature caught him to its heart in those few words — the wonder
and the glory of the night and snow. Life leaped within him. The passion of his
pagan soul exulted, rose in joy, flowed out to her. He neither reflected nor
considered, but let himself go like the veriest 1 schoolboy in the wildness of first
love.
“Give me your hand,” he cried, “I’m coming . . .!”
“A little farther on, a little higher,” came her delicious answer. “Here it is
too near the village — and the church2.”
And the words seemed wholly right and natural; he did not dream of
questioning them; he understood that, with this little touch of civilisation in
sight, the familiarity he suggested was impossible. Once out upon the open
mountains, ‘mid the freedom of huge slopes and towering peaks, the stars and
moon to witness and the wilderness of snow to watch 3, they could taste an
innocence of happy intercourse free from the dead conventions that imprison
literal minds.
He urged his pace, yet did not quite overtake her. The girl kept always just a
little bit ahead of his best efforts. . . . And soon they left the trees behind and
passed on to the enormous slopes of the sea of snow that rolled in mountainous
terror and beauty to the stars4. The wonder of the white world caught him
away. Under the steady moonlight it was more than haunting. It was a living,
white, bewildering power that deliciously confused the senses and laid a spell
of wild perplexity upon the heart. It was a personality that cloaked, and yet
revealed5, itself through all this sheeted whiteness of snow. It rose, went with
him, fled before, and followed after. Slowly it dropped lithe, gleaming arms
about his neck, gathering him in. . . .
Certainly some soft persuasion coaxed his very soul, urging him ever
forwards, upwards, on towards the higher icy slopes. Judgment and reason left
their throne6, it seemed, completely, as in the madness of intoxication. The girl,
slim and seductive, kept always just ahead, so that he never quite came up
with her. He saw the white enchantment of her face and figure, something that
streamed about her neck flying like a wreath of snow in the wind, and heard
the alluring accents of her whispering voice that called from time to time: “A
little farther on, a little higher. . . . Then we’ll run home together!”
Sometimes he saw her hand stretched out to find his own, but each time, just
as he came up with her, he saw her still in front, the hand and arm
withdrawn. They took a gentle angle of ascent. The toil seemed nothing. In this
1
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crystal, wine-like air fatigue vanished. The sishing of the ski through the
powdery surface of the snow was the only sound that broke the stillness; this,
with his breathing and the rustle of her skirts, was all he heard. Cold
moonshine, snow, and silence held the world. The sky was black, and the
peaks beyond cut into it like frosted wedges of iron and steel. Far below the
valley slept, the village long since hidden out of sight.1 He felt that he could
never tire. . . . The sound of the church clock rose from time to time faintly
through the air — more and more distant.
“Give me your hand. It’s time now to turn back.”
“Just one more slope,” she laughed. “That ridge above us. Then we’ll make
for home.” And her low voice mingled pleasantly with the purring 2 of their
ski. His own seemed harsh and ugly by comparison.
“But I have never come so high before. It’s glorious! This world of silent
snow and moonlight — and you. You’re a child of the snow, I swear. Let me
come up — closer — to see your face — and touch your little hand.”
Her laughter answered him.
“Come on! A little higher. Here we’re quite alone together.”
“It’s magnificent,” he cried. “But why did you hide away so long? I’ve
looked and searched for you in vain ever since we skated —” he was going to
say “ten days ago,” but the accurate memory of time 3 had gone from him; he
was not sure whether it was days or years or minutes. His thoughts of earth
were scattered and confused.
“You looked for me in the wrong places,” he heard her murmur just above
him. “You looked in places where I never go. Hotels and houses kill me. I avoid
them.” She laughed — a fine, shrill, windy little laugh.
“I loathe them too —”
He stopped. The girl had suddenly come quite close. A breath of ice passed
through his very soul. She had touched him.
“But this awful cold!” he cried out, sharply, “this freezing cold that takes
me. The wind is rising; it’s a wind of ice. Come, let us turn . . .!”
But when he plunged forward to hold her, or at least to look, the girl was
gone again. And something in the way she stood there a few feet beyond, and
stared down into his eyes so steadfastly in silence, made him shiver. The
moonlight was behind her, but in some odd way he could not focus sight upon
her face, although so close. The gleam of eyes he caught, but all the rest
seemed white and snowy as though he looked beyond her — out into space4. . .
.

1
2

Civilization diminishes in the background, fading from physical sight and psychological prevalence
Feline imagery in Blackwood always suggests predation and the presence of sinister forces

3

Time is purposelessness and nonexistant to Blackwood's Outer Beings and the dimensions they
inhabit
4
The only discernible part of her face are her eyes (compare to “May Day Eve”) which Blackwood
uses to symbolize the spirit of Nature and its watching, objectifying power over mens' souls..
Fittingly, what he does see suggests the oblivion of illimitable space and impenetrable night
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The sound of the church bell came up faintly from the valley far below, and
he counted the strokes — five. A sudden, curious weakness seized him as he
listened. Deep within it was, deadly yet somehow sweet, and hard to resist. He
felt like sinking down upon the snow and lying there. . . . They had been
climbing for five hours. . . . It was, of course, the warning of complete
exhaustion.
With a great effort he fought and overcame it. It passed away as suddenly as
it came.
“We’ll turn,” he said with a decision he hardly felt. “It will be dawn before
we reach the village again. Come at once. It’s time for home.”
The sense of exhilaration had utterly left him. An emotion that was akin to
fear swept coldly through him. But her whispering answer turned it instantly
to terror — a terror that gripped him horribly and turned him weak and
unresisting.
“Our home is —here!” A burst of wild, high laughter, loud and shrill,
accompanied the words. It was like a whistling wind. The wind had risen, and
clouds obscured the moon. “A little higher — where we cannot hear the
wicked bells,” she cried, and for the first time seized him deliberately by the
hand. She moved, was suddenly close against his face. Again she touched him.
And Hibbert tried to turn away in escape, and so trying, found for the first
time that the power of the snow — that other power which does not exhilarate
but deadens effort — was upon him1. The suffocating weakness that it brings
to exhausted men, luring them to the sleep of death in her clinging soft
embrace, lulling the will and conquering all desire for life — this was awfully
upon him. His feet were heavy and entangled. He could not turn or move.
The girl stood in front of him, very near; he felt her chilly breath upon his
cheeks; her hair passed blindingly across his eyes; and that icy wind came with
her. He saw her whiteness close; again, it seemed, his sight passed through her
into space as though she had no face2. Her arms were round his neck. She
drew him softly downwards to his knees. He sank; he yielded utterly; he
obeyed. Her weight was upon him, smothering, delicious. The snow was to his
waist. . . . She kissed him softly on the lips, the eyes, all over his face 3. And then
she spoke his name in that voice of love and wonder 4, the voice that held the
accent of two others — both taken over long ago by Death — the voice of his
mother, and of the woman he had loved5.
1

The dual nature of the sublime: at once thrilling and alarming, inspiring and terrifying

2

Faceless, she is without a discernible human identity – she is space itself, unfettered, unrestricted,
featureless, and infinite
3
Both erotic and abusive, her sadistic domination over Hibbert speaks to the duplicity of love in
general (it is both rewarding and punishing) and of Nature specifically (it may at first conjure
primitive, vestigial feelings of belonging, acceptance, and origin, but it turns to attack and possess
once escape has become unlikely and the reminders of civilization are beyond detection)
4
“Dėfago! Défago!”
5
Revisit the previous note to consider some of the theories regarding this manifestation of long-dead
female influences, and the symbolism of the mother/lover, Oedipal archetype
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He made one more feeble effort to resist. Then, realising even while he
struggled that this soft weight about his heart was sweeter than anything life
could ever bring, he let his muscles relax, and sank back into the soft oblivion
of the covering snow. Her wintry kisses bore him into sleep 1.
VII
They say that men who know the sleep of exhaustion in the snow find no
awakening on the hither side of death. . . . The hours passed and the moon
sank down below the white world’s rim. Then, suddenly, there came a little
crash upon his breast and neck, and Hibbert — woke.
He slowly turned bewildered, heavy eyes upon the desolate mountains,
stared dizzily about him, tried to rise. At first his muscles would not act; a
numbing, aching pain possessed him. He uttered a long, thin cry for help, and
heard its faintness swallowed by the wind. And then he understood vaguely
why he was only warm — not dead. For this very wind that took his cry had
built up a sheltering mound of driven snow against his body while he slept.
Like a curving wave it ran beside him. It was the breaking of its over-toppling
edge that caused the crash, and the coldness of the mass against his neck that
woke him2.
Dawn kissed the eastern sky; pale gleams of gold shot every peak with
splendour; but ice was in the air, and the dry and frozen snow blew like
powder from the surface of the slopes. He saw the points of his ski projecting
just below him. Then he — remembered. It seems he had just strength enough
to realise that, could he but rise and stand, he might fly with terrific impetus 3
towards the woods and village far beneath. The ski would carry him. But if he
failed and fell . . .!
How he contrived it Hibbert never knew; this fear of death somehow called
out his whole available reserve force. He rose slowly, balanced a moment,
then, taking the angle of an immense zigzag, started down the awful slopes
like an arrow from a bow. And automatically the splendid muscles of the
practised ski-er and athlete saved and guided him, for he was hardly conscious
of controlling either speed or direction 4. The snow stung face and eyes like fine
steel shot; ridge after ridge flew past; the summits raced across the sky; the
valley leaped up with bounds to meet him. He scarcely felt the ground beneath

1

The desperate fight to escape and live is countered by the intoxicating spell of Nature, regardless of
its fatal implications; like Ericcson, who allowed himself to be absorbed into the Sea and denuded of
individuality, Hibbert is tempted to surrender his soul into the collective spirit of Nature
2
Although seemingly counter-intuitive, snow can be used as a blanket to preserve heat and stave off
hypothermia
3
Force
4
Logic and reason continue to have a minimal influence over him: although he was drawn into this
fatal trap by mindless impulse, he will escape it with animalistic instinct, muscle memory, and
physical power
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his feet as the huge slopes and distance melted before the lightning speed of
that descent from death to life.
He took it in four mile-long zigzags, and it was the turning at each corner
that nearly finished him, for then the strain of balancing taxed to the verge of
collapse the remnants of his strength.
Slopes that have taken hours to climb can be descended in a short half-hour
on ski, but Hibbert had lost all count of time1. Quite other thoughts and
feelings mastered him in that wild, swift dropping through the air that was
like the flight of a bird. For ever close upon his heels came following forms and
voices with the whirling snow-dust. He heard that little silvery voice of death
and laughter at his back. Shrill and wild, with the whistling of the wind past
his ears, he caught its pursuing tones2; but in anger now, no longer soft and
coaxing3. And it was accompanied; she did not follow alone. It seemed a host
of these flying figures of the snow chased madly just behind him. He felt them
furiously smite his neck and cheeks, snatch at his hands and try to entangle his
feet and ski in drifts. His eyes they blinded, and they caught his breath away.
The terror of the heights and snow and winter desolation urged him forward
in the maddest race with death a human being ever knew; and so terrific was
the speed that before the gold and crimson had left the summits to touch the
ice-lips of the lower glaciers, he saw the friendly forest far beneath swing up
and welcome him.
And it was then, moving slowly along the edge of the woods, he saw a light.
A man was carrying it. A procession of human figures was passing in a dark
line laboriously through the snow. And — he heard the sound of chanting.
Instinctively, without a second’s hesitation, he changed his course. No longer
flying at an angle as before, he pointed his ski straight down the mountainside. The dreadful steepness did not frighten him. He knew full well it meant a
crashing tumble at the bottom, but he also knew it meant a doubling of his
speed — with safety at the end. For, though no definite thought passed
through his mind, he understood that it was the village curé4 who carried that
little gleaming lantern in the dawn, and that he was taking the Host 5 to a

1

Time also exerts little influence over his mind, much like Grimwood in “Valley”

2

Similar to a banshee, or – another Celtic spirit, one used by Oliver Onions in his magnum opus,
“The Beckoning Fair One” – the leanan sídhe (LAN-uhn shee). This spirit is a beautiful fairy
woman who takes a human lover (usually an artistic soul), becoming his muse in exchange for
absolute devotion. These unfortunate men live “brief, though fairly inspired lives.”
3
The masquerade is over; the true nature of his companion is clear, and her disguise is rendered
unnecessary as she tries to overtake and consume him
4
Curate, parish priest. The pagan Snow Woman of Nature is challenged by the devout Christianity
of the peasants
5
The holy sacraments and the accompanying “Host” of the Holy Trinity
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chalet on the lower slopes — to some peasant in extremis1. He remembered
her terror of the church and bells. She feared the holy symbols2.
There was one last wild cry in his ears as he started, a shriek of the wind
before his face, and a rush of stinging snow against closed eyelids — and then
he dropped through empty space. Speed took sight from him. It seemed he flew
off the surface of the world3.

Indistinctly he recalls the murmur of men’s voices, the touch of strong arms
that lifted him, and the shooting pains as the ski were unfastened from the
twisted ankle . . . for when he opened his eyes again to normal life he found
himself lying in his bed at the post office with the doctor at his side. But for
years to come the story of “mad Hibbert’s” skiing at night is recounted in that
mountain village. He went, it seems, up slopes, and to a height that no man in
his senses ever tried before. The tourists were agog about it for the rest of the
season, and the very same day two of the bolder men went over the actual
ground and photographed the slopes. Later Hibbert saw these photographs. He
noticed one curious thing about them — though he did not mention it to any
one:
There was only a single track.

1

“At the point of death,” on the brink of dying

2

The presence of civilization weakens her supernatural influence because it distracts the spirit from
recognizing and responding to its genuine spiritual nature
3
In her final salvo against Hibbert's reclamation, the Snow Woman casts the enormity of her cosmic
nature upon his mind, and he senses its infinite reach as he is shuttled into unconsciousness
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COMBINING elements of “The Dance of Death” and “The Sea Fit,” both of
which follow the absorption of worshipful pantheists into the transcendental
Over Soul, “The Glamour of the Snow” is, nonetheless, perhaps one of the
grimmest, most terrifying of Blackwood’s tales – rivaled only by “The
Willows” and “The Wendigo.” The result is an uncommonly pessimistic
understanding of Nature’s larger relationship with all mankind: one of
hostile savagery and sadistic possessiveness. The tale shares themes with
Oliver Onion’s masterpiece, “The Beckoning Fair One,” both of which
feature female specters which resemble the Gaelic vampire, the lenan sídhe,
a beautiful fairy woman who takes a human lover (usually an artistic soul),
becoming his muse in exchange for absolute devotion. These unfortunate
men live “brief, though fairly inspired lives.” The female vision lures Hibbert
into its weblike influence by embodying those nurturing presences in his life
which he has lost – his mother and lover – mirroring Nature’s apparent
comforts (maternal and life-giving; sublime and inspiring), while disguising
a third nature, a possessive, domineering spirit which desires to consume
and dominate (rather than embrace and absorb) those sensitive enough to
be pulled into the gravity of its spell – its glamour. Both erotic and abusive,
her sadistic domination over Hibbert speaks to the duplicity of love in
general (it is both rewarding and punishing) and of Nature specifically (it
may at first conjure primitive, vestigial feelings of belonging, acceptance,
and origin, but it turns to attack and possess once escape has become
unlikely and the reminders of civilization are beyond detection). Initially
drawn in three directions – society, primitivism, and sheer Nature – Hibbert
finds himself relieved to be restored to his once despised origin. Unlike
Ericcson’s experience which brought him transcendence and transformation
from the vulgarity of mankind to the sublimity of Nature, Hibbert is
punished by the Powers he worships, and concludes his tale by careening
madly towards society, horrified by his ordeal.
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STRANGE TALES
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JUST as “Ancient Lights” acts as a more benign, compact-sized
accompaniment to “The Willows,” so too does “The Dance of Death” offer a
less grisly, slighter treatment of the issues and thematic of “The Glamour of
the Snow.” Although its conclusion, as the title may suggest, is one without
escape from the fatal allure of Nature, this earlier tale (by four years)
affirms the protagonist’s absorption into the collective soul of the universe,
much like the transcendental mysticism of “May Day Eve” and “The Sea Fit,”
contrasting the existential terror “The Willows” and “The Wendigo.” “The
Dance of Death” follows the grim life of one of Blackwood’s favorite
archetypes, a young, urbanite underling, unnoticed in his job and alienated
in a world of spiritual sterility and petty bourgeois distractions. A character
who shares much in common with Tom Sawyer and Ishmael, Ralph Waldo
Emerson and Henry David Thoreau, Browne sours and withers in his urban
menagerie. Unlike Hibbert, whose allure with Nature’s wild soul leads him to
a desert-land of black terror, Browne is all too eager to be dissolved into the
vortex of Nature’s potency, and responds to its siren call with arms open.

THE DANCE OF DEATH
{1907}
BROWNE went to the dance feeling genuinely depressed, for the doctor had just
warned him that his heart was weak and that he must be exceedingly careful
in the matter of exertion1.
"Dancing?" he asked, with that assumed lightness some natures affect in the
face of a severe shock—the plucky instinct to conceal pain.
"Well—in moderation, perhaps," hummed the doctor. "Not wildly2!" he
added, with a smile that betrayed something more than mere professional
sympathy.
At any other time Browne would probably have laughed, but the doctor’s
serious manner put a touch of ice on the springs of laughter. At the age of
twenty-six one hardly realises death; life is still endless; and it is only old
people who have “hearts” and such-like afflictions. So it was that the
professional dictum3 came as a real shock; and with it too, as a sudden

1

Traditionally, a weak heart has been a literary symbol denoting a sensitive, pure spirit – young
innocents (typically pale, lovely, sensitive girls) usually die of “heartbreak” in sentimental novels
2
A telling choice of words. The doctor may just as easily have said “not strenuously” or “not
excessively.” Blackwood uses “wildness” as a shorthand for the Outer Powers which lurk beyond
human consciousness. To be “wild” is to flirt with and encroach upon the pure, unadulterated
elements beyond the world of “policemen and omnibuses” that make up the bourgeois lifestyle
3
Saying, order, command
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revelation, came that little widening of sympathy for others that is part of
every deep experience as the years roll up and pass.
At first he thought of sending an excuse. He went about carefully, making
the ’buses1 stop dead before he got out, and going very slowly up steps.
Then gradually he grew more accustomed to the burden of his dread secret:
the commonplace events of the day; the hated drudgery of the office, where he
was an underpaid clerk2; the contact with other men who bore similar
afflictions with assumed indifference; the fault-finding of the manager3,
making him fearful of his position—all this helped to reduce the sense of first
alarm, and, instead of sending an excuse, he went to the dance, as we have
seen, feeling deeply depressed, and moving all the time as if he carried in his
side a brittle glass globe that the least jarring might break into a thousand
pieces.
The spontaneous jollity natural to a boy and girl dance served, however, to
emphasise vividly the contrast of his own mood, and to make him very
conscious again of his little hidden source of pain. But, though he would gladly
have availed himself of a sympathetic ear among the many there whom he
knew intimately, he nevertheless exercised the restraint natural to his
character, and avoided any reference to the matter that bulked so largely in his
consciousness. Once or twice he was tempted, but a prevision of the probable
conversation that would ensue stopped him always in time: “Oh, I am so sorry,
Mr. Browne, and you mustn’t dance too hard, you know,” and then his
careless laugh as he remarked that it didn’t matter a bit, and his little joke as
he whirled his partner off for another spin.
He knew, of course, there was nothing very sensational about being told that
one’s heart was weak. Even the doctor had smiled a little; and he now recalled
more than one acquaintance who had the same trouble and made light of it.
Yet it sounded in Browne’s life a note of profound and sinister gloom. It
snatched beyond his reach at one fell swoop all that he most loved and
enjoyed, destroying a thousand dreams, and painting the future a dull drab
colour without hope4. He was an idealist at heart, hating the sordid routine of
the life he led as a business underling5. His dreams were of the open air, of
mountains, forests, and great plains, of the sea, and of the lonely places of the
1

That is, omnibuses
So many of Blackwood’s protagonists – especially those that are haunted by the spirits that lurk
around the exterior of urban settings – are underpaid junior-level employees or members of the
impoverished urban intellectual class (“Accessory,” “Listener,” “Keeping,” “Occupant,” “Ancient
Lights,” “Smith,” “Insanity,” etc., etc.). It is a means of juxtaposing the petty distractions and
bureaucracy of civilization with the vast spiritual potency of the Outer Powers and the realm of
Nature
3
Compare to the manager in “Insanity of Jones”
4
Blackwood poses the comforts of a long, comfortable life in opposition to deep spiritual joy; it is
not that he was a member of a “you only live once, live fast and die young” culture – far from it, the
man lived to an impressive 82 years of age – but that he was dismayed by a broader culture that
defined life in terms of days rather than experiences. To live fully, he argues, one need not live past
thirty so long as one has felt deeply and experienced richly the emotions which his soul craves
5
A sheer Blackwoodian trope
2
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world. Wind and rain spoke intimately to his soul, and the storms of heaven, as
he heard them raging at night round his high room in Bloomsbury 1, stirred
savage yearnings that haunted him for days afterwards with the voices of the
desert. Sometimes during the lunch hour, when he escaped temporarily from
the artificial light and close air of his high office stool, to see the white clouds
sailing by overhead, and to hear the wind singing in the wires, it set such a
fever in his blood that for the remainder of the afternoon he found it
impossible to concentrate on his work, and thus exasperated the loud-voiced
manager almost to madness.
Having no expectations, and absolutely no practical business ability, he was
fortunate, however, in having a “place ” at all, and the hard fact that
promotion was unlikely made him all the more careful to keep his dreams in
their place, to do his work as well as possible, and to save what little he could.
His holidays2 were the only points of light in an otherwise dreary existence.
And one day, when he should have saved enough, he looked forward vaguely
to a life close to Nature, perhaps a shepherd on a hundred hills, a dweller in
the woods, within sound of his beloved trees and waters, where the smell of
the earth and camp fire would be ever in his nostrils, and the running stream
always ready to bear his boat swiftly away into happiness.
And now the knowledge that he had a weak heart came to spoil everything.
It shook his dream to the very foundations. It depressed him utterly. Any
moment the blow might fall. It might catch him in the water, swimming, or
half-way up the mountain, or midway in one of his lonely tramps, just when
his enjoyment depended most upon his being reckless and forgetful of bodily
limitations— that freedom of the spirit in the wilderness he so loved3. He
might even be forced to spend his holiday, to say nothing of the dream of the
far future, in some farmhouse “quietly,” instead of gloriously in the untrodden
wilds. The thought made him angry with pain. All day he was haunted and
dismayed, and all day he heard the wind whispering among branches and the
water lapping somewhere against sandy banks in the sun.
The dance was a small subscription affair4, hastily arranged and happily
informal. It took place in a large hall that was used in the daytime as a
gymnasium, but the floor was good and the music more than good. Foils5 and
helmets hung round the walls, and high up under the brown rafters were
1

A neighborhood in Greater London known for its many parks and artistic, literary culture
That is, days off from work
3
The crux of this story lies in that sentence: bodily limitations are indeed at odds with the Spirit of
Nature, because the Spirit of Nature is not restricted by the individual body, and when it has been
accessed, the soul is free to shake itself of corporeality – to plunge deeply into the collective soul of
the universe. Browne is not merely held back by his heart, Blackwood suggests: he is held back by
his entire physicality, which – once sloughed – may release him to the unadulterated richness of his
spirit
4
A semi-public dance where members of a society responsible for organizing dances on a regular
basis are allowed to bring five (or thereabouts) friends to participate in a relaxed dance, usually held
in a public setting such as a hotel ballroom or a tennis court
5
Fencing swords
2
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ropes, rings, and trapezes coiled away out of reach, their unsightliness further
concealed by an array of brightly coloured flags1. Only the light was not of the
best, for the hall was very long, and the gallery at the far end loomed in a sort
of twilight that was further deepened by the shadows of the flags overhead.
But its benches afforded excellent sitting-out places, where strong light was
not always an essential to happiness, and no one dreamed of finding fault.
At first he danced cautiously, but by degrees the spirit of the time and place
relieved his depression and helped him to forget. He had probably exaggerated
the importance of his malady. Lots of other fellows, even as young as he was,
had weak hearts and thought nothing of it. All the time, however, there was an
undercurrent of sadness and disappointment not to be denied. Something had
gone out of life. A note of darkness had crept in. He found his partners dull,
and they no doubt found him still duller.
Yet this dance, with nothing apparently to distinguish it from a hundred
others, stood out in all his experience with an indelible red mark against it. It
is a common trick of Nature—and a profoundly significant one—that, just
when despair is deepest, she waves a wand before the weary eyes and docs her
best to waken an impossible hope. Her idea, presumably, being to keep her
victim going actively to the very end of the chapter, lest through indifference
he should lose something of the lesson she wishes to teach 2.
Thus it was that, midway in the dance, Browne’s listless glance fell upon a
certain girl whose appearance instantly galvanised him into a state of keenest
possible desire. A flash of white light entered his heart and set him all on fire to
know her. She attracted him tremendously. She was dressed in pale green 3,
and always danced with the same man— a man about his own height and
colouring, whose face, however, he never could properly see. They sat out
together much of the time—always in the gallery where the shadows were
deepest. The girl’s face he saw clearly, and there was something about her that
simply lifted him bodily out of himself4 and sent strange thrills of delight
coursing over him like shocks of electricity. Several times their eyes met, and
when this happened he could not tear his glance away. She fascinated him,
and all the forces in his being merged into a single desire to be with her,
to dance with her, speak with her, and to know her name. Especially he
wondered who the man was she so favoured; he reminded him so oddly of
himself. No one knows precisely what he himself looks like, but this tall dark

1

All symbolic of human physical achievements, efforts, and exertions – mockingly placed out of
Browne’s reach
2
Nature is personified as an guardian – a female guardian – who understands the struggles,
limitations, desires, and longings of the human spirit – a guardian who seeks to coach us from out of
our skin and into our souls
3
Often associated with the natural world – its fertility and fecundity – green is a suitable color for
this particular girl to be wearing
4
Soul from skin…
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figure, whose face he never could contrive to see, started the strange thought
in him that it was his own double1.
In vain he sought to compass an introduction to this girl. No one seemed to
know her. Her dress, her hair, and a certain wondrous slim grace made him
think of a young tree waving in the wind; of ivy leaves; of something that
belonged to the life of the woods rather than to ordinary humanity. She
possessed him, filling his thoughts with wild woodland dreams. Once, too, he
was certain when their eyes met that she smiled at him, and the call was so
well-nigh irresistible that he almost dropped his partner’s arm to run after her.
But it seemed impossible to obtain an introduction from any one.
"Do you know who that girl is over there?" he asked one of his partners
while sitting out a square dance, half exhausted with his exertions; “the one up
there in the gallery?”
"In pink?"
"No, the one in green, I mean."
"Oh, next the wall-flower lady in red!"
“In the gallery, not under it,” he explained impatiently.
"I can’t see up there. It’s so dark," returned the girl after a careful survey
through glasses2. I don’t think I see any one at all."
"It is rather dark,” he remarked.
"Why? Do you know who she is?" she asked foolishly.
He did not like to insist. It seemed so rude to his partner. But this sort of thing
happened once or twice. Evidently no one knew this girl in green, or else he
described her so inaccurately that the people he asked looked at some one else
instead.
"In that green sort of ivy-looking dress," he tried another.
"With the rose in her hair and the red nose? Or the one sitting out?"
After that he gave it up finally. His partners seemed to sniff a little when he
asked. Evidently la désirée3 was not a popular maiden. Soon after, too, she
disappeared and he lost sight of her. Yet the thought that she might have gone
home made his heart sink into a sort of horrible blackness.
He lingered on much later than he intended in the hope of getting an
introduction, but at last, when he had filled all his engagements, or nearly all,
he made up his mind to slip out and go home. It was already late, and he had
to be in the office—that hateful office—punctually at nine o’clock. He felt
tired, awfully tired, more so than ever before at a dance. It was, of course, his
weak heart. He still dawdled a little while, however, hoping for another
glimpse of the sylph4 in green, hungering for a last look that he could carry
home with him and perhaps mingle with his dreams. The mere thought of her
filled him with pain and joy, and a sort of rarefied delight he had never known
before. But he could not wait for ever, and it was already close upon two
1

Doppelgängers are often viewed as an omen of death or – more rarely, as in the famed case of
Johann von Goethe – as a presentiment of good fortune. In this case it might be a foresight of both
2
Opera glasses – pocket-sized brass binoculars useful at public events
3
French: “the desired one,” “the desired woman,” “the lady of desire”
4
Tree spirit
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o’clock in the morning. His rooms were only a short distance down the street;
he would light a cigarette and stroll home. No; he had forgotten for a
moment; without a cigarette: the doctor had been very stern on that point.
He was in the act of turning his back on the whirl of dancing figures, when
the flags at the far end of the room parted for an instant in the moving air, and
his eye rested upon the gallery just visible among the shadows.
A great pain ran swiftly through his heart as he looked.
There were only two figures seated there: the tall dark man, who was his
double, and the ivy girl in green. She was looking straight at him down the
length of the room, and even at that distance he could see that she smiled.
He stopped short. The flags waved back again and hid the picture, but on the
instant he made up his mind to act. There, among all this dreary crowd of
dancing dolls, was some one he really wanted to know, to speak with, to
touch—some one who drew him beyond all he had ever known, and made his
soul cry aloud. The room was filled with automatic lay-figures, but here was
some one alive. He must know her. It was impossible to go home without
speech, utterly impossible.
A fresh stab of pain, worse than the first, gave him momentary pause. He
leant against the wall for an instant just under the clock, where the hands
pointed to two, waiting for the swooning blackness to go. Then he passed on,
disregarding it utterly. It supplied him, in truth, with the extra little impetus he
needed to set the will into vigorous action, for it reminded him forcibly of
what might happen. His time might be short; he had known few enough of the
good things of life; he would seize what he could 1. He had no introduction2,
but —to the devil with the conventions. The risk was nothing. To meet her eyes
at close quarters, to hear her voice, to know something of the perfume of that
hair and dress—what was the risk of a snub compared to that?
He slid down the side of the long room, dodging the dancers as best he could.
The tall man, he noted, had left the gallery, but the girl sat on alone. He made
his way quickly up the wooden steps, light as air, trembling with anticipation.
His heart beat like a quick padded hammer, and the blood played a
tambourine in his ears. It was odd he did not meet the tall man on the stairs,
but doubtless there was another exit from the gallery that he had not observed.
He topped the stairs and turned the corner. By Jove, she was still there, a few
feet in front of him, sitting with her arms upon the railing, peering down upon
the dancers below. His eyes swam for a moment, and something clutched at
the very roots of his being.
But he did not hesitate. He went up quite close past the empty seats, meaning
to ask naturally and simply if he might beg for the pleasure of a dance. Then,
when he was within a few feet of her side, the girl suddenly turned and faced

1

Perhaps the thesis of Blackwood’s story – life is brief and tragic, especially if spent doing odious
things for decades after decades, but can be glorious and rich, even if abbreviated in the physical
realm of existence
2
It was conventional for a man to wait to be introduced to a woman rather than to address her
forwardly without a third party or mutual friend to secure the acquaintance
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him, and the words died away on his lips. They seemed absolutely foolish and
inadequate.
"Yes, I am ready," she said quietly, looking straight into his eyes; "but what a
long time you were in coming. Was it such a great effort to leave1?”
The form of the question struck him as odd, but he was too happy to pause.
He became transfigured with joy. The sound of her voice instantly drowned all
the clatter of the ball-room, and seemed to him the only thing in the whole
world. It did not break on the consonants like most human speech. It flowed
smoothly; it was the sound of wind among branches, of water running over
pebbles. It swept into him and caught him away, so that for a moment he saw
his beloved woods and hills and seas. The stars were somewhere in it too, and
the murmur of the plains.
By the gods! Here was a girl he could speak with in the words of silence; she
stretched every string in his soul and then played on them 2. His spirit
expanded with life and happiness. She would listen gladly to all that concerned
him. To her he could talk openly about his poor broken heart, for she would
sympathise. Indeed, it was all he could do to prevent himself running forward
at once with his arms outstretched to take her. There was a perfume of earth
and woods about her.
"Oh, I am so awfully glad——” he began lamely, his eyes on her face. Then,
remembering something of earthly manners, he added:
"My name—er—is——"
Something unusual—something indescribable—in her gesture stopped him.
She had moved to give him space at her side.
"Your name!" she laughed, drawing her green skirts with a soft rustle like
leaves along the bench to make room; "but you need no name now, you
know3!”
Oh, the wonder of it! She understood him. He sat down with a feeling that he
had been flying in a free wind and was resting among the tops of trees. The
room faded out temporarily.
"But my name, if you like to know, is Issidy 4," she said, still smiling.
"Miss Issidy," he stammered, making another attempt at the forms of worldly
politeness.

1

In retrospect, the words are both poignant and ominous – to leave what? In meeting her he has
chosen her company and the threat of what it might mean to his heart over a slow, quiet life of halflived moments and slow dances
2
Compare to Edgar Allan Poe’s Roderick Usher, about whom the epigraph of “The Fall of the
House of Usher” alludes: “his heart is a tightly-strung guitar; whenever it is touched it resonates”
3
Individual identity is both useless and counterproductive in Blackwood’s collective soul of the
universe. As in “May Day Eve,” mankind’s greatest sin is shown to be self-absorption, isolation, and
individualism. Browne has entered a realm were nominal identity is worthless – individuality a joke
4
Issidy is not a real name (or at least not one that appeared before this story was published), and I
find that it does not appear to have any mythological connection. As far as I can tell, Blackwood
simply thought that it was an onomatopoeia for the sound of wind and waves – a light, airy kind of
sound, but not a name with any literary or historical significance
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"Not Miss Issidy,” she laughed aloud merrily. It surely was the sound of wind
in poplars. “Issidy is my first name; so if you call me anything, you must call
me that.”
The name was pure music in his ears, but though he blundered about in his
memory to find his own, it had utterly vanished; for the life of him he could
not recollect what his friends called him. He stared a moment, vaguely
wondering, almost beside himself with delight. No other girls he had known—
ye heavens above! there were no longer any other girls! He had never known
any other girl than this one. Here was his universe, framed in a green dress,
with a voice of sea and wind, eyes like the sun, and movements of bending
grasses1. All else was mere shadow and fantasy. For the first time in his
existence he was alive, and knew that he was alive2.
"I was sure you would come to me," she was saying. "You couldn’t help
yourself." Her eyes were always on his face.
"I was afraid at first——"
"But your thoughts," she interrupted softly, "your thoughts were up here with
me all the time3."
"You knew that!" he cried, delighted.
"I felt them," she replied simply. "They—you kept me company, for I have
been alone here all the evening. I know no one else here—yet4.”
Her words amazed him. He was just going to ask who the tall dark man was,
when he saw that she was rising to her feet and that she wanted to dance.
"But my heart——" he stammered.
"It won’t hurt your poor heart to dance with me, you know,” she
laughed. ”You may trust me. I shall know how to take care of it5.”
Browne felt simply ecstatic; it was too wonderful to be true; it was
impossible—this meeting in London, at an ordinary dull dance, in the
twentieth century. He would wake up presently from a dream of silver and
gold. Yet he felt even then that she was drawing his arm about her waist for

1

Beautiful prose used to suggest Issidy’s nature (the nature of… Nature) – a personification of the
lonely wilds and sublime beauty of the sprawling universe
2
Life is not equated with heartbeats, but with emotional and spiritual acutualization – Browne is
about to lose his corporeal life even as he is truly stepping into his transcendent life
3
Like the woman in “May Day Eve”’s Freudian conclusion, Issidy is the archetype that has existed
in Browne’s unconscious, representing the utterly spiritual side of himself – that which transcends
his menial, middle-classed, urban life. By joining her, he is rejecting his life of mediocrity in favor
of spiritual sincerity and integrity – at the expense of his physical life
4
Like Dickens’ Ghost of Christmas Present, Issidy appears to have relationships with the humans
who “know” her – those who understand, are sympathetic to, and are drawn to her spiritual essence.
It is here implied (“yet”) that the relationship is not simply inborn, but can be cultivated. At the
moment, no one at the dance has an affinity towards her, but this may be changed over time
5
She is very clearly referring to his figurative heart – the core and center of his emotions, passions,
and yearnings. The physical heart is a barrier between these realizations, and it is her expressed goal
to pulverize it
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the dance, and with that first magical touch he almost lost consciousness and
passed with her into a state of pure spirit1.
It puzzled him for a moment how they reached the floor so quickly and
found themselves among the whirling couples. He had no recollection of
coming down the stairs. But meanwhile he was dancing on wings, and the girl
in green beside him seemed to fly too, and as he pressed her to his heart he
found it impossible to think of anything else in the world but that—that and
his astounding happiness.
And the music was within them, rather than without 2; indeed they seemed to
make their own music out of their swift whirling movements, for it never
ceased and he never grew tired. His heart had ceased to pain him. Other
curious things happened, too, but he hardly noticed them; or, rather, they no
longer seemed strange. In that crowded ball-room they never once touched
other people. His partner required no steering. She made no sound. Then
suddenly he realised that his own feet made no sound either. They skimmed
the floor with noiseless feet like spirits dancing. No one else appeared to take
the least notice of them. Most of the faces seemed, indeed, strange to him now,
as though he had not seen them before, but once or twice he could have sworn
that he passed couples who were dancing almost as happily and lightly as
themselves, couples he had known in past years, couples who were dead.
Gradually the room emptied of its original comers, and others filled their
places, silently, with airy graceful movements and happy faces, till the whole
floor at length was covered with the soundless feet and whirling forms of those
who had already left the world. And, as the artificial light faded away, there
came in its place a soft white light that filled the room with beauty and made
all the faces look radiant. And, once, as they skimmed past a mirror, he saw
that the girl beside him was not there—that he seemed to be dancing alone,
clasping no one3; yet when he glanced down, there was her magical face at his
shoulder and he felt her little form pressing up against him
Such dancing, too, he had never even dreamed about, for it was like
swinging with the tree-tops in the winds.
Then they danced farther out, ever swifter and swifter, past the shadows
beneath the gallery, under the motionless hanging flags—and out into the
night. The walls were behind them 4. They were off their feet and the wind was
in their hair. They were rising, rising, rising towards the stars.
1

The transformation – if it has not in fact already taken place – is beginning: Browne is sloughing
off his mortal coil and transcending into a purely spiritual being
2
Music is often related to the abstract, emotional, and incorporeal elements that make up human
experiences – it is used in spiritual practices, for evoking romantic feelings, and as a means of
emotional catharsis. That music has transferred from without – as an external voice – to within – an
internal consciousness – certainly suggests that Browne is becoming those things which he once
perceived and desired
3
Two things might be gleaned from this: either this is his physical, still-living self observing his
reflection in a physical mirror, or – as the end of the story suggests – it is evidence that Issidy is part
of him – his internal Nature
4
Barriers, borders, rules, regulations, segregations, limitations, confinements, constraints,
individuality, alienation, isolation – none of these things have prevalence any longer
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He felt the cool air of the open sky on his cheeks, and when he looked down,
as they cleared the summit of the dark-lying hills, he saw that Issidy had
melted away into himself and they had become one being. And he knew then
that his heart would never pain him again on earth, or cause him to fear for
any of his beloved dreams.

But the manager of the “hateful office” only knew two days later why
Browne had not turned up to his desk, nor sent any word to explain his
absence. He read it in the paper—how he had dropped down dead at
a dance, suddenly stricken by heart disease. It happened just before two
o’clock in the morning.
"Well," thought the manager, "he’s no loss to us anyhow. He had no real
business instincts. Smith will do his work much better—and for less money
too1."
BROWNE’S death is one of the most disquieting moments in Blackwood’s
mystical fiction. Whereas his more overt horror stories cast the Outer
Beings as mind-destroying influences – wiping civilization from exposed
men like a powerful magnet liquefies the information from a hard drive – his
mystic fantasias (“Sand,” The Centaur, “May Day Eve,” “The Woman’s
Ghost Story,” The Man Whom the Trees Loved, etc.) tend to follow persons
who have learned to respect the vastness of Nature (and the Truth of its
omnipotent supremacy in contrast to mankind’s feebleness) while still
dwelling in the land of the living, “The Dance of Death” stands beside “The
Man Who Found Out” (1912) as exemplifying Blackwood’s sometimes
chillingly pessimistic outlook on everyday human life. “The Glamour of the
Snow” explores the horror of losing oneself in the mind-puréeing infinity of
Nature, but “The Dance of Death” questions what stands to be lost, and if in
fact the greater horror might be to remain penned (like the cattish
humanoid in “May Day Eve”), gnawing on the hambones of a comfortable
urban lifestyle when one could be swallowed into the cosmic mash of
emotions and experiences, their fears and inadequacies burned away by the
crucible of physical extermination. Unmissed and uncelebrated, his lessons
failing to transmit his lessons to the rubes at the dance or the philistines in
his office, Browne’s deletion from human life is a despairing story of the
vulgar triviality of living and the healing absolution of death.

1

Little needs to be noted on this – the world of business, commerce, and rank is callous and
uncaring, and it is unworthy of aspirational, transcendental souls such as Browne’s
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ALTHOUGH held back by Blackwood’s virulent Germanophobia – a trait
which infests several of his stories, most notably “Max Hensig –
Bacteriologist and Murderer” – “Accessory Before the Fact” is a splendid
study in ethics, ripe with Blackwood’s trademark atmospherics and unique,
spiritually-charged prose. The chief quandary of the tale is one of moral
liability, free will, and social responsibility, and the conclusion is charged
with a strong – even shocking – emotional response. Black’s Law Dictionary
defines “accessory before the fact” in the following terms – “A party who
commits a crime by hiding the offender or aiding in their escape preventing
punishment.” While the protagonist of this tale would loath to be considered
an accomplice of its villains, Blackwood can find no other means of
interpreting his decisions, although the case is far more complicated than it
may at first seem.

ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT
{1911}
AT the moorland cross-roads Martin stood examining the sign-post for several
minutes in some bewilderment. The names on the four arms were not what he
expected, distances were not given, and his map, he concluded with
impatience, must be hopelessly out of date. Spreading it against the post, he
stooped to study it more closely. The wind blew the corners flapping against
his face.
The small print was almost indecipherable in the fading light. It appeared,
however—as well as he could make out—that two miles back he must have
taken the wrong turning.
He remembered that turning. The path had looked inviting; he had hesitated
a moment, then followed it, caught by the usual lure of walkers that it "might
prove a short cut." The short-cut snare is old as human nature. For some
minutes he studied the sign-post and the map alternately.
Dusk was falling, and his knapsack had grown heavy. He could not make the
two guides tally, however, and a feeling of uncertainty crept over his mind. He
felt oddly baffled, frustrated. His thought grew thick. Decision was most
difficult. "I'm muddled," he thought; "I must be tired," as at length he chose the
most likely arm. "Sooner or later it will bring me to an inn, though not the one
I intended." He accepted his walker's luck, and started briskly. The arm read,
"Over Litacy Hill" in small, fine letters that danced and shifted every time he
looked at them; but the name was not discoverable on the map. It was,
however, inviting like the short cut. A similar impulse again directed his
choice. Only this time it seemed more insistent, almost urgent.
And he became aware, then, of the exceeding loneliness of the country about
him. The road for a hundred yards went straight, then curved like a white
river running into space; the deep blue-green of heather lined the banks,
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spreading upwards through the twilight; and occasional small pines stood
solitary here and there, all unexplained1. The curious adjective, having made
its appearance, haunted him. So many things that afternoon were similarly—
unexplained: the short cut, the darkened map, the names on the sign-post, his
own erratic impulses, and the growing strange confusion that crept upon his
spirit. The entire country-side needed explanation, though perhaps
"interpretation2" was the truer word. Those little lonely trees had made him see
it. Why had he lost his way so easily? Why did he suffer vague impressions to
influence his direction? Why was he here—exactly here? And why did he go
now "over Litacy Hill"? Then, by a green field that shone like a thought of
daylight amid the darkness of the moor, he saw a figure lying in the grass. It
was a blot upon the landscape, a mere huddled patch of dirty rags, yet with a
certain horrid picturesqueness too; and his mind—though his German was of
the schoolroom order—at once picked out the German3 equivalents as against
the English. Lump and Lumpen4 flashed across his brain most oddly. They
seemed in that moment right, and so expressive, almost like onomatopoeic
words, if that were possible of sight. Neither "rags" nor "rascal" would have
fitted what he saw. The adequate description was in German.
Here was a clue tossed up by the part of him that did not reason. But it seems
he missed it.
And the next minute the tramp rose to a sitting posture and asked the time of
evening. In German he asked it. And Martin, answering without a second's
hesitation, gave it, also in German, "halb sieben"—half-past six. The instinctive
guess was accurate. A glance at his watch when he looked a moment later
proved it. He heard the man say, with the covert insolence of tramps, "T'ank
you; much opliged." For Martin had not shown his watch—another intuition
subconsciously obeyed.
He quickened his pace along that lonely road, a curious jumble of thoughts
and feelings surging through him. He had somehow known the question
would come, and come in German.
Yet it flustered and dismayed him. Another thing had also flustered and
dismayed him. He had expected it in the same queer fashion: it was right. For
when the ragged brown thing rose to ask the question, a part of it remained
lying on the grass—another brown, dirty thing. There were two tramps. And
he saw both faces clearly. Behind the untidy beards, and below the old slouch

1

Nature – indeed space and time – are not open books in Blackwood: they are sentient, plastic,
animated, and they guard their secrets, disguise their nature, and cloak their intentions against the
curiosity of men, whose comprehension of their vast complexity is simplistic to the point of idiocy
2
Rather than being explained – like a confusing sentence in a native language – the setting, mood,
and very spirit of the narrator’s experiences requires interpretation – like a great novel in a foreign
language and alphabet. It is not a matter of being confused; it is a matter of being entirely foreign to
the nature and cause of his confusion
3
Blackwood shows an exceedingly violent distaste for Germans throughout his fiction – especially
here, in “A Case of Eavesdropping,” and in “Max Hensig,” where a German with a cartoonish accent
is a homicidal mastermind
4
German: ragamuffin, rascal, vagrant
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hats1, he caught the look of unpleasant, clever faces that watched him closely
while he passed.
The eyes followed him. For a second he looked straight into those eyes, so
that he could not fail to know them. And he understood, quite horridly, that
both faces were too sleek, refined, and cunning for those of ordinary tramps.
The men were not really tramps at all. They were disguised.
"How covertly they watched me!" was his thought, as he hurried along the
darkening road, aware in dead earnestness now of the loneliness and
desolation of the moorland all about him.
Uneasy and distressed, he increased his pace. Midway in thinking what an
unnecessarily clanking noise his nailed2 boots made upon the hard white road,
there came upon him with a rush together the company of these things that
haunted him as "unexplained." They brought a single definite message: That all
this business was not really meant for him at all, and hence his confusion and
bewilderment; that he had intruded into someone else's scenery, and was
trespassing upon another's map of life. By some wrong inner turning he had
interpolated3 his per-son into a group of foreign forces which operated in the
little world of someone else.
Unwittingly, somewhere, he had crossed the threshold, and now was fairly
in—a trespasser, an eavesdropper, a Peeping Tom4. He was listening, peeping;
overhearing things he had no right to know, because they were intended for
another. Like a ship at sea he was intercepting wireless messages he could not
properly interpret, because his Receiver5 was not accurately tuned to their
reception. And more—these messages were warnings!
Then fear dropped upon him like the night. He was caught in a net of
delicate, deep forces he could not manage, knowing neither their origin nor
purpose. He had walked into some huge psychic trap elaborately planned and
baited, yet calculated for another than himself. Something had lured him in,
something in the landscape, the time of day, his mood. Owing to some
undiscovered weakness in himself he had been easily caught. His fear slipped
easily into terror.
What happened next happened with such speed and concentration that it all
seemed crammed into a moment. At once and in a heap it happened. It was
1

Wide-brimmed felt hat, often with a chinstrap. Typically, these are part of a military uniform,
suggesting that the tramps have been part of the German armed services and have either been
discharged or have deserted
2
Being hobnailed, the soles are lined with the heads of brass tacks driven into them, used to create
tread and traction
3
Included, imposed
4
Blackwood often typifies those entering into the supernatural domain as trespassers in a hostile
country. Two of his great ghost tales – “The Listener” and “A Case of Eavesdropping,” – contain
such references in their very titles, while “The Willows,” “The Wendigo,” “The Valley of the
Beasts,” and many more contain strict and clear descriptions of the interloping nature of humans into
the territory of the Beyond in their prose
5
The capitalization suggests the degree of importance that Blackwood held for this metaphor: he is
suggesting that the Receiver, i.e. the human spirit, is not attuned to the channels of the Outer Nature
and the supernatural
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quite inevitable. Down the white road to meet him a man came swaying from
side to side in drunkenness quite obviously feigned—a tramp; and while
Martin made room for him to pass, the lurch changed in a second to attack,
and the fellow was upon him. The blow was sudden and terrific, yet even
while it fell Martin was aware that behind him rushed a second man, who
caught his legs from under him and bore him with a thud and crash to the
ground. Blows rained then; he saw a gleam of something shining; a sudden
deadly nausea plunged him into utter weakness where resistance was
impossible.
Something of fire entered his throat, and from his mouth poured a thick
sweet thing that choked him. The world sank far away into darkness. . . . Yet
through all the horror and confusion ran the trail of two clear thoughts: he
realised that the first tramp had sneaked at a fast double through the heather
and so come down to meet him; and that something heavy was torn from
fastenings that clipped it tight and close beneath his clothes against his body. . .
Abruptly then the darkness lifted, passed utterly away. He found himself
peering into the map against the signpost. The wind was flapping the corners
against his cheek, and he was poring over names that now he saw quite clear.
Upon the arms of the sign-post above were those he had expected to find, and
the map recorded them quite faithfully. All was accurate again and as it should
be. He read the name of the village he had meant to make—it was plainly
visible in the dusk, two miles the distance given. Bewildered, shaken, unable to
think of anything, he stuffed the map into his pocket unfolded, and hurried
forward like a man who has just wakened from an awful dream that had
compressed into a single second all the detailed misery of some prolonged,
oppressive nightmare.
He broke into a steady trot that soon became a run; the perspiration poured
from him; his legs felt weak, and his breath was difficult to manage. He was
only conscious of the overpowering desire to get away as fast as possible from
the sign-post at the cross-roads where the dreadful vision had flashed upon
him. For Martin, accountant on a holiday1, had never dreamed of any world of
psychic possibilities. The entire thing was torture. It was worse than a "cooked"
balance of the books that some conspiracy of clerks and directors proved at his
innocent door. He raced as though the country-side ran crying at his heels.
And always still ran with him the incredible conviction that none of this was
really meant for himself at all. He had overheard the secrets of another. He had
taken the warning for another into himself, and so altered its direction. He had
thereby prevented its right delivery. It all shocked him beyond words. It
dislocated the machinery of his just and accurate soul 2. The warning was
intended for another, who could not—would not—now receive it.
1

Horrors often prowl around minor, bourgeois functionaries in Blackwood’s short horror stories.
Compare to the surveyor’s clerk in “Ancient Lights,” the law clerk in “The Kit-Bag,” the medical
student in “Keeping His Promise,” the schoolteacher in “The Occupant of the Room,” and the
sometimes reporter in “The Listener”
2
The steady, reliable expectations of his petty life have now been torn asunder, and his soul – or his
previous understanding of it – has been proven a false and untrustworthy realm of mystery
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The physical exertion, however, brought at length a more comfortable
reaction and some measure of composure. With the lights in sight, he slowed
down and entered the village at a reasonable pace. The inn was reached, a
bedroom inspected and engaged, and supper ordered with the solid comfort of
a large Bass to satisfy an unholy thirst and complete the restoration of balance.
The unusual sensations largely passed away, and the odd feeling that anything
in his simple, wholesome world required explanation was no longer present 1.
Still with a vague uneasiness about him, though actual fear quite gone, he
went into the bar to smoke an after-supper pipe and chat with the natives, as
his pleasure was upon a holiday, and so saw two men leaning upon the
counter at the far end with their backs towards him. He saw their faces
instantly in the glass, and the pipe nearly slipped from between his teeth.
Clean-shaven, sleek, clever faces—and he caught a word or two as they talked
over their drinks—German words. Well-dressed they were, both men, with
nothing about them calling for particular attention; they might have been two
tourists holiday-making like himself in tweeds and walking-boots. And they
presently paid for their drinks and went out. He never saw them face to face at
all; but the sweat broke out afresh all over him, a feverish rush of heat and ice
together ran about his body; beyond question he recognised the two tramps,
this time not disguised—not yet disguised.
He remained in his corner without moving, puffing violently at an
extinguished pipe2, gripped helplessly by the return of that first vile terror. It
came again to him with an absolute clarity of certainty that it was not with
himself they had to do, these men, and, further, that he had no right in the
world to interfere. He had no locus standi 3 at all; it would be immoral. . . even
if the opportunity came. And the opportunity, he felt, would come. He had
been an eavesdropper, and had come upon private information of a secret kind
that he had no right to make use of, even that good might come—even to save
life. He sat on in his corner, terrified and silent, waiting for the thing that
should happen next.
But night came without explanation. Nothing happened. He slept soundly.
There was no other guest at the inn but an elderly man, apparently a tourist
like himself. He wore gold-rimmed glasses, and in the morning Martin
overheard him asking the landlord what direction he should take for Litacy
Hill. His teeth began then to chatter and a weakness came into his knees. "You
turn to the left at the cross-roads," Martin broke in before the landlord could
reply; "you'll see the sign-post about two miles from here, and after that it's a

1

The pitfalls of the bourgeois life, Blackwood suggests, is that a short period of comfort can
radically alter its state of awareness and return it to a dumb, ignorant worldview which is more
concerned with food, work, and pleasure than the wild spiritual wilderness that lurks around
2
He finds himself trying to draw comfort from the pleasures of his petty life, but – like a pipe that
has extinguished – he finds that his distractions no longer provide security: they have been snuffed
by the clear existence of forces beyond his control and comprehension
3
Latin: standing law. In law, standing or locus standi is the term for the ability of a party to
demonstrate to the court sufficient connection to and harm from the law or action challenged to
support that party's participation in the case
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matter of four miles more." How in the world did he know, flashed horribly
through him. "I'm going that way myself," he was saying next; "I'll go with you
for a bit—if you don't mind!" The words came out impulsively and illconsidered; of their own accord they came. For his own direction was exactly
opposite.
He did not want the man to go alone. The stranger, however, easily evaded
his offer of companionship1. He thanked him with the remark that he was
starting later in the day. . . . They were standing, all three, beside the horsetrough in front of the inn, when at that very moment a tramp, slouching along
the road, looked up and asked the time of day. And it was the man with the
gold-rimmed glasses who told him.
"T'ank you; much opliged," the tramp replied, passing on with his slow,
slouching gait, while the landlord, a talkative fellow, proceeded to remark
upon the number of Germans that lived in England and were ready to swell
the Teutonic2 invasion which he, for his part, deemed imminent 3.
But Martin heard it not. Before he had gone a mile upon his way he went
into the woods to fight his conscience all alone. His feebleness, his cowardice,
were surely criminal. Real anguish tortured him. A dozen times he decided to
go back upon his steps, and a dozen times the singular authority that
whispered he had no right to interfere prevented him. How could he act upon
knowledge gained by eavesdropping? How interfere in the private business of
another's hidden life merely because he had overheard, as at the telephone, its
secret dangers4? Some inner confusion prevented straight thinking altogether.
The stranger would merely think him mad. He had no "fact" to go upon. . . . He
smothered a hundred impulses . . . and finally went on his way with a shaking,
troubled heart.
The last two days of his holiday were ruined by doubts and questions and
alarms—all justified later when he read of the murder of a tourist upon Litacy
Hill. The man wore gold-rimmed glasses, and carried in a belt about his person
a large sum of money. His throat was cut.
And the police were hard upon the trail of a mysterious pair of tramps, said
to be—Germans.

1

Tales of presentiment often call into question the subject of fate. They do this in part because the
premonition must be proven true in order to justify its occurrence, but whether as a plot device or as
a meditation on our inability to impact the tremendous forces of fate, they often end with ignored
advice and tragedy. Two notable examples are E. Nesbit’s “The Mystery of the Semi-Detached” and
Rhoda Broughton’s “Behold, it was a Dream!” Both are quite gory
2
Having German qualities
3
Here Blackwood weakens his tale with a chauvinistic, xenophobic warning against the
immigration of Germans. A disappointing and distracting tactic
4
Many questions can be raised over Martin’s inner turmoil: is he truly channeling a greater cosmic
power which refuses to allow him to interfere, or is his petty and small-minded life preventing him
from acting humanely and bravely in order to save the victim? It seems that Blackwood – though
hardly one to suggest that the cosmos care about a single human life – is more inclined to believe
that Martin has been given a gift and that he throws it away because of a superficial constitution
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MARTIN’S reluctance to act on the information he has acquired is the rocky
center of this otherwise misty story, and like crags lurking in a foggy bay, it
is impossible to navigate the tale without taking it into account. The story’s
supernaturalism is interesting enough – the concept that a premonition may
be misaddressed and misdirected – but it is the way that Martin responds to
this fateful mistake that collects the most critical attention. A very bald,
literal reading of the text would find that it favors a “respectful,” meek,
unobtrusive, morally isolationistic worldview. A casual acquaintance with
Blackwood’s cosmic philosophy will, however, radically reject this
possibility. Ever repulsed by mankind’s alienating individualism, he
considered “minding one’s own business” to be one of humanity’s gravest
crimes against the Cosmic Collective. Martin’s excuse is a cop-out: he is a
small man with a small mind who is incapable of transcending the bourgeois
moral code of stiff upper-lipped isolation and stoic indifference. His
justification is simply that it would be rude to act on overheard conversation
– like Dickens’ Scrooge, he evades accountability citing social disconnection:
it is simply not his problem, not his business, not his responsibility. But he
is liable, and to Blackwood he is an object of derision and disgust, a petty
fool of a man who is unwilling to adapt his trivial, paltry moral code to the
grave duty posed to him by whatever supernatural machinations have
bestowed upon him this severe task. This tale, besides being one of
Blackwood’s several attempts to alert Anglo-Saxons to the danger of
German immigration, is his bitter and caustic indictment of middling-grade
humanity for its irresponsibility to its fellow man.
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A story of society and psychic vampirism, “The Transfer” reads very nearly
like an E. F. Benson story. Benson, who was heavily influenced by
Blackwood, was responsible for several tales of a similar nature. “‘And No
Bird Sings…’”, “The Face,” “The Outsider,” “Mrs Amworth,” “The Cat,” “The
Dust-Cloud,” and others follow a theme laid out by this tale. It concerns the
disruptive, weakening influence of another man, a man whose mere presence
is capable of draining those he crosses paths with of vitality, willpower, and
confidence. And yet the human leech stands to be out-vampired by a small
patch of black earth in the corner of a garden. Blackwood tackles two issues
in this tale: the parasitic nature of commercialism and avarice, and the
battle between mankind’s industry and Nature’s infinite reserves of power.
The battle, Blackwood suggests, when it comes, will not be very drawn out.

THE TRANSFER
{1911}
THE child began to cry in the early afternoon—about three o'clock, to be exact.
I remember the hour, because I had been listening with secret relief to the
sound of the departing carriage. Those wheels fading into the distance down
the gravel drive with Mrs. Frene, and her daughter Gladys to whom I was
governess, meant for me some hours' welcome rest, and the June day was
oppressively hot. Moreover, there was this excitement in the little country
household that had told upon us all, but especially upon myself. This
excitement, running delicately behind all the events of the morning, was due
to some mystery, and the mystery was of course kept concealed from the
governess. I had exhausted myself with guessing and keeping on the watch.
For some deep and unexplained anxiety possessed me, so that I kept thinking
of my sister's dictum1 that I was really much too sensitive to make a good
governess, and that I should have done far better as a professional
clairvoyante2.
Mr. Frene, senior, "Uncle Frank," was expected for an unusual visit from
town about tea-time. That I knew. I also knew that his visit was concerned
somehow with the future welfare of little Jamie, Gladys' seven-year-old
brother. More than this, indeed, I never knew, and this missing link makes my
story in a fashion incoherent—an important bit of the strange puzzle left out. I
only gathered that the visit of Uncle Frank was of a condescending nature, that
Jamie was told he must be upon his very best behaviour to make a good
impression, and that Jamie, who had never seen his uncle, dreaded him
horribly already in advance. Then, trailing thinly through the dying crunch of
1
2

Rule, instruction
A fortune-teller, medium, or seer
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the carriage wheels this sultry afternoon, I heard the curious little wail of the
child's crying, with the effect, wholly unaccountable, that every nerve in my
body shot its bolt electrically, bringing me to my feet with a tingling of
unequivocal alarm. Positively, the water ran into my eyes. I recalled his white
distress that morning when told that Uncle Frank was motoring down for tea
and that he was to be "very nice indeed" to him. It had gone into me like a
knife. All through the day, indeed, had run this nightmare quality of terror and
vision.
"The man with the 'normous face?" he had asked in a little voice of awe, and
then gone speechless from the room in tears that no amount of soothing
management could calm. That was all I saw; and what he meant by "the
'normous face" gave me only a sense of vague presentiment 1. But it came as
anticlimax somehow—a sudden revelation of the mystery and excitement that
pulsed beneath the quiet of the stifling summer day. I feared for him. For of all
that commonplace household I loved Jamie best, though professionally I had
nothing to do with him. He was a high-strung, ultra-sensitive child, and it
seemed to me that no one understood him, least of all his honest, tenderhearted parents; so that his little wailing voice brought me from my bed to the
window in a moment like a call for help.
The haze of June lay over that big garden like a blanket; the wonderful
flowers, which were Mr. Frene's delight, hung motionless; the lawns, so soft
and thick, cushioned all other sounds; only the limes and huge clumps of
guelder roses hummed with bees. Through this muted atmosphere of heat and
haze the sound of the child's crying floated faintly to my ears—from a
distance. Indeed, I wonder now that I heard it at all, for the next moment I saw
him down beyond the garden, standing in his white sailor suit alone, two
hundred yards away. He was down by the ugly patch where nothing grew—
the Forbidden Corner. A faintness then came over me at once, a faintness as of
death, when I saw him there of all places—where he never was allowed to go,
and where, moreover, he was usually too terrified to go. To see him standing
solitary in that singular spot, above all to hear him crying there, bereft me
momentarily of the power to act. Then, before I could recover my composure
sufficiently to call him in, Mr. Frene came round the corner from the Lower
Farm with the dogs, and, seeing his son, performed that office for me. In his
loud, good-natured, hearty voice he called him, and Jamie turned and ran as
though some spell had broken just in time—ran into the open arms of his fond
but uncomprehending father, who carried him indoors on his shoulder, while
asking "what all this hubbub was about?" And, at their heels, the tailless sheepdogs followed, barking loudly, and performing what Jamie called their "Gravel
Dance," because they ploughed up the moist, rolled gravel with their feet.
I stepped back swiftly from the window lest I should be seen. Had I witnessed
the saving of the child from fire or drowning the relief could hardly have been
greater. Only Mr. Frene, I felt sure, would not say and do the right thing quite.
He would protect the boy from his own vain imaginings, yet not with the

1

Feeling of coming dread
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explanation that could really heal. They disappeared behind the rose trees,
making for the house. I saw no more till later, when Mr. Frene, senior, arrived.

To describe the ugly patch as "singular1" is hard to justify, perhaps, yet some
such word is what the entire family sought, though never—oh, never!—used.
To Jamie and myself, though equally we never mentioned it, that treeless,
flowerless spot was more than singular. It stood at the far end of the
magnificent rose garden, a bald, sore place, where the black earth showed
uglily in winter, almost like a piece of dangerous bog, and in summer baked
and cracked with fissures where green lizards shot their fire in passing. In
contrast to the rich luxuriance of death amid life, a centre of disease that cried
for healing lest it spread. But it never did spread. Behind it stood the thick
wood of silver birches and, glimmering beyond, the orchard meadow, where
the lambs played2.
The gardeners had a very simple explanation of its barrenness—that the
water all drained off it owing to the lie of the slopes immediately about it,
holding no remnant to keep the soil alive. I cannot say. It was Jamie—Jamie
who felt its spell and haunted it, who spent whole hours there, even while
afraid, and for whom it was finally labelled "strictly out of bounds" because it
stimulated his already big imagination, not wisely but too darkly—it was Jamie
who buried ogres there and heard it crying in an earthy voice, swore that it
shook its surface sometimes while he watched it, and secretly gave it food in
the form of birds or mice or rabbits he found dead upon his wanderings 3. And
it was Jamie who put so extraordinarily into words the feeling that the horrid
spot had given me from the moment I first saw it.
"It's bad, Miss Gould," he told me.
"But, Jamie, nothing in Nature is bad4—exactly; only different from the rest
sometimes."
"Miss Gould, if you please, then it's empty. It's not fed. It's dying because it
can't get the food it wants."
And when I stared into the little pale face where the eyes shone so dark and
wonderful, seeking within myself for the right thing to say to him, he added,
with an emphasis and conviction that made me suddenly turn cold: "Miss

1

Uncommon, weird, unusual
The patch is – like many of Blackwood’s danger zones – not a spreading contagion, but an isolated
site, neither caring to make acquaintance with man, nor desiring to annihilate him, simply asking to
be left alone or fed
3
A child’s reverent worship of a supernatural entity unnoticed by adults is a classic theme of horror:
M. R. James’ “The Residence at Whitminster,” Saki’s “Srendi Vashtar,” and John Collier’s “Thus I
Refute Beelzy” are among the mentionable treatments
4
Blackwood would likely contend that not even the Willow Things or the Wendigo are “bad” per
se, simply natural vortices whose interaction with mankind is often destructive, like a tornado or
typhoon
2
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Gould"—he always used my name like this in all his sentences—"it's hungry,
don't you see? But I know what would make it feel all right."
Only the conviction of an earnest child, perhaps, could have made so
outrageous a suggestion worth listening to for an instant; but for me, who felt
that things an imaginative child believed were important, it came with a vast
disquieting shock of reality. Jamie, in this exaggerated way, had caught at the
edge of a shocking fact—a hint of dark, undiscovered truth had leaped into
that sensitive imagination. Why there lay horror in the words I cannot say, but
I think some power of darkness trooped across the suggestion of that sentence
at the end, "I know what would make it feel all right." I remember that I
shrank from asking explanation. Small groups of other words, veiled
fortunately by his silence, gave life to an unspeakable possibility that hitherto
had lain at the back of my own consciousness. The way it sprang to life proves,
I think, that my mind already contained it. The blood rushed from my heart as
I listened. I remember that my knees shook. Jamie's idea was—had been all
along—my own as well.
And now, as I lay down on my bed and thought about it all, I understood
why the coming of his uncle involved somehow an experience that wrapped
terror at its heart. With a sense of nightmare certainty that left me too weak to
resist the preposterous idea, too shocked, indeed, to argue or reason it away,
this certainty came with its full, black blast of conviction; and the only way I
can put it into words, since nightmare horror really is not properly tellable at
all, seems this: that there was something missing in that dying patch of garden;
something lacking that it ever searched for; something, once found and taken,
that would turn it rich and living as the rest; more—that there was some living
person who could do this for it. Mr. Frene, senior, in a word, "Uncle Frank,"
was this person who out of his abundant life could supply the lack—
unwittingly.
For this connection between the dying, empty patch and the person of this
vigorous, wealthy, and successful man had already lodged itself in my
subconsciousness before I was aware of it. Clearly it must have lain there all
along, though hidden. Jamie's words, his sudden pallor, his vibrating emotion
of fearful anticipation had developed the plate, but it was his weeping alone
there in the Forbidden Corner that had printed it. The photograph shone
framed before me in the air. I hid my eyes. But for the redness—the charm of
my face goes to pieces unless my eyes are clear—I could have cried. Jamie's
words that morning about the "'normous face" came back upon me like a
battering-ram.
Mr. Frene1, senior, had been so frequently the subject of conversation in the
family since I came, I had so often heard him discussed, and had then read so
much about him in the papers—his energy, his philanthropy, his success with
everything he laid his hand to—that a picture of the man had grown complete
within me. I knew him as he was—within; or, as my sister would have said—
clairvoyantly. And the only time I saw him (when I took Gladys to a meeting
1

Frene is the French word for “ash” – appropriate in that Mr. Frene,, senior, seems to leave a wake
of desolation in his path
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where he was chairman, and later felt his atmosphere and presence while for a
moment he patronizingly spoke with her) had justified the portrait I had
drawn. The rest, you may say, was a woman's wild imagining; but I think
rather it was that kind of divining intuition which women share with children.
If souls could be made visible, I would stake my life upon the truth and
accuracy of my portrait.
For this Mr. Frene was a man who drooped alone, but grew vital in a
crowd—because he used their vitality1. He was a supreme, unconscious artist
in the science of taking the fruits of others' work and living—for his own
advantage. He vampired, unknowingly no doubt, every one with whom he
came in contact2; left them exhausted, tired, listless. Others fed him, so that
while in a full room he shone, alone by himself and with no life to draw upon
he languished and declined. In the man's immediate neighbourhood 3 you felt
his presence draining you; he took your ideas, your strength, your very words,
and later used them for his own benefit and aggrandizement4. Not evilly, of
course; the man was good enough5; but you felt that he was dangerous owing
to the facile way he absorbed into himself all loose vitality that was to be had.
His eyes and voice and presence devitalized you. Life, it seemed, not highly
organized enough to resist, must shrink from his too near approach and hide
away for fear of being appropriated, for fear, that is, of—death.
Jamie, unknowingly, put in the finishing touch to my unconscious portrait.
The man carried about with him some silent, compelling trick of drawing out
all your reserves—then swiftly pocketing them. At first you would be
conscious of taut resistance; this would slowly shade off into weariness; the
will would become flaccid; then you either moved away or yielded—agreed to
all he said with a sense of weakness pressing ever closer upon the edges of
collapse. With a male antagonist it might be different, but even then the effort
of resistance would generate force that he absorbed and not the other. He
never gave out. Some instinct taught him how to protect himself from that. To
human beings, I mean, he never gave out6. This time it was a very different

1

While Blackwood discourages selfishness, egoism, and individualism in his writings, Frene’s
extraversion is not the solution he imagines: Frene is a man who, although shaken by loneliness and
aroused by company, is nonetheless something of a parasite, asserting his personality over those he
meets rather than merging spirits with them as demonstrating in “The Woman’s Ghost Story.”
Rather, Frene is as much a loner, brute, and a misanthrope as the protagonists of “The Listener” and
“The Valley of the Beasts”
2
“Typhoid” Mary Mallon was an asymptomatic carrier of the disease she was nicknamed for during
the early 1900s. A professional cook, she unwittingly infected 49 persons (three of whom died),
changing jobs after each outbreak, and was twice forcibly quarantined by the government. The first
such period (1907 – 1910) occurred up to the year before this story was published.
3
That is, proximity
4
Exaggeration, overstatement, bragging
5
It is perhaps even more disturbing that Frene appears to be a “good enough” man – he is oblivious
to his effect on people and – like Typhoid Mary who (at first) unknowingly spread the disease from
house to house – spreads his contagion without being aware of it
6
The forces of vampiric Nature have yet to be put to the test
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matter. He had no more chance than a fly before the wheels of a huge—what
Jamie used to call—"attraction" engine.
So this was how I saw him—a great human sponge, crammed and soaked
with the life, or proceeds of life, absorbed from others—stolen1. My idea of a
human vampire was satisfied. He went about carrying these accumulations of
the life of others. In this sense his "life" was not really his own. For the same
reason, I think, it was not so fully under his control as he imagined 2.
And in another hour this man would be here. I went to the window. My eye
wandered to the empty patch, dull black there amid the rich luxuriance of the
garden flowers. It struck me as a hideous bit of emptiness yawning to be filled
and nourished. The idea of Jamie playing round its bare edge was loathsome. I
watched the big summer clouds above, the stillness of the afternoon, the haze.
The silence of the overheated garden was oppressive. I had never felt a day so
stifling, motionless. It lay there waiting. The household, too, was waiting—
waiting for the coming of Mr. Frene from London in his big motor-car3.
And I shall never forget the sensation of icy shrinking and distress with
which I heard the rumble of the car. He had arrived. Tea was all ready on the
lawn beneath the lime trees, and Mrs. Frene and Gladys, back from their drive,
were sitting in wicker chairs. Mr. Frene, junior, was in the hall to meet his
brother, but Jamie, as I learned afterwards, had shown such hysterical alarm,
offered such bold resistance, that it had been deemed wiser to keep him in his
room. Perhaps, after all, his presence might not be necessary. The visit clearly
had to do with something on the uglier side of life—money, settlements, or
what not4; I never knew exactly; only that his parents were anxious, and that
Uncle Frank had to be propitiated5. It does not matter. That has nothing to do
with the affair. What has to do with it—or I should not be telling the story—is
that Mrs. Frene sent for me to come down "in my nice white dress, if I didn't
mind," and that I was terrified, yet pleased, because it meant that a pretty face
would be considered a welcome addition to the visitor's landscape. Also, most
odd it was, I felt my presence was somehow inevitable, that in some way it was
intended that I should witness what I did witness. And the instant I came upon
the lawn—I hesitate to set it down, it sounds so foolish, disconnected—I could
have sworn, as my eyes met his, that a kind of sudden darkness came, taking
the summer brilliance out of everything, and that it was caused by troops of
small black horses that raced about us from his person—to attack.

1

He is, to use the appropriate phrase, a psychic vampire – one who drains vitality, spirit, and
emotional energy rather than bloood
2
The parasite is at the mercy of its host, causing it to be far more dependent on its prey than it may
at first imagine. Without a viable quarry, the parasite is doomed to languish and starve – in the same
manner that the Forbidden Corner appears to be malnourished
3
A symbol of material power, juxtaposed with the simplicity of the Forbidden Corner’s damp, black
earth
4
Blackwood’s arch-villain – commercialism and materialism – returns, this time embodied by
Frank, who appears to siphon both psychic vitality and the contents of bank accounts
5
Appeased, satisfied – in a word, fed
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After a first momentary approving glance he took no further notice of me.
The tea and talk went smoothly; I helped to pass the plates and cups, filling in
pauses with little undertalk1 to Gladys. Jamie was never mentioned. Outwardly
all seemed well, but inwardly everything was awful2—skirting the edge of
things unspeakable, and so charged with danger that I could not keep my voice
from trembling when I spoke.
I watched his hard, bleak face; I noticed how thin he was, and the curious,
oily brightness of his steady eyes. They did not glitter, but they drew you with a
sort of soft, creamy shine like Eastern eyes. And everything he said or did
announced what I may dare to call the suction of his presence. His nature
achieved this result automatically. He dominated us all, yet so gently that until
it was accomplished no one noticed it 3.
Before five minutes had passed, however, I was aware of one thing only. My
mind focussed exclusively upon it, and so vividly that I marvelled the others
did not scream, or run, or do something violent to prevent it. And it was this;
that, separated merely by some dozen yards or so, this man, vibrating with the
acquired vitality of others, stood within easy reach of that spot of yawning
emptiness, waiting and eager to be filled. Earth scented her prey 4.
These two active "centres" were within fighting distance; he so thin, so hard,
so keen, yet really spreading large with the loose "surround" of others' life he
had appropriated, so practiced and triumphant; that other so patient, deep,
with so mighty a draw of the whole earth behind it, and—ugh!—so obviously
aware that its opportunity at last had come5.
I saw it all as plainly as though I watched two great animals prepare for
battle, both unconsciously; yet in some inexplicable way I saw it, of course,
within me, and not externally. The conflict would be hideously unequal. Each
side had already sent out emissaries, how long before I could not tell, for the
first evidence he gave that something was going wrong with him was when his
voice grew suddenly confused, he missed his words, and his lips trembled a
moment and turned flabby. The next second his face betrayed that singular
and horrid change, growing somehow loose about the bones of the cheek, and
larger, so that I remembered Jamie's miserable phrase. The emissaries of the
two kingdoms, the human and the vegetable 6, had met, I make it out, in that
very second. For the first time in his long career of battening on others, Mr.
Frene found himself pitted against a vaster kingdom than he knew and, so
1

Small-talk, chit-chat
An apt description of Frank – outwardly winsome and charming, innately predatory and parasitic
3
Similar in method to the Willow Things, which begin their assault almost cheerily, playfully, and
conclude by voraciously consuming the soul
4
Stocked and glutted with the human liveliness he has absorbed, Franks stands as a perfect meal for
the Forbidden Corner, just as the snake well-fed on field mice makes a banquet for a hawk
5
The earth is endowed with sentience and sapience: unlike a carnivorous plant (Venus flytraps,
pitcher plants, etc.) which instinctively attract insects and dissolve them without thought or
awareness, the Corner knows that prey is nearby, and is eager to strike
6
Blackwood delights in pitting these two worlds against one another: “The Willows,” The Man
Whom the Trees Loved, and “Ancient Lights” are only a few of his eco-horror stories
2
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finding, shook inwardly in that little part that was his definite actual self. He
felt the huge disaster coming.
"Yes, John," he was saying, in his drawling, self-congratulating voice, "Sir
George gave me that car—gave it to me as a present. Wasn't it char—?" and
then broke off abruptly, stammered, drew breath, stood up, and looked
uneasily about him. For a second there was a gaping pause. It was like the click
which starts some huge machinery moving—that instant's pause before it
actually starts. The whole thing, indeed, then went with the rapidity of
machinery running down and beyond control. I thought of a giant dynamo1
working silently and invisible.
"What's that?" he cried, in a soft voice charged with alarm. "What's that
horrid place? And someone's crying there—who is it?"
He pointed to the empty patch. Then, before anyone could answer, he started
across the lawn towards it, going every minute faster 2. Before anyone could
move he stood upon the edge. He leaned over—peering down into it.
It seemed a few hours passed, but really they were seconds, for time is
measured by the quality and not the quantity of sensations it contains. I saw it
all with merciless, photographic detail, sharply etched amid the general
confusion. Each side was intensely active, but only one side, the human,
exerted all its force—in resistance. The other merely stretched out a feeler, as it
were, from its vast, potential strength 3; no more was necessary. It was such a
soft and easy victory4. Oh, it was rather pitiful! There was no bluster or great
effort, on one side at least. Close by his side I witnessed it, for I, it seemed,
alone had moved and followed him. No one else stirred, though Mrs. Frene
clattered noisily with the cups, making some sudden impulsive gesture with
her hands, and Gladys, I remember, gave a cry—it was like a little scream—
"Oh, mother, it's the heat, isn't it?" Mr. Frene, her father, was speechless, pale
as ashes5.
But the instant I reached his side, it became clear what had drawn me there
thus instinctively. Upon the other side, among the silver birches, stood little
Jamie. He was watching. I experienced—for him—one of those moments that
shake the heart; a liquid fear ran all over me, the more effective because
unintelligible really. Yet I felt that if I could know all, and what lay actually
behind, my fear would be more than justified; that the thing was awful, full of
awe.

1

Generator, turbine, engine
Compare to Défago’s involuntary race
3
Blackwood commonly suggests the potential of the human race to evolve spiritually. Frank is an
example of a man who is incapable of developing further, and must therefore relying on all of his
physical and emotionally strength, because – unlike the Outer Powers leeching through the Corner –
he has no reserves of spiritually energy to draw from
4
Man’s battle against Nature is not as simple as we have been lead to think, Blackwood suggests. It
is, in fact, the simple toyings of a mouse with the mane of a sleepy and disinterested lion, and when
battle is finally joined, industry, wealth, power, fame, and technology will be useless in the fray
5
Frene, again, meaning “ash” in French
2
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And then it happened—a truly wicked sight—like watching a universe in
action, yet all contained within a small square foot of space 1. I think he
understood vaguely that if someone could only take his place he might be
saved, and that was why, discerning instinctively the easiest substitute within
reach, he saw the child and called aloud to him across the empty patch,
"James, my boy, come here!"
His voice was like a thin report, but somehow flat and lifeless, as when a rifle
misses fire2, sharp, yet weak; it had no "crack" in it. It was really supplication3.
And, with amazement, I heard my own ring out imperious and strong, though
I was not conscious of saying it, "Jamie, don't move. Stay where you are!" But
Jamie, the little child, obeyed neither of us. Moving up nearer to the edge, he
stood there—laughing! I heard that laughter, but could have sworn it did not
come from him. The empty, yawning patch gave out that sound4.
Mr. Frene turned sideways, throwing up his arms. I saw his hard, bleak face
grow somehow wider, spread through the air, and downwards. A similar
thing, I saw, was happening at the same time to his entire person, for it drew
out into the atmosphere in a stream of movement. The face for a second made
me think of those toys of green india rubber that children pull. It grew
enormous. But this was an external impression only. What actually happened,
I clearly understood, was that all this vitality and life he had transferred from
others to himself for years was now in turn being taken from him and
transferred—elsewhere.
One moment on the edge he wobbled horribly, then with that queer
sideways motion, rapid yet ungainly, he stepped forward into the middle of the
patch and fell heavily upon his face. His eyes, as he dropped, faded shockingly,
and across the countenance was written plainly what I can only call an
expression of destruction. He looked utterly destroyed. I caught a sound—from
Jamie?—but this time not of laughter. It was like a gulp; it was deep and
muffled and it dipped away into the earth. Again I thought of a troop of small
black horses galloping away down a subterranean passage beneath my feet—
plunging into the depths—their tramping growing fainter and fainter into
buried distance. In my nostrils was a pungent smell of earth 5.

And then—all passed. I came back into myself. Mr. Frene, junior, was lifting
his brother's head from the lawn where he had fallen from the heat, close
1

Space and time being relative, Blackwood shows to us how the vastness of the universal Cosmic
Soul could inhabit a few square feet in our own – literal – backyards
2
The rifle, a favorite emblem of Blackwood’s, standing for human industry and agency, is shown to
be flawed and imprecise, just as human vanity, ambition, and hubris is flawed and imprecise
3
Begging, imploring
4
A reference to the “cosmic joke” – famously featured in Blackwood’s “The Man Who Found Out”
– the belief that mankind’s existence is entirely purposeless, futile, and imaginary
5
As in “The Wendigo,” scent is used to convey the presence of the Outer Powers. Here it is the
smell of earth – disturbing because it is the matter that our entire civilization literally rests upon
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beside the tea-table. He had never really moved from there. And Jamie, I
learned afterwards, had been the whole time asleep upon his bed upstairs,
worn out with his crying and unreasoning alarm 1. Gladys came running out
with cold water, sponge and towel, brandy too—all kinds of things. "Mother, it
was the heat, wasn't it?2" I heard her whisper, but I did not catch Mrs. Frene's
reply. From her face it struck me that she was bordering on collapse herself.
Then the butler followed, and they just picked him up and carried him into the
house. He recovered even before the doctor came.
But the queer thing to me is that I was convinced the others all had seen
what I saw, only that no one said a word about it; and to this day no one has
said a word. And that was, perhaps, the most horrid part of all.
From that day to this I have scarcely heard a mention of Mr. Frene, senior. It
seemed as if he dropped suddenly out of life. The papers never mentioned him.
His activities ceased, as it were. His after-life, at any rate, became singularly
ineffective3. Certainly he achieved nothing worth public mention. But it may
be only that, having left the employ of Mrs. Frene, there was no particular
occasion for me to hear anything.
The after-life of that empty patch of garden, however, was quite otherwise.
Nothing, so far as I know, was done to it by gardeners, or in the way of
draining it or bringing in new earth, but even before I left in the following
summer it had changed. It lay untouched, full of great, luscious, driving weeds
and creepers4, very strong, full—fed, and bursting thick with life.

1

The governess, said to possess clairvoyant vision, witnessed the psychical drama that occurred
between Jamie, Frank, and the Corner. While none were physically present there, all were spiritually
present. Worthy of mentioning, Frank could see Jamie, implying that he might have been more
psychically aware than we were first led to believe, otherwise the governess would have merely seen
the two doppelgangers, unaware of one another’s proximity
2
Heat stroke is suspected
3
His success was due, it would seem, only to his psychic vampirism – a conclusion which, in turn,
suggests that wealthy, successful barons of industry and society might have a bit of the vampire
lurking in them as well, ergo their seemingly endless successes
4
Sinister in its implication that the Corner is now reaching out, having been nourished
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A brief and simple tale, “The Transfer” is nonetheless pregnant with
philosophy – much like the Forbidden Corner’s few square feet allowed the
supremacy of the universe to surge through its slight aperture, unimpeded
and undaunted. Borrowing concepts from “The Willows,” “The Wendigo,”
“May Day Eve,” “The Glamour of the Snow,” and other eco-horror stories,
Blackwood condenses his worldview into a meager 5,300 words, and this is
the thesis: wealth, power, influence, and materials cannot impress or daunt
the aggressive forces of the Spirit of Nature once it has decided to dine. It is
far better to invest, like Jamie, in the spiritual side of life, and to be
uninhibited by the trappings of commercialism, which are destined to weigh
us down and drag us into the black and endless waters of our merciless
universe. Frene Sr. is not killed – a noteworthy detail. He is humbled,
dragged down, spiritually evaporated. The point is made quite clearly: just
as Frene Sr. was a psychic vampire, so too is his conqueror. While a reader
may have expected the man to fall over dead from a stroke (this one
certainly did), Frene’s ultimate fate is both poetically fitting and – for a man
such as he – far more terrifying. He lives on, stripped of his power to
dominate and cow others into submission, hollow and pitiable and – worst
of all – forgotten, uninteresting, dissipated from the collective consciousness
of society like a stunning mural which fades in the sun after decades of
neglect. And Blackwood’s natural philosophy is underscored by his unlikely
subjugator, a patch of dank, earthy ground. That a captain of society could
be felled by such a humble, unremarkable, unsexy, featureless, dwarfish
particle of the Natural organism speaks volumes about mankind’s supposed
dominance within Creation and the precariousness of his imagined
superiority. It is a Lovecraftian parable with an entirely Blackwoodian
antagonist: unpresuming, unthreatening, yet engorged with cosmic venom.
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IN this Canadian adventure, Blackwood merges the tropes of ghost stories
and tales of clairvoyance. It bears within it the genesis of several of
Blackwood’s later tales, especially the ghost tale “The Listener” and the
clairvoyant episode “Accessory Before the Fact.” Brimming with psychic
disquietude, it follows the perils of a man who has purposefully secluded
himself in order to study. Initially lost in his thoughts, he rapidly becomes
sensitive to a lurking presence – one which enhances in strength throughout
the tale, driving him to change his rooms, and allowing him to observe the
story’s principal event. Unlike many of his similarly-themed stories,
however, the danger which threatens to overtake him is a very real hazard –
one of blood and flesh – and the fate he stands to suffer is truly gruesome.

A HAUNTED ISLAND
{1899}
THE following events occurred on a small island of isolated position in a large
Canadian lake, to whose cool waters the inhabitants of Montreal and Toronto
flee for rest and recreation in the hot months. It is only to be regretted that
events of such peculiar interest to the genuine student of the psychical should
be entirely uncorroborated. Such unfortunately, however, is the case.
Our own party of nearly twenty had returned to Montreal that very day, and
I was left in solitary possession for a week or two longer, in order to
accomplish some important “reading” for the law which I had foolishly
neglected during the summer1.
It was late in September, and the big trout and maskinonge2 were stirring
themselves in the depths of the lake, and beginning slowly to move up to the
surface waters as the north winds and early frosts lowered their temperature.
Already the maples were crimson and gold, and the wild laughter of the loons
echoed in sheltered bays that never knew their strange cry in the summer.
With a whole island to oneself, a two-storey cottage, a canoe, and only the
chipmunks, and the farmer’s weekly visit with eggs and bread, to disturb one,
the opportunities for hard reading might be very great. It all depends!
The rest of the party had gone off with many warnings to beware of Indians 3,
and not to stay late enough to be the victim of a frost that thinks nothing of
forty below zero. After they had gone, the loneliness of the situation made itself
1

Like the protagonists of “Smith” and “Keeping His Promise,” this protagonist is a student-scholar
who isolates himself from society
2
A very large and rare member of the pike family. Also known as the muskellunge, maskinogé
derives from the Ojibwa word for “ugly pike”
3
Often left poverty-stricken and alcohol-dependent by the previous century’s colonial policies,
isolated bands of American Indians were known to sometimes resort to robbery, particularly against
solitary wayfarers and easy targets (compare to “Accessory Before the Fact”)
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unpleasantly felt. There were no other islands within six or seven miles, and
though the mainland forests lay a couple of miles behind me, they stretched
for a very great distance unbroken by any signs of human habitation. But,
though the island was completely deserted and silent, the rocks and trees that
had echoed human laughter and voices almost every hour of the day for two
months could not fail to retain some memories of it all; and I was not surprised
to fancy I heard a shout or a cry as I passed from rock to rock, and more than
once to imagine that I heard my own name called aloud1.
In the cottage there were six tiny little bedrooms divided from one another
by plain unvarnished partitions of pine. A wooden bedstead, a mattress, and a
chair, stood in each room, but I only found two mirrors, and one of these was
broken.
The boards creaked a good deal as I moved about, and the signs of
occupation were so recent that I could hardly believe I was alone2. I half
expected to find someone left behind, still trying to crowd into a box more
than it would hold. The door of one room was stiff, and refused for a moment
to open, and it required very little persuasion to imagine someone was holding
the handle on the inside, and that when it opened I should meet a pair of
human eyes3.
A thorough search of the floor led me to select as my own sleeping quarters a
little room with a diminutive balcony over the verandah roof. The room was
very small, but the bed was large, and had the best mattress of them all. It was
situated directly over the sitting-room where I should live and do my
“reading,” and the miniature window looked out to the rising sun. With the
exception of a narrow path which led from the front door and verandah
through the trees to the boat-landing, the island was densely covered with
maples, hemlocks, and cedars. The trees gathered in round the cottage so
closely that the slightest wind made the branches scrape the roof and tap the
wooden walls. A few moments after sunset the darkness became impenetrable,
and ten yards beyond the glare of the lamps that shone through the sittingroom windows — of which there were four — you could not see an inch
before your nose, nor move a step without running up against a tree 4.
The rest of that day I spent moving my belongings from my tent to the
sitting-room, taking stock of the contents of the larder 5, and chopping enough
wood for the stove to last me for a week. After that, just before sunset, I went
round the island a couple of times in my canoe for precaution’s sake. I had

1

His senses are already beginning to blur reality and imagination, and distort the dimensions of time
– past and present, present and future
2
As in Blackwood’s ghost stories, isolation is haunted by the lurking sense of predatory, unwelcome
company
3
Compare to “The Occupant of the Room” – a mood or spirit appears to be applying physical
resistance when there is, in actuality, none
4
A sense of entrapment and peril begins to develop and deepen
5
A small, cool area where food is stored
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never dreamed of doing this before, but when a man is alone he does things
that never occur to him when he is one of a large party1.
How lonely the island seemed when I landed again! The sun was down, and
twilight is unknown in these northern regions. The darkness comes up at once.
The canoe safely pulled up and turned over on her face, I groped my way up
the little narrow pathway to the verandah. The six lamps were soon burning
merrily in the front room; but in the kitchen, where I “dined,” the shadows
were so gloomy, and the lamplight was so inadequate, that the stars could be
seen peeping through the cracks between the rafters 2.
I turned in early that night. Though it was calm and there was no wind, the
creaking of my bedstead and the musical gurgle of the water over the rocks
below were not the only sounds that reached my ears. As I lay awake, the
appalling emptiness of the house grew upon me. The corridors and vacant
rooms seemed to echo innumerable footsteps, shufflings, the rustle of skirts,
and a constant undertone of whispering3. When sleep at length overtook me,
the breathings and noises, however, passed gently to mingle with the voices of
my dreams.
A week passed by, and the “reading” progressed favourably. On the tenth
day of my solitude, a strange thing happened. I awoke after a good night’s
sleep to find myself possessed with a marked repugnance for my room. The air
seemed to stifle me. The more I tried to define the cause of this dislike, the
more unreasonable it appeared. There was something about the room that
made me afraid. Absurd as it seems, this feeling clung to me obstinately while
dressing, and more than once I caught myself shivering, and conscious of an
inclination to get out of the room as quickly as possible. The more I tried to
laugh it away, the more real it became; and when at last I was dressed, and
went out into the passage, and downstairs into the kitchen, it was with feelings
of relief, such as I might imagine would accompany one’s escape from the
presence of a dangerous contagious disease.
While cooking my breakfast, I carefully recalled every night spent in the
room, in the hope that I might in some way connect the dislike I now felt with
some disagreeable incident that had occurred in it. But the only thing I could
recall was one stormy night when I suddenly awoke and heard the boards
creaking so loudly in the corridor that I was convinced there were people in
the house. So certain was I of this, that I had descended the stairs, gun in hand,
only to find the doors and windows securely fastened, and the mice and blackbeetles in sole possession of the floor. This was certainly not sufficient to
account for the strength of my feelings.
The morning hours I spent in steady reading; and when I broke off in the
middle of the day for a swim and luncheon, I was very much surprised, if not a
little alarmed, to find that my dislike for the room had, if anything, grown
1

As in “The Listener” and “The Wendigo,” loneliness is seen as a situation wherein reason,
confidence, and logic are vulnerable to the encroaching assaults of chaos and mental deterioration
2
Nature – and by proximity, the supernatural – is peering in upon him through the imperfect
boundaries devised by mankind
3
The echoes of the past grow stronger
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stronger. Going upstairs to get a book, I experienced the most marked aversion
to entering the room, and while within I was conscious all the time of an
uncomfortable feeling that was half uneasiness and half apprehension. The
result of it was that, instead of reading, I spent the afternoon on the water
paddling and fishing1, and when I got home about sundown, brought with me
half a dozen delicious black bass for the supper-table and the larder.
As sleep was an important matter to me at this time, I had decided that if my
aversion to the room was so strongly marked on my return as it had been
before, I would move my bed down into the sitting-room, and sleep there. This
was, I argued, in no sense a concession to an absurd and fanciful fear, but
simply a precaution to ensure a good night’s sleep. A bad night involved the
loss of the next day’s reading — a loss I was not prepared to incur.
I accordingly moved my bed downstairs into a corner of the sitting-room
facing the door, and was moreover uncommonly glad when the operation was
completed, and the door of the bedroom closed finally upon the shadows, the
silence, and the strange fear that shared the room with them.
The croaking stroke of the kitchen clock sounded the hour of eight as I
finished washing up my few dishes, and closing the kitchen door behind me,
passed into the front room. All the lamps were lit, and their reflectors, which I
had polished up during the day, threw a blaze of light into the room.
Outside the night was still and warm. Not a breath of air was stirring; the
waves were silent, the trees motionless, and heavy clouds hung like an
oppressive curtain over the heavens. The darkness seemed to have rolled up
with unusual swiftness, and not the faintest glow of colour remained to show
where the sun had set. There was present in the atmosphere that ominous and
overwhelming silence which so often precedes the most violent storms2.
I sat down to my books with my brain unusually clear, and in my heart the
pleasant satisfaction of knowing that five black bass were lying in the icehouse, and that to-morrow morning the old farmer would arrive with fresh
bread and eggs. I was soon absorbed in my books.
As the night wore on the silence deepened. Even the chipmunks were still;
and the boards of the floors and walls ceased creaking. I read on steadily till,
from the gloomy shadows of the kitchen, came the hoarse sound of the clock
striking nine. How loud the strokes sounded! They were like blows of a big
hammer. I closed one book and opened another, feeling that I was just
warming up to my work.
This, however, did not last long. I presently found that I was reading the
same paragraphs over twice, simple paragraphs that did not require such
effort3. Then I noticed that my mind began to wander to other things, and the
effort to recall my thoughts became harder with each digression.
Concentration was growing momentarily more difficult. Presently I discovered
1

Eschewing his indoor studies for outdoor exercise, the protagonist is coming into more intimate
proximity with Nature
2
Natural and supernatural disturbances are compared
3
Compare to “The Listener,” where simple intellectual practices become muddled by supernatural
interference
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that I had turned over two pages instead of one, and had not noticed my
mistake until I was well down the page. This was becoming serious. What was
the disturbing influence? It could not be physical fatigue. On the contrary, my
mind was unusually alert, and in a more receptive condition than usual. I
made a new and determined effort to read, and for a short time succeeded in
giving my whole attention to my subject. But in a very few moments again I
found myself leaning back in my chair, staring vacantly into space.
Something was evidently at work in my sub-consciousness. There was
something I had neglected to do. Perhaps the kitchen door and windows were
not fastened. I accordingly went to see, and found that they were! The fire
perhaps needed attention. I went in to see, and found that it was all right! I
looked at the lamps, went upstairs into every bedroom in turn, and then went
round the house, and even into the ice-house. Nothing was wrong; everything
was in its place. Yet something was wrong! The conviction grew stronger and
stronger within me.
When I at length settled down to my books again and tried to read, I became
aware, for the first time, that the room seemed growing cold. Yet the day had
been oppressively warm, and evening had brought no relief. The six big lamps,
moreover, gave out heat enough to warm the room pleasantly. But a chilliness,
that perhaps crept up from the lake, made itself felt in the room, and caused
me to get up to close the glass door opening on to the verandah.
For a brief moment I stood looking out at the shaft of light that fell from the
windows and shone some little distance down the pathway, and out for a few
feet into the lake.
As I looked, I saw a canoe glide into the pathway of light, and immediately
crossing it, pass out of sight again into the darkness. It was perhaps a hundred
feet from the shore, and it moved swiftly.
I was surprised that a canoe should pass the island at that time of night, for
all the summer visitors from the other side of the lake had gone home weeks
before, and the island was a long way out of any line of water traffic.
My reading from this moment did not make very good progress, for
somehow the picture of that canoe, gliding so dimly and swiftly across the
narrow track of light on the black waters, silhouetted itself against the
background of my mind with singular vividness. It kept coming between my
eyes and the printed page1. The more I thought about it the more surprised I
became. It was of larger build than any I had seen during the past summer
months, and was more like the old Indian war canoes with the high curving
bows and stern and wide beam2. The more I tried to read, the less success
attended my efforts; and finally I closed my books and went out on the
verandah to walk up and down a bit, and shake the chilliness out of my bones.
The night was perfectly still, and as dark as imaginable. I stumbled down the
path to the little landing wharf, where the water made the very faintest of
gurgling under the timbers. The sound of a big tree falling in the mainland
forest, far across the lake, stirred echoes in the heavy air, like the first guns of a
1
2
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distant night attack. No other sound disturbed the stillness that reigned
supreme.
As I stood upon the wharf in the broad splash of light that followed me from
the sitting-room windows, I saw another canoe cross the pathway of uncertain
light upon the water, and disappear at once into the impenetrable gloom that
lay beyond. This time I saw more distinctly than before. It was like the former
canoe, a big birch-bark, with high-crested bows and stern and broad beam. It
was paddled by two Indians, of whom the one in the stern — the steerer —
appeared to be a very large man. I could see this very plainly; and though the
second canoe was much nearer the island than the first, I judged that they
were both on their way home to the Government Reservation, which was
situated some fifteen miles away upon the mainland.
I was wondering in my mind what could possibly bring any Indians down to
this part of the lake at such an hour of the night, when a third canoe, of
precisely similar build, and also occupied by two Indians, passed silently round
the end of the wharf. This time the canoe was very much nearer shore, and it
suddenly flashed into my mind that the three canoes were in reality one and
the same, and that only one canoe was circling the island 1!
This was by no means a pleasant reflection, because, if it were the correct
solution of the unusual appearance of the three canoes in this lonely part of
the lake at so late an hour, the purpose of the two men could only reasonably
be considered to be in some way connected with myself. I had never known of
the Indians attempting any violence upon the settlers who shared the wild,
inhospitable country with them; at the same time, it was not beyond the region
of possibility to suppose. . . . But then I did not care even to think of such
hideous possibilities, and my imagination immediately sought relief in all
manner of other solutions to the problem, which indeed came readily enough
to my mind, but did not succeed in recommending themselves to my reason.
Meanwhile, by a sort of instinct, I stepped back out of the bright light in
which I had hitherto been standing, and waited in the deep shadow of a rock
to see if the canoe would again make its appearance. Here I could see, without
being seen, and the precaution seemed a wise one.
After less than five minutes the canoe, as I had anticipated, made its fourth
appearance. This time it was not twenty yards from the wharf, and I saw that
the Indians meant to land. I recognised the two men as those who had passed
before, and the steerer was certainly an immense fellow. It was unquestionably
the same canoe. There could be no longer any doubt that for some purpose of
their own the men had been going round and round the island for some time,
waiting for an opportunity to land. I strained my eyes to follow them in the
darkness, but the night had completely swallowed them up, and not even the
faintest swish of the paddles reached my ears as the Indians plied their long
and powerful strokes. The canoe would be round again in a few moments, and
this time it was possible that the men might land. It was well to be prepared. I
knew nothing of their intentions, and two to one (when the two are big
1

As in “The Kit-Bag,” “The Listener,” and others, supernatural antagonists are subtle, predatory
stalkers, inching ever closer to their prey
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Indians!) late at night on a lonely island was not exactly my idea of pleasant
intercourse.
In a corner of the sitting-room, leaning up against the back wall, stood my
Marlin rifle, with ten cartridges in the magazine and one lying snugly in the
greased breech. There was just time to get up to the house and take up a
position of defence in that corner. Without an instant’s hesitation I ran up to
the verandah, carefully picking my way among the trees, so as to avoid being
seen in the light. Entering the room, I shut the door leading to the verandah,
and as quickly as possible turned out every one of the six lamps. To be in a
room so brilliantly lighted, where my every movement could be observed from
outside, while I could see nothing but impenetrable darkness at every window,
was by all laws of warfare an unnecessary concession to the enemy. And this
enemy, if enemy it was to be, was far too wily and dangerous to be granted any
such advantages.
I stood in the corner of the room with my back against the wall, and my
hand on the cold rifle-barrel. The table, covered with my books, lay between
me and the door, but for the first few minutes after the lights were out the
darkness was so intense that nothing could be discerned at all. Then, very
gradually, the outline of the room became visible, and the framework of the
windows began to shape itself dimly before my eyes.
After a few minutes the door (its upper half of glass), and the two windows
that looked out upon the front verandah, became specially distinct; and I was
glad that this was so, because if the Indians came up to the house I should be
able to see their approach, and gather something of their plans. Nor was I
mistaken, for there presently came to my ears the peculiar hollow sound of a
canoe landing and being carefully dragged up over the rocks. The paddles I
distinctly heard being placed underneath, and the silence that ensued
thereupon I rightly interpreted to mean that the Indians were stealthily
approaching the house. . . .
While it would be absurd to claim that I was not alarmed — even frightened
— at the gravity of the situation and its possible outcome, I speak the whole
truth when I say that I was not overwhelmingly afraid for myself. I was
conscious that even at this stage of the night I was passing into a psychical
condition in which my sensations seemed no longer normal. Physical fear at no
time entered into the nature of my feelings; and though I kept my hand upon
my rifle the greater part of the night, I was all the time conscious that its
assistance could be of little avail against the terrors that I had to face. More
than once I seemed to feel most curiously that I was in no real sense a part of
the proceedings, nor actually involved in them, but that I was playing the part
of a spectator — a spectator, moreover, on a psychic rather than on a material
plane. Many of my sensations that night were too vague for definite
description and analysis, but the main feeling that will stay with me to the end
of my days is the awful horror of it all, and the miserable sensation that if the
strain had lasted a little longer than was actually the case my mind must
inevitably have given way.
Meanwhile I stood still in my corner, and waited patiently for what was to
come. The house was as still as the grave, but the inarticulate voices of the
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night sang in my ears, and I seemed to hear the blood running in my veins and
dancing in my pulses.
If the Indians came to the back of the house, they would find the kitchen
door and window securely fastened. They could not get in there without
making considerable noise, which I was bound to hear. The only mode of
getting in was by means of the door that faced me, and I kept my eyes glued on
that door without taking them off for the smallest fraction of a second.
My sight adapted itself every minute better to the darkness. I saw the table
that nearly filled the room, and left only a narrow passage on each side. I could
also make out the straight backs of the wooden chairs pressed up against it,
and could even distinguish my papers and inkstand lying on the white oilcloth
covering. I thought of the gay faces that had gathered round that table during
the summer, and I longed for the sunlight as I had never longed for it before.
Less than three feet to my left the passage-way led to the kitchen, and the
stairs leading to the bedrooms above commenced in this passage-way, but
almost in the sitting-room itself. Through the windows I could see the dim
motionless outlines of the trees: not a leaf stirred, not a branch moved.
A few moments of this awful silence, and then I was aware of a soft tread on
the boards of the verandah, so stealthy that it seemed an impression directly on
my brain rather than upon the nerves of hearing. Immediately afterwards a
black figure darkened the glass door, and I perceived that a face was pressed
against the upper panes. A shiver ran down my back, and my hair was
conscious of a tendency to rise and stand at right angles to my head.
It was the figure of an Indian, broad-shouldered and immense; indeed, the
largest figure of a man I have ever seen outside of a circus hall. By some power
of light that seemed to generate itself in the brain, I saw the strong dark face
with the aquiline nose and high cheek-bones flattened against the glass. The
direction of the gaze I could not determine; but faint gleams of light as the big
eyes rolled round and showed their whites, told me plainly that no corner of
the room escaped their searching.
For what seemed fully five minutes the dark figure stood there, with the huge
shoulders bent forward so as to bring the head down to the level of the glass;
while behind him, though not nearly so large, the shadowy form of the other
Indian swayed to and fro like a bent tree. While I waited in an agony of
suspense and agitation for their next movement little currents of icy sensation
ran up and down my spine and my heart seemed alternately to stop beating
and then start off again with terrifying rapidity. They must have heard its
thumping and the singing of the blood in my head! Moreover, I was conscious,
as I felt a cold stream of perspiration trickle down my face, of a desire to
scream, to shout, to bang the walls like a child, to make a noise, or do anything
that would relieve the suspense and bring things to a speedy climax.
It was probably this inclination that led me to another discovery, for when I
tried to bring my rifle from behind my back to raise it and have it pointed at
the door ready to fire, I found that I was powerless to move. The muscles,
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paralysed by this strange fear, refused to obey the will 1. Here indeed was a
terrifying complication!
There was a faint sound of rattling at the brass knob, and the door was
pushed open a couple of inches. A pause of a few seconds, and it was pushed
open still further. Without a sound of footsteps that was appreciable to my
ears, the two figures glided into the room, and the man behind gently closed
the door after him.
They were alone with me between the four walls. Could they see me standing
there, so still and straight in my corner? Had they, perhaps, already seen me?
My blood surged and sang like the roll of drums in an orchestra; and though I
did my best to suppress my breathing, it sounded like the rushing of wind
through a pneumatic tube2.
My suspense as to the next move was soon at an end — only, however, to
give place to a new and keener alarm. The men had hitherto exchanged no
words and no signs, but there were general indications of a movement across
the room, and whichever way they went they would have to pass round the
table. If they came my way they would have to pass within six inches of my
person. While I was considering this very disagreeable possibility, I perceived
that the smaller Indian (smaller by comparison) suddenly raised his arm and
pointed to the ceiling. The other fellow raised his head and followed the
direction of his companion’s arm. I began to understand at last. They were
going upstairs, and the room directly overhead to which they pointed had been
until this night my bedroom. It was the room in which I had experienced that
very morning so strange a sensation of fear, and but for which I should then
have been lying asleep in the narrow bed against the window.
The Indians then began to move silently around the room; they were going
upstairs, and they were coming round my side of the table. So stealthy were
their movements that, but for the abnormally sensitive state of the nerves, I
should never have heard them. As it was, their cat-like tread was distinctly
audible. Like two monstrous black cats3 they came round the table toward me,
and for the first time I perceived that the smaller of the two dragged something
along the floor behind him. As it trailed along over the floor with a soft,
sweeping sound, I somehow got the impression that it was a large dead thing
with outstretched wings, or a large, spreading cedar branch. Whatever it was,
I was unable to see it even in outline, and I was too terrified, even had I
possessed the power over my muscles, to move my neck forward in the effort
to determine its nature.
Nearer and nearer they came. The leader rested a giant hand upon the table
as he moved. My lips were glued together, and the air seemed to burn in my
nostrils. I tried to close my eyes, so that I might not see as they passed me; but
my eyelids had stiffened, and refused to obey. Would they never get by me?
1

Willpower has – as in “The Wendigo” – been suspended through proximity to alternative
dimensions
2
A capsule transportation pipeline, such as those used in bank drive-throughs and mail-rooms
3
Yet another example of Blackwood’s aversion to and demonizing of felines, cf. “The Listener,”
“Ancient Sorceries,” “May Day Eve,” etc.
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Sensation seemed also to have left my legs, and it was as if I were standing on
mere supports of wood or stone. Worse still, I was conscious that I was losing
the power of balance, the power to stand upright, or even to lean backwards
against the wall. Some force was drawing me forward, and a dizzy terror
seized me that I should lose my balance, and topple forward against the
Indians just as they were in the act of passing me.
Even moments drawn out into hours must come to an end some time, and
almost before I knew it the figures had passed me and had their feet upon the
lower step of the stairs leading to the upper bedrooms. There could not have
been six inches between us, and yet I was conscious only of a current of cold
air that followed them. They had not touched me, and I was convinced that
they had not seen me. Even the trailing thing on the floor behind them had not
touched my feet, as I had dreaded it would, and on such an occasion as this I
was grateful even for the smallest mercies.
The absence of the Indians from my immediate neighbourhood brought little
sense of relief. I stood shivering and shuddering in my corner, and, beyond
being able to breathe more freely, I felt no whit less uncomfortable. Also, I was
aware that a certain light, which, without apparent source or rays, had
enabled me to follow their every gesture and movement, had gone out of the
room with their departure. An unnatural darkness1 now filled the room, and
pervaded its every corner so that I could barely make out the positions of the
windows and the glass doors.
As I said before, my condition was evidently an abnormal one. The capacity
for feeling surprise seemed, as in dreams, to be wholly absent. My senses
recorded with unusual accuracy every smallest occurrence, but I was able to
draw only the simplest deductions2.
The Indians soon reached the top of the stairs, and there they halted for a
moment. I had not the faintest clue as to their next movement. They appeared
to hesitate. They were listening attentively. Then I heard one of them, who by
the weight of his soft tread must have been the giant, cross the narrow
corridor and enter the room directly overhead — my own little bedroom. But
for the insistence of that unaccountable dread I had experienced there in the
morning, I should at that very moment have been lying in the bed with the big
Indian in the room standing beside me.
For the space of a hundred seconds there was silence, such as might have
existed before the birth of sound. It was followed by a long quivering shriek of
terror, which rang out into the night, and ended in a short gulp before it had
run its full course. At the same moment the other Indian left his place at the
head of the stairs, and joined his companion in the bedroom. I heard the
“thing” trailing behind him along the floor. A thud followed, as of something
heavy falling, and then all became as still and silent as before.

1

Since darkness is the natural state of the universe, only being punctuated by the introduction of a
light source, the fact that the darkness is unnatural implies an extra-natural source of darkness – a
supernatural projection, a positive introduction of dark rather than a negative exclusion of light
2
Logic diminished and instinct enhanced – the natural and animal in him has been expanded
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It was at this point that the atmosphere, surcharged all day with the
electricity of a fierce storm, found relief in a dancing flash of brilliant
lightning simultaneously with a crash of loudest thunder. For five seconds
every article in the room was visible to me with amazing distinctness, and
through the windows I saw the tree trunks standing in solemn rows. The
thunder pealed and echoed across the lake and among the distant islands, and
the flood-gates of heaven then opened and let out their rain in streaming
torrents.
The drops fell with a swift rushing sound upon the still waters of the lake,
which leaped up to meet them, and pattered with the rattle of shot on the
leaves of the maples and the roof of the cottage. A moment later, and another
flash, even more brilliant and of longer duration than the first, lit up the sky
from zenith to horizon, and bathed the room momentarily in dazzling
whiteness. I could see the rain glistening on the leaves and branches outside.
The wind rose suddenly, and in less than a minute the storm that had been
gathering all day burst forth in its full fury.
Above all the noisy voices of the elements, the slightest sounds in the room
overhead made themselves heard, and in the few seconds of deep silence that
followed the shriek of terror and pain I was aware that the movements had
commenced again. The men were leaving the room and approaching the top of
the stairs. A short pause, and they began to descend. Behind them, tumbling
from step to step, I could hear that trailing “thing” being dragged along. It had
become ponderous1!
I awaited their approach with a degree of calmness, almost of apathy, which
was only explicable on the ground that after a certain point Nature applies her
own anæsthetic, and a merciful condition of numbness supervenes. On they
came, step by step, nearer and nearer, with the shuffling sound of the burden
behind growing louder as they approached.
They were already half-way down the stairs when I was galvanised afresh
into a condition of terror by the consideration of a new and horrible
possibility. It was the reflection that if another vivid flash of lightning were to
come when the shadowy procession was in the room, perhaps when it was
actually passing in front of me, I should see everything in detail, and worse, be
seen myself! I could only hold my breath and wait — wait while the minutes
lengthened into hours, and the procession made its slow progress round the
room.
The Indians had reached the foot of the staircase. The form of the huge
leader loomed in the doorway of the passage, and the burden with an ominous
thud had dropped from the last step to the floor. There was a moment’s pause
while I saw the Indian turn and stoop to assist his companion. Then the
procession moved forward again, entered the room close on my left, and began
to move slowly round my side of the table. The leader was already beyond me,
and his companion, dragging on the floor behind him the burden, whose
confused outline I could dimly make out, was exactly in front of me, when the

1

It sounds heavier, and that added weight is disturbing
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cavalcade1 came to a dead halt. At the same moment, with the strange
suddenness of thunderstorms, the splash of the rain ceased altogether, and the
wind died away into utter silence.
For the space of five seconds my heart seemed to stop beating, and then the
worst came. A double flash of lightning lit up the room and its contents with
merciless vividness.
The huge Indian leader stood a few feet past me on my right. One leg was
stretched forward in the act of taking a step. His immense shoulders were
turned toward his companion, and in all their magnificent fierceness I saw the
outline of his features. His gaze was directed upon the burden his companion
was dragging along the floor; but his profile, with the big aquiline nose, high
cheek-bone, straight black hair and bold chin, burnt itself in that brief instant
into my brain, never again to fade.
Dwarfish, compared with this gigantic figure, appeared the proportions of
the other Indian, who, within twelve inches of my face, was stooping over the
thing he was dragging in a position that lent to his person the additional
horror of deformity. And the burden, lying upon a sweeping cedar branch
which he held and dragged by a long stem, was the body of a white man. The
scalp had been neatly lifted2, and blood lay in a broad smear upon the cheeks
and forehead.
Then, for the first time that night, the terror that had paralysed my muscles
and my will lifted its unholy spell from my soul. With a loud cry I stretched
out my arms to seize the big Indian by the throat, and, grasping only air,
tumbled forward unconscious upon the ground.
I had recognised the body, and the face was my own! . . .
It was bright daylight when a man’s voice recalled me to consciousness. I
was lying where I had fallen, and the farmer was standing in the room with
the loaves of bread in his hands. The horror of the night was still in my heart,
and as the bluff settler helped me to my feet and picked up the rifle which had
fallen with me, with many questions and expressions of condolence, I imagine
my brief replies were neither self-explanatory nor even intelligible.
That day, after a thorough and fruitless search of the house, I left the island,
and went over to spend my last ten days with the farmer; and when the time
came for me to leave, the necessary reading had been accomplished, and my
nerves had completely recovered their balance.
On the day of my departure the farmer started early in his big boat with my
belongings to row to the point, twelve miles distant, where a little steamer ran
twice a week for the accommodation of hunters. Late in the afternoon I went

1

Procession
A common practice during the Indian Wars (ca. 1622 – 1924) in the United States and Canada (a
series of conflicts, some intersecting with major Euro-American wars), scalping was used both by
American Indian and white cultures as a means of instilling fear in ones enemy, and as a method of
trophy collecting. In this practice, the warrior skinned the scalp from his dead (or sometimes living)
enemy, often carrying a series of dried scalps on his belt, or showcasing them outside of his
habitation
2
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off in another direction in my canoe, wishing to see the island once again,
where I had been the victim of so strange an experience.
In due course I arrived there, and made a tour of the island. I also made a
search of the little house, and it was not without a curious sensation in my
heart that I entered the little upstairs bedroom. There seemed nothing unusual.
Just after I re-embarked, I saw a canoe gliding ahead of me around the curve
of the island. A canoe was an unusual sight at this time of the year, and this
one seemed to have sprung from nowhere. Altering my course a little, I
watched it disappear around the next projecting point of rock. It had high
curving bows, and there were two Indians in it. I lingered with some
excitement, to see if it would appear again round the other side of the island;
and in less than five minutes it came into view. There were less than two
hundred yards between us, and the Indians, sitting on their haunches, were
paddling swiftly in my direction.
I never paddled faster in my life than I did in those next few minutes. When I
turned to look again, the Indians had altered their course, and were again
circling the island.
The sun was sinking behind the forests on the mainland, and the crimsoncoloured1 clouds of sunset were reflected in the waters of the lake, when I
looked round for the last time, and saw the big bark canoe and its two dusky
occupants still going round the island. Then the shadows deepened rapidly; the
lake grew black, and the night wind blew its first breath in my face as I turned
a corner, and a projecting bluff of rock hid from my view both island and
canoe.

AS in “Accessory Before the Fact,” this episode explores the clairvoyant tale,
a mainstay of British paranormal fiction. Rhoda Broughton’s “Behold, it
Was a Dream!,” E. Nesbit’s “The Mystery of the Semi-Detached,” and
Charlotte Riddell’s “Forewarned, Forearmed,” are some of the prominent
stories of this type, typically involving a dream or vision had which foretells
– almost always – of a grisly murder. More often than not (as in
Blackwood’s “Accessory Before the Fact”), the vision is either ignored by
those the seer tries to warn, or the advice is simply not passed on. In either
case, the tragedy is enacted exactly as the seer foresaw it, thus validating
the vision. By curtailing this typical formula, Blackwood achieves a variety
of things: he is able to stir ultimate horror by having the protagonist view
his own murder (rather than – as is customary – that of another), he warps
the sense of past and present and future (it is not clear that we are
witnessing a “vision” as opposed to a real-time event until the climax), and
he leaves the story unresolved and the reader unsettled.

1
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IN this likely return of Merritt, the narrator of “Keeping His Promise” (this
narrator is never named, but the similarities are uncanny, and they were
published in the same volume), a Scotch medical student suffers an
emblematic Blackwoodian inconvenience – a weird and disruptive neighbor
in a dodgy boarding house. Yet while Blackwood’s urban protagonists are
typically beset by ghosts and spirits of the human dead, “Smith” sees the
convergence of an urban setting and a rural terror – Blackwood’s cosmic
Outer Beings. Like the Willow Things and the Wendigo, the horrors which
haunt “Smith” are non-human spirits that lurk beyond the ken of
humankind, hidden by a veil of petty, bourgeois concerns and ambitions. In
this Lovecraftian episode – complete with Kabbalic mysticism and wrestling
invisible monsters – the wonders of the cosmic powers are revealed in a
cramped Edinburgh boardinghouse.

SMITH
AN EPISODE IN LODGING-HOUSE

{1906}
"WHEN I was a medical student1," began the doctor, half turning towards his
circle of listeners in the firelight, "I came across one or two very curious human
beings; but there was one fellow I remember particularly, for he caused me the
most vivid, and I think the most uncomfortable, emotions I have ever known.
"For many months I knew Smith only by name as the occupant of the floor
above me. Obviously his name meant nothing to me. Moreover I was busy with
lectures, reading, cliniques and the like, and had little leisure to devise plans for
scraping acquaintance with any of the other lodgers in the house. Then chance
brought us curiously together, and this fellow Smith left a deep impression upon
me as the result of our first meeting. At the time the strength of this first
impression seemed quite inexplicable to me, but looking back at the episode now
from a stand-point of greater knowledge I judge the fact to have been that he
stirred my curiosity to an unusual degree, and at the same time awakened my
sense of horror—whatever that may be in a medical student—about as deeply
and permanently as these two emotions were capable of being stirred at all in
the particular system and set of nerves called ME.
"How he knew that I was interested in the study of languages was something I
could never explain, but one day, quite unannounced, he came quietly into my
room in the evening and asked me point-blank if I knew enough Hebrew to help
him in the pronunciation of certain words.
1

“Smith” was published in the same anthology as “Keeping His Promise” – The Empty House and
Other Ghost Stories (1906). We may assume – though not with absolute certainty – that the narrator
of this story, who was a medical student in Edinburgh, is Marriott from KHP
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"He caught me along the line of least resistance, and I was greatly flattered to
be able to give him the desired information; but it was only when he had thanked
me and was gone that I realised I had been in the presence of an unusual
individuality. For the life of me I could not quite seize and label the peculiarities
of what I felt to be a very striking personality, but it was borne in upon me that
he was a man apart from his fellows, a mind that followed a line leading away
from ordinary human intercourse and human interests, and into regions that
left in his atmosphere something remote, rarefied, chilling1.
"The moment he was gone I became conscious of two things—an intense
curiosity to know more about this man and what his real interests were, and
secondly, the fact that my skin was crawling and that my hair had a tendency to
rise."
The doctor paused a moment here to puff hard at his pipe, which, however,
had gone out beyond recall without the assistance of a match 2; and in the deep
silence, which testified to the genuine interest of his listeners, someone poked
the fire up into a little blaze3, and one or two others glanced over their shoulders
into the dark distances of the big hall.
"On looking back," he went on, watching the momentary flames in the grate,
"I see a short, thick-set man of perhaps forty-five, with immense shoulders and
small, slender hands. The contrast was noticeable, for I remember thinking that
such a giant frame and such slim finger bones hardly belonged together. His
head, too, was large and very long, the head of an idealist beyond all question,
yet with an unusually strong development of the jaw and chin. Here again was
a singular contradiction, though I am better able now to appreciate its
full meaning, with a greater experience in judging the values of physiognomy 4.
For this meant, of course, an enthusiastic idealism balanced and kept in check
by will and judgment—elements usually deficient in dreamers and visionaries.
"At any rate, here was a being with probably a very wide range of possibilities,
a machine with a pendulum that most likely had an unusual length of swing.
"The man's hair was exceedingly fine, and the lines about his nose and mouth
were cut as with a delicate steel instrument in wax. His eyes I have left to the
last. They were large and quite changeable, not in colour only, but in character,

1

Once the distraction of petty human concerns and ambitions has been pulled back, Blackwood
consistently suggests that an always present but rarely noticed vista of spiritual awe will be visible –
if it is sought out
2
Compare to Martin in “Accessory,” when he finds himself trying to draw comfort from an
extinguished pipe in vain. The symbolism is identical: the bourgeois consolations of pedestrian
pleasures have been rendered impotent once alerted to the cosmos’ spiritual reality
3
Compare to Defago’s attempt to relight the dead fire , and his companions’ habit of fiddling with
their live fire during their search. Fire is a symbol of mankind’s industry and petty comforts – by
tinkering with it, one is reminded of their ability to manipulate Nature (albeit on a microscopic
scale), and distracted from the unimportance and smallness of mankind in the face of Outer Powers
4
The psudeoscience of guessing a person’s personality traits based on their physical characteristics,
particularly the shape and dimensions of their skull
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size, and shape1. Occasionally they seemed the eyes of someone else, if you can
understand what I mean, and at the same time, in their shifting shades of blue,
green, and a nameless sort of dark grey, there was a sinister light in them that
lent to the whole face an aspect almost alarming. Moreover, they were the most
luminous optics I think I have ever seen in any human being 2.
"There, then, at the risk of a wearisome description, is Smith as I saw him for
the first time that winter's evening in my shabby student's rooms in Edinburgh3.
And yet the real part of him, of course, I have left untouched, for it is both
indescribable and un-get-atable. I have spoken already of an atmosphere of
warning and aloofness he carried about with him. It is impossible further to
analyse the series of little shocks his presence always communicated to my
being; but there was that about him which made me instantly on the qui vive4 in
his presence, every nerve alert, every sense strained and on the watch. I do not
mean that he deliberately suggested danger, but rather that he brought forces in
his wake which automatically warned the nervous centres of my system to be
on their guard and alert5.
"Since the days of my first acquaintance with this man I have lived through
other experiences and have seen much I cannot pretend to explain or
understand; but, so far in my life, I have only once come across a human being
who suggested a disagreeable familiarity with unholy things, and who made me
feel uncanny and 'creepy' in his presence; and that unenviable individual was
Mr. Smith6.
"What his occupation was during the day I never knew. I think he slept until
the sun set. No one ever saw him on the stairs, or heard him move in his room

1

Compare to Poe’s description of the reclusive Roderick Usher: A cadaverousness of complexion;
an eye large, liquid, and luminous beyond comparison; lips somewhat thin and very pallid, but of a
surpassingly beautiful curve; a nose of a delicate Hebrew model, but with a breadth of nostril
unusual in similar formations; a finely moulded chin, speaking, in its want of prominence, of a want
of moral energy; hair of a more than web-like softness and tenuity. Like Usher, Smith is profoundly
sensitive to the other side of reality – to those things which lurk behind what is first apparent – and is
tormented by the secrets he gleans with his hypersensitivity
2
Without a doubt, this is a reference to Poe’s Usher. My note on Usher’s eyes from Edgar Allan
Poe’s Premium Horror and Weird Fiction: “Eyes feature prominently in Poe, symbolizing
intellectual vision, the ability to foresee, and philosophical prodigy. Large, luminous, and watery,
they arrest the narrator’s attention: he is immediately aware of Usher’s unique perspective of the
world around him” – this note and its observations are entirely applicable to “Smith”
3
Further evidence that this narrator may be identical to Marriott in “Keeping His Promise”
4
To be alert, on edge, suspicious. French: “(long) live who?” – a sentry’s challenge intended to
question on whose side an interloper is (ex: “Long live who?” “Long live the King of France!”
“Proceed”). In English the phrase is used as shorthand for “on alert”
5
Being attuned to the nuances of the spiritual world that transcends logic and intellect, Smith
arouses instinctual alarm and primitive fear
6
Compare to H. P. Lovecraft’s “The Music of Erich Zann”
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during the day. He was a creature of the shadows, who apparently preferred
darkness to light. Our landlady either knew nothing, or would say nothing. At
any rate she found no fault, and I have since wondered often by what magic
this fellow was able to convert a common landlady1 of a common lodginghouse into a discreet and uncommunicative person. This alone was a sign of
genius of some sort.
"'He's been here with me for years—long before you come, an' I don't interfere
or ask no questions of what doesn't concern me, as long as people pays their
rent,' was the only remark on the subject that I ever succeeded in winning from
that quarter, and it certainly told me nothing nor gave me any encouragement
to ask for further information.
"Examinations, however, and the general excitement of a medical student's life
for a time put Mr. Smith completely out of my head. For a long period he did not
call upon me again, and for my part, I felt no courage to return his unsolicited
visit.
"Just then, however, there came a change in the fortunes of those who
controlled my very limited income, and I was obliged to give up my groundfloor and move aloft to more modest chambers on the top of the house. Here I
was directly over Smith, and had to pass his door to reach my own 2.
"It so happened that about this time I was frequently called out at all hours of
the night for the maternity cases which a fourth-year student3 takes at a certain
period of his studies, and on returning from one of these visits at about two
o'clock in the morning I was surprised to hear the sound of voices as I passed his
door. A peculiar sweet odour, too, not unlike the smell of incense, penetrated
into the passage4.
"I went upstairs very quietly, wondering what was going on there at this hour
of the morning. To my knowledge Smith never had visitors. For a moment I
hesitated outside the door with one foot on the stairs. All my interest in this
strange man revived, and my curiosity rose to a point not far from action. At last
I might learn something of the habits of this lover of the night and the darkness.
"The sound of voices was plainly audible, Smith's predominating so much that
I never could catch more than points of sound from the other, penetrating now
and then the steady stream of his voice. Not a single word reached me, at least,
not a word that I could understand, though the voice was loud and distinct, and
it was only afterwards that I realised he must have been speaking in a foreign
language.
"The sound of footsteps, too, was equally distinct. Two persons were moving
about the room, passing and repassing the door, one of them a light, agile
1

As in “The Listener” and “A Case of Eavesdropping,” landladies are colored as irresponsible,
negligent persons who put their tenets in danger by withholding information
2
Compare to Arthur Conan Doyle’s excellent mummy tale, “Lot No. 249,” wherein a very similar
situation exists between two students at Oxford – a medical student living above a suspicious mystic
3
Marriott described himself as a fourth-year during the events of KHP
4
Another feature of Doyle’s “Lot No. 249” included the student’s observation of burning incense
and strange speech
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person, and the other ponderous and somewhat awkward. Smith's voice went
on incessantly with its odd, monotonous droning, now loud, now soft, as he
crossed and re-crossed the floor. The other person was also on the move, but in
a different and less regular fashion, for I heard rapid steps that seemed to end
sometimes in stumbling, and quick sudden movements that brought up with a
violent lurching against the wall or furniture.
"As I listened to Smith's voice, moreover, I began to feel afraid. There was
something in the sound that made me feel intuitively he was in a tight place, and
an impulse stirred faintly in me—very faintly, I admit—to knock at the door and
inquire if he needed help.
"But long before the impulse could translate itself into an act, or even before it
had been properly weighed and considered by the mind, I heard a voice close
beside me in the air, a sort of hushed whisper which I am certain was
Smith speaking, though the sound did not seem to have come to me through the
door. It was close in my very ear, as though he stood beside me, and it gave me
such a start, that I clutched the banisters to save myself from stepping backwards
and making a clatter on the stairs.
"'There is nothing you can do to help me,' it said distinctly, 'and you will be
much safer in your own room.'
"I am ashamed to this day of the pace at which I covered the flight of stairs in
the darkness to the top floor, and of the shaking hand with which I lit my candles
and bolted the door. But, there it is, just as it happened.
"This midnight episode, so odd and yet so trivial in itself, fired me with more
curiosity than ever about my fellow-lodger. It also made me connect him in my
mind with a sense of fear and distrust. I never saw him, yet I was often, and
uncomfortably, aware of his presence in the upper regions of that gloomy
lodging-house. Smith and his secret mode of life and mysterious pursuits,
somehow contrived to awaken in my being a line of reflection that disturbed my
comfortable condition of ignorance. I never saw him, as I have said, and
exchanged no sort of communication with him, yet it seemed to me that his
mind was in contact with mine, and some of the strange forces of his atmosphere
filtered through into my being and disturbed my equilibrium. Those upper floors
became haunted for me after dark, and, though outwardly our lives never came
into contact, I became unwillingly involved in certain pursuits on which his
mind was centred. I felt that he was somehow making use of me against my will,
and by methods which passed my comprehension.
"I was at that time, moreover, in the heavy, unquestioning state of materialism 1
which is common to medical students when they begin to understand something
of the human anatomy and nervous system, and jump at once to the conclusion
that they control the universe and hold in their forceps the last word of life and
death. I 'knew it all,' and regarded a belief in anything beyond matter as the
wanderings of weak, or at best, untrained minds. And this condition of mind, of
course, added to the strength of this upsetting fear which emanated from the
floor below and began slowly to take possession of me.

1
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"Though I kept no notes of the subsequent events in this matter, they made too
deep an impression for me ever to forget the sequence in which they occurred.
Without difficulty I can recall the next step in the adventure with Smith, for
adventure it rapidly grew to be."
The doctor stopped a moment and laid his pipe on the table behind him before
continuing. The fire had burned low, and no one stirred to poke it 1. The silence
in the great hall was so deep that when the speaker's pipe touched the table the
sound woke audible echoes at the far end among the shadows.
"One evening, while I was reading, the door of my room opened and Smith
came in. He made no attempt at ceremony. It was after ten o'clock and I was
tired, but the presence of the man immediately galvanised me into activity. My
attempts at ordinary politeness he thrust on one side at once, and began asking
me to vocalise, and then pronounce for him, certain Hebrew words; and when
this was done he abruptly inquired if I was not the fortunate possessor of a very
rare Rabbinical Treatise2, which he named.
"How he knew that I possessed this book puzzled me exceedingly; but I was
still more surprised to see him cross the room and take it out of my book-shelf
almost before I had had time to answer in the affirmative. Evidently he knew
exactly where it was kept. This excited my curiosity beyond all bounds, and I
immediately began asking him questions; and though, out of sheer respect for
the man, I put them very delicately to him, and almost by way of mere
conversation, he had only one reply for the lot. He would look up at me from
the pages of the book with an expression of complete comprehension on his
extraordinary features, would bow his head a little and say very gravely—
"'That, of course, is a perfectly proper question,'—which was absolutely all I
could ever get out of him.
"On this particular occasion he stayed with me perhaps ten or fifteen minutes.
Then he went quickly downstairs to his room with my Hebrew Treatise in his
hand, and I heard him close and bolt his door.
"But a few moments later, before I had time to settle down to my book again,
or to recover from the surprise his visit had caused me, I heard the door open,
and there stood Smith once again beside my chair. He made no excuse for his
second interruption, but bent his head down to the level of my reading lamp
and peered across the flame straight into my eyes.
"'I hope,' he whispered, 'I hope you are never disturbed at night?'
"'Eh?' I stammered, 'disturbed at night? Oh no, thanks, at least, not that I know
of—'
"'I'm glad,' he replied gravely, appearing not to notice my confusion and
surprise at his question. 'But, remember, should it ever be the case, please let me
know at once.'
"And he was gone down the stairs and into his room again.
1

The comforts and pleasures of civilization are becoming increasingly distant as the tale continues
A book detailing and critiquing the theological, mystical, and supernatural studies of the Jewish
rabbis of the Talmudic era (200 C.E. - 1350). The Talmud contains the teachings and opinions of
thousands of rabbis on a wide range of topics – law, ethics, philosophy, customs, history, folklore,
magic, and literature
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"For some minutes I sat reflecting upon his strange behaviour. He was not mad,
I argued, but was the victim of some harmless delusion that had gradually
grown upon him as a result of his solitary mode of life; and from the books he
used, I judged that it had something to do with mediæval magic, or some system
of ancient Hebrew mysticism. The words he asked me to pronounce for him
were probably 'Words of Power,' which, when uttered with the vehemence of a
strong will behind them, were supposed to produce physical results, or set up
vibrations in one's own inner being that had the effect of a partial lifting of the
veil1.
"I sat thinking about the man, and his way of living, and the probable effects
in the long-run of his dangerous experiments, and I can recall perfectly well the
sensation of disappointment that crept over me when I realised that I had
labelled his particular form of aberration, and that my curiosity would therefore
no longer be excited.
"For some time I had been sitting alone with these reflections—it may have
been ten minutes or it may have been half an hour—when I was aroused from
my reverie by the knowledge that someone was again in the room standing close
beside my chair. My first thought was that Smith had come back again in his
swift, unaccountable manner, but almost at the same moment I realised that this
could not be the case at all. For the door faced my position, and it certainly had
not been opened again.
"Yet, someone was in the room, moving cautiously to and fro, watching me,
almost touching me. I was as sure of it as I was of myself, and though at the
moment I do not think I was actually afraid, I am bound to admit that a certain
weakness came over me and that I felt that strange disinclination for action
which is probably the beginning of the horrible paralysis of real terror. I should
have been glad to hide myself, if that had been possible, to cower into a corner,
or behind a door, or anywhere so that I could not be watched and observed.
"But, overcoming my nervousness with an effort of the will, I got up quickly
out of my chair and held the reading lamp aloft so that it shone into all the
corners like a searchlight.
"The room was utterly empty! It was utterly empty, at least, to the eye, but to
the nerves, and especially to that combination of sense perception which is made
up by all the senses acting together, and by no one in particular, there was a
person standing there at my very elbow.
"I say 'person,' for I can think of no appropriate word. For, if it was a human
being, I can only affirm that I had the overwhelming conviction that it was not,
but that it was some form of life wholly unknown to me both as to its essence
and its nature. A sensation of gigantic force and power came with it, and I
remember vividly to this day my terror on realising that I was close to an

1
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invisible being who could crush me as easily as I could crush a fly, and who
could see my every movement while itself remaining invisible 1.
"To this terror was added the certain knowledge that the 'being' kept in my
proximity for a definite purpose. And that this purpose had some direct bearing
upon my well-being, indeed upon my life, I was equally convinced; for I became
aware of a sensation of growing lassitude 2 as though the vitality were being
steadily drained out of my body. My heart began to beat irregularly at first, then
faintly. I was conscious, even within a few minutes, of a general drooping of the
powers of life in the whole system, an ebbing away of self-control, and a distinct
approach of drowsiness and torpor3.
"The power to move, or to think out any mode of resistance, was fast leaving
me, when there rose, in the distance as it were, a tremendous commotion. A door
opened with a clatter, and I heard the peremptory 4 and commanding tones of a
human voice calling aloud in a language I could not comprehend. It was Smith,
my fellow-lodger, calling up the stairs; and his voice had not sounded for more
than a few seconds, when I felt something withdrawn from my presence, from
my person, indeed from my very skin. It seemed as if there was a rushing of air
and some large creature swept by me at about the level of my shoulders.
Instantly the pressure on my heart was relieved, and the atmosphere seemed to
resume its normal condition.
"Smith's door closed quietly downstairs, as I put the lamp down with trembling
hands. What had happened I do not know; only, I was alone again and my
strength was returning as rapidly as it had left me.
"I went across the room and examined myself in the glass. The skin was very
pale, and the eyes dull. My temperature, I found, was a little below normal and
my pulse faint and irregular. But these smaller signs of disturbance were as
nothing compared with the feeling I had—though no outward signs bore
testimony to the fact—that I had narrowly escaped a real and ghastly
catastrophe. I felt shaken, somehow, shaken to the very roots of my being."
The doctor rose from his chair and crossed over to the dying fire, so that no
one could see the expression on his face as he stood with his back to the grate,
and continued his weird tale.
"It would be wearisome," he went on in a lower voice, looking over our heads
as though he still saw the dingy top floor of that haunted Edinburgh lodginghouse; "it would be tedious for me at this length of time to analyse my feelings,
or attempt to reproduce for you the thorough examination to which I
endeavoured then to subject my whole being, intellectual, emotional, and
physical. I need only mention the dominant emotion with which this curious
episode left me—the indignant anger against myself that I could ever have lost
1
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my self-control enough to come under the sway of so gross and absurd a
delusion. This protest, however, I remember making with all the emphasis
possible. And I also remember noting that it brought me very little satisfaction,
for it was the protest of my reason only, when all the rest of my being was up in
arms against its conclusions.
"My dealings with the 'delusion,' however, were not yet over for the night; for
very early next morning, somewhere about three o'clock, I was awakened by a
curiously stealthy noise in the room, and the next minute there followed a crash
as if all my books had been swept bodily from their shelf on to the floor.
"But this time I was not frightened. Cursing the disturbance with all the
resounding and harmless words I could accumulate, I jumped out of bed and lit
the candle in a second, and in the first dazzle of the flaring match—but before
the wick had time to catch—I was certain I saw a dark grey shadow, of ungainly
shape, and with something more or less like a human head, drive rapidly past
the side of the wall farthest from me and disappear into the gloom by the angle
of the door.
"I waited one single second to be sure the candle was alight, and then dashed
after it, but before I had gone two steps, my foot stumbled against something
hard piled up on the carpet and I only just saved myself from falling headlong.
I picked myself up and found that all the books from what I called my 'language
shelf' were strewn across the floor. The room, meanwhile, as a minute's search
revealed, was quite empty. I looked in every corner and behind every stick of
furniture, and a student's bedroom on a top floor, costing twelve shillings1 a
week, did not hold many available hiding-places, as you may imagine.
"The crash, however, was explained. Some very practical and physical force
had thrown the books from their resting-place. That, at least, was beyond all
doubt. And as I replaced them on the shelf and noted that not one was missing,
I busied myself mentally with the sore problem of how the agent of this little
practical joke had gained access to my room, and then escaped again. For my

door was locked and bolted.
"Smith's odd question as to whether I was disturbed in the night, and his
warning injunction to let him know at once if such were the case, now of course
returned to affect me as I stood there in the early morning, cold and shivering
on the carpet; but I realised at the same moment how impossible it would be for
me to admit that a more than usually vivid nightmare could have any connection
with himself. I would rather stand a hundred of these mysterious visitations than
consult such a man as to their possible cause.
"A knock at the door interrupted my reflections, and I gave a start that sent the
candle grease flying.
"'Let me in,' came in Smith's voice.
"I unlocked the door. He came in fully dressed. His face wore a curious pallor.
It seemed to me to be under the skin and to shine through and almost make it
luminous. His eyes were exceedingly bright.
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"I was wondering what in the world to say to him, or how he would explain
his visit at such an hour, when he closed the door behind him and came close
up to me—uncomfortably close.
"'You should have called me at once,' he said in his whispering voice, fixing
his great eyes on my face.
"I stammered something about an awful dream, but he ignored my remark
utterly, and I caught his eye wandering next—if any movement of those optics
can be described as 'wandering'—to the book-shelf. I watched him, unable to
move my gaze from his person. The man fascinated me horribly for some reason.
Why, in the devil's name, was he up and dressed at three in the morning? How
did he know anything had happened unusual in my room? Then his whisper
began again.
"'It's your amazing vitality that causes you this annoyance,' he said, shifting his
eyes back to mine.
"I gasped. Something in his voice or manner turned my blood into ice.
"'That's the real attraction,' he went on. 'But if this continues one of us will have
to leave, you know.'
"I positively could not find a word to say in reply. The channels of speech dried
up within me. I simply stared and wondered what he would say next. I watched
him in a sort of dream, and as far as I can remember, he asked me to promise to
call him sooner another time, and then began to walk round the room, uttering
strange sounds, and making signs with his arms and hands until he reached the
door. Then he was gone in a second, and I had closed and locked the door behind
him.
"After this, the Smith adventure drew rapidly to a climax. It was a week or two
later, and I was coming home between two and three in the morning from a
maternity case, certain features of which for the time being had very much taken
possession of my mind, so much so, indeed, that I passed Smith's door without
giving him a single thought.
"The gas jet on the landing was still burning, but so low that it made little
impression on the waves of deep shadow that lay across the stairs. Overhead,
the faintest possible gleam of grey showed that the morning was not far away.
A few stars shone down through the sky-light. The house was still as the grave,
and the only sound to break the silence was the rushing of the wind round the
walls and over the roof. But this was a fitful sound, suddenly rising and as
suddenly falling away again, and it only served to intensify the silence.
"I had already reached my own landing when I gave a violent start. It was
automatic, almost a reflex action in fact, for it was only when I caught myself
fumbling at the door handle and thinking where I could conceal myself quickest
that I realised a voice had sounded close beside me in the air. It was the same
voice I had heard before, and it seemed to me to be calling for help. And yet the
very same minute I pushed on into the room, determined to disregard it, and
seeking to persuade myself it was the creaking of the boards under my weight
or the rushing noise of the wind that had deceived me.
"But hardly had I reached the table where the candles stood when the sound
was unmistakably repeated: 'Help! help!' And this time it was accompanied by
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what I can only describe as a vivid tactile hallucination. I was touched:
the skin of my arm was clutched by fingers.
"Some compelling force sent me headlong downstairs as if the haunting forces
of the whole world were at my heels. At Smith's door I paused. The force of his
previous warning injunction to seek his aid without delay acted suddenly and I
leant my whole weight against the panels, little dreaming that I should be called
upon to give help rather than to receive it.
"The door yielded at once, and I burst into a room that was so full of a choking
vapour, moving in slow clouds, that at first I could distinguish nothing at all but
a set of what seemed to be huge shadows passing in and out of the mist. Then,
gradually, I perceived that a red lamp on the mantelpiece gave all the light there
was, and that the room which I now entered for the first time was almost empty
of furniture.
"The carpet was rolled back and piled in a heap in the corner, and upon the
white boards of the floor I noticed a large circle drawn in black of some material
that emitted a faint glowing light and was apparently smoking. Inside this circle,
as well as at regular intervals outside it, were curious-looking designs, also
traced in the same black, smoking substance. These, too, seemed to emit a feeble
light of their own1.
"My first impression on entering the room had been that it was full of—people,
I was going to say; but that hardly expresses my meaning. Beings, they certainly
were, but it was borne in upon me beyond the possibility of doubt, that they
were not human beings. That I had caught a momentary glimpse of living,
intelligent entities I can never doubt, but I am equally convinced, though I
cannot prove it, that these entities were from some other scheme of evolution
altogether2, and had nothing to do with the ordinary human life, either
incarnate or discarnate3.
"But, whatever they were, the visible appearance of them was exceedingly
fleeting. I no longer saw anything, though I still felt convinced of their
immediate presence. They were, moreover, of the same order of life as the
visitant in my bedroom of a few nights before, and their proximity to my
atmosphere in numbers, instead of singly as before, conveyed to my mind
something that was quite terrible and overwhelming. I fell into a violent
trembling, and the perspiration poured from my face in streams.
"They were in constant motion about me. They stood close to my side; moved
behind me; brushed past my shoulder; stirred the hair on my forehead; and
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circled round me without ever actually touching me, yet always pressing closer
and closer1. Especially in the air just over my head there seemed ceaseless
movement, and it was accompanied by a confused noise of whispering and
sighing that threatened every moment to become articulate in words. To my
intense relief, however, I heard no distinct words, and the noise continued more
like the rising and falling of the wind than anything else I can imagine.
"But the characteristic of these 'Beings' that impressed me most strongly at the
time, and of which I have carried away the most permanent recollection, was
that each one of them possessed what seemed to be a vibrating centre which
impelled it with tremendous force and caused a rapid whirling motion of the
atmosphere as it passed me. The air was full of these little vortices of whirring,
rotating force, and whenever one of them pressed me too closely I felt as if the
nerves in that particular portion of my body had been literally drawn out,
absolutely depleted of vitality, and then immediately replaced—but replaced
dead, flabby, useless.
"Then, suddenly, for the first time my eyes fell upon Smith. He was crouching
against the wall on my right, in an attitude that was obviously defensive, and it
was plain he was in extremities. The terror on his face was pitiable, but at the
same time there was another expression about the tightly clenched teeth and
mouth which showed that he had not lost all control of himself. He wore
the most resolute expression I have ever seen on a human countenance, and,
though for the moment at a fearful disadvantage, he looked like a man who had
confidence in himself, and, in spite of the working of fear, was waiting his
opportunity.
"For my part, I was face to face with a situation so utterly beyond my
knowledge and comprehension, that I felt as helpless as a child, and as useless.
"'Help me back—quick—into that circle,' I heard him half cry, half whisper to
me across the moving vapours.
"My only value appears to have been that I was not afraid to act. Knowing
nothing of the forces I was dealing with I had no idea of the deadly perils risked,
and I sprang forward and caught him by the arms. He threw all his weight in
my direction, and by our combined efforts his body left the wall and lurched
across the floor towards the circle.
"Instantly there descended upon us, out of the empty air of that smoke-laden
room, a force which I can only compare to the pushing, driving power of a great
wind pent up within a narrow space. It was almost explosive in its effect, and it
seemed to operate upon all parts of my body equally. It fell upon us with a
rushing noise that filled my ears and made me think for a moment the very walls
and roof of the building had been torn asunder. Under its first blow we
staggered back against the wall, and I understood plainly that its purpose was
to prevent us getting back into the circle in the middle of the floor.
"Pouring with perspiration, and breathless, with every muscle strained to the
very utmost, we at length managed to get to the edge of the circle, and at this
moment, so great was the opposing force, that I felt myself actually torn from
1
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Smith's arms, lifted from my feet, and twirled round in the direction of the
windows as if the wheel of some great machine had caught my clothes and was
tearing me to destruction in its revolution.
"But, even as I fell, bruised and breathless, against the wall, I saw Smith firmly
upon his feet in the circle and slowly rising again to an upright position. My
eyes never left his figure once in the next few minutes.
"He drew himself up to his full height. His great shoulders squared themselves.
His head was thrown back a little, and as I looked I saw the expression on his
face change swiftly from fear to one of absolute command. He looked steadily
round the room and then his voice began to vibrate. At first in a low tone, it
gradually rose till it assumed the same volume and intensity I had heard that
night when he called up the stairs into my room.
"It was a curiously increasing sound, more like the swelling of an instrument
than a human voice; and as it grew in power and filled the room, I became aware
that a great change was being effected slowly and surely. The confusion of noise
and rushings of air fell into the roll of long, steady vibrations not unlike those
caused by the deeper pedals of an organ. The movements in the air became less
violent, then grew decidedly weaker, and finally ceased altogether. The
whisperings and sighings became fainter and fainter, till at last I could not hear
them at all; and, strangest of all, the light emitted by the circle, as well as by the
designs round it, increased to a steady glow, casting their radiance upwards with
the weirdest possible effect upon his features. Slowly, by the power of his voice,
behind which lay undoubtedly a genuine knowledge of the occult manipulation
of sound, this man dominated the forces that had escaped from their proper
sphere, until at length the room was reduced to silence and perfect order again.
"Judging by the immense relief which also communicated itself to my nerves I
then felt that the crisis was over and Smith was wholly master of the situation.
"But hardly had I begun to congratulate myself upon this result, and to gather
my scattered senses about me, when, uttering a loud cry, I saw him leap out of
the circle and fling himself into the air—as it seemed to me, into the empty air.
Then, even while holding my breath for dread of the crash he was bound to
come upon the floor, I saw him strike with a dull thud against a solid body in
mid-air, and the next instant he was wrestling with some ponderous thing that
was absolutely invisible to me1, and the room shook with the struggle.
"To and fro they swayed, sometimes lurching in one direction, sometimes in
another, and always in horrible proximity to myself, as I leaned trembling
against the wall and watched the encounter.
"It lasted at most but a short minute or two, ending as suddenly as it had begun.
Smith, with an unexpected movement, threw up his arms with a cry of relief. At
the same instant there was a wild, tearing shriek in the air beside me and
something rushed past us with a noise like the passage of a flock of big birds.
Both windows rattled as if they would break away from their sashes. Then a
sense of emptiness and peace suddenly came over the room, and I knew that all
was over.
1
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"Smith, his face exceedingly white, but otherwise strangely composed, turned
to me at once.
"'God!—if you hadn't come—You deflected the stream; broke it up—' he
whispered. 'You saved me.'"
The doctor made a long pause. Presently he felt for his pipe in the darkness,
groping over the table behind us with both hands1. No one spoke for a bit, but
all dreaded the sudden glare that would come when he struck the match. The
fire was nearly out and the great hall was pitch dark.
But the story-teller did not strike that match. He was merely gaining time for
some hidden reason of his own. And presently he went on with his tale in a more
subdued voice.
"I quite forget," he said, "how I got back to my own room. I only know that I
lay with two lighted candles for the rest of the night, and the first thing I did in
the morning was to let the landlady know I was leaving her house at the end of
the week.
"Smith still has my Rabbinical Treatise 2. At least he did not return it to me at
the time, and I have never seen him since to ask for it."
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WHILE “Smith” includes several typical Blackwoodian themes and plot
devices (most tellingly a squalid urban setting wherein a poor intellectual is
renting a room that brings him into proximity with the supernatural, and an
encounter with the misanthropic, gargantuan Outer Beings), it is notable
for its incorporation of elements from other writers of supernatural fiction.
The eponymous character bears a striking resemblance to Edgar Allan Poe’s
craven recluse, Roderick Usher – he shares both physical and philosophical
traits with the incestuous eccentric – and the tale contains elements of
“Ligeia,” “Shadow – A Parable,” “Morella,” “The Man of the Crowd,” and the
plot of “Usher” itself. If Blackwood ever wrote a story that could be described
as Poe-esque, this would be a contender. The plot in general closely
resembles Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic mummy story (one of the first,
barring Poe’s satirical “Some Words with a Mummy”), “Lot No. 249.” In that
tale a medical student (named Smith, incidentally) lived in the room above a
mystic whose incense and foreign dialogue arouse his neighbor’s suspicions.
Certain that the mystic is secretly harboring another person in his room, the
student is proven right when a string of attempted murders leads back to the
room below, where the application of oriental mysticism has conjured a
supernatural slave – a slave who eventually escapes from its magical
bondage. But Blackwood does not merely owe a debt of gratitude to earlier
writers – his story would later help to inspire two of H. P. Lovecraft’s tales of
the invisible world revealed: “From Beyond” and “The Music of Erich Zann.”
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WHILE this is not a clear-cut tale of the supernatural, “Skeleton Lake” is
without a doubt the story of a haunting. Like “Accessory Before the Fact,” it
is a study in the ironic barbarism of overly civilized persons who prefer
privacy and isolation over confrontation and communication. In 1964 Kitty
Genovese was stabbed to death while twenty-eight bystanders watched –
each assuming that the other would act. It became a case which has for
decades defined the phenomenon of urban alienation – a topic which
Blackwood addressed prolifically – and popularized the term “bystander
effect,” what psychologists refer to as a “diffusion of responsibility”. Here,
however, he demonstrates that such irresponsible mismanagement of
humanity’s social duties is not relegated to the city: huddled around a
campfire in the Canadian wilds, a group of hobbyist outdoorsmen can
knowingly share their food and warmth with a murderer – one who knows
that he has been discovered – and fail to act or care or worry about anything
other than the possibility that he might say too much and that they might
have to do something about it.

SKELETON LAKE
AN EPISODE IN CAMP
{1906}
THE utter loneliness of our moose-camp on Skeleton Lake had impressed us
from the beginning — in the Quebec backwoods, five days by trail and canoe
from civilisation — and perhaps the singular name1 contributed a little to the
sensation of eeriness that made itself felt in the camp circle when once the sun
was down and the late October mists began rising from the lake and winding
their way in among the tree trunks.
For, in these regions, all names of lakes and hills and islands have their
origin in some actual event, taking either the name of a chief participant, such
as Smith’s Ridge, or claiming a place in the map by perpetuating some special
feature of the journey or the scenery, such as Long Island, Deep Rapids, or
Rainy Lake.
All names thus have their meaning and are usually pretty recently acquired,
while the majority are self-explanatory and suggest human and pioneer
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relations. Skeleton Lake, therefore, was a name full of suggestion 1, and though
none of us knew the origin or the story of its birth, we all were conscious of a
certain lugubrious2 atmosphere that haunted its shores and islands, and but
for the evidences of recent moose tracks in its neighbourhood we should
probably have pitched our tents elsewhere.
For several hundred miles in any direction we knew of only one other party
of whites. They had journeyed up on the train with us, getting in at North Bay,
and hailing from Boston way. A common goal and object had served by way of
introduction. But the acquaintance had made little progress. This noisy,
aggressive Yankee did not suit our fancy much as a possible neighbour, and it
was only a slight intimacy between his chief guide, Jake the Swede, and one of
our men that kept the thing going at all. They went into camp on Beaver
Creek3, fifty miles and more to the west of us.
But that was six weeks ago, and seemed as many months, for days and nights
pass slowly in these solitudes and the scale of time changes wonderfully. Our
men always seemed to know by instinct pretty well “whar them other fellows
was movin’,” but in the interval no one had come across their trails, or once so
much as heard their rifle shots.
Our little camp consisted of the professor, his wife, a splendid shot and keen
woods-woman, and myself. We had a guide apiece, and hunted daily in pairs
from before sunrise till dark.
It was our last evening in the woods, and the professor was lying in my little
wedge tent, discussing the dangers of hunting alone in couples in this way 4.
The flap of the tent hung back and let in fragrant odours of cooking over an
open wood fire; everywhere there were bustle and preparation, and one canoe
already lay packed with moose horns, her nose pointing southwards 5.
“If an accident happened to one of them,” he was saying, “the survivor’s
story when he returned to camp would be entirely unsupported evidence,
wouldn’t it? Because, you see —”
And he went on laying down the law after the manner of professors, until I
became so bored that my attention began to wander to pictures and memories
of the scenes we were just about to leave: Garden Lake, with its hundred
islands; the rapids out of Round Pond; the countless vistas of forest, crimson
and gold in the autumn sunshine; and the starlit nights we had spent watching
in cold, cramped positions for the wary moose on lonely lakes among the hills.
The hum of the professor’s voice in time grew more soothing. A nod or a grunt
was all the reply he looked for. Fortunately, he loathed interruptions. I think I
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could almost have gone to sleep under his very nose; perhaps I did sleep for a
brief interval.
Then it all came about so quickly, and the tragedy of it was so unexpected
and painful, throwing our peaceful camp into momentary confusion, that now
it all seems to have happened with the uncanny swiftness of a dream.
First, there was the abrupt ceasing of the droning voice, and then the
running of quick little steps over the pine needles, and the confusion of men’s
voices; and the next instant the professor’s wife was at the tent door, hatless,
her face white, her hunting bloomers bagging at the wrong places, a rifle in
her hand, and her words running into one another anyhow.
“Quick, Harry! It’s Rushton. I was asleep and it woke me. Something’s
happened. You must deal with it!”
In a second we were outside the tent with our rifles.
“My God!” I heard the professor exclaim, as if he had first made the
discovery. “It is Rushton!”
I saw the guides helping — dragging — a man out of a canoe1. A brief space
of deep silence followed in which I heard only the waves from the canoe
washing up on the sand; and then, immediately after, came the voice of a man
talking with amazing rapidity and with odd gaps between his words. It was
Rushton telling his story, and the tones of his voice, now whispering, now
almost shouting, mixed with sobs and solemn oaths and frequent appeals to
the Deity, somehow or other struck the false note at the very start, and before
any of us guessed or knew anything at all2. Something moved secretly between
his words, a shadow veiling the stars3, destroying the peace of our little camp,
and touching us all personally with an undefinable sense of horror and
distrust.
I can see that group to this day, with all the detail of a good photograph:
standing half-way between the firelight and the darkness, a slight mist rising
from the lake, the frosty stars, and our men, in silence that was all sympathy,
dragging Rushton across the rocks towards the camp fire. Their moccasins
crunched on the sand and slipped several times on the stones beneath the
weight of the limp, exhausted body, and I can still see every inch of the pared
cedar branch he had used for a paddle on that lonely and dreadful journey.
But what struck me most, as it struck us all, was the limp exhaustion of his
body compared to the strength of his utterance and the tearing rush of his
words4. A vigorous driving-power was there at work, forcing out the tale, redhot and throbbing, full of discrepancies and the strangest contradictions; and
1
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the nature of this driving-power I first began to appreciate when they had
lifted him into the circle of firelight and I saw his face, grey under the tan,
terror in the eyes, tears too, hair and beard awry, and listened to the wild
stream of words pouring forth without ceasing.
I think we all understood then, but it was only after many years that anyone
dared to confess what he thought1.
There was Matt Morris, my guide; Silver Fizz 2, whose real name was
unknown, and who bore the title of his favourite drink; and huge Hank
Milligan — all ears and kind intention; and there was Rushton, pouring out his
ready-made tale, with ever-shifting eyes, turning from face to face, seeking
confirmation of details none had witnessed but himself — and one other.
Silver Fizz was the first to recover from the shock of the thing, and to realise,
with the natural sense of chivalry common to most genuine back-woodsmen,
that the man was at a terrible disadvantage. At any rate, he was the first to
start putting the matter to rights.
“Never mind telling it just now,” he said in a gruff voice, but with real
gentleness; “get a bite t’eat first and then let her go afterwards. Better have a
horn of whisky too. It ain’t all packed yet, I guess.”
“Couldn’t eat or drink a thing,” cried the other. “Good Lord, don’t you see,
man, I want to talk to someone first? I want to get it out of me to someone who
can answer — answer. I’ve had nothing but trees to talk with for three days,
and I can’t carry it alone any longer. Those cursed, silent trees — I’ve told it
’em a thousand times. Now, just see here, it was this way. When we started out
from camp —”
He looked fearfully about him, and we realised it was useless to stop him.
The story was bound to come, and come it did.
Now, the story itself was nothing out of the way; such tales are told by the
dozen round any camp fire where men who have knocked about in the woods
are in the circle. It was the way he told it that made our flesh creep. He was
near the truth all along, but he was skimming it, and the skimming took off the
cream that might have saved his soul3.
1

This single line, which is accorded the rank of paragraph, is the crux of the tale. It is not a murder
mystery – it is simply murder. None of the campers doubt what has happened; they all know
intuitively without needing to compare notes, and yet – as the sentence implies – Rushton is
permitted to get away with murder because his fellow campers are so uneasy with the moral
responsibility of intervening into what Martin from “Accessory” would surely call “a man’s own
private, personal affairs.” It is strictly understood that not only do all of the campers fail to take
action, but that they do not so much as discuss the very clear truth until several years have passed
between them and justice
2
Gin, lemon juice, sugar, soda water, and an egg white (differentiating it from a regular gin fizz)
3
A telling remark. For Blackwood, salvation is achieved (á la “The Woman’s Ghost Story”) through
genuine, intimate, unguarded, unmasked sincerity with one’s fellow creatures. In his more extreme,
spiritualized tales (“May Day Eve,” “Sea Fit”) this means allowing oneself to be absorbed into the
universal collective soul, but in simpler, more realistic stories, like this, the condition of grace is
simple honesty, compassion, and love. By holding back the truth and filtering the story (never mind
the legal ramifications), Rushton has doomed himself to Blackwood’s hell: spiritual isolation from
one’s fellow human beings
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Of course, he smothered it in words — odd words, too — melodramatic,
poetic, out-of-the-way words that lie just on the edge of frenzy. Of course, too,
he kept asking us each in turn, scanning our faces with those restless,
frightened eyes of his, “What would you have done?” “What else could I do?”
and “Was that my fault?” But that was nothing, for he was no milk-and-water
fellow who dealt in hints and suggestions; he told his story boldly, forcing his
conclusions upon us as if we had been so many wax cylinders of a phonograph
that would repeat accurately what had been told us, and these questions I have
mentioned he used to emphasise any special point that he seemed to think
required such emphasis.
The fact was, however, the picture of what had actually happened was so
vivid still in his own mind that it reached ours by a process of telepathy which
he could not control or prevent. All through his true-false words this picture
stood forth in fearful detail against the shadows behind him. He could not veil,
much less obliterate, it. We knew; and, I always thought, he knew that we
knew1.
The story itself, as I have said, was sufficiently ordinary. Jake and himself, in
a nine-foot canoe, had upset in the middle of a lake, and had held hands across
the upturned craft for several hours, eventually cutting holes in her ribs to
stick their arms through and grasp hands lest the numbness of the cold water
should overcome them. They were miles from shore, and the wind was drifting
them down upon a little island. But when they got within a few hundred yards
of the island, they realised to their horror that they would after all drift past it.
It was then the quarrel began. Jake was for leaving the canoe and swimming.
Rushton believed in waiting till they actually had passed the island and were
sheltered from the wind. Then they could make the island easily by swimming,
canoe and all. But Jake refused to give in, and after a short struggle — Rushton
admitted there was a struggle — got free from the canoe — and
disappeared without a single cry.
Rushton held on and proved the correctness of his theory, and finally made
the island, canoe and all, after being in the water over five hours. He described
to us how he crawled up on to the shore, and fainted at once, with his feet
lying half in the water; how lost and terrified he felt upon regaining
consciousness in the dark; how the canoe had drifted away and his
extraordinary luck in finding it caught again at the end of the island by a
projecting cedar branch. He told us that the little axe — another bit of real
luck — had caught in the thwart2 when the canoe turned over, and how the
little bottle in his pocket holding the emergency matches was whole and dry.
He made a blazing fire and searched the island from end to end, calling upon
Jake in the darkness, but getting no answer; till, finally, so many half-drowned
men seemed to come crawling out of the water on to the rocks, and vanish

1

If this is so, the utter fakeness of this party is even more astronomical – they sit knowingly
listening to lies from a man who knows that they are aware of his falsehood. A deeper form of
interpersonal alienation, apathy, and sheer phoniness is difficult to conceive
2
A wooden strut placed crosswise to brace a watercraft
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among the shadows when he came up with them, that he lost his nerve
completely and returned to lie down by the fire till the daylight came.
He then cut a bough to replace the lost paddles, and after one more useless
search for his lost companion, he got into the canoe, fearing every moment he
would upset again, and crossed over to the mainland. He knew roughly the
position of our camping place, and after paddling day and night, and making
many weary portages1, without food or covering, he reached us two days later.
This, more or less, was the story, and we, knowing whereof he spoke, knew
that every word was literally true, and at the same time went to the building
up of a hideous and prodigious lie.
Once the recital was over, he collapsed, and Silver Fizz, after a general
expression of sympathy from the rest of us, came again to the rescue.
“But now, Mister, you jest got to eat and drink whether you’ve a mind to, or
no.”
And Matt Morris, cook that night, soon had the fried trout and bacon, and
the wheat cakes and hot coffee passing round a rather silent and oppressed
circle. So we ate round the fire, ravenously, as we had eaten every night for the
past six weeks, but with this difference: that there was one among us who was
more than ravenous — and he gorged.
In spite of all our devices he somehow kept himself the centre of observation.
When his tin mug was empty, Morris instantly passed the tea-pail; when he
began to mop up the bacon grease with the dough on his fork, Hank reached
out for the frying pan; and the can of steaming boiled potatoes was always by
his side. And there was another difference as well: he was sick, terribly sick
before the meal was over, and this sudden nausea after food was more
eloquent than words of what the man had passed through on his dreadful,
foodless, ghost-haunted journey of forty miles to our camp. In the darkness he
thought he would go crazy, he said. There were voices in the trees, and figures
were always lifting themselves out of the water, or from behind boulders, to
look at him and make awful signs. Jake constantly peered at him through the
underbrush, and everywhere the shadows were moving, with eyes, footsteps,
and following shapes.
We tried hard to talk of other things, but it was no use, for he was bursting
with the rehearsal of his story and refused to allow himself the chances we
were so willing and anxious to grant him2. After a good night’s rest he might
have had more self-control and better judgment, and would probably have
acted differently. But, as it was, we found it impossible to help him.
Once the pipes were lit, and the dishes cleared away, it was useless to
pretend any longer. The sparks from the burning logs zigzagged upwards into
a sky brilliant with stars. It was all wonderfully still and peaceful, and the
forest odours floated to us on the sharp autumn air. The cedar fire smelt sweet
1

Carrying the canoe over land when necessary
The party would prefer to accept his account, but his haunted conscience will not allow him to rest
in their satisfaction, so that all parties are miserable. The solution, of course, would be for them to
call his bluff and accuse him (or at least voice their suspicions), relieving Rushton of the burden of
his pretense, allowing the party to execute justice, and bringing peace to Jake’s spirit
2
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and we could just hear the gentle wash of tiny waves along the shore. All was
calm, beautiful, and remote from the world of men and passion. It was, indeed,
a night to touch the soul, and yet, I think, none of us heeded these things. A
bull-moose might almost have thrust his great head over our shoulders and
have escaped unnoticed. The death of Jake the Swede, with its sinister setting,
was the real presence that held the centre of the stage and compelled attention.
“You won’t p’raps1 care to come along, Mister,” said Morris, by way of a
beginning; “but I guess I’ll go with one of the boys here and have a hunt for
it2.”
“Sure,” said Hank. “Jake an’ I done some biggish trips together in the old
days, and I’ll do that much for’m3.”
“It’s deep water, they tell me, round them islands,” added Silver Fizz; “but
we’ll find it, sure pop — if it’s thar.”
They all spoke of the body as “it.”
There was a minute or two of heavy silence, and then Rushton again burst
out with his story in almost the identical words he had used before. It was
almost as if he had learned it by heart. He wholly failed to appreciate the
efforts of the others to let him off.
Silver Fizz rushed in, hoping to stop him, Morris and Hank closely following
his lead.
“I once knew another travellin’ partner of his,” he began quickly; “used to
live down Moosejaw Rapids way —”
“Is that so?” said Hank.
“Kind o’ useful sort er feller,” chimed in Morris.
All the idea the men had was to stop the tongue wagging before the
discrepancies became so glaring that we should be forced to take notice of
them, and ask questions4. But, just as well try to stop an angry bull-moose on
the run, or prevent Beaver Creek freezing in mid-winter by throwing in
pebbles near the shore. Out it came! And, though the discrepancy this time
was insignificant, it somehow brought us all in a second face to face with the
inevitable and dreaded climax.
“And so I tramped all over that little bit of an island, hoping he might
somehow have gotten in without my knowing it, and always thinking I heard
that awful last cry of his in the darkness — and then the night dropped down
impenetrably, like a damn thick blanket out of the sky, and —”
1

Viz. perhaps, “I suppose”
The body, which will be continuously alluded to through the euphemism “it” – a further example
of the group’s attitude of avoidance and denial
3
Viz. “for him”
4
This is precisely what Blackwood wants us to feel uncomfortable about: it is clear that foul play
has been committed – so clear that the offender is more in danger of confessing outright than of
being suspected or even questioned. Like Martin in “Accessory,” these people value their lives of
convenience, niceness, and simplicity, and will go out of their way to avoid becoming involved in
the affairs of a man’s life and death – even when the opportunity to act is outrageously convenient
(Martin merely had to fess up to his vision, and the campers immediately sniffed out this frantic,
loose-lipped, shot-nerved murderer) – simply because it would complicate their love of privacy and
isolation
2
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All eyes fell away from his face. Hank poked up the logs with his boot, and
Morris seized an ember in his bare fingers to light his pipe, although it was
already emitting clouds of smoke1. But the professor caught the ball flying.
“I thought you said he sank without a cry,” he remarked quietly, looking
straight up into the frightened face opposite, and then riddling mercilessly the
confused explanation that followed.
The cumulative effect of all these forces, hitherto so rigorously repressed,
now made itself felt, and the circle spontaneously broke up, everybody moving
at once by a common instinct. The professor’s wife left the party abruptly, with
excuses about an early start next morning. She first shook hands with Rushton,
mumbling something about his comfort in the night.
The question of his comfort, however, devolved by force of circumstances
upon myself, and he shared my tent. Just before wrapping up in my double
blankets — for the night was bitterly cold — he turned and began to explain
that he had a habit of talking in his sleep and hoped I would wake him if he
disturbed me by doing so.
Well, he did talk in his sleep — and it disturbed me very much indeed. The
anger and violence of his words remain with me to this day, and it was clear in
a minute that he was living over again some portion of the scene upon the
lake. I listened, horror-struck, for a moment or two, and then understood that I
was face to face with one of two alternatives: I must continue an unwilling
eavesdropper2, or I must waken him. The former was impossible for me, yet I
shrank from the latter with the greatest repugnance; and in my dilemma I saw
the only way out of the difficulty and at once accepted it.
Cold though it was, I crawled stealthily out of my warm sleeping-bag and
left the tent, intending to keep the old fire alight under the stars and spend the
remaining hours till daylight in the open.
As soon as I was out I noticed at once another figure moving silently along
the shore. It was Hank Milligan, and it was plain enough what he was doing:
he was examining the holes that had been cut in the upper ribs of the canoe.
He looked half ashamed when I came up with him, and mumbled something
about not being able to sleep for the cold. But, there, standing together beside
the over-turned canoe, we both saw that the holes were far too small for a
man’s hand and arm and could not possibly have been cut by two men
hanging on for their lives in deep water. Those holes had been made
afterwards.

1

Tinkering with pipes and fire (“Willows,” “Wendigo,” “Accessory,” “Smith,” etc.) is a common
Blackwood motif used to suggest a hollow, pathetic attempt to flee spiritual or psychological
discomfort and to return to simple pleasures and the illusion of superiority
2
Eavesdropping, too, is common in Blackwood, particularly his early fiction written about New
York and urban settings, wherein he uses eavesdropping to suggest the folly and pretense of insisting
on privacy and isolationism in a city where the crowds prevent anything of the sort
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Hank said nothing to me and I said nothing to Hank1, and presently he
moved off to collect logs for the fire, which needed replenishing, for it was a
piercingly cold night and there were many degrees of frost.
Three days later Hank and Silver Fizz followed with stumbling footsteps the
old Indian trail that leads from Beaver Creek to the southwards. A hammock
was slung between them, and it weighed heavily. Yet neither of the men
complained; and, indeed, speech between them was almost nothing2. Their
thoughts, however, were exceedingly busy, and the terrible secret of the woods
which formed their burden weighed far more heavily than the uncouth,
shifting mass that lay in the swinging hammock and tugged so severely at their
shoulders.
They had found “it” in four feet of water not more than a couple of yards
from the lee shore of the island. And in the back of the head was a long,
terrible wound which no man could possibly have inflicted upon himself.

THIS story could easily have paired with “Accessory Before the Fact” under
the title “Accessory After the Fact.” It is doubtless that – the “terrible wound
which no man could possibly have inflicted upon himself” notwithstanding –
Rushton got away with murder. It is however doubtful that he got away
“Scot free” in the sense that he lived out his life happy and smug. Blackwood
suggests that there may be a ghost following him much like Macbeth looked
up from his feast table to see his murdered friend Banquo with clots of blood
congealing in his shattered head. And even though the ghost be a
psychological projection or a hallucination, Rushton is no less haunted by
his guilt, which pours from his lips in his troubled sleep. Blackwood is just as
disgusted by the man’s non-murderous companions, who aid and abet his
crime not for gain or spite or even friendship and loyalty to Rushton, but
simply for the sake of a love of privacy, and this diffusion of responsibility
will leave them all haunted by the weight of that “uncouth shifting mass”
that pulled down on Hank and Fizz’s shoulders – a ponderous weight.

1

Horrendous communication in a situation where conversation and confession would allow
everyone to sleep easier and – truly the hell of the Blackwood universe
2
Hardly a surprise, given the collective personality of this group
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MORE CHILLING TALES
SUGGESTED STORIES OF HORROR AND THE MACABRE
Algernon Blackwood
{1869 - 1951}
“The Wood of the Dead” – Closely resembling the macabre mysticism of
“The Dance of Death” and “The Woman’s Ghost Story,” this tale follows a
young traveler who stops at a tavern in a strange village where he learns
from a frightened waitress that he has encountered the spirit of an old
recluse – a white-bearded priest of Nature – whose appearances are said to
foretell death. The manifestation is not without a corresponding tragedy,
and an unsuspecting victim.
“Entrance and Exit” – Closely modeled after Ambrose Bierce’s “Mysterious
Disappearances,” with a healthy dose of “The Wendigo,” this story tracks an
old man who relates one of the most unsettling experiences of his childhood
to a curious young woman and a skeptical young priest: how one winter he
witnessed a man’s absorption into the higher dimensions of space, and
overheard his cries emanating from the sky above, á la Défago. A study in
inter-dimensionality, the plasticity of time and space, and the terror of
cosmic indifferentism.
Sand – Either a long story or a short novel, this narrative attributes the
same properties used in “The Willows” and “The Glamour of the Snow” and
“The Sea Fit” to the shifting sands of the Egyptian deserts. Steeped in the
mysticism of Ancient Egypt, the tale – like The Man Whom the Trees Loved
– stews with the unsettling sentience and potency of Nature without
approaching the spiritual terror of “The Willows” or even “May Day Eve.”
For a completionist, it is a valuable insight into Blackwood’s eco-spiritual
philosophy, but for the horror buff it may be… rather dry.
John Silence: Physician Extraordinary – Containing the casebook of
Blackwood’s psychic detective, John Silence, this volume follows his exploits
into the occult. It includes “Ancient Sorceries” (wherein a pagan cat-cult is
uncovered in rural France – a grandsire to The Shadow Over Innsmouth
and The Wicker Man), “Secret Worship” (investigating a monastery of devil
worshippers in Germany), “The Camp of the Dog” (a mystical werewolf tale
exploring split personalities), and others. Unfortunately, it is John Silence
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himself whose meddlesome interference into these supernatural events
dilutes and diverts the potential for effective terror by – as M. R. James
would say – over-explaining “the machinery”. This tome, while wrought with
awkward plot fumblings, is seminal to Blackwood’s canon.
Max Hensig: Bacteriologist and Murderer – Although it is not a
supernatural tale, Max Hensig foreshadowed the modern crime thriller –
specifically the Hannibal Lecter series. Its plot concerns a German
bacteriologist renowned for his skill in deadly diseases who is tried for the
murder of his wife. When the jury is hung and Hensig freed, he turns his
murderous attention on a journalist who colored him unfavorably in his
news reports. The following cat and mouse game is a psychological
nightmare.
The Man Whom the Trees Loved – While “Ancient Lights” followed a man’s
abuse at the hands of trees and tree spirits, this novella features an arboreal
artist whose relationship with his Christian wife is strained by his pagan
rapport with trees. His paintings, which succeed in infusing life, personality,
and individuality to each separate tree, unsettle and awe those who see
them, hinting at something beyond mere ecological appreciation.
“The Man Who Found Out” – Commonly anthologized, this tale of a
transcendentalist archeologist who stumbles upon the meaning of life is
well-known for its grim, Lovecraftian philosophy. Having discovered the
long-lost Tablets of the Gods – reputed to explain the purpose of human
existence – the antiquarian is at first thrilled with hope and curiosity, but
when he wastes away from depression, his young friend decides to read his
mentor’s translation – at his own peril.
“If the Cap Fits” – After a fireside discussion on metaphysics, a skeptic
carelessly grabs the wrong cap and walks into the street. As he makes his
way back, he finds his thoughts growing dark and morbid, eventually
stepping onto a bridge and staring into the black waters bellow. After
shaking the suicidal impulse from his head, he realizes his mistake. Later he
is shocked to learn something about the cap’s owner’s mental state.
“The Tryst” – Blackwood, who never married, wrote this story about a man
who returns to an old lover – one who had agreed to wait for him while he
tried to make his fortune in America – after thirteen years of gallivanting
across the world. Expecting to be reunited, he is deeply shaken by the
experience and crushed by the guilt of his interpersonal irresponsibility.
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“With Intent to Steal” – In the final Jim Shorthouse story, the adventurer
and amateur occult investigator spends the night in a haunted barn where
the spirit of a black magician infests the structure, compelling those who
encounter it to hang themselves. While the Shorthouse of “The Empty
House” and “A Case of Eavesdropping” is a young, curious idealist, the
character in “With Intent to Steal” finds himself cowed by the looming
presence of the dead occultist, and the psychological – and physical –
ramifications are nearly dire.
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About Oldstyle Tales Press.
Two months before graduating, Michael developed the idea of Oldstyle Tales
while reading Henry Mazzeo and Edward Gorey’s Hauntings: Tales of the
Supernatural, Barry Moser’s Ghost Stories, and E.F. Bleiler’s anthology of
Ambrose Bierce horror fiction – part of a yearly Halloween ritual that also
included “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” and The Best of H.P. Lovecraft:
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began to envision editions of literary horror that including the approachable
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editions (Victorian then Edwardian ghost stories, H.P. Lovecraft, and Ambrose
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